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Abstract. - A description is given of the structure, astogenetic development and
evolution of the Upper Silurian Cucullograptinae. It is based on the material
contained in the core samples from the Mielnik on the Bug (Easter n Poland)
deep-boring and from the Baltic drift. The graptolites were prepared by dissolving the limestone and marly matrix in hydrochloric acid. For detailed study the
specimens were bleached. The stratigraphic position and significance of the fauna
investigated are discussed. The main trend in the evolution of sicula consists in
its simplification and is interpreted as due to foetalization. In contrast with
sicula, the evolution of thecae displays progressive changes which primarily
consist in the development of apertural apparatus, connected, in most lines, with
the elaboration of its secondary asymmetry. The biological significance of this
pattern of evolution of thecal characters. is discussed. The Cucullograptinae supply convincing evidence for the distal introduction of phylogenetic novelties which
makes up a prevailing mode of evolutionary changes of astogeny in this group
of moriograptids. Problems, related to the mechanisms of evolution and organization of graptolite colonies are discussed. Using the data, now available, tentative phylogenetic relationships within the group are established. An attempt
is made to show some implications of these data in the problem of origin of the
Cucullograptinae. Fourteen representatives (species and subspecies) of the Cucullograptinae are described in the systematic part. Four species and two subspecies are new.

INTRODUCTION

A detailed study of the structure and astogenetic development of the
representatives of the subfamily Cucullograptinae Urbanek, 1958 (Monograptidae, Graptolithina), as well as an explanation of their
evolution and stratigraphic importance constitute the aim of the present
work.
Despite the fact that the representatives of this subfamily have recently been subject to frequent studies (Eisenack, 1942; Bulman, 1953;
Walker, 1953; Urbanek, 1954, 1958, 1960; Kuhne, 1955) not all of the
problems, related to this interesting group of the Upper Silurian monograptids have exhaustively been explained.
In 1960, the accumulation of a new material,coming, in part, from
the Baltic erratic boulders but chiefly that, prepared from the Mielnik
on the Bug boring core which, to a considerable extent, supplemented
the family tree of the Cucullograptinae and threw a new light on several related problems, has induced the present writer to investigate
this group once more and in a yet more exhaustive manner.
The idea of the present monograph may be summarized in the following four items: 1) a detailed investigation of the structure of the thecae and the development of the colony, carried out on the basis of
adequately bleached microscopic preparations with particular consideration of the fusellar structure; 2) a comparison of the structure of different representatives with the application of the comparative-anatomi-
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cal methods; 3) a determination of the main evolutionary trends and
of the ch aracter of morphological changes which took place in particular phyletic lineages; 4) an Investigation of stratigraphic ranges so as
to be able to determine the significance of the Cucullograptinae as
index fossils.
The fact that the remains of the Cucullograptinae might be etched
from the rock by chemical methods was an especially important factor
in the studies on their evolution. Thus isolated specimens allowed one
to study several anatomical characters, otherwise inaccessible to observation by standard methods of investigation usually applied to the
graptolite remains preserved on the rock surface. To obtain transparent
preparations, enabling one to examine the fusellar structure of thecae
and, in particular, the fusellar structure of the apertural apparatus, the
present author bleached the isolated specimens. A detailed analysis
of the fusellar structure is one of the main methods, applied to the
present work.
In solving all these problems, the present writer aimed, in a consistent way, at the integration of all data, based on the studies of the forms
from the drift material, with those obtained from the boring at Mielnik on the Bug (Eastern Poland). The latter data constituted the main
basis for concluding on the evolution and stratigraphic occurrence. The
material, coming from the Baltic boulders served .m ostly for the investigation of the morphology and astogeny of particular species.
The results of the studies on the following representatives of the
Cucullograptinae are discussed in the present work:
Genus Lobograptus Urbanek, 1958
Lobograptus progenitor n. sp.
Lobograptus simplex Urbanek, 1960
Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek, 1960
Lobograptus exspectatus btcornis n. subsp,
Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne, 1955)
Lobograptus scanicus amphirostris n. subsp.
Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Tullberg, 1883) sensu Bulman, 1953
Lobograptus imitator n. Sp.1
Lobograptus invertus n. Sp.1
Lobograptus cirrifer n . Sp.1
Genus Cucullograptus Urbanek, 1954
Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek, 1960,
Cucullograptus aversus d . aversus (Eisenack, i942)
Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek, 1960
Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek, 1954
I

T hus marked f orms are known on ly fr om ' the boring at Mielnik on the Bug.
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GENERAL

PART

ORIGIN OF THE MATERIAL

The material of the Cucullograptinae, studied in the present monograph, comes from : 1) the core of a deep boring at Mielnik on the Bug
(Eastern Poland), drilled by the staff of the Laboratory of Iron are Depo-
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sits of the Geological Institute in Warsaw, and 2) the Silurian erratic boulders of the Baltic origin, collected on Pomeranian seaside beaches and in
the outcrops of the Quaternary moraines in Central Poland (Fig. 1).

Silurian deposits from the Mielnik on the Bug boring
Mielnik on the Bug (the map sheet of Biala Podlaska, scale 1:300,000) is
situated in the north-western part of Polish Lowland in the platformian
area, contained within the Podlasie depression (syneclize) which extends
to the east, passing (in White Russia) into the Brzesc syneclize (Pozaryski, 1963). This depression is one of the structural units, formed as a result
of a subsidence of the crystalline substratum of the east-European platform and filled with the Cambro-Silurian deposits of a considerable
thickness. In the north, the Podlasie depression borders on the MasuriaSuwalkielevation (anteclize) which makes up a western part of the
White Russian anteclize. This anteclize constitutes an elevation unit
(a dome, or similar positive area), marked by the predominance of the
denudative processes and the lack of the Cambrian, Ordovician and
Silurian deposits.
Mielnik on the Bug is situated within the marginal zone of the Podlasie depression, adjoining the Masuria-Suwalki elevation. In this zone,
the Ordovician and Silurian deposits are near-shore or shallow-neritic
in character (Tomczyk, 1958) and consist mostly of the calcareous and
marly rocks. Within this marginal zone a regular change is also observed in the lithological character of the Silurian deposits which, in the
easternmost (Krzyze boring) part of this area, is composed of calcareous
sediments typical of shallow waters and, further to the west (Mielnik
on the Bug boring), acquire a mixed character of marly-calcareous sediments and, to a considerable extent, mudstones. In the Zebrak boring,
situated further to the west, the Silurian is developed in the form of
mudstones, while marly rocks a nd calcareous intercalations are less developed. Thus, from marginal to central parts of the Podlasie depression,
we may observe a deepening of the Silurian basin which is manifested by
the change in character and increase in the thickness of its sediments.
Presumably, therefore, a neritic zone extended around the Masuria-Suwalki elevation with deeper facies situated west of it. The Silurian
deposits of the Mielnik boring were formed more or less in the center of
the neritic zone of this basin.
The Silurian sediments, occurring in the Mielnik on the Bug borehole, have preliminarily been investigated by E. Tomczyk and H. Tomczyk of the Geological Institute in Warsaw. The results of these investigations have only in part been published (H. Tomczyk, 1962, 1964) and
the rest of them, elaborated in the form of an appropriate report, have
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in 1963 been handed over to the archives of the Geological Institute.
According to the authors mentioned above, these sediments, underlaying the Zechstein conglomerate, occur at the depths of from 583·5 m
to 1,120 m , reaching about 536·5 m in thickness. With regard to stratigraphy, they include the upper part of the so-called Paslek Beds (corresponding to the Wenlockian), which in the Mielnik on the Bug borehole begins with the Cynograptus murchisonizone, the so-called Mielnik Beds, Siedlce Beds, and finally the Podlasie Beds, probably their
lower part only". Mielnik Beds generally correspond to Lower Ludlovian (Eltonian + Bringewoodian + Leintwardinian, comp, Holland, Lawson, Walmsley, 1963), as well as to the lower part of the Kopanin i Beds
in Barrandian (Horny, 1962) . Siedlce Beds, according to H. Tomczyk
(1962) concept, include a series of sediments between the Saetograptus
leintwardinensis zone (exclusive) and horizon with "Monograptus" formosus (inclusive) and r pproximately correspond to the upper part of
Kopanina Beds in Barrandian, In the Mielnik boring, however, " M ."
d. [ortnosus appears almost simultaneously with "Pristiograptus" ultimus, which is considered in Bohemia as the index fossil for the lowermost part of higher series (Pfidoli Beds). Podlasie Beds, i.e. their lower
part only, correspond generally to the lower part of Pfidoli Beds in
Bohemia, although some equivalents of Polish development may be
lacking in Barrandian (comp. also H. Tomczyk, 1962, English summary,
pp. 119-120, and Table 12 in Polish text).
The upper part of the Silurian series in the Mielnik boring is marked
(H. Tomczyk, 1962 ; E. Tomczyk & H. Tomczyk, an unpublished archival
report of the Geological Institute, 1963) by the occurrence of Calymene
beyeri R. & E. Richter, of "Prist iograptu s" ultimus (Perner) and of the
layers, containing Dayia d. navicula (Sow .). This identification is only
preliminary and, on rthe basis of the investigation of this core by a chemical treatment, the occurrence has recently been stated of a rich assembl age of graptolites, situated above the layers, containing "Monograptus" d .
[ormosus Boucek and "Pristiograptus" ultimus (Perner). This fauna will
soon allow one to state more precisely the stratigraphy of the p art of
the Podlasie Beds which occurs in the core of the Mielnik on the Bug
boring.
The Silurian of Mielnik is developed in the form of a series of the
marly-carbonate and mudstone sediments. The occurrence of many intercalations, lenses and calcareous nodules, different in size and thickness,
is characteristic of the entire series, mentioned above in which they are
so frequent that some of them are usually recorded on a stretch of one
running meter of the core. However, some horizons are marked by the
2 For the stratigraphic terminology of the Silurian in Poland comp, H. Tomczyk (1962. pp. 112-117. English summary; l!l'64).
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presence of especially numerous and considerably thick calcareous and
marly intercalations. Likewise, in definite layers, mudstones may abound
in the tuffogenic material admixtures which, sometimes, pass into the
tuffite intercalations (in particular, in the Siedlce Beds). Both the mudstones and marly-carbonate deposits display a different degree of lamination or layering but they are usually devoid of foliation.
The occurrence of a mixed biofacies at Mielnik was caused by the
lithological character of the Silurian deposits. In addition to numerous
graptolites, particularly frequent in mudstones and marly rocks, trilobites,
and brachiopods, as well as , in smaller numbers, cephalopods, crinoids,
pelecypods and gastropods are recorded in those strata. The presence of
Eurypterida, Hydrozoa (few) and Polychaeta (scolecodonts) have been indicated by residua, obtained by the dissolution of the rock samples. In
calcareous, in particular, thicker intercalations, graptolites become rather
rare and their occurrence is mostly restricted to the outer marly-calcareous parts, adjoining massive layers of purer calcium carbonate.
The entire series of the Silurian sediments at Mielnik is horizontal
and does not seem to be affected by the tectonic movements. It overlays
the Ordovician (1,120 to 1,178 m deep) and Cambrian (below 1,178 In, also
horizontal) deposits. The character of the Silurian deposits at Mielnik and
the faunistic a ssem blage which occurs in them allow one to admit that,
according to H. Tomczyk's (unpublished archival data) supposition, they
were formed in a shallow-neritic or near-shore zone. The Silurian at Mielnik on the Bug is a classical example of a platformian, unfolded formation
whose sediments were deposited in a relatively shallow and near-shore
zone.
The section of the bor:ing core from Mielnik in which the graptolite
remains were found, assigned to the subfamily Cucullograptinae Urbanek,
has been accurately examined in the present monograph. This section is
contained within limits of 1,035 m (the first appearance of Lobograptus
progenitor n.sp.) and 920·8 m (the last appearance of Cucullograptus
aversus rostratus Urbanek) and is, therefore, 114·2 m , in thickness. Stratigraphically it corresponds to the upper part of the so-called Mielnik
Beds and to the lowermost horizons of a younger series, the so-called
Siedlce Beds. The conventional and provisional boundary between the
last named two series has been drawn by E. Tomczyk and H. Tomczyk
at a depth of 932 m 3.
3After a more detailed examination of the graptolite sequence, situated between
the Mielnik and Siedlce Beds, this boundary should be determined in a more precise manner. Generally speaking, there are two alternatives of drawing this boundary : 1) in the top of the zone of the Saetograptus ~ein twardinensis hordzon or,
2) in the base of a horizon, marked by the appeanance of one of the new species that
does not occur in the Mielnik Beds. In the latter case, the boundary would run
above the st r a ti gr aph ic boundary accepted so far.
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The examined series of sediments consists of silts and mudstones
which, now and then, contain the tuffogenic material, as well as of marls
and limestones. The latter form intercalations, lenses and nodules which
are densely distributed and separated from each other by 5-6 to 40-50
ern thick layers of silts and mudstones. The lower part of this series
(1,035-990
m) is marked by a certain predominance of silts and, partially, marly sediments, while the calcareous lenses and nodules are
relatively rare and, sometimes, only occasional. The amount of the tuffogenic material is smaller than that in the upper part of the series investigated.
The upper part of this series (920
m) is more calcareous.
In addition to silts and mudstones, there are many marly and even calcareous lenses and intercalations. The tuffogenic material is more frequent
particularly in the uppermost part of the Mielnik Beds (932-946 m) and
in the lowermost part of the Siedlce Beds (920
m) .
The marly and calcareous intercalations, as well as concretional sediments consisting of them, display a pronounced lithological similarity
to the graptolitiferous calcareous erratic boulders of the Baltic origin.
It should be assumed, therefore, that the latter were formed under simil ar facial conditions. Remele's (1883) suggestion that erratic boulders of
the type of "Graptolithengestein" come probably from calcareous concretions and intercalations, which primarily were deposited within more
shaly series, seems therefore to be well grounded.
09

0 8 - 9 9 0 09

08-932

Silurian erratic boulders

of the Baltic origin

The Silurian erratic boulders of the Baltic origin which contain the
graptolite remains are called, in German literature, "Graptolithengestein".
These are mostly gray or bluish-greenish marls or marly limestones and,
less frequently, pure limestones in which the graptolite remains are accompanied by a shelly fauna (crinoids, trilobites, brachiopods, Cardiola).
They o-ccur on the area of the Central European Lowland from the
western boundary of Lithuania to the Netherlands. In Poland, they are
rare in the eastern part of their distribution area (Masuria) although, according to German authors' data, they are still met with in the western part
of the Sambia Peninsula (Eisenack, 1942, p. 34). Occasionally, they also
occur as far inland as the Masovia Region (the vicinities of Zegrze and
Zakroczym, north of Warsaw) and near Poznan. It is only on the territory
of Pomerania, west of Gdansk, that they occur more frequently. They
are particularly numerous in the morainic deposits of the Baltic coast in
Western Pomerania from Ustka to the Wolin Island. According to Martinsson (1963, p. 4), the number of the graptolitiferous Silurian boulders
in the morainic deposits increases westwards. This confirms the opinion
of F. Roemer (1884-1885, p. 132) who believes that they are most frequent
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on the area between the Odra and the Elbe rivers. A particularly abundant occurrence of these boulders on the Rugen Island and in the vicini- ,
ties of Berlin (Kuhne, 1955; Jaeger, 1959) is in a full conformity with these
views. The morainic deposits which contain the graptolitiferous Silurian
erratic boulders may reach far to the south from the Baltic coast. This is
shown by their occurrence in Lower Silesia (Mokrzeszow, Sudeten) where
they are met with rather frequently.
These boulders occur in the Quaternary moraines, the most ab un dant being in the West Pomeranian moraines, situated more or less
west of Ustka. The majority of the Silurian erratic boulders, examined
by the present author, which were collected mainly on the coastal beaches
in the ar eas of a high shore (cliff), built of a boulder clay of a considerable thickness (e.g . at Niechorze-Rewal), come from the latter region..
So far, there were no detailed investigations to establish with which
glaciation the most abundant occurrence of the Silurian erratic boulders is connected. However, with regard to the material, coming from
Western Pomerania, it may be assumed that these boulders are mostly
connected with the sediments of the last glaciation (the Baltic glaciation). According to the opinion of the Quaternary geologists, older morainic deposits are situated in this region below the se a level (oral information of Dr. K. Kopczynska-Zandarska and Dr. Z. L zmparski from
the Quaternary Geology Department of the Wars aw University). It
seems to be beyond any doubt that the erratic boulders, accumulated
in some places in the form of a "cobble", come mainly from the washed
and destroyed morainic deposits that form a " high shore", are situated
above the present sea level and may only in part derive from submerged moraines of older age. They constitute, therefore, a 'h et er ogen eou s
assemblage, with a probable prevalence of the material from the Baltic
glaciations.
It has been well-known for a long time now that graptolites, contained in the Silurian erratic boulders of the Baltic origin, are stratigraphically heterogenous. Generally speaking, most boulders indicate
the Lower Ludlovian age of the original matrix and make up a stratigraphic equivalent of the Mielnik Beds in the platformian Silurian
of Poland. The Cucullograptinae, related to a higher part of the Lower
Ludlovian horizons, occur, therefore, in many examined erratic boulders. The stratigraphic range of the graptolite assemblages in the Silurian erratic boulders is, however, much more extensive. Its lower limit
is determined by the occurrence, in some boulders, of Monograptus
priodon (Bronn) (Urbanek, 1958) and Retiolites qemitzumus Barrande
4 As to the boulders that ccme from the sites, located south of the Baltic
coast, they may of course come and they probably do come mostly from older
glaciations.
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(Roemer, 1884-1885, p. 118; Kiihne, 1953), which sometimes occur separately, and sometimes are associated with each other. The presence
of Monograptus priodon may determine this limit as the Upper Llandoverian or Lower Wenlockian, while the occurrence of Retiolites
geinitzianus - as the Upper Llandoverian or lowermost Wenlockian.
The determination of the upper limit of the range of the graptolite
assemblages in the erratic material of the Baltic origin is somewhat
more difficult. Until recently, it was supposed that although they exceed
the level of the scanicus zone, as it was commonly understood, they do
not reach higher than the level of Saetograptus leintwardinensis (Hopk.).
However, the occurrence of Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek
in the erratic boulders in a characteristically poor association (devoid
of saetograptids) indicates that the stratigraphic range of this fauna
extends also to the levels directly overlying the S. leintwardinensis zone
and, therefore, it also includes the equivalents of the lowermost Siedlce
Beds in the Polish Lowland. A still younger age of the upper limit of
the graptolite assemblages from the Silurian erratic boulders may be
indicated by the assemblages, consisting of abundant "Pristiograptus"
bohemicus (Barrande), associated with Pristiograptus ex grege dubius
(Suess) and, therefore, without cucullograptids and saetograptids. Such
assemblages are very characteristic of the lower part of the Siedlce
Beds in the platformian Silurian of Poland. These layers are marked
by the abundant occurrence of "P." bohemicus and related species with
a simultaneous scarcity of other graptolite fauna. The possibility cannot be excluded that the erratic boulders, containing similar assemblages, are not of the Lower Ludlovian age as they have so far been believed to be but that they are much younger.
The problem of the origin of the Silurian erratic boulders has already
been discussed by Roemer (1884-1885, p. 132) who was of the opinion
that they come from "ein jetzt vom Meere bedektes Gebiet zwischen
der Insel Oesel, der Insel Gotland und Schonen". The following facts
were used by Roemer to justify his views: 1) in the North European
countries, the outcropping Silurian rocks which lithologically (and, at
the same time, stratigraphically and faunally) fully correspond to the
erratic boulders, are unknown; 2) these boulders occur most frequently
on the area, situated between the Odra and the Elbe rivers which would indicate the fact that they come directly from the bottom of part of the
Baltic Sea which adjoins this area (i.e. from the region between the
Bornholm and Gotland islands).
During the later period, the problem of the origin of erratic boulders
was not very extensively dealt with by the investigators of their graptolite fauna. More extensive studies by older authors (Remele, 1883;
Jaekel, 1889; Stolley, 1895) have a mostly historical significance for
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-the problem in question. A few remarks were published by, among ,
other authors, Hucke (1917) and Kraft (1926). Urbanek (1958, p . 2) has
expressed the assumption that, in addition to the Baltic Sea bottom,
the Upper Silurian "Cardiolaskiffer" series in Scania and on the Gotland Island might also be a source of the erratic boulders. A similar
assumption, applied only to Scania has also been expressed by Jaeger
(1959). On the basis of a closer study of the Silurian sections in Scania,
the present author has, however, concluded that, lithologically, these
deposits differ fairly distinctly from the lithological type of the Silurian
erratic boulders since the former mostly consist of clayey shales with
a small number of marly and calcareous intercalations which, moreover, considerably depart from the lithological type of marly erratic
limestones. At present, it seems to be less likely that the Silurian series,
outcropping in Scania might be a source of the drift material.
A similar conclusion, applied to the Silurian series, outcropped on
the Gotland Island, has been reached by Martinsson (1962, p. 540) who,
despite the fact that the graptolite sequence of the Gotland Island and
the drift material coincide with each other to a considerable extent,
holds that "abundantly graptolitiferous and more shaly facies of beds
'of this age is foreign to the exposures of Gotland". Since the argillaceous
_sediment content increases south-westwards from the Gotland coast,
Martinsson believes that _"the source of the Graptolithengestein can
nowhere be indicated more plausibly than in the SW continuation of
the (Upper Wenlockian-) Ludlovian of Gotland (1962, p . 540). Considering the morphology of the Baltic Sea bottom, Martinsson has set
up the interesting hypothesis that "areas around the North-Mid-Sea
Bank are probably the place of origin of the Graptolithengestein" (1963,
p ;. 9). He based his conclusion on the reconstruction of the morphology
of the Palaeozoic series on the Baltic Sea bottom. In the light of Martinsson's recent investigations most erratic material seems to come from
.the Silurian series which presently cover the . Baltic Sea bottom and,
therefore, these boulders are called by the present writer by a general
name-of "a drift material of the Baltic origin".
The distribution of the sites which the erratic boulders, described
in the present paper, come from is shown ina map (Fig. 1, p. 295).

INVESTIGATION METHODS

The dissolution - of marly or calcareous rook samples in acids was
a fundamental method used in the present work. 'According to standard
methods of etching graptolite - remains, mostly _the hydrochloric and,
less - frequently, acetic acids were used for this purpose. It was only'
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in very few cases that the hydrofluoric acid was applied to etch the
remains from mudstones. Sometimes, this acid, or the HN 3+HCl mixture, were used, to clean the specimens of sediment grains (arenaceous
or argillaceous remainder) adhering to the periderm.
The samples from the Mielnik boring were mostly taken from marly
or calcareous intercalations where graptolites are best preserved. It was
only of necessity that, sometimes, the material was also sampled from
mudstones and silts. Undoubtedly, such a manner of sampling caused
definite distortions of quantitative ratios and of a picture of the fauna
(bias sampling) but, for technical reasons, it was the most adequate
method which allowed one to obtain a maximum number of well-preserved specimens and, at the same time, to save the .a cid and laboratory
operations. On account of an abundant occurrence of intercalations,
1-3 samples were taken per one running metre of the core (the samples were ,3- 10 em thick with the core diameter varying within limits
of 120 mm in the upper part of the core section examined and 80--,-90 mm
in the lower part). Depths were determined approximately, but any
possible errors did not seem to exceed 30 em.
The remains, obtained as a result of dissolution, were - together
with the silty residue - washed and" hereafter, fragments of thecae
and rhabdosomes were picked out by means ofa pipette and put into
the Petri dishes, filled with glycerine. Selected specimens ,were kept
in glycerine in the Petri dishes 100 mm in diameter. The material, intended for detailed studies, was put into smaller ' vessels, made of
a transparent polystyrene, approx. 35 mm in diameter and provided with
airtight lids.
The specimens, destined for a detailed anatomical examination,
were, prior to these tests, bleached in a mixture of potassium chlorate,
nitric acid and water. , Bleaching was carr.ied, out in thin ,glass tubes
approx. 12 mm in diameter and to 45 mm high and corked up in such
a ,manner as to leave a certain leakage (to facilitate a slow escape of
Cl). The polystyrene vessels, mentioned above, were also used for bleaching. After .a 10-15 hour bath, the specimens were washed in water
to remove, the remnants .of acid and chlorine and once .m or e put into
.glycerin e. Studies of the.dnternal structure of the apertural apparatus
and interthecal septa were, carried out by means of needle preparations.
In order to exhibit certain internal details, particular fragments of
periderm were removed , or destroyed by means of a minutaneedle. vln
the case of Cucullograptus pazdroi, thin microtome sections of specimens, embedded in paraffine, were , used to show details of internal
structureof theapertural part of a theca.
, Detailed observations were made and , figures ' drawn by means of
stereoscopic microscopes. Original ' drawings were linearly magnified
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about 150, 210 and 300 times and, for the purposes of reproduction, appropriately reduced. Few photographs of specimens, embedded in the
rock surface were taken by the "Standard" type camera.
Measurements were taken by means of the "Lumipan " microscope
and with the application of a properly graduated micrometre gauge
or by drawing the measured sections in a proper sc ale.
The specimens, described and illustrated in the present paper are
preserved in the writer's collections at the Palaeozoological Department
of the Warsaw University (Zwirki i Wigury 6, Warszawa) and marked
with successive numbers of plates and figures on which they are shown.
Several specimens, particularly brittle and fragile, were damaged and,
some of them, even destroyed when handled during or after drawing.
Some specimens fell to pieces when not being handled at all. After
bleaching, the flattened specimens displayed a strong tendency to twist
or roll up which was probably caused by the tension of the periderm
surface, following the oxidation of its outer layer. This process may
bring about a considerable deformation of such specimens and, consequently decrease their suitability to further studies and observations.
None the less, bleaching (and mostly strong one) was necessary for
the investigation of the fine structure of thecae.
The destroyed specimens have been replaced in the collection by
other ones, taken from similar' stratigraphic horizons, which may allow
one to check the main structural features, mentioned in the text, or to
observe details similar to those, depicted in figures.

TERMINOLOGY

The terminology, applied to the present work,is mostly modelled
after a standard terminology collected by Bulman (1955). The present
author's terminology is, to a certain extent, supplemented with some
terms, suggested by Jaanusson (1960) (such expressions as a geniculation, and abbreviations as tr. and long. to denote the transverse and
parallel directions in relation to the long axis of thecae and
rhabdosome). With regard to the evolution of astogeny, the concepts and terms, previously introduced by the present author (Urbanek
1960, 1963), such as expressivity, penetrance, distal and proximal introduction of phylogenetic novelties etc., are used in the present paper.
The anatomical terms are patterned after those, used before (Urbanek,
1958). However, the necessity occurred to introduce certain new terms,
denoting special structures, recently found in Cucullograptinae. These
terms are given below together with a brief explanation of their mean-

ing.
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The measurements of length also require a certain discussion. The
numbers, representing the entire length of thecae do not comprise
(unless otherwise stated) the height (long .) of apertural lobes. This
was considered advisable because of a better comparability of these
data with the species having different degree of the development of the
apertural apparatus or those devoid of apertural lobes. The entire length
of the sicula which does not comprise the dors al process and the virgella,
is measured from the prosicular apex to the lateral margins of the metasicular aperture.

New terms introduced or redefined
Adapertural plate - portion of apertural lobe, fused to ventral
(ventral a.p.) or dorsal (dorsal a.p.) wall of theca (e.g. in the left lobe
of L. scanicus scanicus and right lobe in L. ·invertus n.sp.).
Apertural apparatus - all derivatives of apertural segment of metatheca (comp. Urbanek 1960, p. 146) which may consist of apertural
lobe (or lobes), rostral processes, gorget, gular plate and apertural lip.
Apertural elevations - incipient form of apertural lobes constituting slightly raised lateral parts of apertural margin.
Apertural incision - notch, formed on free margin of partly reduced right apertural lobe in C. hemiaoersus , notchlike embayments in
ventrobasal part of apertural lobes (e.g. in L. scanicus amphirostris
n . subsp. and .in the left lobe of L. invertus n.sp.).
Apertural lip - extroverted margin of aperture (e.g. in L. invertus
n . sp . and L . exspectatus), or extroverted margin of partly reduced (in
C. hemiaversus) or vestigial apertural lobe (in C. aversus rostratus).
Beak, beaklike process, beaklike prolongation - more or less pronounced outgrowth formed on ventral margin of apertural lobe.
Gorget - superstructure on the lateral margin of apertural lobe in
C. aversus rostratus and forming there a collarlike prolongation which
consists mainly of narrow fusellar strips. Name introduced in analogy
to "gorget" being "a piece of armour defending the throat..., a kind
of covering for the neck and breast worn by women" (Webster's Int.
Dictionary, 1951, p. 1081).
Gracilization - process of becoming more gracile, slender and
smaller. New created term, used here to describe the transformation
from more robust into more gracile siculae and thecae.
Gular plate - (after Lat. gula - the throat) incurved portion of apertural lobe in C. aversus rostratus, producing a shovellike process which
surrounds the ventral termination of the lobe from the ventral and lateral side.
2 Acta Palaeontologlea nr 3-4/66
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L-cucullograptids - cucullograptids with asymmetric apertural apparatus due to hypertrophy of the left apertural lobe.
Microfusellar tissue, m. structure - structure of peridermal derivatives consisting of very narrow and densely crowded stripes (micro-fuselli),
as in apertural lobes in Monoclimacis micropoma, described by Urbanek
(1958, p. 93, fig . 68). Gorget in Cue. aversus rostratus consists of tissue
similar to microfusellar, see also p . 322.
Pectoral crest - narrow, spindlelike peridermal plate, fused with
the ventral wall of theca and shifted somewhat asymmetrically to the
obverse side (in C. aversus rostratus).
R-cucullograptids - cucullograptids with asymmetric apertural
apparatus due to hypertrophy of the right aperturalIobe.
S-cucullograptids - cucullograptids provided \Vith bilaterally symmetric apertural apparatus.
Subapertural thickening - horseshoe shaped external swelling of
periderm situated occasionally on the ventral wall of theca beneath the
apertural margin (in L . progenitor n.sp.).
Terminations of the apertural lobe - structures formed at the ventral and dorsal ends of the apertural lobe (adapertural plate, beak).
Remark: The term overlap is used here to describe: 1) the mutual
overlap of adjacent thecae (thecal overlap), or 2) the overlap ("overthrust") of apertural lobes.
r

STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION OF THE FAUNA INVESTIGATED

Stratigraphic occurrence of the investigated graptolites from the Mielnik boring
The following stratigraphic sequence, resulting f~om the appearance
order of particular species, has been established on the basis of the particular Cucullograptinae species, found in the investigated series from
the Mielnik boring, contained between depths 1,035 and 920.8 m:
1,035 m - Lobograptus progenitor n.sp.; 1,020.9 m - L. simplex Urbanek; 1,016.9 m - L. scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne): 1,009.9 m - L. exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek and L. scanicus amphirostris n. subsp.,
appearing in the same layer, although it is quite possible that the former occurs even as deep as 1,015.9 m; 1,002.5 m - Cucullograptus
pazdroi Urbanek; 988.9 m - Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Tullberg)
sensu Bulman; 986.9 m - L. imitator n .sp.; 966.85 m - L. invertus
n . sp .; 960 m - Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek; 952.9 m - Lobograptus exspectatus bicornis n. subsp.; 941 m - L. cirrifer n . sp .;
940.5 m - Cucullooraptus aversus d . aversus (Eisenack); 934.7 m Cue. aversus rostratus Urbanek (see PI. I).
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A part .of this sequence may be considered an equivalent of the
scanicus zone as it has so far been understood. This zone is marked by
the occurrence of particular subspecies of Lobograptus scanicus and it
seems that the level at which the occurrence of L. scanicus parascanicus
is . not recorded any more, might be accepted .as the upper limit of this
horizon. This results from the following two premises; ' 1) the disappearance of L. scanicus parascanicus coincides with the appearance of
Pristiograptus dubius tumescens (Wood) which - in classical British
stratigraphic tables - has so far been considered .an index fossil of
a separate and overlying tumescens zone; · higher layers, as it is obvious from the very definition, could not be included in the scanicus
zone as it has. originally been understood (Elles & Wood, 1918; Elles,
1922, 1925); 2) at the same time, L. scanicus parascanicus marks a lower
limit of the scanicus zone and is the most abundant of all the three
subspecies.
The definition of the scanicus zone, given '. above, allows one for
a correct comparison of the. complex picture of evolution of this monograptid 'gr oup , obtained as a result of recent studies, · with. certain
classical concepts, generally accepted in the literature. It seems probable that, on account of difficulties in finding, in flattened specimens,
small morphological differences by which particular species of the Cucullograptinae may be identified, the' concept of the scanicus · zone
accepted in practice, was much broader and, in extreme cases, might be
equal to the I'ran ge zone" of the entire subfamily. Considering all arguments, presented above, the limitation of this zone to the "range zone" of
Labograptusscanicus parascanicus seems to be more justified. Since this
subspecies is accompanied, almost over its entire- range (except for the lowermost part corresponding to the layers of the lower zonal form of L.
scanicus parascanicus), by Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek, the latter
species may be considered a " sat ellit e species" of the scanicus zone in its
proper sense.
Isolating the scanicus zone, as a middle part, from .the vertical distribution zone of the Cucullograptinae, we also should determine the stratigraphic status of the upper and lower part.
The lower part is marked by both the first appearance ' and steady
occurrence of Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. and L. simplex Urbanek. With
regard to their habitus, these species resemble to a considerable extent
Neodiversograptus nilssoni (Lapworth) and there is a well-founded supposition that so far many investigators considered them to be con specific with
the latter (d. Urbanek, 1963, pp. 151-153). Consequently, the layers
containing the oldest two species of the Cucullograptinae were probably
assigned to the nilssoni zone. In the light of recent investigations such
a view becomes, however, ill-grounded. Considering the stratigraphic se-
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quence of the Linograptinae and Cucullograptinae, a new zone of L. progenitor n .sp. should be established as intercalated between the nilssoni and
the seanieus zones. L. simplex seems to be of a lesser stratigraphic significance since it is contained within the occurrence range of L. progenitor
n .sp. but it may also be considered an index of a corresponding subzone (an
upper part of the L. progenitor n.sp. zone).
The upper part of the Cucullograptinae occurrence zone (above the
Labograptus seanieus paraseanieus zone) may, in turn, be divided into
the following three zones: that of L. inv ertus n.sp. , of Cueullograptus
hemiaversus and of Cue. aversus, with its two subspecies. Between the
point where the last occurrence of L. seanieus paraseanieus and the first
occurrence of L. invertus n.sp. are observed, as well as between the last
occurrence of the latter and the first occurrence of Cue. hemiaversus,
small discontinuities in their distribution (gaps) are recorded in the Mielnik boring. From the stratigraphic point of view they do not seem to be very important and, besides, they may be only accidental (local).
The last zone, containing Cueullograptus aversus, may presumably be
divided into two subzones. It is true enough that no decisive evidence may
be supplied by the Mielnik boring (since, in this boring, the occurrence of
the subspecies Cue . aversus aversus is not certain , compopp. 492-495) to
confirm this supposition, but it seems likely that the lower subzone is marked by the occurrence of the type subspecies. The higher subzone would
be characterized by the occurrence of Cue. aversus rostratus. The evolution
of this species, testified to also by the fauna from the erratic boulders
(comp. pp. 517-518), was "zonal" in character and, hence, the subspecies
rostratus is marked by the presence of more primitive lower zonal and
more advanced higher zonal forms.
Considering the sequence of the Cucullograptinae, stated in the Mielnik
boring, the following rough stratigraphic division may be suggested for
the layers overlaying the N eodiversograptus nilssoni zone (from the bottom):
1) zone of Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. (with L. simplex in the upper
part),
2) zone of Lobograptus seanieus parascanicus = zone of Cucullograptus pazdroi),
3) zone of Lobograptus invertus n.sp.,
4) zone of Cueullograptus hemiaversus,
5) zone of Cucullograptus aversus, consisting of:
a) subzone of Cue. aversus aversus,
b) subzone of Cue. aversus rostratus.
The division, suggested above, is indubitably much more complex than
that, used so far, and comprising only 3 zones: scanicus, tumescens and
leintwardinensis. Maybe, it will turn out to be unsuitable for the purposes
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of the practical stratigraphy, primarily for the following reasons: 1) certain
difficulties may arise of a detailed specific identification of the forms
which are flattened or have strongly damaged periderm ; 2) the established units may be regional in character (comp. also p. 364) or too
discrete for the purposes of the standard stratigraphy. In this connection,
the present writer believes the use of a general concept, " Cucullogr apt id
band" , to be advisable as a designation of the entire assemblage of the
zones, mentioned above. It may be much more correct in practice than
the supposedly "accur ate" definition, "the scanicus zon e", as currently
defined.
Another alternative of the solution of this problem may consist in
basing the entire stratigraphic division on a quite different group of
monograptids whose evolution allows one to develop a simpler scheme.
With regard to the stratigraphic importance, the Saetograptinae (Colonograptus and Saetograptus) make up the best instance of such a group.
The first of its genera, i.e. Colonograptus Pribyl, is indicative for the
lower part of the series under study, and Colonograptus colonus"(Barrande)
sensu Perner" belongs to the most frequent species, accompanying N eodiversograptus nilssoni. More than once, the view is met with in the geological practice that this species is a facultative index form of the nilssoni zone whose range differs only slightly from that of the zonal species
(comp. Jaeger, 1964, p. 39). Observations, based on the occurrence of Col.
colonus in the Mielnik on the Bug boring core, reveal, however, that it
reaches considerably higher than the top of the "range zone" of N. nilssoni (see. PI. I). Judging by the distribution of this form at Mielnik, the zone
5 The name Graptolithus colonus w as introduced by Barrande (1850). During my
studies on Barrande's collection, preserved at the National Museum in Prague, Czechoslovakia, I have had an opportundty to find that none of the specimens, figured
in his work (Barrande, 1850, PI. 2, Figs. 1-5), fulfills the generally accepted concept of th is species. Specimen in Fig. I, 4 (loc. Listice) is M onoclimacis vom er ina
(Nicholson). Figs . 2-3 (loc. Listice) are synthetic diagrams, based on studies of
different specimens, among them, according to Perner (1899, p. 18), on fragments
of cyrtograptids. Fig. 5 is based on poorly preserved specimens fr.om loco Borek
which probably correspond to Pristiograptus dubius (Suess) . The majority of the
specimens figured were collected at Listice where, according to a recent opinion
of Dr. R. Horny (Prague), there are no beds younger than the vulgaris zone . The
name G. colon u s was, therefore, used by Barrande to designate a number of quite
different species.
.
Perner (1899, p. 9) was of the opinion that Barrande's Figs. 2-3 were also based
on true colonus specim ens which he refigured correctly only in part in his PI. 1\1,
Fig. 12 and Text - fig. 12. He stated that specimens on the basis of which his
f igures were drawn were derived from original Barrande's collection (specimen
No. 265 in Perner collection from Butovice which is preserved at the National Museum
with a probably erroneous designation as Barrande's PI. 2, Fig. 1). This specimen
and Perner's description indicate that he was the first to use this specific name
in its present, generally accepted, sense (most probably, Lapworth, 187,6 and 'I'ullberg, 1883 used th is name to designate another collective species). To a void an y
possible misunderstanding, I suggest the use of the name Colonograptus colonus
(Barran de) sensu Perner. For the same reason, Jaeger's (19'64, p. 39) suggestion to
contin ue the use of the name Monograptus colonus (Bar r an de), which would be
i n conformity w ith a long-standing tradition, seems to be HI-grounded.
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of Col. colonus takes in the N. nilssoni "range zone" and the lower part
of the Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. zone and, therefore, it does not seem
to be of the same stratigraphic importance as the nilssoni zone (as suggested by Jaeger, 1964, p . 39) when properly understood.
The species of the genus Saetograptus Pribyl are indicative for the
upper part of the series investigated. In their stratigraphic distribution,
a partial "overlap" with vertical distribution of Colonograptus is displayed by the representatives of this genus, i.e . transient forms between
these two genera (Colonograptus colonus/Saetograptus chimaera transients,
see PI. I). Moreover questionable representatives of S. d. chimaera (Barr-ande) (PI. I) occur in the upper part of the Col. colonus range. These forms
require further studies necessary for a closer determination of their systematic position. The occurence of S. chimaera cervicornis Urbanek which,
in the upper part, is accompanied by another subspecies, presumably
the type subspecies S. chimaera d. chimaera 6 (Barrande), begins at a higher level (at depth of 1,020·9).
The replacement of the scanicus zone in its current, extensive sense
·by the chimaera zone has been recently suggested by Jaeger (1962, p. 39).
He gives the follow ing three reasons to justify his suggestion: 1) the
scanicus group (= Cucullograptinae) has recently turned out to consist
of several separate species and-subspecies whose identification, in a flattened state of preservation, is -Very difficult; 2) the occurrence of the
representatives of this group is recorded above the Saetograptus leintwardinensis zone; 3) the representatives of S. chimaera are distributed only
within limits of the colonus and the leintwardinensis zones. The fact
that S. chimaera is a species which may easily be identified in a flattened
state is also taken into account by him.
In the light of data, obtained from the Mielnik boring, Jaeger's arguments are only partially correct. In particular, it turns out that, in this
case, the upper limit of Saetograptus chimaera (at a depth of 959·6 m) ,
determined by the occurrence of S. chimaera salveyi, is situated considerably lower than the base of the S. le intwardinensis zone (at about
936·0 m) .
6 There is some uncertainty as to the concept of true Saetograptus ch imaera chima era (Bar r a nde). A type specimen (figur ed in Barrande, 1850, PI.-4, Fig. 4 and

refigured in Perner, 1899, PI. 17, Figs. 18 a-b) preserved at National Museum in
Prague; Czechoslovakia, represents a young, gr owing proximal part of the rhabdosom e (som e 12 thecae). This specimen is much more robust than a form, described
by Urbanek (l!}53) as S. ch imaera cer v icor n is , and displays a rather sudden widening
of the rhabdosome (amounting to 1·0 mrn , in w idt h in the most proximal part and
1· ,5 mm . in a somewhat more di stal part) . Unfortunately, this specimen does not
permit to estimate the shape and size of distal , thecae, but it approaches much
clo ser' to a higher zonal variety of S. chim aer a from the Mielnik core (described
here as S. ch imaera d. chimaera) than to
lower zorial form (identified as S. chi ma era cer viCo r nis). S. · ch i m aer a
chima era is more robust than the latter sub specie s and differs from it in di stal thecae which are provided with broad, earlike
lateral apertural lappets. The same form has also been found in some erratic boulders.
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If the phenomena observed are not local in character, the chimaera
zone is not .fu lly substitutional for the scanicus and tumescens zones.
Considering the sequence, stated at Mielnik, the following division of
the series examined may be suggested on the basis of saetograptids (from
bottom):
1) the Colonograptus colonus zone,
2) the Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis zone (with S. chimaera d.
chimaera in the upper part),
3) the S. fritschi zone (with S. chimaera salveyi in the lower part),
4) the S. leintwardinensis zone.
Thus, in supplementing Jaeger's (1964) suggestion, it seems indispensable to introduce a transient fritschi zone? between the chimaera
(= Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis) and leintwardinensis zones. In
connection with this suggestion, a certain discussion is due to the
occurrence of S. d. leintwardinensis at a depth of 960.6-960.9 m : Its
position approximately coincides with the lower limit of the fritschi
zone. The remains in question consist of a certain number of specimens,
representing distal parts of the rhabdosome whose structure does not
deviate from that of this same part of the rhabdosome in the typical
S. leintwardinensis which occurs much higher (PI. I). These specimens
of distal parts are, however, accompanied by fragments of the medial
and proximal parts that do not differ from those . in the representatives of S. chimaera salveyi (Hopk.). The explanation of this phenomenon may be ascribed to the supposition that perhaps the distal parts
of the rhabdosome, ascribed here to S. d. leintwardinensis, belonged
to a transient link, biform in character. Such form might have already
modified thecae of the distal part with the structural type peculiar of
the younger species S ,leintwardinensis and, at the same time, not yet
modified thecae of a more proximal part with the . structural type that
does not differ from that of the older species S .chimaera. There is the
possibility that S. leintwardinensis was developed by the distal introduction of new phylogenetic characters (the form and position of apertu.r al spines). Some traces of this phenomenon are preserved in the representatives of this species in the form of an increase in the expressivity
.of these ch aracters towards the distal part",
A Saetograptus fritschi linearis zone is distinguished byJaeger (1964,
pp. 40-41) above the S. leintwardinensis zone. The results of observa7 In ' connection with this suggestion, attention sh ould be paid to the po sition
. of Saetograptus fritschi, taken by this species i n Barrandien. According to H orny's recent results (1962, Fig. 7, p. 883), this species occurs below the S. fritschi
linearis zone but it does not exceed the upper limit of the S. chi m aer a range.
As a result, Horny .does not distinguish any separate zone for S. fr itschi fritschi .
8 The ' evolution of thecae in the Saetograptinae consisted, in most cases, in
the proximal introduction of new phylogenetic characters (cf. Urbanek, 1960, pp.
187-193). The evolutionary tendency of S. leintwardinensis marks, therefore,
a completely different trend in the phylogeny of this group.
. ,
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tions of the occurrence of graptolites in the Mielnik boring considerably
deviate from the sequence, found in Thuringia. At Mielnik, the occurrence of S. fritsch i d. linearis is associated with the typical form.
S. fritschi d. fritschi and, besides, the occurrence of both these forms
is recorded below the zone, containing S. leintwardinensis.
Jaeger's (1962) suggestion to replace the Cucullograptinae with the
Saetograptinae as an index group of the Lower Ludlovian may in fact
be reduced to the replacement of a group whose evolutionary development has been better recognized with another, less-known in this respect. Such seems to be an apparently simple picture of the saetograptid
development. It seems that, together with a more detailed and accurate recognition of the evolution of this group, the picture of its phylogenetic relationships will become as complex as that of the Cucullograptinae. There are some facts which might confirm the correctness of such a supposition (among other things, a considerable variability of Saetoqraptu» chimaera cervicornis, maybe zonal in character, occurrence of S. chimaera d. chimaera and S. chimaera salveyi,
representing indubitably divergent differentiation trends, occurrence of
transient forms between Colonograptus and Saetograptus, etc.), S. leintwardinensis also do not make up a uniform species but rather a group
of closely related forms. This is confirmed by the presence of a presumably separate subspecies in the Mielnik boring (comp. PI. I), as well
as by the differentiation of this group from other borings in Polish
Lowland (Dr. H. Tomczyk's oral communication). Jaeger (1962, p. 40)
also does not preclude the existence of a subspecific peculiarity of the
forms, belonging to the le intu:ardinensis group, found in Thuringia.
A list of zones, based on the occurrence of the Cucullograptinae (and
Linograptinae), together with the zonation, shown on the basis of the
Saetograptinae so that mutual relationships of established units might
be more clearly presented, is given in Table 1. It is clear from the dbgrams presented that the separation of the tumescens zone established
by Elles and Wood (1900) for Welsh Borderland is not justified in the
case of the platformian Silurian of Poland. It has been as early as 1960
that attention was drawn by H. Tomczyk (1960 , pp. 135 and 138, Table
on page 136) to the fact of a slight stratigraphic significance of Pristiograptus dubius tumescerzs (Wood) in the platformian Silurian of Poland.
According to this author, it results from a considerable vertical distribution of this species which passes into the Siedlce Beds, displaying a few
horizons of a frequent or even m ass occurrence above the zone of
Saetograptus leintwardinensis (H. Tomczyk, 1962 , Table 10; E. Tomczyk & H. Tomczyk, 1962, p . 275). A similar view was expressed by
Jaeger (1962, pp. 39-40) who: 1) does not consider "Monograptus"
tumescerzs to be an index form, 2) believes the concept of "the tumescerzs
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zone" to be wrong, 3) considers M. tum esc ens (Wood) to be conspecific
with M. dub ius (Suess) and to correspond to M. dubius ludlowensis
Boucek, as well as to M. frequens Jaekel. The latter having a priority,
Monograptus tumescens Wood = Pristiograptus dubius frequens (Jaekel,
1889).
The first and the second"item of Jaeger's views are strongly justified
by the materials, coming from the Mielnik boring. Pristiograptus dubius tumescens appears at a depth of 977.9 m (cf. PI. I) which corresponds to the top of the Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus or to the
upper part of the Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis zone but hereafter
it continues to occur above the leintwardinensis zone, passing to the
lower part of the Siedlce Beds. The specimens from the Siedlce Beds
seem not to differ at all from the typical specimens of tumescens from
a horizon, stratigraphically corresponding to the tumescens zone from
Wales and they do not display any differences in relation to the British
forms''.
In all probability, Pristiograptus dubius tumescens continues to occur
in yet higher layers, maybe even as high as the top of the Siedlce Beds
but this problem still requires some more detailed studies.
In contradistinction to the first two, the third item of Jaeger's views,
mentioned above, does not seem to be acceptable for this simple reason
that among the populations of Pristiograptus dub ius (Suess), occurring
in association with a fauna typical of the scanicus zone (P. scanicus
parascanicus and Cucullograptus pazdroi) and typical representatives
of P. dubius tumescens, there exist certain morphological differences
which allow us to state that we have to do with separate, although closely related, subspecies'", The possibility of P. dubius ludlowensis Boucek
being a synonym of P. tumescens (Wood) seems, therefore, to be rather doubtful (although we cannot preclude another possibility, i.e, that
P. dubius ludlowensis Boucek = P. frequens Jaekel) .
Within the graptolite assemblage, found in the series examined, an
important role is played by the Retiolitidae (see PI. I). Many species of this
family are those, described by Eisenack (1951) from the erratic boulders,
whose stratigraphic ranges have not been known so far. Any preliminary
statement of such ranges have only become possible on the basis of the
material, coming from Mielnik. In the Retiolitidae sequence, there is
a striking fact that, in the case of Plectograptus sp., they reach as
high as the lower part of the Cucullograptus hemiaoereus zone (= Saetograptus fritschi zone) and, in the esse of Holoretiolites sp., as far as
the S. leintwardinensis zone (= Cue. aversus zone, middle part). Such
9 This view has been confirmed by Dr. B. Rickards (Cambridge) who had the
opportunity to get to know my material as he visited Warsaw in April, 1965.
10 In my opinion, these differences are too small to consider these forms to
be separate species.
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a high range of the Retiolitidae is a rather unexpected feature which
makes the assemblage of the graptolite fauna, beginning with the vulgaris and closing with the leintwardinensis zone, uniform in character.
Table 1
Comparison of graptolite zones as suggested by the sequence of Cucullograptinae
(plus N eodiversograptus) and Saetograptinae in the Mielnik boring
1) Cue. aversus
rostratus
2) Cuc. aversus
aversus

Cucullograptus aversus

(Eisenack)
Cucullograptus

hemiaversus

Urbanek

L obograptus invertus n.sp .

Saetograp tus le intwardinensis (Hop-

kinson)

Saetograptus frit schi (Perner)

--

Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (KUhne)

Saetograptus

chimaera

cervicornis

colonus

(Barrande)

Urbanek

Lobograptus progenitor n.sp.

Co!onograptus

N eodiversograptus

nilssoni

(Lap worth)

sensu Perner

Remark . Cue. aversus rostratus surviv ed so m ew hat above the le tntwardinensis zone.

Stratigraphic position

of the examined erratic boulders

The stratigraphic position of erratic boulders may be established
only on the basis of the comparison of a faunal assemblage occurring
in them with the assemblages of corresponding index zones, recognized
from the standard Silurian sections which occur in situ.
The first attempt at a general stratigraphic classification of the Silurian erratic boulders has been undertaken by Kuhne (1955) who distinguished certain characteristic faunistic assemblages among which
"chimaera-Fauna", corresponding, according to this author, to the
nilssoni and scanicus zones, belongs to the most frequent ones. The
older assemblage is marked by the occurrence of Colonograptus
colonus which, according , to this investigator, ,cor r esponds to the
lower part of the nilssoni zone, while the occurrence. of Monodimacis
haupti characterizes of an assemblage younger than "chimaera -Fauna"!' .
At present, the comparison of the faunistic assemblage of the examined boulders with the standard section and with that of the Mielnik
boring, similar to them in its lithological development, as well as with
other Silurian sections of the same age, situated all over Europe, allows
one for a more accurate determination of their 'stratigraphic position.
11 The "chi m ae r a - F a una " in erratic boulders corresponds
'Zon e (in it s redefined sense) only. Colonouraptus colonus
to the lower part of the nilssoni zone, but it comprises all
even higher. M onoclimacis haupti comprises, as a matter of
younger than the scanicus zone (PI. I).

rather to the scanicus
'corresponds not only
'th is zone and reaches
fact, zones which are
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A tabular list of the graptolite fauna of all erratic boulders, examined
in the present monograph, is shown in Table 2.
At the same time, these assemblages make up a basis for conclusions
as to the presumable stratigraphic position of the boulders (corresponding numbers are shown in the first right-hand column of - PI. I). It
should be remembered that these conclusions are not free of an arbitrary
element and that they cannot be safely proven in all cases (hence, the
question marks accompanying the numbers of some boulders).

COMPARATIVE ANATOMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CUCULLOGRAPTINAE
AND THE RULES OF THEIR EVOLUTION

EVOLUTION OF SICULAE

S iculae, their size and shape
On the whole, the following two morphological types may be distinguished on the basis of the differentiation picture, displayed by the
siculae in the Cucullograptinae: 1) large (robust) (PI. II, Figs. 1-3),
and 2) small (gracile) siculae (PI. II, Figs. 4-12).
Large siculae are marked by a relatively considerable length (long.)
and - in the adapertural part of metasicula - width (tr .). Metasicula
is much longer than prosicula and has a distinct apertural dorsal process. The siculae of this type are recorded only in the Lobograptus
species which are characterized by a full bilateral symmetry, such as
L. progenitor n .sp., L. simplex, L . exspectatus exspectatus. This type of
sicula may be expected to _occu r also in L . exspectatus bicornis n. subsp.
which, however, no siculae have been observed so far. The occurrence
of siculae of this type should presumably be considered one of many
primitive characters, typical of this evolution line of Lobograptus.
The sicula of Lobograptus progenitor n. sp., in which it reaches the
largest dimensions among all Cucullograptinae (comp. Table 3), may be
considered especially primitive. It is marked by a strongly developed
dorsal apertural process (PI. II , Fig. 1).
The siculae of other bilaterally symmetric lobograptids display
a rather slightly expressed tendency to abbreviate their length,
primarily as a result of shortening the metasicula, while the length of
the prosicula remains almost unchanged. At the same time, in Lobograptus simplex, the dorsal apertural process becomes considerably less developed, while, in L. exspectaius, although distinctly outlined, its shape
is slightly modified (PI. II, Figs. 2 arid 3).
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Changes in size and shape of siculae and first thecae in the Cucullograptinae. 1 - Lobograptus progenitor n .sp ., 2 - L. simplex, 3 - L. exspectatu s, exspectatus, 4 L. scanicu s parascanicu s, 5 - L. scanicu s amphiro str i s n .subsp., 6 - L. scani cus scan icus, 7 - L. imitator n .sp ., 8 - L. invertu s n.sp. , 9 - L. cirrifer n.sp., 10 - Cucul!ograptus hemiaversus (fi r st theca is restored on the base of preserved fragments and other proximal thecae), 11- Cue. aversus rostratus , 12 - Cue. pazdroi.
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The siculae of all other Cucullograptinae belong, without exception,
to type 2, i.e. small ones. They are marked by a distinctly decreased
length (total length 0.77-1.34 mm), resulting primarily from shortening
the metasicula, while the length of the prosicula does not virtually differ
from that of the prosiculae in the bilaterally symmetrical lobograptids
(comp. Table 3).
Within this type of siculae, there occurs a distinct morphological
differentiation, testifying to the existence - among Cucullograptinae of divergent trends of specialization. In the lineage, represented by Lobograptus imitator n.sp., L. invertus n .sp. and L. cirrifer n.sp. the reduction of the metasicula length is not carried too far. It reaches 1.081.34 mm (mostly, 1.08-1.18 mm). However, like in other Cucullograptinae having type 2 siculae, the metasicula is marked by a small apertural width. The presence of a well-developed dorsal aperturalprocess
(PI. II, Figs. 7-9) is a character in which the siculae of the species,
mentioned above, differ from other asymmetric lobograptids. In addition,
this process displays a certain tendency to a progressive development
and, in L. cirrifer n .sp. it takes a slightly incurved form which is not observed even in L . progenitor n.sp. and acquires a length of about 0.120.20 mm. Much more distinct is shortening of metasicula in the L. scan icus parcscunicus - L. scanicus amphirostris n . sp. - L. scanicus scanicus
lineage. This brings about a state in which the metasicula reaches only
the length of the prosicula or it may be even slightly shorter than the
latter. At the same time, the apertural margins become straight as a result of an almost complete atrophy of the dorsal process (PI. II, Figs.
4-6).
A similar trend marks the siculae in Cucullograptus. They display
a decrease in the length of the metasicula which becomes equal to that
of the prosicula (in. C. hemiaversus) or even slightly shorter (in C. aversus rostratus) (PI. II , Figs. 10 and 11). It is only in C. pazdroi that the
metasicula is somewhat longer than the prosicula (PI. II, Fig. 12). Shortening of the metasicula in Cucullograptus is combined with a strong
reduction of the dorsal process of its aperture which takes the form of
a small elevation or disappears at all.
If we consider robust type of siculae to be primitive, the conclusion
may be drawn that the tendency to a progressive gracilization of siculae
was predominating in a further evolution of siculae in the Cucullograptinae.

Biological significance of the evolution of sicula in the Cucullograptinae
The progressive gracilization of siculae in the Cucullograptinae, prob ibly the m ain trend in their phylogeny, was only to a very small extent, r elated to the morphological differentiation of their structure
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Slight modifications of the dorsal apertural process of the metasicula
in Lobograptus exspectatus and L. cirrifer n .sp. and, maybe, a certain
secondary elongation of the sicula in the latter species (PI. II, Figs.
3 and 9) might be considered the only manifestation of such a development. The other development phenomena may amount to a secondary
simplification of the structure of sicula, consisting primarily in shortening of the metasicular part and the disappearance of the apertural
differentiations in siculae. Such a character of the evolution of siculae
in the Cucullograptinae makes up a glaring contrast with the evolution of other thecae of the rhabdosome which is primarily marked
by a strong morphological differentiation, recorded first of all in the
apertural apparatus of metathecae.
In general, only the species which are marked by a relatively simple
structure of the apertural apparatus (i.e. bilaterally symmetric lobograptids) have siculae with a well-developed and ' "normal" metasicula. In
all Cucullograptinae in which a strong differentiation of the apertural
apparatus of thecae and the development of a secondary asymmetry
took place, a more or less advanced gracilization of siculae is recorded
which, as mentioned above, consists in the simplification of their structure.
The phylogeny of the Cucullograptinae displays, therefore, a fundamental divergence of general trends in the evolution of the sicula
and of the rhabdosome thecae. The progressive differentiation of the
structure of thecae is simultaneously cccompanied by a tendency to the
simplification of the structure of a sicula,
We do not know of course what significance should be ascribed to
secondary shortening and simplification of the structure of siculae, i.e,
to its gracilization. We may, however, presume that these phenomena
were related to a partial simplification of the structure of the siculozooid and, strictly speaking, metasiculozooid which, presumably, was
developed by metamorphosis 'f r om the prosiculozooid (Kozlowski, 1949,
pp. 98-101). Shortening of the metasicula seems to be an evidence that
the development (the growth) of the metasiculozooid was also arrested
which usually results in a relative morphological underdevelopment.
The tendency, displayed at the same time, to the simplification of the
structure of the metasicula (except for the Lobograptus imitatorL. cirrifer n .sp. evolution line) may testify to a presumable underdevelopment of the anterior part of the body in this zooid (consisting presumably in the retrogression of the lophophore en d the preoral lobe?).
Considering the premises, mentioned above, we may try to determine an approximate evolutionary mechanism which controlled the gracilization of siculae in the Cucullograptinae. This mechanism seems to
resemble the process of neoteny or of foetalization. The morphological
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simplification of the metasiculozooid in specialized Cucullograptinae
would be, therefore, caused by a certain .a r r est of its development. Presumably, an adult metasiculozooid resembled, in the Cucullograptinae
.with small siculae (type 2), a youthful metasiculozooid of primitive ,10bograptids in which it continued to develop for a certain time.
Obviously, on the basis of the comparison of .th e peridermal structures, it is difficult to answer the question if - in the case of the evolution of theCucullograptinae - we have to do with the process of neoteny or foetalization, the more so since their ultimate morphological
effects are very similar to each other. According 10 Remane (1956, pp.
180-186) neoteny and foetalization are not fundamentally opposite
processes. In a typical case, neoteny: 1) "is related to the ' metamorphosis
it arrests, 2) does not abbreviate the development by omitting ontogenetic stages, and 3) concerns the entire organization of an animal which,
in its fundamental features , takes larval characters of its ancestors. On
the other hand, foetalization seems to be a simpler process which, in
typical cases: 1) does not display any relationship to the metamorphosis,
2) causes the abbreviation of the development by omitting terminal ontogenetic stages, and 3) is limited to certain complexes of characters
but does not change the entire organization.
Examining the evolution of siculae and siculozooids in the Cucullograptinae in the light .of these considerations, we should pay attention to the following phenomena: 1) the secondary abbreviation of the
development of metasicula causes the omission of terminal stages,
within the limits of the stage of an imaginal metasiculozooid; 2) it does
not seem to be directly related to the arrest or delay in the metamorphosis ; 3) the simplification of the organization of the metasiculozooid
presumably did not consist in assuming larval characters. For this reason, the present writer is inclined to believe that the gracilization of
siculae in the Cucullograptinae was similar, in its mechanism, more to
the foetalization than to neoteny.
Certain differences may be found if we compare the gracilization of
siculae in the Cucullograptinae with the evolution of siculae in the Linograptinae (Urbanek, 1963, pp. 200-206) which, in some respects, is
similar. In the latter case, the evolution takes place in a few stages and
shortening of the metasicula is observed in the praelinograptid stage
(1963 , p . 200) while the prosicula remains unchanged. This process may
be well compared with that of the gracilization of the siculae in Cucullograptinae and it presumably amounts to the foetalization of the
siculozooid. On the other hand, the elongation of the prosicula is brought
in the linograptid stage, while it is the metasicula that remains unchanged. As a result of this secondary elongation, the prosicula becomes distinctly longer than the metasicula. The suggestion that the "extension
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of the prosicular segment may suggest a kind of embryonization of the
siculozooid, represented by a delayed metamorphosis" {Urbanek, 1963,
p. 251) has already been brought forward a few ye~rs ago. A possible
arrest of the metamorphosis that took place during the evolution of
the sicula in the linograptid stage, allows one to compare this process
to neoteny. Both these modes of the phylogenetic modification of ontogeny might participate in the evolution of one phylogenetic line. .In
Linograptus they brought about a considerable simplification of the
structure of the siculozooid which was transformed only into a sort
of a tissue node binding together proximalzooids of all sicular cladia
that branch off from the sicular aperture in a stellate manner.
The simplified, "germinal" form of the metasiculozooid lin the asymmetric, specialized Cucullograptinae allows one to broach a working
hypothesis that there exists a definite correlation between the development of asymmetry of thecae and the differentiation ~f their apertural
apparatus, as well as a phenomenon of "foetalization" of the siculozooid,
This might be in conformity with my previous views on the relations
that take place between the evolutionary differentiation of siculae and
that of the remaining thecae of a colony (Urbanek, 1960 , p. 165) as e.g.
in the Corynoididae (Middle Ordovician) in which a process, similar
in some respect, is observed. A considerable elongation of the sicula
(to about 12 mm in length) occurs here with a simultaneous differentiation of its apertural apparatus (e.g. in Corynites; Kozlowski, 1953, 1956).
This process is, however, accompanied by a decrease in the size of the
rhabdosome to 1-3 thecae which are simple in structure. The following
considerations of extremely opposite evolutionary trends in the Cucullograptinae and Corynoididae allow one to suppose that the "embryonized" siculozooid was transformed in the Cucullograptinae into a more
Family & subfamily
Corynoididae
(Middle Ordovician)

Cucullograptinae
(Upper Silurran)

I

Sicula

,

I

Thecae

I
Progressive
development, Quantitative
and
elongation and differentia- phological decrease
tionof the aperture

mor-

Simplification of the struc- Progressive
differentiature by shortening and tion of the apertural apdisappearance of apertural paratus
differen tiations

active inductor (organizer), responsible for the morphological differentiation of thecae. On the other hand, the reduction of the rhabdosome in
the Corynoididae allows one to presume that the "colonial growth has
been here replaced by the growth and differentiation of its first indivi-
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dual, Le. the siculozooid. The colonial organizer of the colony would,
at the same time, become the reacting centre which might have had
some bearing on the reduction of the colony. The physiological mechanism of the phenomena may, to some extent, resemble hereditary dwarfism in some plants, being an effect of the presence of some enzymes,
decomposing growth substances and causing a strong decrease of their
amount in tissues. The considerable use of similar substances by the
growing isiculozooid lin graptolite colonies may have an analogous influence on the size of the whole colony" (Urbanek, 1960, p . 165).
In the light of the considerations, presented above, one might suppose that the normally developed siculozooid in primitive, symmetric
lobograptids was probably less active morphogenetically than the
"em b r yonized" siculozooid of specialized Cucullograptinae. We may
ascribe these conditions to: 1) ch anges in the intensity of producing
morphogenetic agents by the siculozooid (oozooid), as well as to 2) an
increase in the reactivity of the blastozooid tissues. The latter process
might also be directly related to the foetalization of the siculozooid from
whose tissue, all tissues of the remaining zooids in the colony derived.
An increase in histogenetic and organogenetic plasticity of tissues
of the entire colony would be a consequence of a secondary "rejuvenation", i.e. a dedifferentiation of these .tissu es in the siculozooid caused by
the arrest of its development. On the other hand, the morphological
specialization of the siculozooid in the Corynoididae might lllso result
in the drop in the reactivity of derivative tissues of the blastozooids.

Patterns

of evolutionary behaviour of the sicula

Considering the whole of the evolution in the Graptoloidea, on the
b asis of the facts, already known , although still rather not very abundant, one m ay attempt to characterize the patterns of the phylogenetic
behaviour of the sicula towards the remaining thecae of the rhabdosome.
1) A relatively considerable independence of the sicula from the phylogenetic modifications in the structure of thecae seems to be a most
frequent case. We may observe, therefore, a relatively stable form.
preserved by the sicula within large groups almost without any evolutionary changes or, with such changes, displayed to an incomparably
lesser degree and by means of different morphological characters (changes only in size and proportions and no structural d ifferentiation) than
those, displayed by thecae . Such evolutionary behaviour of the sicula
may be considered typical. According to Bulman (1955, p. 45): "In shspe,
however, the sicula varies scarcely at all and, apart from slight differences in the length-breadth ratio, or a gentle curvature, apertural
spines and processes are the only modification recorded. "
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The conditions, observed in the Retiolitidae, may serve as an example of such extreme evolutionary conservatism of the sicula. It is
well-known that, in this case, a considerable reduction of periderm comes about which takes the form of a reticula or a lacinia. An interesting
stage is, however, observed in the Ordovician genus Archiretiolites in
which the thecal periderm has a reticular form, while the sicular
periderm is still normal, i.e, continuous (Eisenack, 1935). A stage of
evolution, morphologically more advanced is represented by Retioiites
geinitzianus in which only the prosicula is provided with a continuous
periderm, while the metasicular skeleton is reduced to the axis of ancora only (Kuhne, 1953). The Upper Silurian retiolitids (Holoretiolites,
Plectograptus) have a periderm including the prosicula completely reduced to a system of clathria, and morphologically represent a final
stage of the process.
On the basis of the conditions in Orthoretiolites (Middle Ordovician),
investigated by Whittington (1954), I have concluded that the reduction
of the periderm in the Retiolitidae was a phylogenetic character introduced distally (Urbanek, 1960, pp. 165-166). The conservative behaviour of the sicula which keeps its primary type of structure for
the longest time is, in this case, understandable because of the mechanism of phylogenetic modifications in astogeny, However, in the monograptids in which new phylogenetic characters are introduced proximally, the sicula is mostly omitted in chain of morphological modifications in rhabdosome.
2) Transformations opposed in their morphological character to those
which occur, at the same time, in other thecae of the rhabdosome may
by considered the second mode of the evolutionary transformations in
the sicula. The instances of the sicular evolution in the Corynoididae
(progressive differentiation and increase in the size of the sicula with
a simultaneous simplification of the structure of thecae and the reduction of the rhabdosome) and in the Cucullograptinae (simplification and
partial reduction of the sicula with a simultaneous progressive differentiation of thecae), which have already been extensively discussed
above, may serve as an example of this type of the evolutionary processes that take place in the sicula.
Both the first and the second mode of the evolution of the sicula
testify to a considerable degree of independence of the siculozooid from
other individuals forming a colony.
3) The cases of the modification of the sicula without a simultaneous
distinct differentiation of thecae, which so far are rather rare, make up
the third mode of the evolutionary transformations in the sicula. Neodiversograptus nilssoni, marked by specialized form of its sicula which
is provided with a linograptid dorsal apertural spine and has simple
3 Acta Palaeontologica nr 3-4166
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thecae may be a typical example of this process. Likewise, in Neodiversograptus beklemishevi and in Linograptus posthumus, considerable
modifications take place in the structure of the sicula and they are
accompanied by only slight modifications in the structure of thecae.
However, in all forms, mentioned above, the modifications in the structure of the sicula are related with the progressive development of a colony (the formation of multibrachiate colonies).
In this connection, Jaeger's (1959, pp. 129-131) observations on the
evolution of the sicula in the "Monograptus" praehercynicus - "M."
hercynicus series are very interesting. Apart from very small differences
in the size of the rhabdosome, both these species distinctly differ from
each other only in the structure of the sicula which, in "M." praehercynicus is "normal", and in "M." hercynicus - strongly modified (conical,
expanded in the apertural part and provided with slightly outlined
lateral marginal elevations). In the praehercynicus - hercynicus stage,
the processes of sicular modifications are not accompanied by any palpable changes in the structure of thecae (Jaeger, 1959, p . 93). This
opinion of Jaeger was confirmed by observations of graptolites
from Morocco made quite recently by Willefert (1963, pp. 74-76). She
d escribed a transient form (M. hercynicus var. subhercynicus) of infrasubspecific rank, linking M. praehercynicus with true M. hercynicus.
This transient form is characterized chiefly by an intermediate shape
of sicula (less expanded at the aperture than in the typical form and
still provided with a vestigial dorsal process) and it occupies a somewhat
lower horizon. Willefert also noted a zonal evolution in the shape of
sicula and recognized, in populations of M. hercynicus from different
horizons, a tendency to the increase in the apertural width of sicula
within a geological time. This trend is combined with a simultaneous
transformation of the dorsal process into the angular corner of aperture.
These important observations contribute to a better understanding of
microevolutionary changes in graptolite siculae which, in this case, were
almost entirely independent of thecal changes.
4) So far there was no description of a process which would consist
in parallel phylogenetic modifications in the sicula and in the remaining
thecae of the rhabdosome. In this connection, noteworthy are the
present writer's recent investigation (so far, unpublished) on a group
of species, closely related to "Monograptus" inexspectatus Boueek) comp.
also Urbanek, 1963, p. 192). These species make up a phylogenetic series
in which one may observe the formation and development of complex
a n d asymmetrical apertural apparatus of thecae which, however, consist of a microfusellar tissue, microstructurally resembling the apertural lobes, described in Monoclimacis micropoma (Urbanek, 1958, pp. 23
and 92-96). The formation of such an apertural apparatus of thecae
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is accompanied by the formation, on lateral margins of the sicular
aperture, of strongly developed elevations which also consist of the
microfusselar tissue and which make up a sort of apertural lobes of
the sicula. The analogy of the apertural apparatus of thecae with that
of sicula is not, however, complete since the latter, in contradistinction
to thecae, preserves its bilateral symmetry. All the same, it is an instance of an extreme parallelism of the evolution of the sicula and the
remaining thecae of the rhabdosome.

Peridermal rings

of the sicula

In most cases, the siculae of the Cucullograptinae are provided with
a well-developed peridermal rings. As is well-known, these rings in monograptids make up internal thickenings, formed on the wall of the
sicula and consisting of a secondary peridermal substance (Walker, 1953,
p. 364; Urbanek, 1958, p. 17). Earlier views that the number and position
of the rings are unusually variable which deprives them of a taxonomic
importance are now confirmed by the observations of the siculae in
the Cucullograptinae. There are, however, some other noteworthy
aspects of this problem.
All facts, collected so far, indicate that, in most cases, the peridermal
rings are formed secondarily and with a certain delay as compared with
the growth of the sicula itself. Young prosiculae and metasiculae are
devoid of these rings which occur later on in subsequent growth stages,
appearing successively from more apically situated rings to those, situated closer to the aperture. This does not preclude the possibility that,
in some cases, such rings may be fonned almost simultaneously with
the growth of the sicula and they are located near the apertural margin
of a growing metasicula or they make up a thickening on the apertural margin of a young prosicula which is still devoid of the first metasicular fuselli. Maybe, the latter case is rather an exception and not
a rule.
The situation of the first peridermal ring (rd, most apic ally located,
claims a particular attention. In most better-known Monograptidae whose
siculae are provided with such rings, the first ring is always situated
on the boundary between the pro- and metasicula. Such conditions have
been found in many siculae I investigated in Monograptus priodon
(Bronn), Monograptus uncinatus (Tullb.), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess),
Saetograptus chimaera (Barr.), Monoclimacis micropoma (Jaekel) and
,Monoclim acis haupti (Kuhne), and in majority of examined siculae - in
"Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barr.). An exception in this respect are
the Linograptinae (Urbanek, 1963), in which rl may also be situated
.on the prosicula, distinctly spaced from the boundary with the me3·
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tasicula (Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urb.) and, as it has been shown
by recent observations, in many Cucullograptinae.
An interesting transient stage is observed in the primitive bilaterally
symmetric lobograptids (Lobograptus progenitor n.sp., L. simplex). The
first peridermal ring may either be situated right on the boundary
between the pro- and metasicula, or may be apically set back from it
and located on the prosicular segment. This situation, found in primitive
lobograptids, is distinctly in contrast with that, typical of more
specialized Cucullograptinae in which the disappearance of the rings
(Lobograptus exspectatus, Cucullograptus pazdroi) or their presence is
recorded with a simultaneous stabilization of the position of the first
ring (r 1) which is always situated on the prosicula at some distance
from its boundary with the metasicula. Such conditions are characteristic
of L. sean ieu s paraseanieus, L. seanieus ostipturostrie n. subsp. L. seanieus
seanieus, L. imitator n.sp. , L. invertus n .sp. , L. eirrifer n.sp., Cue.
hemiaversus and Cue. aversus rostratus. Thus, it should be stated that,
except for Cue. pazdroi which occupies a somewhat separated position
among all other Cucullograptinae, the gracilization of the siculae (and
probable foetalization of the siculozooid) was associated with a simult an eous ch ange in the position of the first peridermal ring (r.) and its
displacement to the prosicula.
Changes obs erved in the displac em ent of "i in the Cucullograptinae
m ay be best understood as an evolu t ion by segregation of previously
existing variability. A variable po sition, displayed by r l in stem 10bograptids, may indicate that both factors (responsible for more and
less apical position of this ring) were present in the genetic systems
of their populations. From this ancest ra l pool of variability, only some
factors were segregated and put into the pool of descendant populations.
This h ad a corresponding bearing on the limitation of the range in their
phenotypical variation (stabilization of the position of Tl on the prosicula). Some factors were probably eliminated from the genetic system
of more advanced cucullograptids which, on the whole, were characterized by a stable,apical position of rl'
Certain facts may indicate that the process of these historical changes
in the genetic structure of populations was gradual and rather long-ranged. Sporadic presence of rt. situated precisely on the boundary of proand metasicula, observed in lower zonal populations of Lobograptus
scanieus paraseanieus (comp. PI. XXII, Fig. A) and in L. imitator n.sp., may
be indicative as to the presence of some "residual" genes, inherited
from the ancestral pool. Similar conditions were noted in the lower
zonal populations of "Pristiograptus" bohemieus. where specimens were
found displaying Tl situated on the prosicula (comp. PI. X, Fig. D). In
higher zonal forms this ring is almost invariably situated on the boun-
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dary with metasicula, and the same conditions are prevailing in populations of "P." bohemicus, examined from the erratic boulders. In
the history of this species, a shift in the population structure had an
opposite direction as compared with the Cucullograptinae, but the nature of the processes was probably analogous.
A ringless condition, noted in siculae of some advanced cucullograptids, may be probably also derived from the ancestral variability of
stem lobograptids, in spite of the fact that neither in Loboqrcptus progenitor n.sp., nor in L. simplex any ringless siculae were recorded so
far. However, the 'e x am in ed siculae of ·both species are rather scanty
and they doubtlessly represent an only small fraction of realized variation range. In many other monograptids, this range comprises, as
is known , both ringed and ringless siculae. The suggested genetic mechanism of the appearance of ringless siculae in advanced cucullograptids from the variability pool of stem lobograptids may consist in: 1) an
extremely unequal distribution of genetic factors among the descendant population, during the processes of separation of particular lines
of evolution from a common ancestral stock; in some of them, therefore,
the factors responsible for the formation of black rings on sicula are
absent or very rare; 2) an elimination of corresponding genetic factors
from the descendant populations effected by a natural selection; 3) both
factors (1 and 2) combined.
The presence of slightly marked "vestigial" rings in certain siculae
of Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus (which, in most cases, are completely devoid of this character), may also suggest its descent from ancestral ringed forms (stem lobograptids).
In some cases, the displacement of the first peridermal ring to the
prosicular segment makes the determination of the length of the prosicula difficult. This task requires well-preserved and bleached specimens
in which the situation of the boundary between the pro- and metasicula
may be directly determined. The observations, presented above, allow
one to correct earlier data of Walker (1953, p. 224) who believed that,
in Lobograptus scanicus, "the prosicula is probably that part above the
first thickened band on the sicula..." Likewise, the length of the sicula
of the L. scanicus group has been incorrectly estimated by Urbanek ·
(1958, p. 73) who based this estimate on the situation of the first peridermal ring, while the fusellar part of the sicula is located only at some
distance from it. Previously, I understood the lack of the Iuselli directly below the first peridermal ring as a result of a poor preservation
state. It has only been a recently investigated and excellently preserved
material that allow me to correct this view.
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EVOLUTION OF BLASTOZOOID THECAE

Thecal segments and their evolutionary changes
The thecae of the Graptoloidea consist of the following two constituent parts: 1) a proximal part or protheca which develops prior to
the inception of a next theca and, generally speaking, makes up an
equivalent of the stolotheca in the Dendroidea, as well as 2) a metatheca,
that is a distal part, approximately corresponding to the autotheca of
the Dendroidea. In forms in which a considerable mutual overlap of
thecae is recorded, the dorsal wall of the metatheca consists of an interthecal septum and in others, whose metatheca is isolated, it has
a dorsal wall of its own. In general, the metatheca in "Axonophora"
may be defined as a segment of the thecal tube with both ventral and
dorsal zigzag sutures, while the protheca has only a ventral one since
the fuselli of the protheca are dorsally attached to the virgula. In the
evolution of the Cucullograptinae, the prothecal segment is subject to
relatively small ch anges which are only quantitative in character
(changes in size and proportions) . In Lobograptus progenitor n .sp. which
seems to represent a primitive stage, the prothecae have the form of
relatively wide tubes whose di ameter considerably increases in growth
(PI. VII, Fig. 1), while in L . simplex they are subject to gracilization, become much slimmer and keep their diameter uniform over the entire
length. Such a type of prothecae is represented by all other Cucullograptinae (PI. VII, Figs. 2-12).
In the evolution of the Cucullograptinae, the differentiation of the
metathecal segment is especially intensive. A few years ago, I have
emphasized the fact that, in the case of the differentiation of the apertural apparatus, a general concept of a metatheca becomes too extensive
(Urbanek, 1960, p. 146). The suggestion has, therefore, been put forwards
to distinguish two components of the metatheca: 1) a subapertural part,
and 2) an apertural part. The simply built thecae consists only of a protheca and a subapertural part of the metatheca (as e.g. in Pristiograptus
dubius). In morphologically more complex graptolites, the thecal components, named above, are accompanied by .an apertural part of the
metatheca (Monograptus priodon, Saetograptus chimaera, Lobograptus
. scanicus scanicus, etc.).
The differentiation of thecae in the Cucullograptinae shows that the
evolutionary changes consisted mostly in the modifications of the apertural part of a metatheca since the formation of a slightly outlined genicular bending of the ventral wall on the boundary of the pro- and
metatheca in the distal thecae is the only noteworthy modification of
the subapertural part of the metatheca. This is visible even in L. simplex
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and it is also recorded in L. scanicus, as well as, to a lesser degree, in
Cucullograptus, while no tendency to produce such geniculation is observed in the L . imitator n. sp . - L. cirrifer n. sp. group.

Origin and evolution
lobograptids

of apertural apparatus in bilaterally symmetric

The origin and evolution of a complex apertural apparatus is one
of the characters peculiar of the cucullograptids' development trend. The
early stage of the origin an d evolution of this apparatus may be investigat ed on forms making up the group of bilaterally symmetric lobograptids
which, as S-cucullograptids 12 , may be opposed to all other Cucullograptinae.
A fundamental structural type of the apertural apparatus in the
Cucullograptinae consisted of paired apertural lobes, situated laterally
on the margin of aperture. Each lobe was formed by single series of
fuselli, laid down one over another, and thus devoid of a middle zigzag
suture. This character distinguishes the apertural apparatus of the Cucullograptinae from hooked thecae of true monograptids in which the
apertural lobe consists of two series of fuselli, united medially by
a zigzag suture. All apertural apparatuses of the Cucullograptinae are
derivatives of this fundamental structural type.
The apertural segment of the metatheca has probably had the initial
form of two lateral and symmetric elevations,each of them consisting
virtually ofa single fusellusand typical only of the most distal thecae
in Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. (PI. III). On the other hand, more proximal thecae consisted only of a protheca and a subapertural segment
of the metatheca (PI. II , Fig. 1).
A more complex apertural apparatus of Lobograptus simplex, consisting of two distinct lateral lobes, each of them formed by many fuselli ,
may be derived from this incipient structure. Such lobes are ·for m ed in
both proximal and distal thecae (PI. II, Fig. 2; PI. III; PI. VIII, Fig. 2), i.e.
they are recorded over the entire length of the rhabdosome,
The aperturalapparatus in Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus is
marked by a certain hypertrophy of apertural lobes, but it may be
derived from the apertural apparatus of L. simplex (PI. III). The modification that took place in the phylogeny primarily amounts to the
formation of a characteristic process, consisting of additional fuselli,
in the anterior part of lobes and to the change in the outline of lobes.
The apertural lobes in L. exspectatus bicornis n . subsp. may be considered a more specialized form of lobes of the type subspecies. This
is expressed by a still stronger development of the anterior process and
. 12

An abbreviation of a term "symm etr ic cucullograptids",
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by its bending (PI. III). Lateral margins of a lobe in L. exspectatus exspectatus, characteristically extroverted form, in L. exspectatus bicornis n.subsp. strongly developed structures, protruding to the sidewards
(Fig. 9).
Evolutionary changes in the apertural apparatus in S-cucullograptids
may, therefore, be considered mostly as a gradual increase in the size of
apertural lobes. This process consists in the occurrence of additional
fuselli, increasing the area of a lobe, but, at the beginning, restricted
to the ventral margin of a lobe (incomplete fuselli). Such stage is represented by Lobograptus simplex. Afterwards, such fuselli elongate
and continue to occur along the entire margin of the lobe, thus increasing its area (complete fuselli). The formation of new fuselli and their
gradual increase are the main factors of the development of apertural
lobes.

Origin and evolution

of asymmetry of apertural apparatus

An intensive development of apertural lobes in all advanced Cucullograptinae is always related with the asymmetry of this development. The asymmetry of the apertural apparatus in the Cucullograptinae
is undoubtedly a secondary asymmetry (dissymmetry sensu Beklemishev,
1957, p. 47). This results from the following three facts: 1) a vast majority of the Graptoloidea are marked by the bilateral symmetry of
their thecae and the elements of such symmetry are in general very
strongly manifested in the structure of thecae; 2) the appearance of
asymmetric Cucullogra.ptinae is preceded by the occurrence of bilaterally symmetrical lobograptids ; 3) in the ontogenetic ' development of
thecae, the asymmetry appears in the last growth stages since the
youthful thecae are still fully symmetrical.
The formation of the secondary asymmetry in the Cucullograptinae
makes up an indubitably interesting phenomenon, rather rare emong
the Graptoloidea since "w ith minor exceptions, such as the apertural
processes of certain monograptid species, a theca remains bilaterally
symmetrical in the plane of the stipe, whatever modifications in form
it may undergo" (Bulman, 1955, p . 46).
A divergence of the thecal asymmetry in the Cucullograptinae makes up its peculiar character. The following two types of asymmetry

Plate III
Changes in size, shape and structure of apertural apparatus in distal thecae of
bilaterally symmetric lobograptids (S-cucullograptids) . Semidiagrammatic. Arrows
indicate probable direction of evolution. Shape and structure of apertural apparatus for Loboqraptu.s exspectatus bicornis n.subsp. are largely conjectural and
restored on the base of medial and proximal thecae.
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may be distinguished in asymmetric cucullograptids, 1) that, associated with a relative hypertrophy of the right-hand apertural lobe (R-cucullograptids), and 2) that, associated with a hypertrophy of the lefthand lobe (Lecucullograptidsju.
All asymmetric species of Lobograptus without any exception
(L. seanieus paraseanieus, L . seanieus amphirostris n . subsp., L. seanieus
seanieus, L. imitator n.sp., L. invertus n .sp . and L. eirrifer n.sp.) belong
to the R-cucullograptids, while all representatives of Cueullograptus,
identified so far (Cue. pazdroi, Cue. hemiaversus, Cue. aversus aversus
and Cue . aversus rostratus) may be assigned to the L-cucullograptids.
Thus, a distinct relationship is observed between a type of asymmetry
and a general ch aracter of the structure of the apertural apparatus
which determines the generic assignment of particular species. This
fa ct allows one to assume that the asymmetry character in the Cucullograptinae w as phylogenetically very stable and, in the evolution
of this group, no tendencies were observed to the secondary inversion
of asymmetry. In this respect, the evolution of this group of graptolites
displays a certain analogy to the development of the pelecypods of the
family Ostreidae which since the Triassic period have been marked by
a stable and unchanged character, i.e, asymmetric hypertrophy of the
left shell which is in contrast with a considerable lability of these conditions in other groups of pelecypods (Newell, 1960, p . 83).
The evolution of the thecal asymmetry in the Cucullograptinae is,
however, marked by certain special features such <as 1) a simultaneous
occurrence of two different trends in the development of asymmetry
(R- and L-cucullograptids), and 2) a generally progressive character of
asymmetry, expressed by a) the formation of structural differences
between the lobes in the case when no distinct increase in the difference
in size of the lobes takes place in the phylogeny (R-cucullograptids)
and b) the occurrence of several forms displaying regular stratigraphic
sequence and, at the same time, an increase in the degree of asymmetry
of the apertural apparatus in the case when a progressive increase in
the difference in size does take place between particular lobes (Cueullograptus hemiaversus - Cue. aversus rostratus line).
13

Ra nd L are abbreviations for right and left.

Plate IV
Changes in size, sha pe and str uct ur e of apertural apparatus In distal thecae for
r epr es enta tives of Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus-L. sccnicus scanicus lineage.
L . sim p lex sh ow n for comparison as probable ancestor. Semidiagrammatic. Arrows
indicate probable direction of evolution .
R t ri g ht (r e verse) v ie w , Lt left (obverse) v iew , ad adapertural plate , ang angular b ending
of t he upper m argin of a pe r t u r a l lob e, b beak-like ven t ra l termination of the l ob e, dnd orsal n ode, i d n in ci pie n t d or sal node, v n - ventral node.
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In the series, formed by the lobograptid sequence Lobograptus seanieus paraseanieus - L. sea.nieus amphirostris n.sp. r-r- L . seanieus seanieus,
as well as L. imitator n . sp . - L. inversus n . sp.and L. cirrifer n . sp. ,
no progressive increase is in truth observed in the asymm et ry of the
apertural apparatus, which are not more emphatically expressed by
the differences in the lobe size but as a result of different structural
modifications on the right-and left-hand lobe of more specialized forms
(L. seanieus seanieus, L . invertus n.sp., L. cirrifer n.sp.). On the other
hand, in the line of Cueullograptus hemiaversus - Cue. aversus aversus - Cue. aversus rostratus, an increased difference is observed in
size and structure of both lobes. The presence of such series also indicates that both the R- and L-.cucullograptids may be derived from
primarily symmetrical lobograptids. Two divergent trends, manifested
in the evolution of the asymmetry of the apertunal apparatus, may be
explained 2 S a result of the evolutionary divergence. On the other hand,
the subsequent gradual development of asymmetry in each phylogenetic lineage makes up a n example of directional changes.

Differentiation

of apertural apparatus in R-eueullograptids

The differentiation of the apertural apparatus in asymmetric 10bograptids is mar:ked by: 1) a general tendency to a relative hypertrophy
of the right-hand lobe, 2) a tendency to a partial overlap of the aperture by the upper margin of this lobe, and 3) a lack of a simultaneous
tendency to the reduction of the left-hand lobe. In general, the character of the evolution maybe summarized as follows: a hypertrophy
of the right-hand lobe without ~ reduction of the left-hand lobe.
Among the R-cucullograptids, two groups of species may be distinguished which probably make up two different lines of evolution.
In the L. scanieus species group (with three subspecies), the evolution
of the aperturalapparatus is limited only to a differentiating increase
in the size of apertural lobes, resulting in the hypertrophy of the
right-hand lobe with simultaneous slight modifications in the fusellar
structure and shape of lobes (PI. IV). In general, these changes consist
in adding new fuselli to the anterovenrt:ral part of the lobes. Initially,
these fuselli are incomplete (short) but, hereafter, they lengthen over

Plate v
Changes in size shape and structure of apertural apparatus in distal thecae for
representatives of Lobograptus imitator n .sp . - L. cirrifer n.sp. lineage. L. simplex
shown for comparison as probable ancestor. Apertural apparatus in L. imitator
partly conjectural and restored on the 'base of medial thecae .
dap dorsal ada pert ural plate, inc incision of ventral aper tural notch, [pI rostral process of
the left lobe, rp! rostral process of the right lobe, tt! termination of the left lobe , vap ven-

tral apertural plate. Further explanations-as in Pl. IV .
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the entire free margin of the lobe. This process also causes changes
in the outline of the lobe. At first, both lobes terminate anteroventrally
it: a short outgrowth (in L. scanicus parascanicus and L. scanicus
amphirostris n .subsp.) and, subsequently, the left-hand lobe of the distal
thecae of L. scanicus scanicus fuses with the ventral wall of the metatheca, forming a corresponding adapertural plate (ap.). At the same time,
the upper margin of the lobe overlaps the aperture and partially covers
the left-hand apertural lobe.
A somewhat different type of an apertural apparatus was developed
in the Lobograptus imitator n. sp. - L. invertus n. sp. - L. cirrifer
n. sp. group. L. imitator n. sp. represents a stage of the development of
lobes and of their symmetry which, on the whole, is analogous to that
in L. scanicus parascanicus, except for certain differences in the shape
of lobes (PI. V). Such a n apertural apparatus may be derived from that
of L. simplex. Apertural apparatus in L. invertus n. sp. and L. cirrifer
n . sp. were probably developed from aperturalapparatus found in
L. im it at or n .sp. (comp. p. 371). In the former, an intensive development
of both apertural lobes is noted with a distinct hypertrophy of the righthand lobe which becomes much larger than the left-hand one. This
lobe develops two well-outlined adapertural plates which are formed
by the fusion of the lobe with the dorsal and ventral wall of metatheca
(PI. V, dap, vap) . The adapertural plates are, therefore, connected with
the right-hand lobe, i.e. in the opposite way as in the case of L. scanicus scanicus (hence its name, "invertus" - inverted). On the other hand,
't h e left-hand lobe which is markedly smaller, has a well-developed
v entral process in the form of a bent beak whose internal margin is
strongly extroverted (PI. V, tll).
A particular attention should be paid to the ap ertural apparatus
of Lobograptus cirrifer n . sp. which, in addition to paired lateral lobes
with a distinct hypertrophy of the right-hand one, consists of slender
rostral processes, resembling bent spines (PI. V, rpl, rpr). This is an
additiona l structure which cannot be compared with other apertural
parts of m etatheca in R-cucullograptids. In distal thecae, each rostral
process grows out of the extroverted margin of an apertural incision
of each lobe (PI. V, inc), constituting a sort of a supraarpertural structure, formed on apertural lobes. L. cirrifer n. sp. is marked by the most
complex apertural apparatus among the R-cucullograptids. Proximal
thecae a r e ch aracterized by a lower degree of development of rostral
precesses and even, in extreme cases, the process of the right-hand lobe may only be expressed by a small protuberance and that of the lefthand lobe - by a short spine (PI. II,Fig. 9). The rostral processes are
formed as a result of the superposition -of-arched and short fuselli.
A relative stability of asymmetry, dlstinctlymarked in boththe asto-
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and phylogeny, is a feature characteristic of the evolution of the apertural apparatus in R-cucullograptids. There is no clear tendency to
a progressive increase in the difference in size of ' apertural lobes in
both the development of a colony of a given species and in the evolution of particular phylogenetic lineages (comp, pp. 347-350).

Differentiation of apertural. apparatus in L-eueullograptids
The pattern of differentiating the apertural apparatus in Cueullograptus is marked by, 1) a general tendency to the hypertrophy of the lefthand ape rtu r al lobe, with 2a) a tendency to a simultaneous reduction
of the right-hand lobe (the Cueullograptus hemiaversus - Cue. aversus group with two subspecies) , or 2b) without a simultaneous tendency
to the reduction of the left-hand lobe (as in Cue . pazdroi).
The divergent tendencies, mentioned above (2a and 2b), seem to
allow one to consider both differentiation trends to be different phylogenetic lineages, derived - independently from each other - from
symmetric ancestors (comp. p. 369). The Cue. hemiaversus - Cue. aversus
aversus - Cue. aversus rostratus group in which a regular sequence
of forms is observed, which ar e marked by an ever increasing hypertrophy
of the left-hand and a simultaneous reduction of the right-hand lobe,
seems to be a particularly remarkable and interesting group. The most
primitive structural stage is represented by Cue. hemiaversus in whose
distal thecae the left-hand ap er tu r al lobe is strongly developed and,
to a considerable extent overlaps the aperture, covering about 2/3 of
the margin of the right-hand lobe (PI. VI). The right-hand, much small er lobe, cov ered by the overlaping left-hand lobe, is subject to
::I parti al reduction, r epresented by the formation of ,a m arginal incision whose extroverted margins make up anapertural lip, hidden
under the overlapping left-hand lobe. It is only 1/ 3 of the right-hand
lobe that has an entire m argin. As a result, the area of the right-hand
lobe is considerably decreased. In proximal thecae, the degree of asymm etry of the lobes is conspicuously lower and, in the most proximal
ones, both lobes are almost identical in size. Correspondingly, the lefthand lobe only slightly overlaps the aperture land the margin of the
right-hand apertural lobe is complete (PI. VI).
A more ad v an ced stage in the evolution of the apertural apparatus
seems to be r epresented by Cucullograptus aversus aversus, described
by Eisenack (1942). ' On the basis of this author's drawings, the apertural
apparatus of distal thecae in this species may be reproduced in a form ,
shown in PI. VI. The left-handapertural lobe in Cue. aversus auersus
completely overlaps the aperture and, consequently, ' covers the righthand lobe. The letter, subject to reduction, transforms, over the entire
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length of the rtght-hand apentural margin, into an extroverted apertural lip. It represents a more advanced stage of the same process of
reduction whose initial stage is represented by the distal thecae in
Cue. hemiauersus, The apertural lip, corresponding to a vestigial form
of the right-hand lobe, is formed over its entire length. As a result
of a strong vaulting and overlap, the Ieft-hand arpertural lobe takes
the form of a helmet with the anterior part of the lower margin characteristically turned inwards (PI. VI, arrow). It is noteworthy that in
Cue . aversus aversus the proximal thecae are also marked by a distinct asymmetry, caused by the overlap of the right-hand by the lefthand lobe and by the reduction of the right-hand lobe to the form of
an apertural Iip.
In a structural stage, represented by Cueullograptus aversus rostratus, the left-hand apertural lobe is subject to further modifications
(PI. VI). There is an increase in the degree of the introversion of the
anterior left-hand lobe margin which results in the formation of a distinct gular plate (gp), while clearly outlined ,e av es are formed by the
posterior margin. The most important modification consists, however,
in the formation of certain additional structures, such as a rostral process in the anterior part of the left-hand lobe and a structure, called
in the present monograph, a "gorget" (g), which is developed along
the free lateral margin of this lobe. The rostral process is formed as
a result of the superposition of a number of short, arched fuselli, while
"gorget" consists of thin fuselli concrescent with the lateral margin
of the left-hand lobe and with .the margin of the gular plate. Both
the rostral process and "goa-get" make up superstructures, formed secondarily on the apertural lobes. i.e. they constitute supraapertural
structures like rostral processes in Lobograptus eirrifer n. sp. The righthand lobe in all thecae is developed in vestigial form, i.e. as an apertural lip. The proximal thecae in Cue. aversus rostratus slightly differ
from those in type subspecies. It is only in some populations that the
presence of an additional element, a so-called pectoral crest (pc) is
observed on the ventral side of the theca, which is more strongly developed on proximal than on distal thecae.
The apertural apparatus of Cueullograptus pazdroi makes this species
quite different from all other representatives of the genus Cueullograptus. However, there are the following two characters common for thliis
species and for the remaining species of the genus Cueullograptus:
1) a hypertrophy of the left-hand Iobe, and 2) a domed shape of the
left-hand lobe which takes the form of a cone or a hood. On the other
hand, there are the following three special characters: 1) a strong
transver:se elongation of the internal aperture itself which takes a sI:irtlike form, 2) a lack of the tendency to the reduction of the right-hand
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lobe which, although smaller, cannot be considered as a reduced one,
3) a convex shape of the right-hand lobe (while in other Cucullograptinae it is flat) , Cueullograptus pazdroi is probably a representative of
a separate evolutionary lineage whose relettonship to other Cucullograptinae is not quite clear so far (comp. p. 369 and PI. VI).
The Existence of internal walls, i.e. the ventral internal wall which,
making up an extension of the right.. .h and lobe, penetrates inside the
left.. . hand lobe and the dorsal internal wall, extended inside the righthand lobe (comp. PI. XLVI, Figs. A-D) is a characteristic feature of
the Cueullograptus pazdroi apertural apparatus. The left-hand lobe
strongly overlaps the ap ertural slit, covering it to about 1/ 2 of its entire
length . It is provided with a strongly developed, broad venbral process
which, on the upper m argin, is transformed into an extroverted mar.. .
ginal brim. The right.. . h and lobe is devoid of such a process, having
only an extroverted marginal brim, formed along the upper margin
of the lat e. Like the left.. . hand lobe, it overlaps the apertural slit and
covers it also to 'a bo ut 1/ 2 of its length. The fuseller structure of the
apertural apparatus in Cue . pazdroi is . discussed on pp. 524-528, and
shown diagrammatically on Fig. 26.
Functionally, the apertural apparatus in C. pazdroi was certainly
a very specialized structure. Its peridermal covers, 'in addition to their
protective functions , probably played the role of specific "hydrodynamic tunnels" , which determined an appropriate flow of water currents
close to the lophophore (Urbanek, 1958, p. 25).

An attempt to interprete the evolution of the apertural apparatus
The Entire picture of the evolution of thecae in the Cucullograptinae
testifies in a very clear manner to the concentration of these transformations in the apertural segment of the metatheca with a relatively
high st ability of other thecal pae-ts, Such nature of the evolutionary
transform ations allow one to conclude as to their adaptive significance.
By the analogy to Fterobranchia to which graptolites are most closely
related , one may ss sum e that both the aperture and the apertural
apparatus were closely connected with the lophophore, mouth and probably also preoral 10Ce of zooids, Definite modifications in the apertural apparatus were surely closely connected with the development
of various feeding mechanisms, Furthermore, they probably corresponded to different forms of the lophophore in which the apertural struc.. .
tures might play the role of appropriate supports or screens which
det ermined the flow of functional currents near the mouth. Perhaps,
the hydrodynamic and the supporting-protective significance of the
apertural cPI:arcltus should be taken into account alike.
4 Acta Pala e ontol ogica nr 3-4J66

A . Urbanek , Pl. VI

Aeta Palaeontologiea Poloniea , vol. XI
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The accumulation of the majority of evolutionary transformations
on the apertural segment of the theca testifies, therefore, to a decisive
importance of the feeding mechanisms for the determination of the
main adaptive trends in the Cucullograptinae. It is worth while to
repeat here the comparison, already cited before (Urbanek, 1960,
p. 201), with the differentiation pictuee, displayed by famous finches
from the Galapagos Islands ("DaII"win's finches") (Lack, 1947; Bowman,
1961) in which, as a result of the adaptation to a definite food, the bill
and head are mostly affected by the modifications while other characters of the body (such as e.g. the plumage) are much less changed.
Likewise, the specialization of fishes, belonging "to the family Cichlidae
from Great African Lakes (e.g. Haploehromis from Lake Victoria) is
primarily expressed 'i n modifications, observed in the head and jaws,
while other parts of the body are not subject to any major changes
(Worthington, 1940).
In all these cases, there is the question of evolutionary processes
in which a key, decisive role is marked of the adaptation of the food
intake organs and which, as a result of the differentiation, bring about
immediate changes in structure, limited virtually to one only part of
an animal's body. In considering such processes, certain analogies occur
to the problem of the so-called "key" , or "determining" characters
of organization, being of a decisive importance for the determination
of the rr.ain evolutionary trends in pacticular groups of organisms.
Opinions, indicating the existence of the adaptive characters of such
type, h ave been expressed by Ruzhencev (1947), Rodendorf (1957) and
Ivanov (1960). From the standpoint of the problem we are interested
in, the most important are the latter autor's views, based on the
studies on the Pogonophora because they supply us with the most direct
analogy to the evolution of the Cucullograptinae. According to Ivanov
(1960): "A general structural pattern in different orders and families
of the Pogonophora is marked by a considerable stability, while a
high degree of variation is displayed by their tentacular apparatus. As
a result of a very important physiological role of tentacles..., the evolution of the Pogonophora was primarily related with a progressive development of the tentacular apparatus which, in their phylogenetic evolution, constitutes a 'key system of organs". It is precisely for this
reason that the structure of this apparatus supplies us with the most
important taxonomic characters necessary to characterize families and
genera" (l.e., p. 104). Moreover, Ivanov states: "It is beyond any doubt
that tentacles fulfill functions very important in the life of an 'in div idu al.
The structure of the tentacular crown is variable in different forms, while
the rest of the organization is marked by a relatively high degree
of stability. It is precisely the tentacular apparatus that makes up a
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"key system of organs" in the evolution of the Pogonophora and
supplies several important taxonomic characters that allow one to distinguish families and genera" (l.c., p. 65).
The considerations, presented above, allow one to presume that the
tentacular apparatus (the lophophore) was, also in the case of the Cucullograptinae, that " key system of organs" . As a matter of fact ,
the occurrence of similar phenomena is not limited only to the Pogonophora and graptolites but to an equal degree of correctness they may
be applied to many other groups of microphagic invertebrates, such as
the Pelmatozoa in which (e. g. in the Cystoidea and Crinoidea) an ess ential role of the feeding system is marked by different complications
of brachioles and arms.
Obviously, in each group of the "lop hop ho r at e invertebrates", the
evolution of the t entacular apparatus followed its own, separate way.
In this connection, the development of a complex, peridermal apertural
apparatus and the formation of its asymmetry are characters, peculiar
to the Cucullograptinae.
The asymmetry of the apertural apparatus of thecae seems to reflect the asymmetry of the tentacular apparatus only, while the progressive development of apertural lobes testifies to a similar development
of the lophophore (Urbanek, 1960, p. 183). One may believe that, in the
evolution of the Cucullograptinae, the progressive development of the
tentacular apparatus was mostly correlated with the formation of its
asymmetry. Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. and L. simplex were probably provided with a symmetrical but relatively slightly developed tentacular apparatus. A higher degree of the development of the tentacular apparatus, with its bilateral symmetry preserved, is a character
of only L. exspectatus with its two subspecies, while all other Cucullograptinae were probably marked by an intensive development of the
tentacular apparatus and by its asymmetry. It may be presumed that
the formation of asymmetry of the tentacular apparatus was to a certain extent a basis for 'it s continued, progressive differentiation. A similar process has been recorded in the Pogonophora of which Spirobraehia,
marked by highly developed tentacular crown, displayed a strong hypertrophy of the right side of the base of tentacles (Ivanov, 1960 , pp. 24-25).
Ivanov believes that the complex and asymmetric tentacular apparatus
of Spirobraehia (having as many as to 223 tentacles!) was formed , by
the polymerization, from the simple and symmetrical tentacular apparatus, resembling that in the genus H eptabraehia (6-8 tentacles!). Similar processes of the development of the tentacular apparatus and of its
asymmetry might take place in the Cucullograptinae. In this connection,
the occurrence of the elements of asymmetry in Pterobranchia is of a
considerable significance. Rhabdopleura is marked by a more intensive
4*
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development of the base of the right-hand lophophore, forming the
so-called "oral lamella" (Schepotieff, 1907). Likewise, the organs of met asome (anus, gonopore and gonad) are shifted to the right. The asymmetry of the body in Rhabdopleura is not, however, manifested in the
structure of the theca and may be termed, a "lat en t asymmetry". Maybe,
in the blastogenesis of asymmetric Cucullograptinae, a similar degree
of asy m me t ry was manifested by the young zooid and during its continued growth this asymmetry was increasing until it reached a stage
which caused an asymmetric development of the peridermalapertural
apparatus. Certain differences were displayed in the d evelopment of
the tentacular apparatus in the R- and L-cucullograptids. In the R-cucullograptids, the left-hand lobe of the apertural apparatus is only
sm aller but is not subject to r eduction. One m ay presume that the
asymmetry in the tentacular apparatus was also expressed only by
the hypertrophy of the right side (as in asymmetric Pogonophora) without, however, a simultaneous reduction or atrophy of the left side of
this organ.
This unequalityin the degree of the development of the tentacular
apparatus in the R-cucullograptids did not preclude a subsequent progressive differentiation of both the right- (hypertrophic) and left-hand
(normal) part of this apparatus. This may be testified to by the formation of supraapertural add ition al structures (rostral processes), formed
on both lobes in Lobograptus cirrifer n .sp . The fact should be emphasized that, in the proximal thecae, the rostral process on the left-hand lobe
is ev en somewhat better-developed than that on the right-hand lobe. The
asymmetry of the tentacular apparatus in the R-cucullograptids consists, therefore, in the hypertrophy of the right side of the tentacular
appa r atus without the reduction of its left side. Perhaps, a relatively
stable character of the asymmetry of the apertural apparatus in the R-cucullograptids may be ascribed precisely to this fact (comp. pp. 347-350)
bec ause in both the astogeny of the colonies of particular species and phylogeny of separate evolutionary lineages, the degree of asymmetry of
apertural lobes, determinated by the differences in their size, was always
almost stable and did not displayed distinct progressive tendencies.
A principle of compensation should be considered as a basis for the
development of the asymmetry of apertural apparatus. The hypertrophic
part of the apparatus compensates the physiological role of the less-developed part so that together they play, to a full extent, the role which
otherwise should be divided between two completely symmetrical parts
of the lophophore.
The significance of the morphophysiological compensation as a mechanism of the progressive d evelopment of the lophophore is yet more
clearly marked in those L-cucullograptids in which the reduction takes
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place of the right-hand apertural lobe. It may be assumed that this was
accompanied by a remarkable underdevelopment of the right-hand part
of the tentacular apparatus (as in a stage, reached by Cucullograptus
hemiaversus) and probably its subsequent atrophy (as in a stage, represented by Cue . aversus) . The gradual reduction of the right-hand
part of the tentacular apparatus is closely related with a simultaneous
compensative increase and hypertrophy of the left-hand part of this
apparatus. The interpretation, presented here for the evolution of the
Cue. hemiaversus - Cue. aversus rostratus series, is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The aim of this interpretation is not so much an attempt at a reconstruction of the soft parts of graptolites, belonging to this series, as a graphic
presentation of the idea of the most general relationships that occur
between the degree of the development of the tentacular apparatus and
the peridermal apertural apparatus. A particularly strong hypertrophy
of the left-hand part of the tentacular apparatus was a character that
surely m arked Cue. aversus rostratus and which may be estimated on the
basis of the d evelopment degree of a corresponding apertural lobe.
The case of an ex t reme oligomerization of the tentacular ap par at us
in Siboglinum (Pogonophora), in which it is represented by one only
tentacle (originally, the right-hand one) (Ivanov, 1960) makes up a certain analogy to the processes, described above. This tentacle is, however,
very strongly elongated and this fact may be ascribed to the morphophysiological compensation. In the development of the Cucullograptus
hemiaversus - Cue. ave1'SUS rostratus lineage, the physiological role of
the right-hand part of the lophophore was compensated by a secondary
development of its left-hand part which was beginning to fulfill the
physiological functions as a substitute for both parts of the lophophore
(Urbanek, 1960, p. 184).
It should be, therefore, assumed that the progressive evolution
of the apertural appa r at us in the Cue . hemiaversus - Cue. aversus rostratus lineage was related with an apparently paradoxical sequence of
ev ents which, in the first phase of the process, included the oligomerization of the tentacular ap pa r at us, taking place as a result of the reduction of the lophophore on the right side of the animal. This process
evoked. a compensative growth (hypertrophy) of the same organ on
the left side of the zooid. Such a course of the evolution of the Cucullograptus lophophore, r esembles to a considerable extent, the character
of the oligomerization processes, occurring in the tentacular apparatus
of some Coelenterata (polyps and medusae of the Hydrozoa). In analyzing these processes, Dogiel (1954, p. 21) states: "Obviously, the oligomerization of the number of tentacles to 2 or 1 exceeds the optimum limits for the species since such a decrease in their number will unfavourably rebound on an animal's capability to catch its food . In this con-
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nection, such species develop lateral or terminal branchings on the
tentacles, thus increasing their prehensility. As a matter of fact, a return to the multitentacular stage occurs in this case but, according to
Dollo's law, ~t takes place in a new manner. This phenomenon may be
called a phenomenon of restitution, or compensation for the organs,
lost as a result of the oligomerization".
The interpretation of the apertural apparatus in Cucullograptus pazdroi from the standpoint of similar assumptions,is, however, fairly
difficult. Despite the fact that this apparatus was asymmetric and that
it was marked by hypertrophy of the left-hand part, both the left- and
right-hand part of the lophophore, were in this species subject to a strong,
progressive differentiation as compared with the state which was peculiar to its presumably primitive ancestors. The transverse elongation
of a fissural aperture might be related with the existence of a relatively narrow base of arms (a single one on each side?) which were branching only above this base. There is also the possibility that the development of this apparatus was not related with the secondary polymerization of the lophophore arms but rather with its secondary ramification.
EVOLUTION OF ASTOGENY

Astogenetic differentiation

of thecae in the Cucullograptinae

The polarity, represented by the variation in the size and structure
of thecae, different in the proximal and distal parts of each colony
makes up a characteristic feature of the rhabdosomes in the Graptoloidea. Since these differences are, however, reached gradually through
the directional changes in the structure and shape of thecae, it is impossible to trace the boundaries between the proximal and distal parts
of the rhabdosome. The adjacent thecae differ from each other only
very slightly but these differences increase gradually and in the definite
direction. The successively budding zooids form thecae which display
a gradual and directional morphological succession. The organization of
a graptolite colony is , therefore, determined by the occurrence of morphological gradients, responsible for their polarity (Urbanek, 1960).
A glance at the enclosed reconstructions of colonies, consisting of
the fragments of the rhabdosome that corne from different species, of
the Cucullograptinae, allows one to believe that the statements, made
above, are fully justified (PI. VII).
In symmetrical lobograptids (PI. VII, Figs. 1-3), the astogenetic varation of thecae is expressed by changes in their size and proportions.
Proximal thecae are somewhat shorter (long.) and considerably thinner
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(tr.) than distal ones. The metathecal part of a theca is, in proximal
thecae, much shorter (long.) absolutely, as well as in relation to the
prothecal part, and the entire length (long.) of a theca. This causes a regular decrease in the protheca/metatheca length ratio, recorded in the
astogeny. The overlap of thecae increases regularly and gradually towards the distal end which in fact is closely correlated with the elongation of the metathecal part and a simultaneous lack of its isolation.
In the symmetrical lobograptids, having the apertural apparatus, its
astogenetic variation is mainly manifested by a change in the size of
lobes which increases towards the distal end and by slight changes
in their shape. Generally speaking, these changes occur, however, only
on a small scale. With regard to the changes in the direction of the
growth of the rhabdosome, it is worth mentioning that a distinct, although not very strongly marked bending is observed in the dorsal
proximal part. The distal part of the rhabdosome is straight or slightly
curved ventrally (PI. VII, Figs. 1-2).
In asymmetric cucuHograptids, the subapertural parts of thecae displaya virtually very similar astogenetic variation (PI. VII, Figs. 4-12).
However, in addition to this basic variation, there is also a variation of
the apertural part of thecae. Distally, an increase is observed in the
degree of asymmetry of one of the lateral apertural lobes (PI. VII,
Figs. 4-12). In ever more distally situated thecae this lobe gradually
covers the aperture, overlapping of apertural lobe of the opposite side.
If, in addition to the aper t u r al lobes, there are other accessory structures (rostral processes), they increase their dimensions distally (PI. VII,
Figs. 9 and 11). In some cases, a complete lack of these structures may
be recorded in proximal thecae, an incipient form on the thecae of the
medial part of the rhabdosome and the greatest development - on distal thecae (PI. VII, Fig. 11).
It was only in exceptional cas es that the growing tips of the rhabdosome were found in the mat erial investigated. Such specimens allow
one t o understand the relationships of growth rates between particular budding individuals. Here, we may distinguish two main types of
the gr ow ing tips of the rhabdosome. In type 1, found in Lobograptus
exspectatus exspectatus a nd in Cucullograptus aversus rostratus, only
the penultimate theca reaches its final growth stage at the same moment when the growth of the last theca only begins and this is the
reason why the growing tip of the rhabdosome consists here of a fully
developed penultimate theca and of a barely budding last one which is
formed only by the proximal part of a protheca (Figs. 8 and 23). In type
2, represented by L. scanicus parascanicus, the rhabdosome tip consists
of as many as 5 growing thecae of which thecae 1-3 have their apertural
apparatus in different growth stages, theca 4 consists only of the suba-
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pertural segment and is without apertural lobes which have not yet
started their growth, while theca 5 is represented by the proximal
part of the protheca. Thus, a series of thecae in different growth stages are formed on the terminal part of the stipe (PI. XXIV, Fig. E).
Such great differences in the structure of the terminations of growing
stipes occurring among particular species of the Cucullograptinae may
testify to a high degree of the variation, recorded in the morphogenetic
conditions of their growth.

Principle

of the distal introduction of phylogenetic novelties

On the basis of a comparison of the astogenetic development in several species of the Cucullograptinae, related with each other one may
state that: 1) the greatest extent of variation is displayed by the distal thecae, while the proximal thecae differ from each other to a much lower
degree; 2) the majority of morphological characters of the apertural apparatus are developed to the greatest extent in distal thecae, while in the
proximal thecae these characters are much less distinctly expressed or
even do not occur at all. It is precisely this different degree of manifesting the characters in the distal and proximal thecae that is decisive
of a distinct polarity of the colonies of the Cucullograptinae (Urbanek,
1960). One may presume that the structure of individuals in the most
proximal differed in many respects from that in the most distal part.
In particular, this concerned probably the size and proportions, as well
as the structure of the tentacular apparatus. In general, the individuals
of the distal part of a colony were marked by a higher degree of modification of the primary structure of the zooids than the individuals of
the proximal part. The degree of the variation of individuals decreased gradually and regularly in the proximal direction which caused
the occurrence, in the colonies of the Cucullograptinae, of corresponding
morpho-physiological gradients (Urbanek, 1960). Plate VII gives a convincing morphological picture which confirms the correctness of the idea
of gradients as applied to the colonies of the Cucullograptinae.
The facts, discussed above, allow one to settle a presumable pattern
of phylogenetic modifications of astogeny, i.e. to settle a mode of phylastogeny (Urbanek, 1963, p. 237). It seems that the evolutionary changes
in the structure of the theca (mostly of its apertural apparatus) took
place through the initial introduction of phylogenetic novelties from
the distal end of the rhabdosome. In this respect, now, the Cucullograptinae supply the best investigated arid very convincing examples of
the distal introduction of evolutionary changes in the structure of thecae.
The formation of apertural lobes (in Lobograptus progenitor n. sp.),
asymmetry and hypertrophy of a definite apertural lobe (the right-hand
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one in R-cucullograptids and the left-hand one in L-cucullograptids)
and increase in the size of apertural lobes (in all Cucullograptinae above
the level of L. progenitor n. sp.) may serve as examples of characters
which appeared in particular evolutionary lines as modifications, at
first limited to the distal part of the rhabdosome only. In addition, in
various phylogenetic lines certain special characters of the apertural
apparatus are added which are peculiar only to these lines. They also
appear according to the principle of the distal introduction. The formation of an adapertural plate on the left-hand lobe in L. seanieus seanieus (not yet developed in L. seanieus amphirostris n. subsp. and in
L. seanieus paraseanieus n. subsp., as well as on proximal thecae of
L. seanicus seanieus) is among these additional characters. Rostral processes in L. cirrifer n . sp , also make up a character which was presumably introduced from the distal pole of the rhabdosome.
The hypertrophy of the left-hand and the reduction of the righthand apertural lobe in Cueullograptus hemiaversus constitute the most
instructive instance of a distal introduction of characters, determining
the asymmetry of the apertural apparatus (PI. VII, Fig. 10). These
ch aracters are best-developed in the distal thecae and gradually
decrease towards the proximal end. The gular plate, or the so-called,
"gorget" in Cue. aversus and, in particular, the pattern of the astogenetic
variation of the rostral process in Cue. aversus rostratus (PI. VII, Fig. 11)
make up excellent examples of characters introduced from the distal
end. In Cue. aversus aversus there is no such process and in Cue. aversus rostratus it is recorded only on distal thecae decreasing towards
the proximal end, so that it is still absent from proximal thecae.
The principle of the distal introduction of the phylogenetic novelties
in thecae of the Cucullograptinae has been formulated a few years ago
(Urbanek, 1960, pp. 144 and 176-182). More complete materials, presented
above, are in full conformity with these views and, at the same time,
they allow one to state that the reduction or simplification of the structure need not necessarily be related with the distal mode of the introduction of phylogenetic changes in the graptolite colonies as it has
previously been claimed by Elles (1922, p . 179). The processes that, by
means of this mechanism, take place in the evolution of the Cucullograptinae may undoubtedly be termed as progressive changes
in the structure of thecae. With regard to morphology and adaptation
they do not differ from the modifications in the structure of thecae
which take place during the evolution of the Monograptinae by the
proximal introduction of the phylogenetic novelties. The reduction and
simplification of the structure are not, therefore, directly related with
the distal mode of introduction of the phylogenetic changes in the structure of a theca.
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Departures from the principle of the distal introduction in the evolution of thecae in the Cucullograptinae
The majority of the phylogenetic modifications in the structure of
thecae took place in the evolution of the Cucullograptinae through the
distal introduction. There are, however, certain morphological characters which in all likelihood appeared in the phylogeny of this graptolite group by the proximal introduction of the phylogenetic novelties.
None the less, they make up few exceptions, departing from the predominating rules of evolution of the thecae in the Cucullograptinae.
The isolation of the metatheca, outlined in Lobograptus cirrifer n .sp.
and in L. invertus n. sp . constitutes an example of such character in
R-cucullograptids. In L. imitator n.sp., closely related with them but
probably rather more primitive, all thecae are adnate, i.e. the metatheca
adheres over its entire length to the .pr oth ecal segment of the next theca. On the other hand, in both species, mentioned above, the metathecal
segment is, in proximal thecae, completely or almost completely isolated, i.e. inclined at a certain angle to the axis of the rhabdosome. In
distal thecae, the degree of isolation is relatively smaller and a free
p art of the metatheca covers 1/3 to 1/ 2 of its entire length. This allows
one to conclude that the tendency to the isolation of the distal part
of thecae in L. cirrifer n.sp. and L. invertus n.sp. is a phylogenetic novelty
which was introduced to the astogeny from the proximal end of the colony.
A pectoral crest in Cucullograptus aversus rostratus which is recorded
in morphologically more advanced forms constitutes another example
of a phylogenetic novelty which appeared in L-cucullograptids
through the proximal introduction. It is best developed in proximal
thecae where it forms a small plate, fused with the ventral wall of
the metatheca and slightly displaced towards the obverse side, while
in the distal direction the size of the pectoral crest decreases. In the
most distal thecae this plate is either formed like a narrow strand, or
absent at all (comp. also p. 502). Since in Cue. aversus aversus, a closely
related but probably more primitive subspecies, there is no pectoral crest,
and in Cue. aversus rostratus it is best developed in proximal thecae,
one may conclude that it makes up a phylogenetic novelty, introduced
to the astogeny from the proximal pole of the colony.
In one of my previous works (Urbanek, 1960, p. 172), I have also
emphasized the fact that one cannot exclude the possibility of the occurrenceof such a mode of evolutionary changes in astogeny in which
a new character is manifested simultaneously in all individuals of the
colony: "This is suggested e.g. by the structure of asymmetric thecae
in Lobograptus scanicus pcrcscenicus (Kiihne) marked by small hyper-
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trophy of the right apertural lobe. No distinct differences in degree of
asymmetry are noted between proximal and distal thecae. This form
may be regarded as illustrating full penetrance with a low and nearly
equal expressivity of a factor determining the asymmetry. Nothing can
be said presently whether this character was int rod uced proximally
or distally".
A more extensive m aterial, available at present, allows one for
a more detailed analysis of this phenomenon in all R-cucullograptids.
If a ratio of the height (long.) of the right-hand (hr) to the height of
the left-hand lobe (hI) would be considered a measure of asymmetry
of the apertural apparatus, no distinct distal progression in this ratio
could be shown for specimens from the population of Lobograptus
scanicus parascanicus from boulder S. 181 (Czarnoglowy). Establishing
the ratio of the length (tr.) of the right-hand (lr) to the left-hand lobe
(ll) in the form of lr/ll is another method of determining the degree of
asymmetry of the apertural apparatus by means of a difference in the
size of lobes. The hrlhl ratio seems, however, to be more reliable, since
in part, it may also determine the degree of an overlap of the larger
lobe and, therefore, in continuing these considerations, this ratio will
be used as an index. However, for the purposes of comparison, Table 4
summarizes both the hrlhl and lr/ll values for all species examined.
The hrlhl ratio amounts, for both the proximal and distal thecae
that have been measured to an average of about 1.3, fluctuating for
the proximal within limits of 1.25 and 1.40, and for the distal thecae
1.30 and 1.50.
Analogous measurements, taken for the Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (a form from the higher zonal level) population from the
Mielnik boring, display in truth a more extensive range of variation
(for proximal 1.25-1.40, and for distal thecae 1.25-1.60), but also they
do not enable one to state a distinct increase in the degree of asymmetry of this apparatus towards the distal end of the rhabdosome.
A lack of a distinct progression of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus towards one or the other end of the colony does not allow one
to state if this asymmet r y was formed, in the L. simplex - L. scanicus
parascanicus phylogenetic line, by the proximal or distal introduction.
It may well be, therefore, that this phylogenetic character was initially
formed with a relatively low degree of expressivity, but with a complete penetrance.
Such a conclusion might be fully justified by the structure of forms,
morphologically transitory between Lobograptus simplex and L. scanicus parascanicus, i.e. such as for instance L. cf. simplex from boulder
S. 225 (Rewal). In this case, an incipient thecal asymmetry is displ ayed which, however, occurs on all thecae of the rhabdosome (comp.
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p. 404 and Fig. 6). The rhabdosome, although marked by the presence
of asymmetric thecae, does not display here a polarity in relation to
this character.
In the course of a further development of the Lobograptus scanicus
phylogenetic line, it comes about, in truth, that the general size of the
apertural lobes increases yet more but the differences in the degree
of asymmetry of the proximal and distal thecae are marked only slightly.
In L. scanicus amphirostris n . subsp., the ratio of hr/hl amounts : for
the first theca - to about 1.5 and, for the distal thecae - to 1.6-1.7.
For L. scanicus scanicus, these ratios amount, in all thecae, to about
1.4, some of these values being even higher for the proximal thecae
(to 1.80). On the other hand, certain structural differences in which
the most proximal thecae differ from the other and, in particular, from
the distal ones (the formation of an adapertural plate on the left lobe
in more distal thecae) appear in the latter species (comp. pp. 334, 346,
448). Owing to this phenomenon, L . scanicus scanicus may be even considered to be a species biform to a definite degree.
In the Lobograptus imitator n . sp ., L . invertus n. sp . and L. cirrifer
n. sp . line of evolution, no distinct progression is also observed in the degree of asymmetry of the lobes in the astogeny. In L. imitator, only proximal and medial thecae could be investigated, for which the hr/h.l ratio
Tab 1 e 4.
Degree of asymmetry in apertural apparatus, as indicated by hr/hl (upper values)
and lrlll. (lower values) ratio
Species

I

I

I

First theca

Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (Kiihne)

1.60*

L. scani cus
n. subsp.

amphirostris

L. scanicus scanicus (Tullberg) s. Bulman

I Proxi mal

thecae

I

Distal t hecae

1.23-UO

1.25-1.60

1.20

1.20

1.20-1.80

1.50

1.60-1.80

1.60-1.70

1.20

1.40

1.20-1.40

-

1.40 -1.80

1.30-1.40

-

1.10-1.30

1.0 6-1.20

1.41-1.66

1.30-1.50

1.50*

1.03-1.06

1.06-1.00

1.01 *

1.30

1.40

1.40

1. 15

1.20

l.30

1.60-1.90

1.30

1.4 0-1.46

1.20 -1.36

1.12 -1.40

1.12-1.50

L . im itator n. sp.

L. invertus n. sp.

L . cirrifer n . sp .
• Measurements made on very sc a n ty m aterial (1-2 specimens ).
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amounts respectively to 1.3-1.4 and 1.5. The same coefficient for the
proximal thecae in L . invertus amounts to 1.3-1.4, and for the medial
and distal ones - to 1.4. In L. cirrifer n. sp . the hr/hl ratio amounts:
for the proximal thecae - to 1.3-1.9 and for the medial and distal
ones - to 1.4-1.5. In the case of L. cirrifer n .sp ., the asymmetry of
the apertural apparatus is, however, emphasized not only by the different size of apertural lobes, but also by the occurrence of certain
structural differences (rostral processes) which contribute to some distal increase in the degree of asymmetry of this apparatus. In all these
cases, the differences in the degree of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus, measured by the size of apertural lobes, are contained within
limits of the permissible error in measurements and do not represent
a picture of a clearly directional astogenetic variation. Likewise, there
is no distinct phylogenetic progression in the degree of asymmetry within
the R-cucullograptids examined. Clearly, then, the asymmetry of the
apertural apparatus of the lobograptids is stable in character in contrast with its labile character, displayed in the Cucullograptus hemiaversus - Cue. aversus rostratus line.

Proximal progression

of

phylogenetic novelties

The tendency to a further proximal spreading is, on the whole, displayed by structural novelties of thecae which at first appeared, in the
phylogeny of the Cucullograptinae, only in the distal part of the rhabdosome. As a result of this process, the phylogenetic novelties start to
appear: 1) in an increasing number of thecae, and 2) also in the thecae
that are situated more proximally. This proximal spreading of the
novelties in the phylogenetic lines is related with changes in the number of individuals in which a given character is manifested phenotypically. These processes, occurring in the evolution of the graptolite
colony may be compared with changes in the penetrance of the genetic
factors (Urbanek, 1960, pp. 169-170). The phylogenetic novelties,
initially limited to the modifications of thecae in the distal part and
not manifested in the structure of thecae of the proximal part of the
rhabdosome, display an Incomplete penetrance. A further evolution, related with proximal spreading of a novelty to an increasing number of
individuals may be considered as caused by an increasing penetrance
of definite genetic factors. Finally, in those graptolites in which
all individuals of the colony manifest a given character (although
mostly to a different extent), a complete penetrance may be
stated of those genetic factors which are responsible for the formation
of the characters considered. The evolution of the colonies (phylastogeny) of the Cucullograptinae consists, therefore, in the changes in
penetrance of definite genetic factors. Thus, the penetrance determines
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a quantitative (number of individuals, displaying a given character) and
spacial (on account of a definite direction of spreading) characteristics
of the evolution of a graptolite colony.
The following two phenomena may serve as an instance of the evolution of penetrance in the graptolites: 1) the appearance of slightly developed apertural lobes in the distal part of the Lobograptus progenitor
n. sp . colony, followed by spreading of correspondingly more distinctly expressed apertural lobes to all thecae of the L . simplex colony, and 2) the
formation of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus in Cueullograptus
hemiaversus, most distinctly expressed in distal thecae, still almost
imperceptible in proximal thecae and, hereafter, with an increase in
the asymmetry of the apertural apparatus, spreading this character to
all individuals of a colony in Cue. aversus aversus.
The consideration of the instances, cited above, allows one to state
that the penetrance: 1) is related, in its evolution, to a simultaneous
change in the maximum degree of the phenotypic manifestation of
a given character (e.g. a degree of the asymmetry or of the development of the apertural apparatus), and 2) develops gradually, by different stages, determined by the degree of spreading of a given character.
The former property allows one to state that the higher the maximum
degree of the phenotypic manifestation of a given character, the greater is the number of individuals in a colony which manifest the presence
of this character (e.g. the higher the degree of the asymmetry of thecae,
the greater is the number of individuals which display a more or less advanced asymmetry). A few years ago, the suggestion h as been set forward
that, analogically to solitary organisms, the degree of the phenotypic manifestation of a given character should be termed, in graptolites, an
expressivity (Urbanek, 1960, pp. 170-173). An ample and conclusive
evidence for the fact that an increase in penetrance was closely related,
in the evolution of the graptolite colony, to an increase in expressivity,
has been supplied by evolutionary changes in the astogeny of the Cucullograptinae. In these graptolites, the more intensive the expressivity
of a given character, the greater is the number of individuals, displaying
this character and, consequently, the more intensive is its penetrance.
The latter character of the evolution of penetrance, i.e . the fact that its
development takes place gradually and by different stages, determined
by the degree of phenotypic spreading of given characters among the
individuals that form a colony, causes the formation 'a nd development
of a "biformism", The term. "biform" has admittedly been introduced
by Elles and Wood (1901-1918) to those monograptids in which distinct differences were recorded in the structure of thecae being parts
of the same rhabdosome so that the thecae of the proximal part distinctly differed from the distal ones. Besides, these differences con-
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cern structural characters of thecae (presence or absence of definite
structures, shape of a theca, etc.), but they do not involve such characters as e.g. size and proportions of a theca. In the latter respect, all
Graptoloidea are, of course, biform because of the permanent gradient
of size, expressed by an increase in size of thecae towards the distal
end, which occurs in them (Bulman, 1950, p. 69; 1958, p. 32).
In the initial stage of evolution, the biformism is manifested as
a result of the appearance of a phylogenetic novelty that displays,
within the colony, a low degree of penetrance. The example of the
Cucullograptinae may give every appearance that, at first, this biformism reaches only a low degree, determined by both the small expressivity
of a given character and its slight penetrance. Presumably, the formation of incipient apertural lobes in the distal part of the colony,
causing the appearance of a slightly marked biformism, is e.g. a novelty
in Lobograptus progenitor n. sp . Proximal thecae are marked by the
lack of these incipient lobes but, on account of a slight development
of this structure and small number of individuals of a colony, having
apertural lobes, the biformism is only slightly manifested. A further
increase in the size of lobes (increase in expressivity) and their spreading
to all other individuals of the colony (increase in penetrance) caused
an obliteration of differences between the structure of thecae in the
proximal and in the distal part, as well as a formation of uniform colonies, such as those in L. simplex. Similar phenomena enable one to
presume that the biform colonies are determined by an incomplete
penetrance of definite genetic factors which is simultaneously related
with a relatively low expressivity of the phenotypic manifestation of
a given character (e.g. the development of apertural lobes in the distal
thecae of L. progenitor). A gradual increase in the biformism of thecae,
following an increase in the expressivity of a given character and in
its penetrance, may come about as a result of the subsequent evolution.
Cucullograptus hemiaversus in which the biformism is expressed in the
structure and asymmetry of the apertural apparatus may serve as an
instance of a colony with a higher degree of the biformism. The distal
thecae are marked by a distinct asymmetry and a partial reduction
of the right-hand lobe, while the proximal thecae are still almost symmetrical without traces of the reduction of this lobe. Within a colony,
a certain degree of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus is, however,
displayed by a vast majority of individuals, while a considerable number of them is marked by a relatively high degree of asymmetry. Here,
we can speak about a higher degree of biformism, determined by correspondingly higher degree of penetrance and expressivity of the factors responsible for the formation of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus. A continued increase in penetrance and expressivity may bring
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about that all individuals of the colony start to develop a new character, i.e . in such a case, a secondarily uniform colony is formed. With
regard to the development of different characters, such a stage is represented by L. simplex and Cue. aversus aversus. A continued evolution may once more cause the transformation of such uniform forms
into the secondarily biform forms (e.g. by the appearance of rostral
processes in . Cue, aversus rostratus) . A course of the evolution of a colony, in the highest development stage of this process, may be as follows:
uniform form (1), forms with different degrees of biformism (2), a form secondarily uniform (3), forms with different degrees of the secondary
biformism (4), etc.
The processes, represented by the following species of the Cucullograptinae, had an approximately similar course: Lobograptus simplex (1), Cucullograptus hemiaversus (2), Cue. aversus aversus (3), Cue.
aversus rostratus (4) (PI. VII, Figs. 2, 10, 11). The latter form may be
considered a "prophetic fossil", preceding a successive homogeneous
form which would be marked by the presence of rostral processes on
all thecae of the rhabdosome, As a matter of fact, such state has, howev er, never been reached in the phylogeny because of the extinction
of the line, mentioned above. The adapertural plates of the left apertural lobe in Lobograptus scanicus scanicus which have never reached
a higher degree of penetrance, make up a similar example of a character which , until the extinction of the line, was arrested at a certain
degree of biformism.
In the cases in which we have to do with the occurrence of characters, bo th distally and proximally introduced to the same phylogenetic
line, a prolonged evolution of astogeny may, as a matter of fact, consist in the occurrence of two contradictory trends of transformations.
A gradual spreading of a given character in the distal direction is caused
by an increase in the penetrance of a factor appearing from the proximal
end of the rhabdosome, while the same process, involving the characters, displaying a distal introduction, consists in spreading them in the
proximal direction (e.g. the pectoral crest and the rostral process in
Cucullograptus aversus rostratus). The evolutionary processes of astogeny, taking place here, make up an analogy to the evolutionary processes of ontogeny in solitary organisms, e.g. in ammonites, in which,
in same phylogenetic line, some characters develop, spreading from
younger to older stages (e.g. modifications of the coiling of the shell,
of the shape of particular whorls, etc. which are frequently developed
in a proterogenetic manner). Other characters, contrariwise, they develop
from older to younger stages (e.g. modifications of the lobe line, taking
place as changes in the terminal stages and through the acceleration).
The causes of such a bipolar evolution of the colony may perhaps
5 Acta Palaeontolog ica nr 3-4/66
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be looked for in the following three factors: 1) a different phenotypical
action of active substances, "p r od uced by the siculozooid on various genetic factors (these substances act on the characters with the proximal
introduction as a stimulator and on those with the distal introduction
as an inhibitor), 2) changes in the degree of activity of these substances
and, finally, 3) changes in the morphogenetic activity of given genes,
transforming the norms of reactivity of the tissues to the action of
these agents (Urbanek, 1960, pp. 172-173). Obviously, accepting a common phenotypical dependence of both factors (that, determining a character introduced proximally and that, determining a character introduced distally) on the morphogenetic substance, spreading from the
sicular part, we cannot elucidate the simultaneous increase in the
penetrance of both factors ascribing it only to the changes of this
morphogenetic factor. Such a process was bound to consist in the changes in the first, second and third factor combined, or only in the
changes in the morphogenetic activity of genes (3rd factor) with
a relatively constant gradient of the morphogenetically active substances .
Morphophysiological organization of graptolite colonies
In the present writer's previous works (Urbanek, 1960, 1963),
a working hypothesis has been el aborated, being an attempt to
determine the morphophysiological organization and mode in which
evolutionary changes took place in graptolite colonies. In general, this
hypothesis consists of two fundamental parts. In the first, a polar organization of the Graptoloidea colonies and regular morphological
gradient, occurring in them, are explained upon the assumption that
an inductive influence is exerted by the siculozooid on all other individuals of a colony. A regular change in the quantity of morphologically active agent, produced by the siculozooid would be responsible
for the occurrence of a definite morphological succession of thecae in
the astogeny. The author tried to justify this view, basing his considerations on the course of a normal astogeny of uni- and multiaxiate
graptolite colonies (1960), as well as on the analysis of the structure
of morphoses, formed as a result of the regeneration of the stipes of
a colony, broken off, i.e. as a result of the pseudocladogeny (Urbanek
1963).
The second part of the working hypothesis, mentioned above, explains in genetic terms the pattern and mechanism of phylogenetic modifications that occur in the astogeny, i.e, the mechanism of the evolution of graptolite colonies. On the basis of the premise that all individuals of a graptolite colony had the same genotype, the differences
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occurring between them are ' considered to be a result of 'a varying
degree of the phenotypical manifestation of corresponding genetic
factors, depending on the amount of the active substances mentioned
above and which are probably produced by the siculozooid. The morphological gradient of thecae is conditioned upon a regular change in
the amount of active substances, responsible for the modification of
a phenotypical manifestation of a given genetic factor. The changes in
the pattern of the development of colonies, taking place during the
evolution, may be ascribed to changes in penetrance (determined by
the number of individuals displaying a given phenotypical effect) and
expressivity (determined by a degree of the phenotypical manifestation) of definite genetic factors (Urbanek, 1960) (comp. also p. 351).
The hypothesis, shown above, which throws a new light on the
mechanism of the evolution of the graptolite colonies, has not so far
.called forth any wide scale response. However, it has been favourably evaluated by such eminent graptolitologist as O.M .B. Bulman (1963)
.who seemed to accept in general the concepts and terms suggested but
it has not so far aroused any more extensive discussion of this problem
as seen in its genetic aspect.
In this respect, a considerable significance should undoubtedly be
ascribed to critical remarks, sent in by Dr. L. Van Valen (American Museum of Natural History, N. Y.) in his letters of October 19, 1960 and
December 2, 1960 since he is both an eminent geneticist and a well-known
palaeontologist.
Dr. L. Van Valen's objections may be presented in the following
three items: 1) The inductive influence of the growing apexes of a colony
or the cumulative effect of all zooids on the entire colony is equally
likely as the sicular control. Let us cite an excerpt from this author's
letter of December 2, 1960: ... "I don't object to sicular control; it seems
about equally likely to me, but not proved"; 2) A colony of graptolites
may, from the genetic point of view, be considered a single individual
"because its components are both connected and genetically identical,
and because of the possibility of at least some morphogenetic dependence on the sicula" (his letter of October 19, 1960); 3) "In regard to penetrance and expressivity, if we consider a rhabdosome as one individual,
then neither term accurately expresses the common state of a reasonably
constant gradient. ..". "Perhaps a hybrid term like "incomplete expression"
would be appropriate" (his letter of October 19, 1960).
The doubts that occurred to Dr. L. Van Valen seem to be representative since similar arguments were used by some other biologists and
geneticists when they discussed this problem with the present writer.
Some light should, therefore, be thrown on them because they may
5·
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contribute to the development of a discussion on the organization of the
graptolite colony.
The first objection will not be examined in a more extensive manner
since it has already been dealt with (in part, also in connection with
Dr. L. Van Valen's letters) in the previous work (Urbanek, 1963). However, it is worth while to emphasize once more the significance of
the analysis of the growth of bipolar morphoses which are formed after
tearing apart of the original rhabdosome, resulting from the regeneration
of a distal fragment. The regenerative stipe (the so-called pseudocladium)
grows in a colony whose sicular part (together with the sicula) has been
torn away. The pseudocladium, growing under such conditions, lacks
a polar organization and a characteristic morphological sequence of
thecae which occurs with a normal astogeny. The regenerative stipe grows
by a simple multiplication of thecae of the s ame morphological (distal)
t ype. These facts together with several other premises, mentioned previously (Urbanek, 1963, pp. 230-236), induce the present author to
confirm his views that the sicular part (and probably the sicula itself)
was responsible for the occurrence of the morphological gradients of
thecae and , consequently, for the polar organization of the colony.
Dr. L. Van Valen's second objection, according to which a colony of
graptolites is, in its genetic aspect, a single individual, deserves much
closer examination. As is well-known, the problem of an individual in
biology is an open problem and, in the present stage of knowledge, the only
possible conclusions ar e arbitrary in character. The colonies of graptolites are not of course usual populations, consisting of separate individu als, but - precisely - colonies which, as I have already previously
pointed out (Urbanek, 1960 , pp. 129-132), in fact, basing my suggestions to a considerable extent on Beklemishev's opinions (1950), are
connected by several transient stages in which the boundaries between
strongly intergrated ecological populations, consisting of separate individuals (pseudo-colonies of the type of flock or swarm) and true colonies (with the tissue connections between particular individuals) are
obliterated. Different degrees of integration, related with a decreasing
individuality of zooids are outlined in colonies. Individual processes are
not , therefore, completely abolished by reaching the colonial organization. We have here to do r ather with combining them with the processes
of a higher order which determine the "colonial" character of individuals' interdependence.
A similar approach to the problem of individuality of particular
colonial organisms (zooids) versus individuality of the colony as a whole,
is represented by Naumov (1960, pp. 69-70) who believes that a mere
tendency to a certain limitation of individuality of particular zoo ids
and its replacement with a growing individuality of the entire colony,
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is not a satisfactory basis for a view, ascribing a nature of a single individual ofa higher order to each colony. This nature depends on a definite
stage of integration of the colony which is different in each particular
species 14.
A relatively high degree of the individuality of zooids (a separate
theca in each individual, probably a separate oral opening and tentacular
apparatus, an early separation of an individual, as a result of the blastogeny, from the rest of a colony, etc.) belongs to individual processes
which have been preserved in the colonies of graptolites. The colonial
processes are expressed by the presence of the tissue connection between
particular individuals (mostly by means of a stolon) and, probably, by
the formation of a general dependence of all individuals in a colony
on its first individual (oozooid, siculozooid). This dependence is, however,
no proof of a loss of individuality by zooids since it is a well-known
fact that a colony may also live and develop after a loss of the siculozooid (Urbanek, 1963).
From the morphological and physiological standpoint, the organization of a colony of graptolites may be understood as a special case of
the organization of a group of individuals and the processes that occur
in it are mixed, i.e. both individual and populationary in character.
With regard to genetics, a colony of graptolite is of course a clone
(Urbanek, 1960, p. 166) with all its individuals having the same genotype.
Such groups of organisms are usually considered to make up a genetically single individual. A population of e. g. hydra , coming from a single
parent individual from which it develops by budding, is therefore genetically a single individual, but ecologically and physiologically it consists of several individuals. The present considerations are not aimed
at stating to what an extent such understanding of an individual in
genetics may be justified, although it seems to be somewhat contradictory
to the range of this concept, applied to other biological disciplines.
The concept of an individual in morphology and physiology, apart from
the problem of its difference from or identity with other ones, means
rather its separateness or a degree of separateness. Perhaps the concept of a "genetic individual" makes up an excessive extrapolation of
this concept.
On the other hand, because of genetic factors, involved in this problem, we are interested in the correct explanation of evolutionary changes that occur in a graptolite colony. The concepts of expressivity and
penetrance have of course been introduced in reference to the population of individuals with different genotypes, each of them, however,
14 An important work on colonies in Hydrozoa by D. A. von Schenk (1965, Die
Kormentektonik der Plumulariiden; Revue Suisse de Zoologie, 72, 4, 885-1021)
has been sent in when the present text was prepared for printing. It contains new
ideas, significant for the problem considered.
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containing a gene, responsible for the formation of the character examined (Timofeeff..Ressovsky, 1931, 1934). There is an ample evidence
that the "genetic environment" (the modifying genes) determines the degree of both the ex;pressivity and penetrance of given genes. However, it
is the environmental factors (primarily temperature and trophic factors)
that also influence expressivity and penetrance (Hadorn, 1955) . Penetrance and expressivity are not, therefore, concepts related with necessary genetic differences, occurring between individuals, because they
may be shaped not only on the genotypical, but also epigenotypical basis, i. e. on the basis of differences in the course of processes that lead
up to the formation of a phenotype. In graptolite colonies, following a
probable occurrence of a gradient in the distribution of morphogenetically active substances, the development of each individual took place
under somewhat different physiological conditions to which different
processes of the realization of phenotypical ch aracters corresponded.
Among them, there were different degrees of expressivity and of penetrance of a given character as a function of this expressivity.
With regard to the third objection (comp. p. 355) , I would like to
state that the application of the t erms, expressivity and penetrance, to
the processes that occur in the evolution of the graptolite colony, seems
to b e fully justified for the following three reasons: 1) each individu al of a colony had genes responsible for the formation of a given character; 2) these characters were, however, manifested to a different
extent (expressivity) and in a different number of individuals (penetrance) ; 3) the differences, mentioned above, arose as a result of different
development conditions of particular individuals which in turn resulted from their different position within a colony and, therefore, they
are phenotypical in character.
The term, " in com plet e" and, respectively, "complete expression",
suggested by Dr. L. Van Valen, does not seem to be satisfactory because it
attracts one's attention only to the degree of manifestation of a given char acter while, in the evolution of the graptolite colonies, we have definitely
to do with two such processes of which the second one consists in spreading a given character on particular individuals of a colony. For many
technical reasons the use of two different concepts (comp. the terms
"expressivity intermediates" and "p en et r an ce intermediates", introduced by Bulman, 1963, p. 415) is required. However, in order to avoid
any misunderstandings with regard to the concept of penetrance as referred to a group of individuals in a colony, as well as that referred to
a group of colonies (an assemblage of different rhabdosomes), I suggest
the use of the terms: "a colonial penetrance" and "a population penetrance". In the present monograph, the term "a penetrance" has so far
been meant only "a colonial penetrance".
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In general, the materials, concerning the evolution of particular phylogenetic lineages of graptolites are too scanty as to allow one for an
analysis of changes in the "population penetrance". It should be, however, presumed that the initial phases of evolution, ' related in general
with a slight expressivity and an incomplete "colonial penetrance" of
given genes,are also expressed by the fact that not all the colonies display pherrotypically new phylogenetic characters. This would be manifested by the occurrence of "mixed populations", consisting of rhabdosomes in which new characters have not yet been manifested, as well
as of those in which they have already beerr manifested but with a low
degree of expressivity and penetrance. Such a hypothesis might be confirmed by, among other things, 1) an occasional occurrence of the forms
of Cucullograptus aversus rostratus, provided with a "pect or al crest",
in the populations from the erratic boulders of the Baltic origin, as
well as by a considerable frequency of occurrence of this character in
the populations of this species from the Mielnik boring (camp. pp. 517518), and 2) an occurrence of morphologically "mixed" populations of
Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus in the "lower zonal form" of this
species (comp. p. 432).
The observations described above, which are still incomplete, may
be supplemented by other findings . A process, discovered in "Monograptus" deubeli by Jaeger (1964, p. 36) who found that "M." deubeli evolved
gradually and continuously from Pristioqraptus dubius, seems to be
similar. In the lower part of the deubeli zone, both species are hardly
distinguishable and the rhabdosomes have more dubius than deubeli
appearance. However, typical deubeli rhabdosomes with a peculiarly shaped sicula already occur in these populations. These features, typical of
"M." deubeli, become more and more accentuated upwards.
The observations, cited above, indicate the possibility of an analysis of
changes that occur not only in the "colonial penetrance", but also in the
"populat ion penetrance" of the graptolite evolution.

PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONSHIPS AND TAXONOMY
OF THE CUCULLOGRAPTINAE
PHYLOGENY OF THE CUCULLOGRAPTINAE

Criteria

of determining phylogenetic relationships

The conjectural phylogenetic relationships of the examined representatives of the Cucullograptinae have been determined on the basis
of the following - two criteria: 1) the existence of a regular morphological sequence, expressed by a consistent direction of the modifications
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occurring in the structure of thecae and the modifications in astogeny;
2) the existence of a regular stratigraphic sequence, expressed by an
appropriate order of occurrence of particular forms, which is in conformity with their presumable morphological sequence.
The coincidence of the morphological sequence has been stated on the
basis of the morphology of thecae and their astogenetic succession. Particularly significant in this respect are the apertural apparatus which, as
indicated by the comparative-anatomical analysis, constituted the part
of a thecae subject to the greatest changes and, at the ssrne time, most
distinctly determined the main trends in their evolution (comp. p. 339).
A general type of the structure of the apertural apparatus, as well as the
trend in its further differentiation, may undoubtedly be considered key
characters which allow one to determine the main trends in the evolution
of the Cucullograptinae.
The thecae of the distal and proximal parts of the rhabdosome differ,
in their significance, to a considerable extent. The structure of thecae
in the distal part of the rhabdosome of the Cucullograptinae, in particular that of their apertural apparatus, enables one to envisage, to a
certain degree, a further trend in their evolution. On the basis of the
structure of distal thecae, approximate conclusions may be drawn as to
the structure of subsequent descendents of a given phylogenetic lineage.
Thus, the structure of distal thecae and especially that of their apertural apparatus is , to a certain extent, a "prophetic character", allowing
one to establish phylogenetic relationships "up" to the family tree. Such
a significance of distal thecae in the evolution of the Cucullograptinae
results from the mode of phylogenetic modifications of the astogeny,
i. e. from the distal introduction of the phylogenetic novelties. A phylogenetic significance we ascribe to the distal thecae of this graptolite
group, might be determined only after a previous understanding of a
mode of phylogenetic changes in astogeny, predominating in this group
of the Monograptidae . The phylogenetic significance of the same thecae
may, in various evolutionary lineages, be quite different, depending
on a manner in which the evolutionary changes take place in astogeny
(comp. Urbanek, 1960, pp. 208-209).
Such characters as, incipient apertural lobes in distal thecae of Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. which enable us to consider this species as
the first representative of the cucullograptid evolutionary trend, asymmetric distal thecae of Cueullograptus hembversus, allowing one to
presume that, in the course of a further development of this lineage, the
forms will be developed with asymmetric thecae, distributed over the
entire length of the rhabdosome (such as in Cue . aversus aversus), distal
thecae in L. seanieus pcrcsccnicus, indicating that, in the course of a
continued evolution of this lineage, a progressive development of aper-
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tural lobes will take place without a distinct increase in their asymmetry, etc. may serve as instances of the "prospective" phylogenetic significance of distal thecae in the Cucullograptinae.
The structure of the proximal thecae in the Cucullograptinae has
a quite different phylogenetic significance which, however, is also determined by the principle of the distal introduction of the phylogenetic novelties. Such a mode of the evolution of colonies results in the
fact that: 1) the most proximal zooids are, generally speaking, structurally least modified, and 2) these modifications may be manifested
in them much later than in the thecae of the distal part of the rhabdosome. Due to this fact, the proximal thecae display in the Cucullograptinae a considerably higher degree of mutual similarity and allow one
to estimate their phylogenetic relationships "down" the family tree
(i. e. the relationships between a given form and its ancestors). The proximal thecae in Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. whose structure displays
a considerable similarity .t o that of some thecae in Neodiversograptus
and, to a certain extent, also in "Pristiograptus" bohemicus, may serve
as an example. This may testify to the existence of the phylogenetic
relationships among the early representatives of these, hereafter quite
divergent, development lineages (comp. pp. 380-384). The structure of
proximal thecae in Cucullograptus hemiaversus indicates its probable descent from the bilaterally symmetrical lobograptids, while the structure
of proximal thecae in Cue. aversus rostratus - its descent from the
forms having asymmetric thecae which, however, are devoid of apertural
spines. The structure of proximal thecae in Lobograptus scanicus scanicus resembles that in L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. and L. scanicus
parascanicus to such an extent that it becomes possible to presume that
the first of the species, mentioned above, makes up only the most specialized link of the same development lineage to which belong the latter
two forms .
Among all thecae of the rhabdosome, a particular importance should
be ascribed to the sicula which, like proximal thecae, is subject to relatively slighter structural modifications. However, apart from the bilaterally symmetrical lobograptids, the siculae of the remaining Cucullograptinae were subject to the gracilization which, as a matter of
fact, took place in a parallel manner, much the same as in R- and L-cucullograptids. It is only in 'the "invertus-cirrifer" development lineage
that siculae display several characters of a certain specialization in the
structure of the aperture of metasicula and this is a basis for stating
that Lobograptus invertus n. sp . and L. cirrifer n. sp., displaying quite
different trends in the evolution of their apertural apparatus, had a common ancestor, which was probably L. imitator n. sp. The separateness
of all this development lineage is distinctly emphasized precisely by the
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common type of sicula and this fact still more enhances the significance
of the proximal part of the rhabdosome as concerns a method of "tracing
back of ancestry" in the Cucullograptinae.
The coincidence in the morphological sequence is also expressed by
the coincidence in the astogenetic sequence of definite forms. On the
basis of the comparison of the development degree in the progressive
parts of thecae which belong to the same part of the rhabdosome (and,
therefore, primarily apertural apparatus), one may determine a degree
to which these forms differ in theexpressivity of definite characters,
as well as a trend, accor ding to which, the expressivity of a definite
character changed in the course of the family evolution. These differ ences do not amount, of course, to quantitative differences only
(a degree of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus, degree of hypertrophy or reduction of lobes, etc.), but they may also be expressed by
the appearance of qualitatively different structures (for instance, rostral
spines in Lobograptus cirrifer n . sp. and Cucullograptus aversus rostratus).
The determination of an approximate number of thecae, displaying
the presence of definite characters, allows one to state the degree and
trend of the development of penetrance. An increase in the expressivity
and penetrance of definite morphological characters is, as a rule, observed in the evolution of the Cucullograptinae which, in general, is progressive in character.
Thus, the establishment of the family relationships of the Cucullograptinae is based on the following three morphological phenomena:
1) a " pr ospect ive" character of the modifications in the thecae of the
distal part of the rhabdosome; 2) generally speaking, a "past" or conservative character of the structure of the proximal thecae; 3) a regular sequence in the. evolution of astogeny, determined by a gradual increase in expressivity and penetrance of the progressive morphological
features .
The second criterion of the phylogenetic relationships among the
Cucullograptinae is supplied by all facts, concerning their stratigraphic
occurrence. The most important are in this respect the data based on
their occurrence in the Mielnik boring core because the stratigraphic
position of particular erratic boulders might be established only approximately and, consequently, it is of an inferior value as compared
with that, based on material in situ (PI. I).
The graptolite sequence, determined in the present work only on
the basis of a single boring core, may also be laden with a considerable
error, resulting ch iefly from 1) a generally unrepresentative sampling
of the rock series through the single boring hole, and 2) local peculiarities of the section examined. There is, however, a markedly full
conformity of the stratigraphic sequence, established on the basis of
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the examined samples from the Mielnik boring .(PI. I, ".comp. also p .. 306)
with the sequence, suggested by morphological similarities (PI. VIII).
The stratigraphic sequence, determined by the order of the first appearance of successive species, is in a full conformity with morphological
facts and proves the correctness of most previous .suppositions, concerning the course of the evolution of the Cucullograptinae (Urbanek,
1960, 'p p. 176-181). Such a consensus of different sources of information cannot be considered a matter of pure accident. It should be" assumed that, in its main outline, the sequence of the. Cucullograptinae
in the Mielnik boring core, accurately reflects the course of the evolutionary events.
If a general sequence of species is, on the whole, reliable, gaps .often
occurring between vertical ranges of the ancestral and the descendent
species seem to be accidental in character. They might result from the
fact that the formation of a new species or subspecies took pl ace in
another area (allopatric speciation) and, hereafter, a new form was
spread over a more extensive area, thus appearing also in the layers,
pierced by the boring hole in question. A gap between the occurrence
of the ancestral and the descendent forms (comp. PI. I), for instance,
between the ranges of Lobograptus simplex, L. imitator n. sp. , the latter form and L. cirrifer n. sp., may correspond to a period during which
these processes took place.
The stratigraphic occurrence of L. scanicus amphirostris n. subsp.
which, in truth, precedes in its first appearance the descendent species
L. scanicus scanicus, but occurs in very small numbers and displays
considerable discontinuities, requires some closer attention. It is only
above the upper boundary of the occurrence of L. scanicus scanicus
that L. scanicus amphirostris n . subsp. reaches its maximum quantitative development (comp. p. 442).
The conformity of the morphological with the stratigraphic data
allow one to arrange the examined species of the Cucullograptinae in
certain evolutionary series. The question arises whether or not these
series, consisting of species and subspecies, successively following each
other and undoubtedly closely related to each other, consequently make
up phylogenetic lineages, formed by direct ancestors and descendents.
There is the possibility that such series of morphologically different
populations, following each other, may constitute only geographically
different subspecies (geographical races) of a chronologically identical
species, successively occurring on a given area as a result of an ingression (Remane, 1956, pp. 287-289; Jaeger, 1959, p. 131). In such
cases, they represent an app ar ent phylogenetic sequence. The possibility
that the phenomena of the graptolite fauna migration may participate
in the process of evolution of this fauna, has already been mentioned
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previously (p. 363). A certain geographical differentiation of the fauna
of the Cucullograptinae on a relatively small area, including the Baltic
Sea and the margin of the East-European Platform, might be indicated
by the fact that the entire Lobograptus imitator n. sp. - L . invertus
n . sp . - L. eirrifer n. sp. line of evolution, is known at present only
from the Mielnik boring and does not occur in the Silurian erratic
boulders whose place of origin is situated presumably about 600 km
to the north-west. Perhaps the origin and geographical distribution of
this lineage was limited only to the southern area of the Silurian basin.
Similar phenomena might also take place in the distribution of particular subspecies of the Cucullograptinae.
Considerable morphological gaps between some links, implying the
existence of one or more (?) "m issin g links" (Lobograptus simplex Cueullograptus hemiaversus; L. simplex - L. imitator n.sp., and , in
particular, a great difference between L. simplex and Cue. pazdroi,
comp. p. 336), testify against the acceptance of all series, established for
the Cucullograptinae, as true phylogenetic lineages. In other cases, however, transient populations are known which fill, to a considerable
extent, or almost completely, the morphological gaps between adjacent
species or subspecies (L. simplex - L. seanieus parase anieus; Cue. aversus aversus - Cue. aversus rostratus) . It is beyond any doubt that, in
such cases, we have to do with true phylogenetic lineages. These considerations allow us, therefore, to accept the "fam il y tree" of the Cucullograptinae, shown in Pl. VIII, as a tree, represented in part by the
phylogenetic series and, in part, making up anatomical series with the
geological time factor taken into account. It seems, however, to be quite
sure that this scheme, although a rough sketch in character, correctly
presents the main structural stages in the evolution of the Cucullograptinae. Obviously, it should be born in mind that it constitutes a picture
of evolution of this group only within one region. Perhaps, in other
regions, there might exist other, separate phylogenetic lineages which,
let us hope, will be identified as a result of continued studies. Such
facts would be in conformity with the picture of microevolution of other
fossil groups.

Stem lobograptids
Both morphologically (Pl. II, Figs. 1 and 2; Pl. III) and stratigraphically (Pl. I), two species, i.e, Lobograptus progenitor n. sp . and L . simplex are distinctly different from all other Cucullograptinae. They constitute two most primitive and oldest representatives of this group and
make up an ancestral line of evolution which fully deserves a name
"st em lobograptids".
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The oldest link of this series, represented by Lobograptus progenitor n. sp. , is marked, with regard to morphology, by the following
fundamental characters: 1) a "r ob ust " type sicula, particularly big for
a cucullograptid (1.71-1.55 mm. long) and provided with a well-developed metasicula, having a differentiated aperture; 2) a dorsal curvature
in the proximal part of the rhabdosome ; 3) proximal and medial thecae
devoid of apertural differentiation and distal ones having incipient apertural lobes in the form of characteristic apertural elevations.
It is only the latter character that indicates the cucullograptid (10bograptid) trend of specialization in Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. and,
besides, it is morphologically still slightly developed. This shows that
L. progenitor n. sp. represents a very primitive stage of the morphological evolution in Cucullograptinae. The progressive character of the
apertural elevations which, in extreme cases, may be strongly developed and take the form, approaching that of apertural lobes, allows us,
however, to assign this species to the Cucullograptinae (comp. Fig. 4,
and p. 393).
The next stage of stern lobograptids is represented by Lobograptus
simplex which is morphologically marked by: 1) a "r obu st " type,
alth ough , to a certain extent, gracilized sicula (1.38-1.48 mm. long),
provided with somewhat less d istinctly elaborated apertural differentiations; 2) a dorsal curvature in the proximal part of the rhabdosome;
3) true , bilaterally symmetrical apertural lobes on all thecae of the
rhabdosome.
The latter character makes L. simplex the first typical cucullograptid and at the same time separates it distinctly from L. progenitor n.sp.
in which such lobes were barely incipient (differences in expressivity)
and occurred only in the thecae of the distal part of the rhabdosome
(differences in penetrance). It seems, however, that L. simplex may be
d erived from L. progenitor which is indicated by: 1) a distinct mutual
" ov erlap " of both these species in their stratigraphic ranges, L. simplex
occurring later than L. progenitor n. sp . (PI. I); 2) a dorsal curvature
of the .p r ox im al part of the rhabdosome, occurring in both species but
unknown in any other cucullograptid; 3) a similarity in the structure
of the subaperturalpart of thecae in both species; 4) robust appearance
of sicula.
Taking into account considerable differences in the degree of development of the apertural apparatus in L. progenitor n. sp. and
L. simplex, one may suppose that some transient forms, unknown so
far , might exist between typical forms of both species and fill a certain
morphological gap now recorded. However, it is beyond any doubt that
L. simplex constitutes a result of a further development of the same
evolutionary lineage which has been initiated by L. progenitor.
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Lobograptussimplex as a central link in the evolution of the Cucullograptinae
L. simplex, constituting the last link of the stern lobograptids, at
the same time, takes a central place in the family tree of the Cucullograptinae. It is unanimously indicated by the morphological and
stratigraphic facts that this species was probably a structural stage
which started the differentiation of the Cucullograptinae in a few separate evolutionary lineages, i.e. which probably initiated the process of
their adaptive radiation. L. simplex much better meets the requirements
of an ancestral form for the evolutionary lineages of the Cucullograptinae, mentioned above, than L. exspectatus because the latter is marked by certain features of specialization (siculae without peridermal
rings, strongly developed apertural lobes, provided with a ventral process, the presence of apertural incisions) which are absent from the
early representatives of the remaining evolutionary lineages. With regard
to morphology, the early representatives of most evolutionary lineages
of the Cucullograptinae may be derived from the structural type
represented by L. simplex. They belong to five separate phylogenetic
lineages which, more or less probably, may be derived from L. simplex
(PI. VIII). Particularly close relationships are recorded between the
latter and L. exspectatusexspectatus which initiates the "ex spectatus
lineage" and L. scanicus parascanicus, a starting link of the "scanicus
lineage".
L. exspectatus exspectatus appearance shows coincidence with
disappearance of L. simplex and even displays a certain stratigraphic
"overlap" with the latter (PI. I). The apertural apparatus of L. exspectatus exspectatus may easily be derived from that of L. simplex (d.
p. 327, PI: III) upon the assumption of a further growth of lobes with
their bilateral symmetry unchanged. In this respect, the exspectatus
lineage only makes up a continuation of the stern lobograptid development trend. On the other hand, siculae are marked by certain characters of
specialization (disappearance of peridermal rings, intensive development
of the dorsal process, etc.). A certain specialization of the sicula and
a disappearance of the dorsal curvature of the proximal part of the
rhabdosome induce us to separate this evolutionary trend as a separate
"exspectatus lineage".
It is also beyond any doubt that there exists a close relationship
between Lobograptus simplex and L. scanicus parascanicus, an early
representative of the "scanicus lineage". The extinction of L. simplex
coincides with the first appearance of the latter species and the apertural apparatus of L. scanicus parascanicus may be derived from that of
L. simplex upon the assumption of: 1) a further growth of apertural
lobes, and 2) the formation of their asymmetry (comp. p. 332, PI. IV).
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The most extensive modifications are observed in the sicula which is
subject to an intensive gracilization (comp. p . 316, PI. II, Fig. 4) and
in the proximal part of the rhabdosome form which the dorsal curvature disappears. The relationship between L. simplex and L. scanicus
parascanicus is emphasized by the occurrence of certain morphologically
transient forms such as progressive forms of L. d. simplex from erratic boulder S. 225 (comp. p. 404, Fig. 6) and primitive populations of
L. scanieus parascanicus, representing the "lower zonal form" of this
subspecies from the Mielnik boring (comp. p. 432, PI. XXII, Figs. A-E).
On the basis of these facts, a certain supposition may be formed as
to the course of the evolutionary processes that took place in the separation of this phylogenetic lineage (comp. pp. 434-435).
The relationship between Lobograptus simplex and an evolutionary
lineage represented by L. invertus n. sp. and L. cirrifer n. sp. is less
de ?r (PI. VIII). An early representative of this development trend, i.e,
L. imitator n. sp. is separated from L. simplex by a considerable stratigraphic gap (comp. PI. I) and displays a fairly high degree of the morphological differentiation. The latter may be reduced to: 1) the gracilization of the sicula with a simultaneous less conspicuous shortening
of metasicula than in the scanicus lineage and with the presence of
a considerably differentiated aperture; 2) the disappearance of the dorsal curvature of the rhabdosome and advanced gracilization of thecae;
3) the development of apertural lobes and their asymmetry which, in
general, is comparable with the stage, reached by L. scanicus par:zscanicus.
The original divergence of both R-cucullograptid development lineages consisted, therefore, in differences in the mode of gracilization of
siculae, while the evolution of the apertural apparatus took, at first ,
a parallel course (L. scanicus paraseanicus and L . imitator n. sp. stages).
It was only when the subsequent differences appeared in the development trends of both lineages that they were still more emphasized by
the divergent specialization of apertural apparatus (comp, PI. II, Fig. 4
and 7; PI. IV; PI. V).
In the case of the lineage, initiated by Lobograptus imitator n. sp .,
much the same as in the "scanieus" lineage, the descent of L. imitator
n . sp . from L. simplex seems to be the most probable. The existing stratigraphic an d morphological gap may easily be explained if we accept
the hypothesis that the separation of this lineage took place in another
area (allopatrically) , while in the Mielnik sequence later events are
observed, connected with spreading of a previously separated phylogenetic lineage. On the other hand, the supposition that the L. imitator
n. sp. lineage was formed by the specialization of L. scanicus paraseanieus seems to be less likely.
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The relationships of L-cucullograptids to Loboqraptus simplex are, in
not as close as those, previously stated for asymmetric lobograptids. However, in the case of " hem iav ersu s-rost rat u s" lineage, its descent from L. simplex seems to be very likely. This results primarily
from the structure of proximal thecae which are still provided with
an almost symmetrical apertural apparatus easily derivable from that
in . L. simplex upon the assumption of a few simple modifications. It
should be stressed, however, that Cucullograptus hemiaversus represents
an already relatively specialized evolutionary stage of this phylogenetic lineage, this specialization being marked by: 1) a strong gracilization of the sicula (PI. III, Fig. 10); 2) a disappearance of the dorsal curvature of the rhabdosome and the gracilization of thecae; 3) a high
development degree of the apertural apparatus with its simultaneous
asymmetry in thecae of the medial s nd distal parts of the rhabdosome
(P I. VI) . The supposition seems to be, therefore, fully justified that
between L. simplex and Cue. hemiaversus there existed at least one transient link, unknown so far (comp. p. 49 1).
~eneral,

The origin of the side line of "pazdroi" which displays considerable
morphological differences as compared with Lobograptus simple.x and
all other Cucullograptinae, is still the obscurest. On account of rather
peculiar morphological features and the lack of a clear relationship
to other phylogenetic lineages, this evolutionary trend may be termed,
a "pazdroi side-line". The relationship of this line to the stem lobograptids continues to be obscure and there are no transient forms, filling
the gap between Cucullograptus pazdroi and the rest of the Cucullograptinae (PI. VIII). This species may be: 1) cryptogenic and its similarity
to other Cucullograptinae (the gracilization of the sicula, asymmetric
apertural apparatus consisting of lobes) may be ascribed to the convergence or parallelism, or 2) a sp ecialized descendent of the stem 10bograptids (perhaps L. simplex) which was separated early and in another area (allopatric speciation) being subject to more intensive modifications than other Cucullograptinae. If we accep t the latter alternative, these modifications would consist in: 1) a gracilization of the sicula
with a simultaneous reduction of peridermal rings, 2) a reduction of
the dorsal curvature of the rhabdosome and disappearance of the gracilization of thecae, 3) intensive modifications in the structure of the
apertural app sratus, related to a) a slitlike transverse elongation of
the aperture a n d b) a change in the shape (cones or hoods) and fusellar
structure of the apertural lobes. No hypothesis, mentioned above, may
be proven so far (corr p, pp. 531-532).
The separate phylogenetic position of Cuculloqraptus pazdroi considerably shakes the idea of the Cucullograptinae as a homogenous phylogenetic group, derived from common ancestors. In the present st ege
6 Acta Palaeontologica nr 3-4/66
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of studies, the Cucullograptinae sensu lato (i.e, together with Cue.
pazdroi) are rather a sort of a morphological-taxonomic concept
although it is almost certain that all other forms are connected to each
other by the bonds of a close relationship.

Evolution

of the "scanicus" lineage

This evolutionary lineage is represented by the stratigraphic and
morphological sequence of three subspecies of Lobograptus scanieus,
i.e, L. seanieus paraseanieus, L. scanieus amphirostris n . subsp. and
L. seanicus scanieus. There are the following three characteristic features, determining the morphological changes that occur in this evolutionary lineage: 1) a stable character of asymmetry of the apertural
apparatus which - in the course of evolution - is not subject to any
major changes (comp. p. 348); 2) a simultaneous progressive increase
in the size of apertural lobes and a gradual increase in the complexity
of their structure (comp. p. 332); 3) a stable morphological character
of siculae which reach typical form as early as in the "higher zonal
form" stage in L. seanieus paraseanieus and, hereafter, are not subject
to any major changes.
Since morphologically and stratigraphically Lobograptus seanicus
amphirostris n . subsp. takes an intermediary place between the remaining two representatives of this lineage, its taxonomic position is of a fundamental significance to underst and the evolution of the seanieus lineage.
In its first appearance, L. seanicus amphirostris stratigraphically
precedes L. seanicus scanicus, but it reaches its maximum development
only after the disappearance of the latter and, in addition, its occurrence is marked by a high degree of discontinuity (comp. PI. I). Nevertheless, in view of its early appearance, less specialized apertural apparatus and, on the whole, a very high degree of mutual similarity, L. seanieus amphirostris n . subsp. may - in my opinion - be considered
a forerunner of L. scanicus scanieus and included in the L . scanicus
e~olutionary series as its middle link. L. seanieus seanieus may be
treated rather as a specialized, short-lived form which was developed from
L. seanieus amphirostris. A supposition that L. seanieus amphirostris
n. subsp. and L. seanieus scanieus represent two different development
trends, whose common descent may be traced to L. scanieus paraseanieus, makes up another alternative interpretation of the evolution picture
of the seanieus lineage. This hypothesis seems to be, however, less strongly justified (comp. discussions on the taxonomic position of the subspecies mentioned above). A presumably continuous and gradual character of the evolutionary processes which took place in this development lineage deserves to be .emphasized.
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of the "invertus-cirrifer" lineage

In this phylogenetic lineage, the evolution is marked by divergent
trends, occurring above its initial link which is represented by Lobograptus imitator n.sp. mentioned above (comp. p. 368). At present, it
is impossible to state whether such tendencies started to appear directly
"above" the latter species, i.e. whether both species were derived independently from L. imitator n .sp . or whether, for some time, they formed a common line of evolution which only later on was differentiated
into two separate lineages (comp. p. 480). The specialization of the
sicula, i.e, the gracilization without a simultaneous simplification of the
apertural part is a feature which characterizes this evolutionary lineage
as a whole (comp, p. 316, PI. II , Figs. 7-9). On the other hand, the
evolution of the remaining thecae of the rhabdosome takes place throughout the initial primdtive stage which, on the whole, corresponds to
a stage, represented - in the scanicus phylogenetic lineage - by L. sca-

nicus parascanicus.
The next stage is connected with an increase in the size of apertural lobes and process of the divergence particularly distinct in the morphology of the apertural apparatus in distal thecae (comp. PI. V):
Lobograptus invertus n .sp,

Lobograptus cirrifer n .sp .

1) Left-hand lobe provided with an
apertural incision and a strongl y bent terminal process

1) Left-hand lobe provided with an
apertural incision and a rostral
process , situated on the upper
margin of this incision

2) Right-hand lobe provided with
ventral and dorsal adapertural
plates

2) Right-hand lobe provided with an
apertural incision and a rostral
process, situated on the upper
margin of this incision

Lobograptus invertus n.sp. may, in general, be considered a less
specialized species than L . cirrifer n.sp. This is confirmed by the following two facts: 1) the structure of the sicula which, in the former species, do not depart from that in L. imitator n .sp. and, in the latter, has
distinct traces of a certain specialization (camp. p. 479, PI. II, Fig. 9) and
2) the stratigraphic occurrence which, in the case of L. invertus n.sp.,
displays a distinct overlap of the L. imitator n.sp. range and, in the
case of L. cirrifer n.sp., is separated from it by a considerable gap (camp.
PI. I). Considering these facts it seems to be quite possible that a transient form, unknown so far, existed between the stage, represented
.by L. imitator n.sp. and the stage of L. cirrifer n.sp. Such a conclusion
is all the more probable since morphologically more and less advanced
6'
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forms , also situated in slightly different horizons, occur among the
L.cirrifer n.sp. populations (comp. p. 470).
Evolution

of the "exspectatus" lineage

With regard to the development of the apertural apparatus, this
lineage makes up a direct continuation of a development trend, represented by the stem lobograptids. The main evolutionary processes
consist in: 1) an increase in the size of the apertural lobes with their
bilateral symmetry unchanged; 2) a development and tendency to
a strong bending of the ventral processes of the lobes; 3) a strong development of the lateral margins of the apertural lobes, forming lateral outgrowths of the apertural apparatus (in the Lobograptus exspeetatus bicornis n.subsp. stage). L. exspeetatus, belonging here, at
the serne time, constitutes a species of the longest continuance among
all Cueullograptinae (d. PI. I) which seems to show that, in truth, it
represented a relatively primitive but successful adaptive type which,
morphologically and ecologically, occupied a central position among
all Cucullograptinae, recorded above the L. simplex level.
Evolution

of the "hemiaversus-rostratus" Iine i qe

In the present state of knowledge, this lineage is represented by
the following three links: 1) Cucullograptus hemiaversus, 2) Cue. aversus aversus, 3) Cue. aversus rostratus. With regard to morphology, there
are much greater differences between link 1 and 2 than between 2
and 3. In the latter case, they are obliterated to a considerable extent
by the occurrence of some transient forms. It might well be that between a stage, represented by Cue. hemiaversus and that, represented
by Cue. aversus aversus, there existed some transient forms that filled
the discontinuity which now is observed between them. On the other
hand, the entire subsequent evolution undoubtedly constituted a gradual and almost fully continuous process ("gleitende Evolution"). Such
a character of this process is most distinctly manifested in the evolution of the apertural apparatus, i.e . in the development of the left-hand
lobe. The following three stages may be distinguished in this process:
1) a primitive lobe without the rostral process and with an indistinct
gular plate (a typical Cue. aversus aversus), 2) a "less advanced" Cue.
aversus rostratus, but having the rostral process and distinct gular plate,
3) the formation of secondary superstructures on the left-hand lobe,
i.e. a strongly developed gular plate and "gor get " , as well as the appearance of a "pectoral crest".
Links 2 and 3 of the "hemiaversus-rostratus" evolutionary lineage
are represented by the geologically youngest species of the Cucullograptinae (PI. I).
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of the phylogeny of the Cucullograp-

Certain key events and principal processes may be easily distinguished in the phylogenetic process of the Cucullograptinae (PIs. VIII and IX).
There were the following four key events which made up the evolution of the Cucullograptinae: 1) the separation of the stem lobograptids,
closely related to the very origin of the Cucullograptinae (comp. p. 378);
2) the main radiation of the Cucullograptinae which presumably brought
about the split into the five different evolutionary lineages ; 3) the
directional evolution of e ach particular evolutionary lineage; 4) the
secondary divergence in the "invertus-cirrifer" lineage which is the only
exception from the sequentional evolution processes which predominate
in this phase (PI. VIII).
The principal evolutionary processes consisted: 1) in the phenomenon of the directional evolution which was sure to make up a process,
predominating in the phylogeny of particular lineages, and 2) in the
divergence process which brought about the initiation of the development of different lines.
All these processes were contained within the microevolution, at
the speciation level and in different stages of its advancement (the form ation of morphologically more and less advanced populations of
a given subspecies decisive for their "zonal evolution", the formation
of subspecies and species), as well as at the level of the initial processes of the transpecific evolution (the formation of genera).
The directional evolution is most distinctly manifested in the evolution
(graciliz ation) of the sicula, in the increase in the size of lobes and intricacy
of their structure in all Cucullograptinae, as well as in the development
of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus in the "hemiaversus-rostratus" lineage. These processes, taking place, independently from each
other, in different phylogenetic lineages, constitute excellent instances
of the evolutionary parallelism (the form of the sicula in Lobograptus
scanicus and Cuculioqraptus aversus and, in particular, the formation of
rostral processes on the lobes of specialized representatives of two different lines of evolution, i.e. L. cirrifer n.sp. and Cue. aversus rostratus).
The directional processes are expressed by both the progressive structural development (an increase in the size of lobes and intricacy of
their structure) and the phenomena of a partial or a more advanced
reduction (a reduction of the right-hand lobe in the "hemiaversus-rostratus" lineage, a partial reduction of the metasicula in the process of
the gracilization of the sicula, a reduction of the dorsal process of the
metasicula).
The divergency processes, responsible for the main evolutionary
event in the Cucullograptinae, consisted mostly in the development of
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the divergent types of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus (the formation, of the S-, R- and L-cucullograptids) and, in less important
cases, also in differences in the direction of the sicular differentiation
among the R-cucullograptids), as well as in the specialization trend
of the sicula and apertural apparatus (differentiation among the L-cucullograptids). The secondary divergency in the "invertus-cirrifer"
lineage consisted in differences, m arked in the specialization trends of
the apertural apparatus and, to a smaller extent, in a slightly different
trend in the sicula.
The "fam ily tree" of the Cucullograptinae with the trace of main
structural boundaries marked on it is shown in Plate IX. This trace
allows one to observe the character of morphological changes that took
place in different evolution stages.
.

TAXONOMY OF THE CUCULLOGRAPTINAE
GENERIC SUBDIVISION OF THE CUCULLOGRAPTINAE

The idea of the Cucullograptinae as a separate subfamily within the
Monograptidae Lapworth, 1873, has been first introduced by Urbanek
(1958, pp. 10 and 11) to designate monograptids, marked by the following characters: 1) slender and thin thecae, provided, in distal part,
with a straight protheca, and a metatheca having in distal thecae a ventral curvature; 2) an aperture round or fissural in cross section, provided
with paired apertural lobes, formed by lateral walls of the metatheca
an d consisting of a single row of fuselli; 3) a tendency to asymmetry
of the apertural apparatus, manifested by a stronger development of
one lobe or a reduction of the other. The genera Lobograptus Urbanek,
1958 [L. scanicus (Tullberg) being a type species of this genus] and Cucullograptus Urbanek, 1954 (type species C. pazdroi Urbanek) have been
a ssigned to this subfamily.
Lobograptus has been defined as the genus of Monograptidae whose
representatives have a round aperture with flat, asymmetric or almost
completely symmetrical apertural lobes, formed by the superposition
of fuselli which are arched and gathered in two nodes.
As to Cucullograptus, it has been believed to take in monograptid
forms, ' having slitlike apertures, provided with paired, strongly domed,
apertural -lobes (or with a single apertural lobe). The left-hand lobe is
larger, the right-hand one smaller or reduced.
With regard to phylogeny, the Cucullograptinae have from the very
beginning 'be en understood as 'a group of forms, developed from the
ancestors With ' an originally bilateral symmetry in the -rnain two ' trends
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one of which is m v rked by the hypertrophy of the apertural lobes,
observed on the right side and the other by that on the left side (Urbanek,
1958, p. 76, Fig. 45).
The distinction of the representatives of the "scanicus group" as
a separate subfamily with its simultaneous division into two genera
have been criticized by Jaeger (1959, pp. 82 and 83). He believes that
the differences between representatives of this group are very small
and, except for extreme cases, cannot be distinguished in the flattened
state of preservation on the rocks. In his opinion, this deprives them
of their biostratigraphic significance.
Jaeger's another objection is based on the fact that the differences
between the representatives of the Cucullograptinae consist chiefly in
the differentiation of apertural apparatus, whose significance is adaptive
in character and which are related with the mode of feeding and small
functional differences. According to J aeger, these differences cannot be
ranked higher than subspecific.
Furthermore, he believes that, for the classification of such a group
as the Cucullogrr ptinae, there is no need to erect new genera or higher
t axonomic units.
Th e present writer sincerely hopes that the material, presented in
this monograph, is, by itself, a sufficient reply to Jaeger's doubts. Within
the range of the Cucullograptinae, there are considerable structural differences, probably larger than it could be presumed in 1959 by Jaeger
w ho knew only seven forms, belonging to this group of monograptids
an d who, at that tim e, did not undertake c: ny detailed anatomical studies
on them . The varying range of differences and similarities within this
group makes it necessary to apply to its taxonomy the subspecific categories, so strongly emphasized by J aeger, as well as specific and gen eric ones and to integrate the ent ir e group in a still higher taxonomic
unit. Particular species a nd subspecies take different stratigraphic
positions which, of course, enhances their stratigraphic values. The difficulties in a correct identification of some representatives of the Cucullograptinae, in particular, of those poorly preserved, may certainly
be met with even by a skilled stratigrapher but they ere, by no means,
involved in the examination of only this graptolite group. On the other
h and, the limitation of the aims of the taxonomy of fossil group> with
these considerations only does not seem to be correct. In r ddition, the
taxonomy itself should be of course established on the basis of a welland not of a poorly-preserved material.
The least justified seems to be Jaeger's conclusion that differences
in the structure of the apertural apparatus in the Cucullograptinae, as
being of a definite functional and adaptive significance, cannot be considerably important as taxonomic characters. Arguments, testifying
against this view. have. however, been quoted previously (comp. p. 339).
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If the taxonomic units, distinguished among the Monograptina are
to be comparable with the same units, distinguished among the rest of
the Graptoloidea, I do not find any other way but to continue erecting
new taxons which, in their range and degree of justification, approach
the Cucullograptinae. Bulman (1963, p. 416) has recently been inclined
to accept a similar view. He states: "The solution that would confer
the greatest measure of stability on nomenclature would surely be to
retain the portmanteau Monograptus for all general purposes (including particularly stratigraphical zone-fossil) while employing the names
Lobograptus, Colonograptus, etc. when dealing with the phylogenies
and lineages in which they are concerned".
In view of current difficulties in the taxonomy of the Monograptidae,
applying a similar solution, the author of the present monograph uses
. quotation marks to emphasize well-founded doubts whether or not
a given form may be assigned to Monograptus or to other genera (e.g.
"Monograptus" formosus).

In the light of recent studies, certain changes should, however, be
introduced to the morphological and phylogenetic concepts of the Cucullograptinae. The discovery of primitive cucullograptids which phylogenetically are probably closely related to the remaining representatives but morphologically fulfill the diagnosis of the subfamily (based
on previously recognized and more specialized forms) only to a small
extent, now enables us to speak more about certain tendencies than
about definite morphological characters. Among such tendencies, there
are: 1) t endencies to the development of lateral apertural lobes which
form either a symmetrical, or as ymmetric apertural apparatus, 2) tendencies to the gracilization of the sicula and, to a considerable extent,
also of the remaining thecae of the rhabdosome, in particular, proximal
ones, 3) a prevailing distal .mode of introduction of the phylogenetic novelties.
The genus Lobograptus is understood in the present work as a genus,
uniting the cucullograptids: 1) with a symmetrical apertural apparatus
(S-cucullograptids) or those with the hypertrophy of the right-hand
apertural lobe (R-cucullograptids), 2) with lobes that are either almost
flat , or without a distinct convexity, or even concave, 3) marked by
a stable ch aracter of asymmetry of the apertural apparatus. Lobograptus, put in this way, comprises forms that are undoubtedly closely related with each other. The presence of transient forms does not allow
one to separate symmetrical from asymmetric lobograptids.
At present, the genus Cucullograptus may be defined as a genus,
uniting cucullograptids, displaying: 1) a hypertrophy of the left-hand
apertural lobe (L-cucullograptlds). 2) a tendency to a strongly domed
left-hand or both apertural lobes. and 3) as a genus which also comprises
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cucullograptids whose asymmetry of the apertural apparatus is progressive in character.
Cucullograptus, as understood at present, takes in the representatives of two phylogenetic lineages one of which ("hemiaversus-rostratus") is probably more closely related with the rest of the Cucullograptinae, while the other constitutes a side-line ("pazdroi line") whose relationship to the remaining representatives of the subfamily is not
accurately settled. Cucullograptus is, therefore, to a considerable extent, a morphological-taxonomic and not a phylogenetic-taxonomic concept. In this respect, it should be emphasized that Cue. pazdroi (Urbanek, 1954) is a type species of Cucullograptus which, in the light of
recent studies, makes difficult understanding this genus as a phylogenetically homogenous one. It may well be that, in future, following
a better and more accurate investigation of the origin of Cue. pazdroi,
one will be compelled to introduce a thorough change in the taxonomic
concept of the Cucullograptinae.
ORIGIN OF THE CUCULLOGRAPTIN AE

The problem of the origin of the Cucullograptinae has, at least to
a certain extent, been elucidated in a work by Elles (1922, p. 185) who
supposed that Monograptus scanicus might be derived from monograptids "wi th hooked thecae". This view was, to a considerable extent,
related to the fact that, since Tullberg (1883), the erroneous opinion
has been accepted of Lobograptus scanicus having hooklike thecae. It
was only as late as 1953 that Bulman (1953, p . 131) attracted attention
to the true structure of the apertural apparatus in L. scanicus scanicus.
None the less, Urbanek (1958, p. 23), who modified in some degree
Elles' views, considered the Cucullograptinae (in particular, Lobograptus) to be likely descendents of monograptids having hooklike thecae.
He suggested the division of a uniform dorsal lobe into two derivative
lateral lobes (Urbanek, 1958, Fig. 8).
This view on the origin of Lobograptus and, through the medium of
its primitive representatives, of all other Cucullograptinae, cannot be
kept at present which I have previously pointed out when describing
L. sim plex (Urbanek, 1960, p. 213). There are several facts which clearly
indicate that the apertural apparatus in the form of strongly developed
aper tur al lobes has not come down to Lobograptus from its ancestors
but it has gradually been acquired in this group of monograptids as
a phylogenetic novelty.
The existing morphological data allow one for a somewhat closer
an alysis of the origin of the Cucullograptinae, although even now this
problem cannot be ultimately solved; The structure of the proximal
part of the rhabdosome in primitive ··lobogr ap tid s ·(L. progenitor n .sp .,
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PLATE X

Comparison of sicular parts of rhabdosomes in early representatives of different
trends: .A - Linograptinae (Neodiversograptus nUssoni); B-C - Cucullograptinae
(Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. and L. simplex); D - " P r i st i ogr ap t u s" bohemicus
(lower zonal form from the Mielnik deep-boring, depth 1,005.9-1,005.6 m). Somewhat diagrammatically; scale approximate. Arrows indicate the position of homological points, to visualize main changes in shape of particular segments of
rhabdooome.
a t apertural lobe, dan dorsal aper tural n otch, dp dorsal process on metasicula, Ib initial bud,
msi metasicula, psi prosicula, T 1-T. successive sicular black rings, th.-th. - successive thecae,

v virgula, vi virgeUa.
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L. simplex) as a part which should be least changed by secondary phylogenetic modifications (comp, p. 361) and facilitate "tracing b eck the
ancestry of Cucullograptinae" (PI. X) is of a fundamental significance
to this problem.
The structure of the sicular part of the rhabdosome in the stem
lobograptids (B,C), as well as in the early representatives of two other
evolutionary lineages, marked by a considerable similarity of the
proximal part of their rhabdosomes is shown in PI. X. They represent
a linograptid line of evolution (A, Neodiversograptus nilssoni) and
a separate evolutionary trend of the " Pristiograptu s" bohemicus group
(D, "P. "bohemicus, based on a specimen from the earliest populations
at the Mielnik boring). These three evolutionary trends are represented among monograptids of the Lower Ludlovian by early species, marked by a considerable similarity of the proximal part of their rhabdosomeso
Particularly noteworthy is the similarity of Lobograptus progenitor
n.sp. as an early representative of the cucullograptid lineage (B) to
Neod iversograptus nilssoni, as an early representative of the linograptid
lineage (A). A high degree of similarity in size, shape and proportions
of the sicula and the proximal thecae, the presence - in both casesof the dorsal curvature of the rhabdosome, as well as a characteristic,
obliquely inclined thecal aperture are especially remarkable.
It should be emphasized that the characteristic apertural elevations
which in L. progenitor n.sp. m ake up an incipient form of apertural
lobes, are very similar to the apertural structures which are hereafter
developed in t he Linograptinae. In particular, they resemble the lateral
apertural elevations of Neodiversograptus beklemishevi (Urbanek, 1963,
p. 165, Text-pl. 5, F) , developed in distal thecae. Presumably, both
structures developed parallelly in both these groups of the Monograptid ae. The fact is noteworthy that the first peridermal ring of the sicula
(rd in N. beklemishevi is formed on the prosicular segment which does
n ot seem to be a frequent character in the Monograptidae, but is peculiar
to the Cucullograptinae.
These similarities do not · seem to be accidental and probably they
indicate a closer phylogenetic relationship between the Cucullograptinae
and Linograptinae. It is true that the evolutionary trends of both these
gr oups are completely divergent but, as it has been mentioned above,
their early representatives are marked by a smaller degree of divergency
and, in addition, the characters are developed in both groups which may
be considered a symptom of the heterochronic parallelismw,
15 Similar thecal characters (apertural elevations), which appear in a later evolution stage in the Linograptinae (in N. beklemishevi, cornp. PI. I) and in the earlier
evolution stage in the Cucullograptinae (L. progenitor n.sp.. see PI. I) . In both cases
they appeared by distal introduction
.
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At present, it is impossible to determine accurately the character
of these phylogenetic relationships. Neodiversograptus nilssoni appears
earlier than Lobograptus progenitor n .sp. but it is already marked by
some specializations in the linograptid direction of evolution (the
presence of the dorsal spine on the metasicular aperture, PI. X, A-ds;
the capability to form a sicular cladium). Generally speaking, the sicula
of L. progenitor n .sp. is, however, less specialized than that in the early
representatives of the Linograptidae and it could be developed from
the siculae of the latter only through the loss of their specialization
characters (the "desp ecialization " of the sicula) which would be related with the disappearance of the capability to form a sicular cladium
characteristic of primitive linograptids in the neodiversograptid stage
of their evolution (comp. Urbanek, 1963 , p. 200). In the light of such
theoretical c ssumptions, the simplified structure of siculae and progressive modification trends in thecae might characterize the earliest
evolution phase of the Cucullograptinae.
However, there is also another possibility of phylogenetic relationships between the Cucullograptinae and Linograptinae, i.e. the descent
of both lineages from a common an cest r al form unknown so far (it is
precisely such a possibility that is marked in PI. VIII).
Such a form would h sve to meet the conditions set for the praeneodiversograptid stage in the evolution of the Linograptinae (Urbanek, 1963, pp. 194.-198, Text-pl. 13) which it represented or with which it
was closely related. From this point of view, the problem of the origin
of the Cucullograptinae is closely related to the "cy r togr ap t id theory"
of the origin of the Linograptinae (comp. a more extensive discussion
of this question, Urbanek, 1963). If the divergence of the Cucullograptinae and Linograptinae evolutionary trends appeared as ·early as in
the praeneodiversograptid stage, the sicular "despecialization" process
would not be . necessary for the formation of the primitive, stem 10bo graptid structural type. The presumption may arise that the structure of the N eodiversograptus sicula was formed later on as an adaptation related to the capability to form a sicular cladium in the linograptid lineage. The primitive "robust" siculae of the first lobograptids may
be derived from un specialized siculae of the Cyrtograptinae.
In connection with the "cyrtograptid theory of the origin of the
Linograptinae", the hypothesis was developed that Barrandeograptus
carruthersi (Lapw.), occurring in the Upper Wenlock, was an ancestor
of this group (cf. Urbanek, 1963 pp. 196-198 where several authors'
views on this problem were discussed in detail). Urbanek also believed
thr t, despite certain reservations, the "cyrtograptid theory is now
doubtless the most acceptable concept of the origin of the linograptids"
(1963, p . 197). In zddition, it is probably B. carrutherst or other species,
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related with it and occupying a similar stratigraphic position, that
should be considered a hypothetical link between Barrandeograptus and
N eodiversograptus.
The following communication has been sent to me by Dr. Isles
Strachan (Birmingham, England) in his letter of November 16, 1963:
"Elles and Wood were wrong in describing Cyrtograptus carruthersi
from the Upper Wenlock. The error goes back to Miss Elles's paper
in 1900 when she compared carruthersi with nilssoni on the curvature
of the stipe c: nd the simple thecae. The type locality for C. carruthersi
is in Scotland and is Lower Wenlock, probably murchisoni zone. Miss
Elles never figured any of the Welsh material from the Upper Wenlock
which she called carruthersi but it is possible that she was there dealing
with C. hamatus".
It results from Dr. 1. Strachan's communication that now, on the
basis of British materials, one cannot be sure if Barrandeograptus carruthersi actually fulfills the conditions set, with regard to stratigraphy,
to a transient form between the cyrto- and linograptids. On the other
hand, these conditions seem to be fulfilled by forms described from
Scania (Tullberg, 1883, pp. 37-38) as Cyrtograptus carruthersi Lapw.
They occur in association with "Monograptus" testis and are considered
index forms for the highest level of the "Cyrtograptus Series" in Seania (Regnell & Hede, 1960, pp. 27-28). Judging by figures, given by
Tullberg (in particular, PI. 4, Figs. 17 and 18), a certain geniculation
of the ventral wall is displayed by the thecae of the Scania forms,
while, theoretically, they should be quite straight. This is in conformity
with my direct observations of Tullberg's specimens, preserved at the
Palaeontological Institute in Lund, Sweden. I have found that ,t h e thecal
ventral walls are slightly sigmoidally bent and provided with a sort
of a beaklike protuberance in the ventral part of the aperture. The
structure of these thecae is more modified than that in the oldest Iinograptids.

In connection with these observations, very interesting are the materials, studied by Dr. J. Paskevicius (Vilnius, the Lithuanian S.S.R.) and
which come from the Pajavonys boring, South-western Lithuania. The
form, identified by Dr. Paskevicius as Barrandeograptus carruthersi
(Lapw.) occurs in abundance in samples, taken at a depth of 1,071-75 m .
Stratigraphically, this zone corresponds to that of "Monograptus" testis
which has been found somewhat underneath (at a depth of 1,075 m) .
B. carruthersi occurs there in association with Gothograptus nassa (Holm)
and Cyrtograptus cf. lundgreni Tullberg. From the samples, kindly supplied by Dr. J. Paskevicius, I etched the fragments of thecae of this
form which, in its general aspect, closely resembles B. carruthersi,
known from Sc t nia, Sweden, The etched thecae of the medial and dis-
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tal parts of the cladia are very similar to the thecae of Linograptus
posthumus (Reinh. Richter) since they have slightly sigmoidal ventral
wall and characteristic, slightly pointed lateral elevations of the aperture. Apart from the unusual homeomorphy of thecae, it should be stated that the form, designated as B. carruthersi from the Pajavonys
boring is probably too specialized to be a direct ancestor of Neodiversograptus nilssoni. These facts, as well as the specific characters of the
structure of thecae in B. carruthersi from Great Britain, discussed
previously by the present author make up an additional justification
of the view that the cyrtograptid theory of the origin of the Linograptinae, "though very likely, cannot however be regarded entirely proved" (Urbanek, 1963, p. 198). It might well be that another, so far
unidentified representative of the Upper Wenlockian pauciramous barrandeograptids'" was the ancestor in question.
The "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barrande) group makes up another
Upper Ludlovian monograptid lineage which is presumably related, by
its origin, to the Cucullograptinae and Linograptinae. Although formally,
in view of a simple structure ' of thecae, these species are assigned by
most investigators to the genus Pristiograptus, it is, however beyond any
doubt that they are far from true pristiograptids, represented by the
Pr ist iograptus dubius (Suess) group.
The sicular part of the rhabdosome of "Pristiograptus" bohemicus
from the lower level of its occurrence in the Mielnik boring is shown in
PI. X, D. This sicula, aperturally strongly expanding, resembles more
a sicula of a primitive cucullograptid than that of P. dubius but it is
ventrally arched and not straight as in cucullograptids. Noteworthy
is also the situation of the first peridermal ring (rl) which, in this case,
is disposed on the prosicula and thus resembles the conditions, predominating in this respect in the Cucullograptinae. It should be
emphasized that such a situation of this peridermal ring has not been
observed in " Pristiograptus" bohemicus from erratic boulders which
16 In this connection, attention should be turned to the divergency in understanding the genus Barrandeograptus which, according to Boucek (1933), takes in
cyrtograptids with thecae devoid of apertural differentiations. Following this fact,
Cyrtograptus carruthersi was assigned to the genus Barrandeograptus (Boucek,
1933, p. 66). Unexpected changes have been introduced to these views by Boucek's
and Pribyl's work (1952), in which they indicate that the type species of this
genus - B. pulchellus (Tullberg) - had a "dicellograptid" structure of thecae, Le.
that a spirally introverted ventral lip occurs on its aperture. On the basis of
this statement, B. carruthersi , in view of a simple struct ur e of its thecae, has
been transferred by these authors to the genus Cyrtograptus (Boucek & Pribyl,
1952, pp. 18-19). Their observations so far depart from the generally accepted
view on the structure of thecae in B. . pUlchellus, based on Tullberg's findings
(l883, PI. 3, Figs. 12-13) that considerable doubtsaI'ise if the Bohemian specimens
are really conspecific with Tullberg's species. The concept of Barrandeograptus,
as it has originally been formulated by Boucek (J.933), should however be valid
until T'ullberg's originals are investigated at Sveriges Geologiska Undersokning
in Stockholm.
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probably represent higher stratigraphic levels (comp. p. 324). Very
wide thecae depart from the form characteristic of the proximal thecae
of the Linograptinae and Cucullograptinae. On the other hand, in
"P." bohemicus tenuis (Boucek), the shape of thecae is subject to a certain gracilization and becomes more similar to the thecae of the two
groups mentioned above. However, judging by the occurrence of both
forms at Mielnik, the subspecies tenuis appears later than a more massive ("robust") type variety (shown in PI. X, D) an d it may well be that
it constitutes a secondary and not primary morphological form. On the
other hand , taking into account the entire structure of the "P." bohemecus rhabdosome, it may be proved that it is more closely related with the
early representatives of the Cucullograptinae and Linograptinae than
with Pristiograptus s.s. The existence of family relationships between
the "P." bohemicus gr ou ps and the former two groups might be accepted
in a purely hypothetical form (PI. VIII).

SYSTEMATIC PART

Order Graptoloidea Lapworth, 1875
Suborder Monograptina Lapworth, 1880
Family Monograptidae Lapworth, 1873
Subfamily Cucullograptinae Urbanek, 1958
Genus Lobograptus Urbanek, 1958
Lobograptus progenitor n .sp .J"
(Figs. 3-4; PIs. XI-XIV)
Hoiotupe : PI. XIV, Fig. A (sicula and 1st theca).
Paratupe s: PI. XIV, F.igs. B-E (proximal and distal thecae).

Type stratum : Greenish-blue mudstones and marls in the core of the Mielnik
deep-boring, between 1,035·0-1,010·4 m of depth, on the top of the nilssoni zone
(the lower part of Mielnik Beds).
Derivation of the name : Lat. progenitor = the direct ancestor, founder of a tribe,
as a probable forerunner of all Cucullograptinae.

Diagnosis.-Lobograptus with relatively long (1'71-1'55 mm) and
broad sicula, provided with a distinct dorsal process, proximal thecae
17

Mentioned by Urbanek (1983, pp. 151-153) as "nilssoni B".

Plate XI
Lobograptus progenitor n .sp. Structure of sicula and successive stages in forma
tion of 1st theca. A sicula and incipient l st theca, B diagrammatic sketch of
sicula and advanced bud of 1st theca, C sicula with more advanced 1st theca,
D sicula with 1st theca reaching the apex of prosicula; E-F siculae with complete
1st thecae (S. 151, Jaroslawiec) : ca. X 50.
dp d or sal process of metasicula, msi metasicula, psi proslcula, psi/msi boundary between proand metasicula, r,-r, successive sicular rings, th .. th , successive thecae, v virgula, vi virgella .
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with oblique apertural margin and dorsal curvature, medial thecae with
straight apertural margin and straight dorsal line, distal ones displaying
slight bilateral elevations on apertural margin, distal part of rhabdosome straight or slightly ventrally curved.
Material.-Numerous siculae advanced in growth, young siculae unrecorded. Proximal and distal fragments of rhabdosomes, flattened or
partly flattened, etched from the Mielnik boring core samples. Many
well-preserved fragments of rhabdosomes, obtained from erratic boulders S. 133, Gdynia-Orlowo, and S. 151, Jaroslawiec, allow one to examine the development and fusellar structure. Complete rhabdosome
unrecor.ded.
Description.-Sicula (PI. XI, PI. XIV, Fig. A) straight and rather
long (1· 55-1· 71 mm), in the adapertural part strongly expanded. . Prosicula varying from 0·46 to 0·65 mm in length on examined specimens.
In most cases, periderm secondarily damaged; two to four thin, longitudinal prosicular threads (ribs) are the only detectable details. In most
cases, prosicula provided with a prosicular black ring (PI. XI, Figs. A-D,
F, rd which occurs at a certain distance (0·09-0·04 mm) from the prosicular aperture. In some specimens, however, the first black ring is
situated precisely on the border of prosicula and met asicula (PI. XI, Fig.
E; PI. XIV, Fig. A, rl) as is the case of most described monograptids,
This variable position of the first sicular ring (rl) in L. progenitor n.sp.
forms a contrast with the stability, recorded in the majority of other
cucullograptids. The prosicular aperture is ca. 0·09-0 ·10 mm wide.
The apex of prosicula usually terminates in a long virgula.
In adult siculae, metasicula is 0·95-1·17 mm long. Towards the aperture, metasicula expands gradually to reach 0·20 mm in width at the
level of the initial bud and 0·30-0·45 mm in the apertural part Metasicula is provided with some (2-4) black rings, the first of them on
the boundary of prosicula and metasicula, or at some distance Irom it.
Some rings are less dark as compared with others, or incomplete (PI. XI,
Fig. C, r2, Fig. D, r 3)' At a distance of 0·70-0·75 mm from the prosicular aperture there occurs the anterior margin of th., The initial bud
was formed according to the normal monograptid type of development,
shown by the presence of a "primary notch" (sinus) as visible on specimens-PI. XI, Figs. A , C, i n their reverse aspects. The apertural margin
of an adult metasicula is provided with a distinct, shovellike dorsal
process ca. 0.14--'-":0.18 mm in length and with a strong virgella (PI. XI,

Plate XII
Lobograptus progenitor n.sp . Structure of thecae. A lateral view of a most proximal

theca show ing distinct dorsal curvature ; B lateral view of a more medial theca
with straight dorsal line ; C lateral view of a distal theca (S. 151, Jaroslawiec) ;
ca . X 66.
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Figs. C-F; PI. XIV, Fig. A, dp) . This dorsal process is formed in a rather
late growth stage of metasicula and, therefore, it is still lacking from
young siculae (comp. PI. XI, Figs. A-B). The apertural margin in adult
metasiculae is situated about 0.37-0.52 mm from the anterior margin
of th 1 •
The first theca is tubular, gradually expanding towards the aperture.
Its length (long.) ranges from 1.5 to 1.8 mID, its width (tr.) from 0.08 mm
at the base of protheca (initial bud) to 0.23-0.25 mm at the apex of
prosicula, and to 0·22-0·24 mm art the aperture. Prothecal segment is
ca. 1.28-1.56 mm long, metathecal ones - some 0.22-0.28 mm. Apertural margin, usually slightly thickened, is disposed obliquely to the
main axis of rhabdosome at an angle of 20-30°. The apex of sicula
terminates at more than 2/3 of a total length of the first theca.
The proximal part of the rhabdosome is incompletely preserved, but
on the basis of the specimens examined it may be deduced that a slight
dorsal curvature was probably displayed by 3-4 most proximal thecae
(th 2-th s). The presence of this curvature is indicated by bending of the
dorsal line in most proximal thecae (comp. PI. XII, Fig. A and PI. VII, 1).
These thecae still have an oblique apertural margin in cl in ed at about
20-40° to the main axis of rhabdosome. Their total length (long.) varies
from 1.48 to 1.95 mm, the prothecal segment being 1.22-1.50 mm and
met athecal one about 0.25-0.45 mm long. The width (tr.) ranges from
0.13 to 0.25 mm at the base of protheca, and from 0.21 to 0.42 mm at
the base of metatheca respectively. Protheca occupies in proximal thecae 85-77% of their complete length. Metatheca in proximal thecae
is inclined towards longitudinal axis of theca at an angle of 20°.
Thecae situated more medially in the rhabdosome have a less oblique
or nearly rectangular apertural margin (PI. XII, Fig. B ; PI. XIV, Fig. C)
which, moreover, shows initial stages of elaboration, indicated by incipient lateral elevations situated on both sides of thecae and separated
by a shallow median notch on the ventral zigzag suture.
Distal thecae attain a length (long.) of some 1.80-2.05 mm with
prothecal segments measuring 1.40-1.58 mm, and metathecal- 0.32-0.47 mm. Their width (tr.) ranges between 0.23-0.46 mm at the base
of protheca, and 0.35-0.50 mm at the base of metatheca. Protheca
occupies in d istal thecae 77-.74010 of their total length. Metatheca Is
situated almost parallelly to the main axis of theca. At the level of
the free margin of interthecal septum, the ventral wall of thecae displays
a slightly marked bending (incipient geniculation) which is absent from
more proximal thecae (PI. XII, Fig. C; PI. XIII, Figs. A-C). Apertural
margin has a small winglike elevations, situated symmetrically on both
sides of theca. Each of them consists of one fusellus, shorter (tr.) than
usually, or of one larger and one very short and narrow (long.) additional
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PLATE XIII

A

Lobograptus proge nitor n.sp. Structure of distal thecae provided with distinct
lateral ele vations of apertural border. A complete distal theca in semilateral
view ; B-C lateral view of apertural part of two distal thecae (S. 151, Jaroslawiec); ca. X 66.
e! lateral elev ation of apertural border, n apertural notch, st subapertural th ickentng.
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fusellus (PI. XIII, Fig. A). On thecae, viewed somewhat more ventrally,
it may be noted that each lateral apertural elevation is separated on

the ventral side by a shallow notch situated just above the ventral
zigzag line (Fig. A). The apertural thickened margin of thecae displays
the presence of a distinct selvage.
The presence of a peculiar subapertural thickening has been noted
on numerous distal thecae, in the assemblage from erratic boulder
S. 151, Jaroslawiec (Fig. 3, A 1-A2) . This thickening is situated on the
ventral side of m etatheca just below the median apertural notch and
consists of the secondary external deposition of a dark peridermal substance (sth). The subapertural thickening is ovoid or horseshoelike in
outline and, in some cases, consists of a markedly more convex marginal part (Fig. 3, m) , surrounding a depressed central field (Fig. 3, c)
with a thinner layer of secondarily deposited substance. In other cases,
however, the subapertural thickening is more or less homogeneous,
without being separated into marginal and central parts. In some cases,
subapertural thickening is developed only in the form of a few anastomosing fibers, disposed on the surface of periderm (PI. XIII, Fig. A,
st) . These fibers may also represent an initial stage in the formation
n
~
i','"
~

m

B
Fig. 3. - Lobograptus progenitor n .sp . Subapertural structures of thecae: A 1-A2
subapertural thickening in lateral and ventral view, B subapertural opening, C
naturally isolated subapertural thickening found in sam pl e (A , C - S. 151, Jaroslawiec ; B - Mielnik, depth 1,0l9 .0 m), ca . X 63.
c central part of subapertural thickening , m marginal part of s u b a p er t u r a l thickening, n
v entral apertural notch , sop subapertural o pen ing , sth subapertural thickening.
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PLATE XIV

c

Lobograptus progenitor n .sp . structure of sicu1a and thecae in slightl y . flattened
state of preservation. ·A sicula and complete .I st theca ; ;B apertural part of a proximal theca ; «;:' "m or e medial . theca : D~E two .dista l thecae in lateral view (A-E
,
Mielnik, depth 1019.9 m): A ca. X 50, B-E ca. X 66.
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of a more advanced structure. The nature of subapertural thickening
in L. progenitor n .sp. is obscure.
In contrast to specimens provided with subapertural thickening, some
thecae have an opening, situated at the same place (Fig. 3, B, sop). The
nature of this subapertural opening is still obscurer that the corresponding peridermal thickening described above, but a reasonable explanation of this structure seems to be offered by specimens as those in
Fig. 3, C. The latter constitute a horseshoelike fragment of periderm,
derived undoubtedly from the subapertural part of the ventral wall of
theca which may be concluded from the presence of a zigzag suture and
a ventral apertural notch (n) . The periderm surface, characteristically
thickened, leaves no doubt that the fragment in question represents
a naturally isolated subapertural thickening. It seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that subapertural opening is a preservational feature,
formed secondarily after falling out of corresponding thickened part
of periderm. The development of apertural elevations displays a considerable degree of variation. In addition to thecae with a smaller degree
of elaboration of apertural elevations which were previously described
from erratic boulder S. 151 and the Mielnik core samples (a depth of
1,019.9 m), the presence of specimens was noted with stronger expression of the structure mentioned above (Fig. 4, A-C). The illustrated

c
Fig. 4. - Lobograptus progenitor n.sp. Apertures with especially strongly developed
lateral elevations : A in a proximal theca, B, C in distal thecae (A-C - Mielnik depth
I , 019.9 m), ca . X 63;
e! elevation of apertural margin, n ventral apertural notch.

series of thecae from the Mielnik core sample (a depth of 1,019.9 m)
displays a much stronger development of lateral elevations on apertural
margin which consits of 2-3 nearly complete fuselli. Particularly noteworthy is a theca, shown in Fig. 4, A which, despite its proximal character, has high apertural elevations very similar to incipient apertural
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lobes in proximal thecae of L. simplex. A small difference in degree
of elaboration of apertural elevations seems to occur also between populations of L. progenitor n .sp. in erratic boulders S. 151 and S. 133.
In the latter boulder, thecal elevations are somewhat better expressed,
but not to an extent comparable with those observed in the core material.
It seems fully justified that the picture of variation in L. progenitor
outlined above enables one to distinguish the following two morphological types: 1) with a smaller elaboration of apertural elevations
(a "normal" and probably more primitive type), 2) with a stronger elaboration of apertural elevations, probably expressed by a greater number of thecae in rhabdosome ("expressivity and penetrance intermediates") and representing a more progressive type. The latter form may
be treated, at least in part, as a morphological intermediate filling of
a gap between primitive L. progenitor n.sp. and L. simplex. It is, however, doubtful whether it may also be treated as a phylogenetic transient
between the species mentioned above because, being associated with
the true L. simplex, it appears somewhat too late. Moreover, the concurrence of both types in a chronodeme .from the Mielnik core (at
a depth of 1.019,9 m) makes the application of the subspecies concept
to this material rather unsatisfactory (comp. p. 366). In general, the
derivation of L. simplex from the progressive L. progenitor n.sp. seems,
however, to be well-founded (comp. pp. 403-404).

Stratigraphic range. - In the core of the Mielnik boring, L. progenitor n.sp. make its first appearance at a depth of some 1,035.01,034.9 m (where the presence has been noted of a small fragment probably referable to this species) and continues to occur up to a depth
of ca. 1,010.4 m . After a more detailed analysis, a few incomplete
remains of similar thecae, mentioned from higher strata (a depth of
1,008,4 m, comp. Urbanek, 1963, p. 152, and a depth of 1,003.3 m) cannot
be safely assigned to the species mentioned above. The entire vertical
distribution of L. progenitor in the Mielnik core seems, therefore, to
be limited to a range of 1,035.0-1,010.4 m, i.e. to about 24.6 m of
thickness.
Between the last appearance of N eodiversograptus nilssoni at a depth
of 1,035.9 m and the first occurrence of L. progenitor there exists
a small gap of some 0.9 m in thickness from which both species mentioned above were absent. This gap of evidently short duration seems to
be accidental and it is quite safe to state that the horizon occupied by
L~ progenitor is directly overlying the nilssoni zone proper (for more
details - see the chapter on stratigraphic distribution, p. 307).
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The following other three species of Lobograpttis appear within the
range of L. progenitor n.sp, : L. simplex Urbanek at depth of 1,020.9 m,
L. scanicus parascanicus (Kiihne) at 1,016.9 m and L . exspectatus Urbanek at 1,015.9 m . The vertical distribution of these species display
a distinct overlap, in particular in the case of L. simplex which usually
is directly associated with L . progenitor n.sp,
Two different assemblages may be distinguished among the graptolite
fauna , associated with L. progenitor n.sp. The earlier of them (depths
of 1,035.0-1,020.9 m) is characterized roughly by the presence of some
forms intermediate between Colonograptus and Saetograptus and by
the simultaneous lack of true Saetograptus chimaera (Barr.). There are
also many associated retioloids, such as: Spinograptus spinos.us (Wood),
Holoretiolites erraticus Eisenack, H. balticus Eisenack, fI.m ancki
Eisenack, Plectograptus maciientus (Tornquist), as well as "Barraruieograptus" operculatus Munch. An overlying assem blage (depths of
1,020 .9-1 ,010.4 m) contains Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek,
Monoclimacis micropoma micropoma (Jaekel), as well as Holoretiolite ~
erraticus Eisenack, H ; mancki Eisenack, Plectograptus macilentus
(Tornquist) and " Barran deograpt us" operculatus Munch (see also the
distribution table, PI. I).
In the Baltic drift material, L. progenitor n.sp. has been found in
two erratic boulders S. 133 and S. 151, associated with the following
assemblages: Boulder S. . 133, Gdynia-Orlowo - Monoclimacis micropo~
ma cf . micropoma (Jaekel), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), Plectoqraptus
macilentus (Tornquist). Boulder S. 151, Jaroslawiec: MonoclimC!c is
micropoma (Jaekel), Holoretiolites mancki (Munch), H. cf . erraticus
Eisenack. The absence of any saetograptid, which may however be accidental, makes up a remarkable feature of both associations. In both
cases, the presence of Monoclimacis micropoma (Jaekel) 'ind ica tes a cor':'
rel ation with the upper part of the occurrence of L. progenitor n.sp.
in Mielnik.

Systematic position. - L. progenitor n.sp. belongs to species which
display an unusual combination of characters of some other Lower Lud~
Iovian monograptids. In the structure of - siculae it is almost
undistinguishable from "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barrande), in the
structure and mode of growth of proximal thecae it is similar, to a certain degree, to N eodiversograptus nilssoni (Lapworth), but in the structure of distal thecae it resembles markedly the N. beklemishevi Urbanek. In its general aspect, the species in question resembles, in many
respects, the members of primitive Linograptinae (Neodiversograptus),
although, on the other hand,» it lacks corresponding specializations iri
the structure of siculae (dorsal spine). On this decisive point, L. pro-
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genitor n .sp. deviates from the Iinograptid line of evolution, and
doubtlessly represents a different trend of specialization.
The development of the apertural elevation in L. progenitor n.sp.,
being generally paralleled by that in Neotiioersoqraptus and representing a morphological stage similar to that, reached by N . beklemisheui,
has been obtained here much earlier than in any linograptid. This early
tendency towards the formation of incipient apertural lobes and the
lack ofa linograptid specialization in structure of the sicula indicate
a cucullograptid trend of evolution. The same is indicated by the pattern of an infraspecific variation, displaying the tendency to the progressive development of apertural differentiations so characteristic of
the evolution of cucullograptids. As compared with the earliest, "t r ue"
cucullograptid, i.e. L. simplex Urbanek, the species injruestion differs
from it mostly in the thecal structure (a degree of expressivity ' and
penetrance in the development and distribution 'of apertural lobes), but
strongly resembles it in the structure of sicula (in L. progenitor n.sp.
it is only more . robust) and in the presence. of a dorsal curvature in
the proximal part of rhabdosome, It ds considered here, therefore, as
the earliest and most primitive member of Lobograptus (for more details
and implications of this assignment - see also .the chapter on phylogeny
(pp. 364-:--366). ·'
It is very ' likely that L. progenitor ' n .sp., owing to its great
resemblance to Neodiversograptus nilssoni (general appearance of thecae,
dorsal curvature of proximal part) and occurrence (immediately below
the scanicus fauna), were previously described as the latter. species
(comp. also Urbanek, 1963, p . 153) . In this connection, the position of
a form, described by Kuhne (1955, pp. 384-386, Fig. 10) as Monograptus nilssoni but which lacks the dorsal apertural spine, is somewhat
uncertain. Dr. W. G. Kuhne (Berlin) advised me of the fact that he
has never seen a dorsal apertural spine in his specimens of M:. nilssoni
(pers. comm., 1958). According to Dr. Jaeger's (Berlin) opinion, kindly
sent me in a letter of November 30, 1959, Kuhne's specimens are true
nilssoni from the nilssoni zone. However, in sicula "Das dorsale Zuglein
is beschadigt (deutlich zerrisen). Man kan daher nicht entscheiden, ob
ein Stachel vorhanden war oder nicht. Das Original ist in Kanadabalsam
eingebettet."
In connection with the facts mentioned above and with a recent,
more complete material, it is also likely that Kuhne's species is conspecific with our L. progenitor n.sp. This is also indicated by the probable absence of the dorsal spine,by the shape of distal thecae, provided
with a slight sigmoidal curvature of the ventral wall (geniculation) and
by the presence of small elevations of the apertural margin (comp.
Kuhne, 1955 , Fig. 10, B-C).
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Lobograptus simplex Urbanek. 1960
(Figs. 5-6; PIs. XV-XVII)
1960. Lobograptus simplex Urbanek; A. Urbanek. An attempt .... pp. 211-213, PI. 1,

Figs. 1 a-c; Text-figs. 13A. 14A. 19-20.

Material. - Numerous siculae, proximal and distal fragments of
rhabdosome in flattened or semiflattened state of preservation. etched
from core samples of the Mielnik boring. Abundant fragments of
rhabdosome, including siculae in young stages of development mostly
etched from erratic boulders S.219. Lubin. and S.223. Zegrze. A very
well-preserved drift material allows one to examine the development
and fusellar structure of thecae. Complete rhabdosome unknown.
Description. - Sicula (PI. XV. Figs. H, I) straight and rather long
1.38-1.48 mm), relatively strongly expanded in the adapertural part.
In 6 specimens examined. prosicula ranging from 0.45 to 0.58 mm
in length. In most cases prosicular periderm is secondarily damaged
and thin longitudinal threads (ribs) which occur in varying numbers
(2-6) are the only detectable details. Young prosiculae are devoid of
the black ring (PI. XV, Figs. A-C) which is. however. developed in
the majority of examined prosiculae being in later stages of development (Figs. G-I. rl)' This first black ring is mostly situated on the
wall of prosicula at a certain distance (0.01-0.12 mm) from its boundary
with metasicula. It has been observed in one case that the first black
ring was disposed precisely on this boundary (Fig. 5, A). This shows,
however, that the . position of the first sicular black ring (r 1) is in
L. simplex variable to about the same extent as in L. progenitor n .sp.
The conditions described are in contrast with a great stability of position
of the first sicular black ring in the remaining representatives of Lobograptus. Adult prosiculae terminate in a strong virgula at the apex.
In some cases. however, the presence of a secondary. regenerative nema
may be noted. These conditions (Figs. 5. A. B) are related to a secondary
damage of the apex and a destruction of periderm in apical part of
prosiculr. The regenerative virgula (nema), in the form of an unpaired
thread, is attached to one border of an apical foramen which has probably been formed by the damage of a primary peridermal membrane.

Plate XV
Lobograptus simplex Urbanek. Development and structure of sicula and 1st theca.

A-C successive stages in development of prosicula ; D young metasicula and early
stage in formation of virgella; E metasicula in reverse aspect with primary notch
(sinus) ; F metasicula with initial bud ; G,-I successive stages in development of
first theca in reverse aspect (S. 219. Lubin) . A-C, E-I ca. X 54, Dca. X 100.
ap apex prosiculae, dp dorsal process of m etasicula, i b in itial bud, psilmsi boundary between
pro- and m etasicula, T, -T, successive metasicular rings, Tb pros icular longitu dinal ribs. v i virgella.
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Virgula is irregularly twisted, most probably, due to some preservational deformation. The width of the prosicular aperture amounts to ca.
0.09-0.12 mm.
Metasicula in adult siculae is 0.80-0.93 mm long. Towards the
aperture, metasicula gradually expands, but to a smaller degree than
in L. progenitor n .sp. It reaches some 0.18-0.25 mm in width (t r.) at

slth

/

opo
':: PSl
.'

slth

I-

I~plth

Fig . 5. - Lobograptus simplex Urbanek. Sicula with damaged prosicular apex and
regenerative virgula (nema) : Al apical part of sicula, ca . X 126; A z details of structure
on broken margin of prosicula (S. 219, Lubin), ca. X 200,
apo a p ica l o pen ing, mst metasicula , pst prosicula , plt h pr imary longitudinal thread ,
s ic u la r black ring , slth secondary longitudinal thread.
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the level of the initial bud and 0.24-0.30 mm in apertural part. Metasicula is provided with a few (1-3) black rings (annular bands), the
first of them being situated at some distance from the boundary of
prosicula. The formation of the initial bud took place in astogeny according to the normal monograptid pattern, as indicated by the
presence of a "primary notch" ("sinus" and "lacuna" stages) in PI. XV,
Figs. E-F, and the fusellar structure of adult siculae (Figs. H-I). The
anterior margin of the first theca is disposed some 0.6-0.7 mm from
the aperture of prosicula. Apertural part of metasicula displays th e
Plate XVI
Urbanek. Structure of thecae. AI-A z lateral views of
a proximal theca with abnormally high suspension of left apertural lobe; A 3 top
view of the same; B1-.Bz lateral views of a proximal theca with normal shape
of apertural lobes; CI"lC Z lateral views of a more distal theca; DI-D z lateral and
top views of an isolated right apertural lobe showing details of its fusellar structure ; E I-E 3 ventral dorsal and top views of apertural part in more distal theca
(S. 219, Lubin) ; ca . X 70.

Loboqraptus

simplex

ang angular bending of fuselli;

b beaklike process of apertural lobe, n node, p fragment

of damaged periderm, s highly suspended outgrowth of left apertural lobe.
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presence of a distinct dorsal process ca. 0.05-0.16 mm long and of
a strong v irgella. The formation of virgella seems to be initiated at
a considerable distance from the aperture of prosicula (Fig. D). The
base of virgella situated on the ventral fusellar suture is produced by
an alternate succession of fuselli whose thickness is locally increased
(tr.). Dorsal process of metasicula, although distinct, is shorter than
in L. progenitor n .sp. Lateral margins of aperture are situated in adult
siculae some 0.28 mm from the anterior margin of an initial bud.
The first theca is slender, and gradually expanding towards its
aperture. Its length, apertural lobes included, ranges from 1.75 to
1.80 mm, its width (tr.) - from 0.06 at the base of protheca (initial
bud), to 0.19-0.23 at the apex of prosicula, and 0.25 mm at the aperture.
Prothecal segment very strongly resembles the same part of the first
theca in L. progenitor n.sp., and is approximately 1.5-1.54 mm long.
Metathecal part occupies some 0.26 mm, the protheca takes 85% of
total thecal length. Apex of sicula terminates at about 2/3 of the
total length of the first theca. Aperture of metatheca is provided with
paired and symmetric apertural lobes which in adult thecae consist of
3-4 fuselli.
The proximal part of the rhabdosome is , in all examined cases, incomplete and consists of small fragments only (two thecae). Bending
of the dorsal line of these thecae suggests the presence of a dorsal
curvature in the most proximal part of rhabdosome (PI. VII, 2). Most
probably it involves some 3-4 thecae, beginning with the second theca.
Dorsal curvature of proximal part of rhabdosome is in contrast with its
rather straight mode of growth in the majority of lobograptids.
Proximal thecae are slender and tubular with total length of some
1.58-1.81 mm, protheca being 1.42-1.55 mm and metatheca 0.160.30 mm long. Protheca takes 90-83% of total thecal length in proximal
part of rhabdosome. Aperture of metatheca is provided with paired and
symmetric lateral lobes, separated on the ventral side by a distinct
apertural notch. Each lobe consists of some 6 fuselli, 2-4 lower ones
being dorsally attached to the ventral wall of adjacent protheca and
gathered into a node on the ventral side. The rest of the fuselli are
disposed on top of this node and terminate freely at both ends. In some
cases, the attached lower part is relatively high (PI. XVI, Figs. A 1-A2) ,

Plate XVII
Lobograptus simplex Urbanek. Structure of thecae In slightly flattened state of
preservation. A-B lateral view of proximal thecae; C lateral view of medial theca ;

D 1-D2 lateral views of a distal theca ; E ventral view of a distal theca ; F lateral
view of an isolated left apertural lobe showing details of its fusellar structure
(Mielnik, depth 1,017.9 m) ; ca. X 63.
ang angular bending of fu selli, b beaklike process of apertural lobe, dw deformed wall of

theca , t apertural l obe, n n ode , p fragment of damaged periderm.
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in other - rather low (PI. XVII, Fig. B). Free margins of both lobes are
separated by a distinct fissure (PI. XVI, Fig. A 3) . Some lobes display
a slight and obviously accidental asymmetry. This is shown in PI. XVI,
Figs. A 1-A3 , depicting the left lobe with a higher point of dorsal
attachment than the right one.
Distal thecae reach some 1.77-2.35 mm in length with the prothcca
1.38-1.75 and metatheca 0.39...:....-0.65 mm long. The protheca occupies
76-72% of total length in distal thecae. Their width ranges between
0.26-0.40 mm at the base of the protheca and 0.25-0.42 mm at the
base of the metatheca. Approximately at the level of the free margin
of interthecal septum, the ventral wall of distal thecae displays
a slightly outlined bending (incipient geniculation) which is absent from
more proximal thecae (PI. XVI, Figs. C 1-C2 ; PI. XVII, Figs. D 1-D2) . The
aperture of metatheca is provided in distal thecae with paired, aymmetric, lateral apertural lobes, formed by some 6-7 fuselli. The height
(long.) of apertural lobes in distal thecae amounts to 0.14-0.19 mm,
the length - to about 0.35-0.45 mm. The 2-3 lowermost fuselli are
dorsally attached to the ventral wall of adjacent prothecae, the remaining ones are shorter and terminate freely at the dorsal margin, being
gathered into a node ventrally. The last 2-3 fuselli are incomplete,
very short and limited to the ventral margin of the lobe where they form
its beak-like process (b). This results in a characteristic subtriangular
outline of the lobe, ventrally rounded, angularly bent in the middle
where the last fuselli terminate forming an oblique margin in the dorsal part. The latter is formed by a gradual tapering of fuselli (PI. XVI,
Figs. D 1-D2 ; PI. XVII, Fig. F). The uncompressed, or very slightly compressed specimens from erratic boulders, have the upper margin of
apertural lobes distinctly bent and partly overlapping the ap erture
(PI. XVI, Fig. E l - 3 ) . It seems likely that these conditions were also characteristic of the animal's life-time. In flattened specimens from the
Mielnik core, the outline of apertural lob es is somewhat different, most
probably due to the state of preservation, involving nearly complete
lateral compression of apertural lobes (PI. XVII, Figs. D 1-D2 ; Figs. E-F).
Due to straightening of the normally bent part, the upper margin of
the lobe looks more angular than in specimens coming from erratic
boulders. Apart from the feature mentioned above which occurs onl y
as a result of some preservational changes, there are no greater differences between populations of L. simplex from the drift and core m aterial (except for the population from S.225, Rewal, described below,
p. 404).

Stratigraphic range. - In the core of the Mielnik boring, L. simplex
makes its first appearance at a depth of some 1,020.9-1 ,020.6 , where
a small fragment of its rhabdosome has been found . Between the depths
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of 1,020.6-1 ,019.9 m , L. simplex becomes more frequent and its remains
consist of both distal and proximal parts of rhabdosome, including siculae.
The peak in the quantitative development was attained between depths
of 1,018.0-1,017.0 m where the species in question is very frequent
and in some samples displays even a mass occurrence. At a depth of
1016.9-1016.6 m only few and rather uncertain fragments of L. simplex
were found (comp. PI. I). It seems, therefore safe to generalize that
at least in its distribution in time L. simplex displays in the Mielnik
core a sudden decrease after a short period of an abundant population.
The upper limit of its stratigraphic range may not, however, be determined without some uncertainty. This is caused by morphological
transients which occur between L. simplex and L. scanicus parasca nicus ,
filling - at least in part - the morphological gap between both species
(comp. p . 392). Taking into consideration the presence, at a depth of
1,016.9-1,016.6 m , of a lower zonal mutation of L. scanicus parascanicus,
associated with typical scanicus siculae and, moreover, the absence of
any reliable remains of L. simplex from the same horizon upwards,
. a depth of 1,015.9 m is accepted here as the upper limit of the vertical
distribution of the latter species in the Mielnik core. The entire range
of occurrence -is limited, therefore, to a narrow band between 1,020.9-1,016.6 m in depth, i.e. to some 4.3 m of thickness.
In the Mielnik core L. simplex is associated with the following
graptolite fauna: Saetograptus chimaera (Barrande), " Barran deograptus"
operculatus (Munch), Monoclimacis micropoma micropoma (Jaekel),
Prtstioqraptus dub ius (Suess), "Pristiograptus" b'ohemicus (Barrande),
L. progenitor n.sp., and, in 't he upper part of this core, moreover, with
L. exspectatus Urbanek and L. scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne). Furthermore, in the lower region of its occurrence it is associated with
Colonograptus/Saetograptus transients.
In the Baltic drift material, L. simplex , has been found in three
boulders (S. 219, Lubin on Island Wolin; S.223, Zegrze; S. 225, Rewal).
Boulder 'S.219 contained a rich and well-preserved material of
L . simplex, associated with : Monoclimacis micropoma micropoma (Jaekel)
and Pristiograptus dub ius (Suess). Boulder S. 223 contained few short
fr agments of rhabdosome of L. simplex, associated with: Saetograptus
chimaera d . salveyi (Hopk.), Pristiograptus dub ius (Suess), and Holoretiolites mancki (Munch). Boulder S. 225, Rewal, in addition to
a variety of L. simplex (see p. 392), yielded the following graptolite
assemblage: Holoretiolites cf. mancki (Munch). , Hydrozoa and Scolecodonta.
Systematic position. - As indicated by the core and drift material,
the morphology and stratigraphic range of the rhabdosome seems to
support the opinion, that L. simplex constitutes a further development
8'
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of L. progenitor n .sp., the latter being probably a forerunner of all other
lobograptids. There is a number of remarkable structural characters,
in which L. simplex is similar to L . progenitor n.sp. (structure and
dimensions of sicula, presence of dorsal curvature in proximal part of
rhabdosome, structure of prothecal segments and subapertural parts
of metathecae in all thecae). The only significant difference consists
in a degree of development of apertural apparatus. Compared with
those in L. progenitor n.sp., apertural lobes in L. simplex' distal thecae
consist of a much greater number of fuselli (at least twice as much)
and instead of being small elevations of the margin, they represent prominent earlike lappets. Moreover, in L. simplex, apertural lobes are
observed throughout the rhabdosome in contradistinction to L. progenitor n.sp. in which they are limited only to the distal part of rhabdosome. These differences in thecal characters between both successive
members of Lobograptus may be explained by changes in the degree of
expressivity and penetrance of corresponding genetic factors (see also
p. 351).
The early appearance of L. simplex (in the upper part of the distribution range of L. progenitor n.sp. at a depth -of 1,020.9 m) , preceding
the first appearance of all other lines of lobograptids (L. scanicus parascanicus at a depth of 1,016.9 m, L. imitator n.sp. at a depth of 986.9 m
and L. exspectatus at a depth of 1,009.9 m), and the lack of specialized
features in its structure (a low degree of development and a full symmetry of apertural apparatus) suggest that the species in question most
probably occupies a central position in the family tree of lobograptids.
L. simplex seems to represent a "node" from which individual lines
of lobograptids may derive through a further development of lobes (as
indicated by L. exspectatus) , combined in other lines with the development of asymmetry (as indicated by L . scanicus parcscunicus
and L. imitator n.sp.). Especially close is the relationship of
L. simplex to L. scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne), and it is only a few
changes such as a further gracilization of sicula, a certain increase in
apertural lobes and a slight development of the asymmetry that are
necessary for the transformation into the latter species. The lower zonal
mutation of L. scanicus parascanicus, found in the Mielnik core between
1,016.9-1,005.9 m of depth and which is characterized by a 'slight
asymmetry of apertural apparatus, combined with a "gracile" sicula,
fills, at least in part, the morphological gap between both species.
Particulary noteworthy in this respect is a scanty assemblage of
proximal thecae and siculae, obtained from erratic boulder S. 225, Rewal
(Figs. 6, A-C). In its size and robust appearance (total length 1.40 mm,
metasicula 0.85 mm long, aperture 0.26 mm in diameter) the sicula
coincides more with L. simplex siculae. It differs, however, from the
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typical simplex siculae in its small apertural dorsal process which
reaches only 0.06 mm in length and is twice as long as that in L. scanicus parascanicus, but three to t wo times shorter than that in the
typical L. sim plex. The first thec a is longer than in L. simplex (1.99 m)

c
Fig. 6. Lobo(Jraptus cf. simplex Urbanek, showing transient characters to L. scanicus
parascanicus : A sicula and first theca in re verse view, B1-B2 medial theca in reverse and obverse view, C ob verse aspect of an adjacent theca (S. 225, Rewal), A
ca. X 53, B-C ca . X 68.
aog abnormal outgrowth on the lef t lob e, tb ini ti a l bud , H left ape rtural l ob e, p st prosicula ,

psl/mst b oundary of pro- and meta sic ul a , TJ-T a su ccessive sicular r in gs , rt r ight apertural lobe,
v v irgula, v t vr r gella .

and, in its proportions (a free part above the apex of prosicula - 0.90 mm
long), is similar rather to that in L. scanicus parascanicus. It is also
more slender, reaching only 0.20 mm in diameter at the apex of prosicula. Most striking is , however, the structure of apertural appar at us
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in proximal thecae. It consists of two lobes, rather large as compared
with a true L. simplex and displaying a very small degree of asymmetry, the right lobe being somewhat larger than the left (Fig. 6, A). In
spite of an incipient character of this asymmetry. it is invariably observed in all thecae (Figs. 6, B-C). Such form may be considered a transient
one to L . scanicus parascanicus. Description of the population of L. scanicus parascanicus (lower zonal form) which occurs at a depth of
1,016.9 m in the Mielnik core. is given on p. 432.

Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek. 1960
(Figs. 7-8 ; PIs. XVIII-XX)
1958. Lobograptus

parascanicus

(Kuhne),

A. Urbanek,

Monograptidae ...,

Figs.

43-44, pp. 74-76.
1960. Lobograptus exspectatus Urbanek; A. Urbanek, An attempt ...• PI. 2. Figs. 1

a-b, 3,4; Text-figs. 13B, 14B, pp.213-214.

Material. - Numerous proximal and distal fragments of rhabdosomes,
flattened or partly flattened. and rare siculae etched from the Mielnik
boring core samples. In the Baltic drift material recorded in 5 boulders
(see p. 416). the boulder S. 218, Ustka, being the richest. Erratic boulder
material well-preserved, but strongly "car bo nized ". Examination of
specimens needs strong bleaching. Complete rhabdosomes unknown.
Description. - Sicula rather long and wide, gradually expanding
towards the aperture. provided with a distinct dorsal apertural process,
In all examined specimens. black rings on sicula are slightly expressed
or absent. The total length of sicula ranges between 1.46-1.61 mm.
Prosicula reaches a length of 0.54-0.59 mm and a width (tr.) of
some 0.13 mm (on its boundary with metasicula). The apex of prosicula
reaches approximately as far as the lower margin of the first metatheca. The periderm of prosicula, in all examined specimens. is
strongly damaged and wrinkled, a few (1-3) longitudinal threads being
the only visible details. No traces of black rings are displayed by the
prosicula.
Metasicula is rather long (0.91 to 1.02 mm). It widens gradually from
0.13 mm on the boundary with prosicula, through some 0.20 mm at the
level of the primary notch, to ca. 0.21-0.28 mm at the aperture of
metasicula. In all examined specimens. both those from the erratic
boulders and from the Mielnik bore hole, metasicula is devoid of black
rings, except for the poorly developed and rather narrow rl> situated
right on the 'b ou nd ar y of prosicula and metasicula and which is noted
in some siculae (e.g. a sample from a depth of 1.000.9-1,000.6 m in
Mielnik bore hole). The "ringless" condition seems to be, therefore,
prevailing in ' this ' species. The structure of the primary notch region
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indicates that initial bud was developed according to the normal monograptid pattern (Fig. 7, pn). The aperture of adult metasicula is elaborated and provided with a strong and wide shovellike dorsal apertural
process (Fig. 7, dp) reaching some 0.08-0.14 mm in length. By the

F ig. 7. - Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek. Structure of sicula and
the first theca (slightly diagrammatically).
(Mielnik, depth 1,OO!}.9-1.009.6 m), ca. X50.
ai apertural incision, dp dorsal process of metasicular a per t u r e , ib Initial bud , msi metaslcula,
op secondary opening in the apical part of
proslcula , pn primary notch, psi proslcula,
psi/msi boundary between pro- and metasicula,
ral right apertural lobe , v vtrgula , vi virgella,

dp'

vi

presence of the dorsal process the aperture of metasicula is provided
with distinct lateral incisions. Virgella is usually strong.
The first theca is rather short and comparatively wide, reaching
only some 0.20 rom above the apex of prosicula. The free part of the
theca, stretching beyond the sicula, is therefore very short as compared .with other species of lobograptids. The total length of the first
theca ranges from 1.03 to 1.42 mm, the prothecal part being some 0.961.35 mm and the metathecal 0.07-0.10 mm long. The prothecal part occupies, therefore, about 930/a of thecal length. The first theca starts at some
0.29-0.38 mm from the lateral margins of the. aperture of metasicula.
The metathecal part of the first theca is provided with paired lateral
apertural lobes. Each lobe ventrally terminates ina beak-like part
provided with a slightly oblique dorsal margin (Fig. 7). Below the ventral termination, the ventral apertural notch forms two lateral embay-
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ments, in form of corresponding cper t u ral incisions (ai) . All specimens
are difficult for bleaching, and in the present writer's material there
are no satisfactorily transparent preparations of the first theca. The
fusellar structure and the number of fuselli cannot be, therefore, accurately
determined. Both lobes seem, however, to consist of an identical number
of fuselli (about 6-8), being also, in practice, identical in size.
The degree of primary overlap of apertural lobes in the first theca
may be recognized only on unflattened or slightly flattened specimens.
They show that the upper margins of apertural lobes are strongly incurved over the aperture, separated by a narrow fissure and touching
or even slightly overlapping each other. Thus, apertural lobes form
a sort of a roof over the aperture of the first theca. No stable pattern
of overlapping of apertural lobes is, however, displayed by the examined
specimens. In some cases, the right lobe is overlapped by the left, in
others - the other w ay around. Moreover, it is possible, at least in
some cases, that this overlapping of apertural lobes may be caused by
a certain compression of specimens, being therefore rather a preservational than primary feature.
The apertural apparatus in L. exspectatus may thus be considered
bilaterally symmetric, and the observed elements of asymmetry (same
overlapping of one lobe by the other, small differences in size of lobes)
seem to be random. The outer surfaces of the apertural lobes, as examined in unflattened specimens, are slightly concave in the medial
part and convex (projecting) on the margins.
Proximal thecae (PI. XVIII, Figs. A-C; PI. XIX, Figs. A-C) are tubular and about 1.25-1.65 mm in total length, with the prothecal part
ca . 1.17-1.25 mm, and metathecal 0.08-0.45 mm long. The prothecal
part occupies therefore 90-93% of total thecal length. The width of
proximal thecae is about 0.11-0.30 mm at the base of protheca and
0.15-0.27 mm at the base of metatheca . In most proximal thecae the
ventral wall is completely straight (PI. XVIII, Fig. A). In more centrally
placed thecae it is slightly convex and forms, just below the lower

Plate XVIII
Lobograptus exspectatus exspecuuus Urbanek. Structure of thecae and details of
structure of apertural apparatus. A upper part of a proximal theca in ventro-lateral view; B upper part ofa more central theca in lateral view ; ,C upper part of
a proximal theca in ventral view ; D I"ID2 apertural part of more distal theca in
obverse and reverse aspects ; E I-iE2 isolated left apertural lobes from most proximal
and more distal theca in top view; F isolated left apertural lobe seen in top view and
somewhat laterally to show dt s fusellar structure; G I-G 2 top views on complete
apertural apparatus ; H I-H 3 isolated left aperturallobes in lateral view (HI also in top
view ) in most proximal and more distal thecae (S. 218, Ustka); ca. X 63.
a t apertural in cision , at extroverted apertural lip, ang angular bending of fuselli, do d orsal
opening , tm inner (paraxial) margin of t he a pe r t u r a l lobe, !! left apertural lobe, om outer
(adaxial) margin of the apcrt ural l ob e, r t right apertural lobe.
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margin of the interthecal septum - a slightly m arked geniculation
(Pi. XVIII, Fig. B).
The metathecal part of proximal thecae is provided with paired lateral apertural lobes strongly in curved over the aperture and roofing
the apertural opening of the theca. Each lobe forms a beaklike ventral
termination , with rounded or blunt, nearly straight margin (P1. XVIII,
Figs. E b E 2 , F), slightly incurved downwards (Figs. C, H b H 2 ) . The upper
margin of each lobe is straight and the dorsal margin oblique. Aperture
forms a distinct ventral notch, provided with two lateral apertural incisions, rather deeply incised into the base of each lobe (F1ig. B, ai). Aperture also opens dorsally through the triangular notch situated between
both apertural lobes and formed as a result of an oblique position of their
dorsal margins. The ventral margin of the aperture is thickened
and forms a kind of selvage. It is also prolonged laterally into extroverted lateral margins of the lateral lobe, forming there an apertural rim
(Figs. H I-H 2,al) . The number of fuselli making up each lobe in proximal
thecae may be estimated at 6 or 7. Some 3-4 more basally situated
fuselli are strongly arcuate and gathered ventrally into an indistinct node,
but terminating freely in the dorsal margin (Fig. F) . The remaining fuselli
terminate freely in both margins of the lobe. The third or fourth fusellus ends angularly which results in a characteristic curvature of the
free margin (Figs. E 2 , F, any) of the lobe, situated between a straight
upper (inner) margin and an oblique dorsal one.
The size of apertural lobes in the same theca is usually somewhat
different, sometimes the left and, sometimes, the right lobe being somewhat larger. The outline of the lobes in the same apertural apparatus
may also slightly vary. The incurved parts of both lobes may be separated by a more or less narrow fissure, or lobes may touch each other,
even ·displaying some overlap of the margins. This is, however, not
a stable relation between apertural lobes and it is even in adjacent thecae that, sometimes, the left lobe is overlapped by the right and, sometimes, the right lobe by the left one. This ds, therefore, not a definite
asymmetry, observed in the size and arrangements of apertural lobes
and in spite of small random differences, the apertural apparatus seems
to be bilaterally symmetric. Moreover, due to a partial compression of
specimens, it is very difficult to distinguish the primary from the secondary overlap of lobes. This overlap of lobes may be, at least in part,
rather preservational than primary in character. The outer surface of

Plate XIX
Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek. Lateral views of upper parts of
proximal (A-C) and distal (D-E) thecae to show its fuselLar structure. A , B, E
reverse aspect ; C, D obverse aspect (Mielnik, depth 1000.9-1000.6 m) ; ca. X 63.
a t apertural lip, b b eaklike termination o f the lobe, n left lobe, rt r ight lobe.
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each lobe is, in its central part, somewhat depressed with the outer and
inner margins slightly protruding upwards (PL XVIII, Figs. HI, H 3 ) .
Distal thecae, shown completely in PL XX, Fig. A, are about 1.702.10 mm long, with prothecal parts some 1.23-1.58 mm and a metathecal part about 0.40-0.67 mm in length. The prothecal part occupies,
therefore, 68-80'0/0 of total thecal length. Thecae are 0.39-0.62 mm
wide (tr.) at the base of protheca reaching a width of 0.30-0.:37 mm
at metatheca. The presence of a gently but distinctly marked geniculation of the ventral thecal wall is characteristic of distally placed thecae
of L. exspectatus (comp. PL XX).
Apertural borders of metatheca terminate laterally in two apertural
lobes, displaying a tonguelike or rounded triangular outline. They are,
therefore, relatively more narrow than apertural lobes in more proximal
thecae (comp. PL XVIII, Figs. D I-D 2 , H 3) . Each lobe forms a broad and
strong ventral termination, producing a beaklike process (PL XVIII,
Fig. D I - 2 , Fig. H 3 ; PI: XX, Fig. A I - 2 , b). The free (inner) border of lobes
is oblique dorsally and, after a gentle angular bending, becomes almost
straight and rounded at the ventral end of the lobe. The outer margin,
provided with a more or less narrow, extroverted apertural lip (particularly well-developed in a specimen shown in PL XVIII, Fig. D, al) ,
forms a distinct apertural incision, forming an embayment of the
ventral apertural notch (ai). Each lobe is strongly incurved over the
aperture, thus forming a kind of an apertural roof. The inner margins
of the lobes, viewed from the top, may be separated by a more or less
distinct fissure, or may touch and even slightly overlap each other.
Like in the more proximal thecae, however, no definite asymmetry
is noted in the arrangement of apertural lobes and in the size differences en d , therefore, the overlapping patterns seem to be random. In
spite of these minor differences the apertural apparatuses in more distal thecae may, however, be considered bilaterally symmetrical (PL
XVIII, Figs. GI-G:) .
The upper surface of each apertural lobe is somewhat depressed in
the medial part with margins slightly protruding (PL XVIII, Figs. D, H 3 ) .
When laterally viewed, the apertural lobe is somewhat depressed and
groovelike. Beaklike ventral processes are disposed horizontally, or
slightly incurved downwards, thus being almost clawed appearance.
This seems to be a very characteristic feature, especially of more distal
thecae in L. exspectatus (PL XVIII, Fig. D ; PL XX, Fig. A). Owing to
a certain degree of concavity of the surface in apertural lobes, their
fusellar structure may be examined only on single lobes, separated from
thecae by the needle preparation and properly oriented prior to drawing
(PL XVIII, Fig. H 3) , or due to their state of preservation on thecae with
strongly flattened apertural lobes (PL XIX, Figs. D, E). Each apertural
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PLATE XX

Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek. structure of distal theca. A J-A z complete distal theca in reverse and obverse views (S. 218, Ustka), ca. X 63.
a t apertural incision, b beaklike termination of the lobe, U left apertural lobe, rt right apert ural lobe.
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lobe in a distal theca consist of some 8-9 fuselli which are more or
less arched and superimposed one upon another. Ventral node absent,
or indistinct and gathering ventral ends of only 3 lowermost fusell i.
The remaining fuselli end freely on both margins of the lobe. Preadult
shape of lobes in distal thecae is shown in P I. XIX, Fig. D, representing the apertural apparatus of a young theca. Adult distal thecae
are provided with longer and usually incurved ventral processes (PI. XVIII,
Fig. D ; PI. XIX, Fig. E; PI. XX, Fig. A).
Prothecal parts in distal (PI. XX, Fig. A 1 _ 2; PI. XIX, Fig. E) and more
proximal thecae (PI. XVIII, Fig. B) display the presence of numerous
short and .wedgelike fuselli , situated along the dorsal (virgular) margin of a theca. They are intercalated between normal, longer fuselli
which, touching each other alternately, form a ventral zigzag suture. The
occ urrence of intercalary fuselli, although by no means common, is no t ed also in ot her lobo gr aptids, e.g. L. progenitor n.sp.
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Fig. 8. - Lobograptus ex spect atus exspectatus Urbanek. Growth pattern of rhabdoso m e : Al termination of growing tip of rhabdosome, showing an adult (11,) and
yo unger theca (11, + 1) with incipient prothecal part of theca (11, + 2), A 2 -A 3 upper parts
of theca e from the same specimen enlarged , B I an other termination of a growin g
tip, B2 enlarged apertural part of young theca 11,+ 1 from -t h e same specimen (A - S.
218, Ustka ; B - Mielnik, depth 1,000 .9-1 ,000.6 m ).
l! in cipi ent apertural lobe , n - n +2 successiv e the cae , se d g r ai ns of sedimen t atta ch ed t o t h e

perid erm , v v irg ula.
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Growth pattern of rhabdosome. Specimens presented in Fig. 8, A-B
show fragments of growing tips of rhabdosome in two successive growth
stages, the earlier stage being represented by specimen A 1-A3 and a
more advanced st age by specimen B 1-B2 • The specimen in Fig. 8, Al
consists of a metathecal part of theca n, provided with a complete and
adult apertural apparatus (details shown in Fig. 8, A 2) , an adjacent and
more distally placed theca n+ 1 with itsapertural apparatus in a very
early formation stage of apertural lobes (details shown in Fig. 8, A 3 ) and
a growing basal part of the next theca n+2. The specimen shows the
following succession of events that occur on the growing tip of rhabdosome: a given theca (e.g. theca n) reaches the adult shape of its apertural apparatus simultaneously with the growth of protheca and the subapertural pari of the metatheoal segment of the next theca. The formation of the apertural apparatus, marked by the first fusellus of apertural lobes (camp. Fig. 8, A 3 ) , coincides with the early growth stage .of
the prothecal part of the next theca which does not exceed the length
of some 0·60 mm. The formation rate of apertural lobes seems to be,
therefore, rather low as compared with the growth rate of the entire
subapertural part of the theca, the rate being taken as proportional to
the length of the structure formed.
Taking roughly theca n + 2 as being nearly equal to a half of the
length of the subapertural part of the theca (0·60 mm: 1· 40 mm respectively), and the number of fuselli, making up this subspertural part,
as being on the average 14, we arrive at a proportion of some 8 fuselli,
formed in the apertural apparatus, to some 12-14 fuselli, formed simultaneously in the subapertural part of the next theca.
The specimen shown in Figs. 8, B 1-B2 represent a somewhat more
advanced growth stage of theca n +1 which corresponds to an adequately
more advanced growth stage of the subapertural part of the next theca
(n+ 2). The most proximally situated theca on is fully grown and its apertural apparatus has an adult shape. Theca n+ 1 has a juvenile shape of
apertural lobes (details shown in Fig. 8, B 2) , being most probably still not
completely adult (preadult). The lack of a distinct ventral termination
of the lobes and a small number of fuselli making them (4), which is in
contrast with the shape and number of fuselli in adult thecae, are a remarkable feature of this theca. Theca n+ 1 is, therefore, in a growth
stage intermediate between that, represented by theca n+ 1 in Fig. 8, A 3
and a fully grown stage. This four-fusellar development stage of apertural lobes of theca n+ 1 coincides with the growth stage of theca n+2
which corresponds to its length of about 1· 2 mm, i.e. twice as long as
theca n + 2 in specimen Fig. 8, A 3 , · which in turn corresponds to the
one-fusselar growth stage of lobes in theca n+ 1 18 •
0

18

theca

These data are comparable because the length of the subapertural pa rt of
is, in both specimens, nearly identical (about · 1· 40 mm),

n+ 1
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A smaller number of preadult thecae, observed at a given time
on the growing tip of rhabdosome, is a remarkable feature of the rhabdosome growth pattern in L. exspectatus as compared with that in L.
scanicus parascanicus (comp. p. 429). This suggests a rather rapid decrease in the growth activity gradient towards the distal end of the colony, that is conditions similar to those, known for saetograptids (comp.
also considerations on p. 344).
Stratigraphic range.-The first doubtless remains of L. exspectatus
have been found in the Mielnik core at a depth of 1,009·9-1,009·6 m.
However, below, at a depth of 1,015·9 m , some proximal fragments of
rhabdosom e were encountered which also may (although with some uncertainty) be referred to the species in question. They seem to display
a smaller degree of elaboration of apertural lobes (smaller size, especially
that of the beaklike ventral prolongation of the lobes). This sample is,
however, too small to allow one for drawing reliable conclusions as to
the nature of these small differences which may as well be ascribed to
the young growth stage of the thec ae under study. The early appearance
of a more primitive lower zonal mutation with a smaller degree of elaboration of apertural lobes also cannot be precluded. Starting from a population, recorded at a depth of 1,009·9 m, L. exspectatus is represented
by the type form , marked by morphological features, described above.
This form shows a rather long occurrence range, making its last appearance at a depth of 940·0 m. The total thickness of strata, occupied by L .
e:rspectatus, is, therefore, not less than some 69·9 m (accepting a range
of 1,009·9-940·0 m as the total range of its occurrence).
In the lowermost horizons of the occurrence of L. exspectatus, it is
accompanied by the following assemblage: Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (KUhne), uncertain remains of L. d. simplex Urbanek, L. seanicus amphirostris n. subsp., "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barrande),
Pristioqraptu» dub ius (Suess), Saetograptus chimaera Urbanek, Monoclimacis micropoma micropoma (Jaekel), and retiolitids: Plectograptus
macilentus (Tornquist), Holoretiolites erraticus Eisenack, H. mancki
(MUnch). In the highermost horizon, the associated assemblage is different and consists of: Lobograptus cirrifer n.sp., Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek, Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), P. dubius tumescens
(Wood), "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barrande), Saetograptus fritschi (Perner).
In the fauna from Baltic drift material, L. exspectatus has been found
in 5 boulders, associated with the following graptolite casem bla ges . Boulders: S. 58, Jaroslawiec - Lobograptus scanicus amphirostris n. subsp.;
S. 134, Gdynia-Orlowo-Monoclimacis haupti (KUhne), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), Saetograptus chimaera d. cervicornis Urbanek ; S. 140, Wladyslawowo - Pristiograptus sp. ; S.149, Jaroslawiec - Monoclimacis micro-
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poma micropoma (Jaekel), Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis (Urbanek),
Holoretiolites sp.; S. 218, Ustka - Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Monoclimacis micropom~ nannopoma (Jaeger), M. haupti (Kuhne),
Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek, Pristiograptus d. dubius
(Suess).
These assemblages indicate horizons which fit into the stratigraphic
range of L. exspectatus in the Mielnik core. My previous opinion (Urbanek, 1960 p . 234) that its stratigraphic occurrence may also include the
, uppermost part of the nilssoni zone, now seems to be unfounded.
Systematic position. - The relatively early appearance of L. exspectatus (only 7·30 m above last occurrence of L. simplex) and its structure,
especially that of the apertural apparatus, seem to indicate its close relationship to the latter species. The stable symmetry of apertural lobes,
combined, however, with a further enlargement of both apertural lobes,
may be regarded as a direct prolongation of the development of the
"stem line" of lobograptids (L. progenitor n.sp. - L. simplex). This is
indicated by the great resemblance between a young, preadult structure
of aperturallobes in L. exspectatus, as shown in Fig. 8, B 2 , and the structure of adult apertural lobes in L. simplex, as figured in PI. XVI, Figs.
e-D. The origin of these lobes in the fonner species may, therefore, be
ascribed to the addition of only few novelties, mainly some enlargement
of lobes and formation of their ventral beaklike process. The decrease in
the dorsal curvature of the proximal part 'of rhabdosome and almost complete disappearance of black rings from the sicula - necessary to convert L. simplex into primitive form of L. exspectatus - indicate, on the
other hand, that the latter species initiated a new and separate lineage,
with L. exspectatus bicornis n. subsp. as its climax and the extremest
representative (comp. p. 372). This lineage is called here !he exspectatus-bicornis lineage. A progressive tendency to a further elaboration
of the apertural apparatus (enlargement of apertural lobes, tendency to
their partial coiling), combined with its persistent bilateral symmetry,
is the most remarkable feature of the evolution of this lineage. The latter
feature displays a distinct independence of exspectatus-bicornis lineage
from all other cucullograptid trends in which a certain stage of the elaboration of apertural apparatus is invariably connected with the development of its asymmetry. From this reason, the exspectatus-bicornis
lineage occupies a central position in the family tree of cucullograptids.
Lobograptus exspectatus bicornis n. subsp.
(Fig. 9, A 1-A3)
Type specimen (holoty pe): Fig. 9, A 1-A3•
Type st r at u m: Green ish -blue mudstones and marls in th e core of the Mielnik
deep-boring between 952·9-942·3 m of 'dept h (h em iuversu s zone, upper part of

Mielnik Beds).
9 Act a Palae on tologica nr

3--4166
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Derivat ion of the name : b ic orni s - Lat. bi = two, twice ; cornis = horned, Le,
provided with two st r ongly incurved ventral terminations of apertural lobes,
projecting laterally like hornlike outgrowths.

Diagnosis. - L. exspectatus with strongly incurved and projecting
laterally beaklike process.
Material. - Scanty and rather incomplete remains from the Mielnik
bore-hole, containing 3 fragments of rhabdosome with thecae from its .
medial (central) part and, moreover, a few associated, incomplete remains of more proximal thecae. Specimens are partly unflattened and
partly slightly flattened . After bleaching, fusellar structure not easily
discernible.
Description. - Preserved medial (central) thecae are about 1· 55 mm
long, at the base of protheca 0·09-0 ·15 mm and at the metathecal part
0·13 mm wide. Prothecal part measures about 1·10 mm in length and
the metathecal one - some 0·45 mm, the prothecal part occupies, therefore, about 7nOJo of total length.
Metatheca terminates in two laterally placed apertural lobes which
rather closely resemble the apertural apparatus of a true L. exspect::ztus.

,,
I

~-- -_ :

A,

Fig . 9. - Lobograptus exsp ectatus bicornis n.subsp. A 1-A3 upper part of a medial
(central) theca in reverse, obverse and ventral views (Mielnik, depth 942,5942.3 rn), ca . X 63.
at apertural lip,

tt left apertural lobe, p at prol ongation of the apertural lip, rt right apertural
lobe, v p ven tra l process of apertural l ob es.

Ventrally, however, both lobes end with a longer and broader ventral
process which, moreover, is very strongly incurved and also projects
somewhat laterally (Fig. 9, A 1-A 3 , vp). The ventral margin of the lobe
ends bluntly. The apertural margin ventrally forms a broad, extroverted apertural lip (A 2 ,al) which on the lower m argin of ventral processes,
is prolon ged in the form of a more or less narrow extroverted list (A 2-A3 ,
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pal), projecting laterally and somewhat upwards. The upper (inner)
margins of the lobes are slightly rounded, the dorsal margin is almost
straight and rectangularly inclined towards the former (comp. A h A 3 ) .
The outer surface of the lobes is distinctly depressed (concave) in the
center and framed by margins which slightly project upwards. Both lobes are almost identical in size and shape, the apertural apparatus being,
therefore, bilaterally symmetric. Both apertural lobes are strongly incurved over the aperture, thus forming a kind of an apertural roof
above it. In specimens, examined in a ventral (A2) or top view, one may
observe, however, that both apertural lobes do not touch each other
with their inner margins but are separated by a distinct fissure;
Owing to a rather strong concavity of the outer walls of apertural lobes, their fusselar structure is not discernible. Probably, it closely resembles the fusellar structure of lobes in L. exspectatus exspectatus.
The available material does not include any true distal thecae. More
proximal thecae, associated in the sample from a depth of 942·5-942·3 m,
with medial (central) thecae, described above, may be also, although
with some uncertainty, refered to L. exspectatus bicornis n. subsp. They
very closely resemble the proximal thecae in true L. exspectatus. In most
proximal thecae the aperture is provided with two lateral apertural lobes, incurved over the aperture and having their inner margins separated by a wide fissur e. The apertural apparatus is bilaterally symmetric.
Each lobe consists of some 5-6 fuselli, provided with a slightly rounded inner margin, straight dorsal and almost straight ventral margin, the
latter having a slightly marked, incipient ventral process.
The ventral margin of the aperture forms a narrow apertural lip.
If these thecae really belong to the subspecies in question, they indicate
that the proximal thecae of L. exspectatus bicornis n.subsp. differ very little from those in L. exspectatus exspectatus. More pronounced differences
(the presence of long and strongly incurved ventral processes on apertural lobes, having prominent margins) are marked in medial (central)
and, probably, distal parts of rhabdosome. This suggests a rather distal
phylastogenetic introduction of characters responsible for morphological
differences between both subspecies.
Stratigraphic range . - L. exspectatus bicornis n.subsp. has been found
in the Mielnik core at depths of 952·9-952·6 m and 942·5-942·3 m in
samples discontinuously occurring over a layer of some 10·50 m in
thickness. This species is limited to the uppermost part of t he vertical
distribution range occupied by L. exspectatus exspectatus. The graptolite association, 'r ecorded in the lower horizon consisted of Cue. hemiaversus Urbanek and, in higher horizon, L. exspeetatus exspectatus
Urbanek, Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), P. dubius tumescens (Wood) and
" P." bohemicus (Barrande).
s-
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Systematic position. - L. exspectatus bicornis n. subsp. may 'be considered a further development of the true L . exspectatus. It also makes
up more extreme form of the latter species, produced by a strong incurvation of apertural lobes, projecting laterally in the form of dwo hornlike
outgrowths. These protruding parts of apertural lobes present a certain
analogy to similar structures (rostral processes in L. cirrifer n.sp. and
in Cue. aversus rostratus, or a protruding apertural lip in L . invertus n.sp.
and L. scanicus amphirostris n .subsp.) in other cucullograptids. This may
indicate the existence, among the Cucullograptinae, of a general trend
to the formation of similar superstructures in phylogenetically more
advanced forms (comp. p. 373). For systematic position - see also
p .372.
Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne, 1955)
(PIs . XXI-XXIV; PI. XI.N II, Fig. 1)
1883. Monograptus scanicus Tullberg ; S.A. Tullberg, Scanes graptoliter..., pp. 26-27,

PI. 2, Figs. 40?, 42?
parascanicus Kiihne; W. G . Kiihne, Unterludlow-Graptolithen..., pp. 392-395, Figs. 15, 16.
1958. Lobograptus scanicus (Tullberg); A. Urbanek Monograptidae..., pp. 72-74
(partim), Figs. 41, 42; PI. 2, Fig. 5; non PI. 2, Fig. 6, non Lobograptus parascanicus (KUhne); pp. 74-76, Figs. 42-44.
1960. Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (KUhne); A. Urbanek, An attempt..., p. 177
(mentioned), Fig. 13, C.
1955. Monograptus

. Material. - Many hundreds of specimens (fragments of rhabdosomes)
including numerous and well-preserved siculae in different growth stages, proximal and distal thecae, etched from the Baltic drift material (erratic boulders: S. 16, Lebcz; S. 32, Gdansk-Wrzeszcz: S.36, Jaroslawiec;
S . 37, Island Wolin; S . 137, Ustka; S .174, Lubin; S.181, Czarnoglowy;
S . 185, Rewal ; S. 228, Jaroslawiec). In boulder S. 181, the species in question
occurs in abundance (comp. PI. XLVI, Figs. 1-2), being also very frequent
in S. 32 and S. 137. The mater-ial, obtained from the Mielnik bore-core (at
a depth of 1,016'9-978'6 m) is also very rich, but rather poorly preserved (flattened, compressed or otherwise deformed), siculae occurring
less frequently than in the drift samples. The specimens from the erratics and bore core may be easily bleached. A detailed study of a minute
structure of thecae and their development is possible by the combination
of these specimens. All stages of astogeny are represented, but the majority of fragments are rather small and complete rhabdosomes are unknown.
Because of the uncertainty which of its three recently recognized members may correspond to the true Monograptus scanicus scanicus Tullberg,
the concept of particular subspecies and the use of correct nomenclatorally
names meet some difficulties with regard to the members of the scanicus
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line of evolution. These difficulties are primarily connected with the fact,
that the original material of Monograptus seanieus, described in Tullberg's
monograph (1883, pp. 26-27, PI. 2, Figs. 38-44) is not available in his
collection, housed at Sveriges Geologiska Undersokning in Stockholm.
Unfortunately, according to the information obtained from Swedish palaeontologists, the figured specimens from "Cardiolaskiffern vid Marianelund" (Scania, the vicinities of Loberod) were most probably destroyed by
this eminent scientist himself during his insanity period.
Actually, Tullberg's collection contains some number of specimens,
labelled by him as Monograptus seanieus with indication of a locality as
"Shale near Church in Ask" (Scania, the vicinities of Rostanga). The specimens examined are, however, in a rather poor state of preservation,
excluding any exact comparison with the etched material (comp. Urbanek,
1960, p. 218). The attempt to solve the problem by collecting topotypes
from the "Ca r diola Shale" locality in Marianelund is complicated by the
fact that this locality is part of a longer section in the neighbourhood of
R6verekulan and comprises a number of different horizons. There are,
however, no closer indications where the Tullberg's originals were collected. Moreover, specimens, collected by the present author during h is excursions (in June, 1960) with Dr. F . Brotzen and Mr. R. Skoglund to the R6verekulan section display a rather poor state of preservation, excluding the
possibility of a reliable comparison wdth the etched material.
No accurate knowledge can also be gained from the examination of
Tullberg's drawings (PI. 2, Figs. 38-44) which however, show that the
original material of M. seanicus most probably represents a mixture of
different species and subspecies.P Figs. 38, 39 and 43 are not distinct
enough to allow one for a comparison; Figs. 40, 42 and 44 probably represent L. seanieus seanieus and L. seanieus paraseanieus, Fig. 41 may be
a distal fragment of Cue. pazdroi. Neither of these forms were indicated
by Tullberg as the type specimen of M. seanieus. Pribyl's (1948, p. 34) information that Fig. 38 on PI. 2 in the 1883 Tullberg's work represents the
holotype is, therefore, incorrect.
Taking into consideration the fact that the shale material is, in general,
unsuitable for detecting minor morphological differences in the structure
of thecae, the lack of original material of M. seanicus Tullberg and the
uselessness of topotypes for solving nomenclatoral problems, the present
author supports his earlier suggestion (comp. Urbanek 1960, p. 218). The
suggestion was to use the name of L. seanieus seanicus (Tullberg) to denote the forms subspecifically identical with that which, on the basis
of the material etched from North German erratic boulders was described
19 The same is indicated by the fact that a specimen from Tullberg's collection,
housed in Lund (Sweden), and labelled as a distal end of M. scani cus (from the
ROfvarekulan locality) is in fact a Cucuiloqraptus pa zdroi.
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by Bulman (1953) as Monograptus scanicus Tullberg. Monograptus parascanicus Kuhne (Kuhne, 1955) is considered here only a subspecies of
L . scanicus (comp. Urbanek, 1960). Morphological differences between both
forms are evaluated as occurring at the subspecific level, mainly because of
its rather "quantitative" character and the presence of morphological tran- .
sients, filling the gap between them (L. scan icus amphirostris n . subsp.).
The "scanicus lineage", as it is understood here, consists, therefore, of
the following three subspecies: Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne) - L. scanicus amphirostris n .subsp. - L. scanicus scanicus (Tullberg)
sensu Bulman. Moreover it has recently been recognized that L . sc.:rnicus
parascanicus occurs in two varieties which differ from each other mainly
quantitatively, i. e. in the degree of development of apertural lobes and
in their asymmetry. These infrasubspecific varieties are classified here
as lower and higher zonal forms of L. scanicus parascanicus.
It is beyond any doubt that the higher zon al form corresponds to the
true L. scanicus parascanicus as described by Kuhne (1955). The concept
of a lower zonal form is introduced here for a number of populations,
occurring at the lower part of the stratigraphic range of the subspecies in
question which, in the Mielnik core, correspond to a depth of 1,016·9-1,005·9 m. All available material is rather scanty and consists of small
fragments of rhabdosome and isolated thecae, displaying a r ather smaller
degree of asymmetry and associated with siculae whose apertural parts
are more expanded than those in the higher zonal form (comp. also p. 435).
Description. - Sicula (PI. XXI ; Figs. G, H , 13 ; J 1 ; PI. XXII, Figs. A, F)
straight, very slender and rather short 0·94-1·20 mm). It is tubular
and almost of the same width throughout the metasicular part.
Prosicula ranging from 0·46 to O· 60 mm in length in 10 measured specimens. The presence of thin longitudinal thre ads (ribs), varying in number (1-3 in examined specimens), is the only detectable structure detail
in the prosicula. Young prosiculae are devoid of black rings (PI. XXI,
Figs. A , B)' which are, however, d eveloped in all examined specimens in
Plate XXI
Lobograptus scanic u s para scan icu s (KUhne). De velopment and structure of sicula
and 1st theca in higher zonal form (drift material) . A prosicula, B young metasicula
with incipient v ir gella , C details of origin of virgella, D early stage in formation
of primary notch (early sinus stage), 'E late stage in formation of initial notch
(lacuna stage), F advanced metasicula with incipient initial bud, G sicula with
i n iti a l bud in advanced growth stage, H, sicula with nearly complete prothecal part
of first theca, I] _ 2 details of fu sellar structure of metasicula and base of initial
bud from reverse and obverse side, 13 complete reverse view of same specimen
showing apertural lobes of the first theca in early growth stage, J] adult sicula
and first theca from reverse side, J 2 obverse view of apertural fr agmerit of the
first theca (S . 181, Czannoglowy): A, B, G, H, 13 , J] ca. X 50; C-E 1]- 12 ca . X 100;
F ca. X 70.
fb fusellar bar closing the prim ary n ot ch , i b init ial bud, l! left a pe r t u r a l l ob e, n no de , pn

primar y n otch, psilmsi boundary be tween pro- and m etasicula , r,-r , succes si ve sic u la r rings,
r! right a pertural lobe , th] fir st theca , thr thecal ring s , vi virgella.
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more advanc ed growth stages of the sicula (PI. XXI, Figs. F-H, 13 , J 1 )
and situated at a certain distance from the aperture of the prosicula (rd.
It is only in one case that this first black ring is observed on the boundary of both parts of the sicula (PI. XXII, Fig. A). Its position on the prosicula seems, therefore, to be a stable and fixed feature. The width of the
prosicula at the aperture measures approx. 0 -10-0 -12 mm.
Metasicula is 0-47-0-65 mm long and, in me asured adult siculae,
showing only a very slight expansion towards the aperture. It attains some
0-11-0-15 mm of width (tr.) at the level of the initial bud, and 0-13-0.16-0.20-0.25 mm in the apertural part, Metasicula has 1-3 black
rings, situated in different positions (PI. XXI, Figs. F-H, 13 , J 1 ; PI. XXII,
Figs. A lt F). In some cases, the last black ring is incomplete (r4 in PI. XXI,
Fig. I). The formation of virgella seems to start at various distances from
the beginning of the metasicula. Its early formation is shown in specimen,
figured in PI. XXI, Fig. B, and a much later formation in Fig. C. In latter
case the distance of the base of virgella from the aperture of prosicula is
more than 5 times as much as in the former. The formation of the initial
bud takes place according to the normal monograptid pattern, through
the "sin u s" (open primary notch) and "lacuna" (closed primary notch)
stages (PI. XXI, Figs. D-E).
The apertural border in adult metasicula is almost straight and displaying a very slight elaboration of its dorsal process which, in some cases,
is very slightly expressed. If present at all, the dorsal apertural process
does not exceed 0 -04 mm in length in the lower zonal siculae. Lateral
borders of the aperture in adult siculae are situated some 0 -13-0 -25 mm
from the anterior margin of the initial bud. Apertural border is only
slightly thickened.
The first theca is slender, tubular and, beyond the ap ex of prosicula,
h as an almost stable diameter without any distinct expansion towards the
aperture. Its length ranges from I-53 mm to 1-60 mm, its width - from
0-05 mm at the base of protheca (initial bud), to 0-11-0-13 mm at the
apex of prosicula and same width at the aperture. The first fuselli of the
initial bud in the form of short strips are disposed along the right corner
of the primary notch. Later fuselli gradually extend along the entire mar-

Plate XXII
Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (KUhne). Sicula and structure of thecae in
lower (A-E) and higher zonal form (F-H) . A sicula with damaged first theca;
8 1-8 z medial theca with small degree of asymmetry in reverse and obverse
aspects ; C I-C2 , D 1-D2 , E1-E2 medial, proximal and distal thecae with greater degree
of asymmetry in reverse and obverse aspects ; IF sicula with complete first theca
in reverse aspects; G liG 2 upper part of the first theca in two aspects; H 1-H 2 distal
theca in reverse and obverse aspects (Mielnik, A-E depth 1015.9-1015.6 m ; F depth
993.9-993.6 m ; G depth 996.6 m; H depth 1000.9 m) .

T,-T.

i b initial bud , tl left apertural lobe ,
successive black rings of sicula , T! right aperturat
lobe, v vtrg u la , v i virgella.
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gin of the primary notch and, forming an alternate arrangement, produce
a zigzag suture (PI. XXI, Figs. lIt 12 ) , The fuselli are obliquely arranged
over the entire length of the protheca, changing in the metathecal part into
more rectangularly disposed ones (Figs. 13 , J 1)' Successive growth stages
of the first theca are shown in Figs. G, H, 13 , J 1 •
The prothecal part of the first theca reaches a length of some 1·47-1·52 mm. The presence of black bands, situated on the wall of the protheca, was noted 'in ISOme cases (PI. XXI, Figs. 13 , J 1)' They resemble the
sicular rings and, when first recognized (Urbanek, 1954, 1958) they were
called "th ecal rings". The number and position of the thecal rings are
variable, some of them being incomplete, some completely closed. Like
the sicular rings, the thecal rings in L. scanicus parascanicus are most
probably internal thickenings of the wall, due to the secondary deposition
of the peridermal substance (Urbanek, 1958, p. 78, internal position of
thecal rings, established for '''Pristiograptu s'' bohemicus).
The metathecal p art of the first theca measures some 0·06-0·08 mm
in length, the prothecal part occupies therefore about 95Q / () of thecal length.
The apertu r e of the first theca is provided with two lateral and distinctly
asymmetric lobes, the right (reverse) being larger than the left one. The
right lobe, transversely elliptic in outline, with a length (tr .) of about
0·20-0·24 mm and a height (long) of about 0·08 mm, is produced by the
addition of some 8-9 fuselli, gathered ventrally and dorsally into the
nodes. The ventral and dorsal terminations of the lobe form a free beaklike
prolongation, the upper margin slightly overlapping the left lobe (PI. XXI,
Fig. J 2 ; PI. XXII, Figs. G h G 2 ) . The left lobe is distinctly smaller than
the right one, being some 0·03-0·04 mm shorter (tr.) and some 0·03 mm
narrower (long .).
The outer surface of both lobes is slightly convex. Most probably, the
left lobe consists only of some 6-7 fuselli , the exact number is , however,
difficult to recognize owing to a certain preservation al deformation of
the lobe which occurs in the majority of specimens. An early formation
stage of aper t u ra l lobes is figured in PI. XXI, Fig. 13 which shows that
both lobes start their development as symmetric structures, produced
on lateral -margins of the aperture by addition of a few, arched fuselli.
The elaboration of asymmetry occur:s in later growth stages through a diffe rentiated growth rate of lobes. In the examined specimens, both lobes
touch each other with their upper margins, this circumstance may, howPlate XXIII
Lobograptus scani cu s para scanicus (KUhne) . Structure of thecae in higher zonal
form (drdf't material). A'- 2 lateral views of a proximal theca ; B'- 2 lateral views of
a medial theca; C'- 2 lateral views of a distal theca; ;D Lateral view of an isolated
right apertural lobe in distal theca showing details of its fu sellar structure (S. 181,
Czarnoglowy): ca. X 63.
ang angular bending of fu s elli , b beaklike proc es s of apertural lobe , n n od e.
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ever, be secondary and result from some deformation. Most probably, in
the living animal, both margins were separated by a narrow fissure .
Proximal thec ae (PI. XXIII, Figs. A I-A 2 ) are narrow, straight tubes
w ith very small overlap gradually widening towards the aperture. A total length of proximal thecae amounts in the measured specimens from
erratic boulder S. 181, Czarnoglowy, to 1·90-2·33 mm and in the measured specimens from the population of a higher zonal form in the Mielnik
core, to 2· 12-2·54 mm.
The prothecal part is 0·05-0·25 mm wide at the base. In proximal
thecae, for the population in S. 181, is the metathecal part 0·08-0·30 and
for the specimens in higher zonal populations at Mielnik 0 ·17-0·60 mm
long. The width of the metatheca is 0 ·10-0 ·17 mm in the former and
0·15-0·22 mm in the latter case. In proximal thecae the prothecal part
occupies about 96-87Q /o of a total length.
In proximal thecae the metathecal part is inclined towards the longitudinal axis of theca at an angle of some 20-30°. The metathecal aperture is provided with a pair of lateral lobes. The right lobe is distinctly
larger that the left one, i.e . about 0·03-0·05 mm longer (tr.) and about
0·05-0·08 mm higher (long.) . The right lobe is oval or semicircular in
outline and consists of some 8 complete, curved fuselli , gathered into
ventral and dorsal nodes. It is only one, marginal fusellus (9th) that is
incomplete and occupies about 2/ 3 of the margin, beginning at the ventral
node and terminating at the distal margin of the lobe and, therefore, it
does not reach the dorsal node of the lobe. Its termination produces a slight
angular bending on the margin (PI. XXIII, Fig. AI)' The upper incurved
margin of the lobe slightly overlaps the left lobe. In proximal thecae the
left lobe consists of a smaller number of fuselli. Some 5 of them are complete, slightly arched and gathered into ventral and dorsal nodes, some
3 very short and present only on the ventral margin of the lobe, producing there a distinct beaklike process (Fig. A 2 ) which is better expressed
than that on the opposite lobe. The outer surface of the lobe is only
slightly convex, flat or even concave, the lobe itself being somewhat
incurved over the aperture.
In more distal thecae, their total length reaches some 2·05-2·52
mm, the metathecal part being 0·55-0·85 mm long and the prothecal
part occupying about 74-73 per cent of the total length of a theca. The
width of thecae at the base of protheca is 0·23-0·50 mm and in the met athecal part - 0·22-0·30 mm. The ventral wall of most distal thecae
displays a slight convexity, thus forming an incipient geniculation of the
theca, especially well discernible at the level of the metathecal base (PI.
XXIII, Figs. C I-C 2) . This geniculation is indistinguishable on more proximal thecae which still a r e straight tubes (Figs. B I-B 2 ) . Laterally the
aper t u ral border terminates in a pair of apertural lobes that display a
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distinct asymmetry. The right lobe, transversely shaped like a rough ellipse
with a depressed dorsal margin, is markedly larger that the left lobe, i.e.
0-05-0 -11 mm longer (tr.) and 0-04-0-08 mm wider (long .).
The right apertural lobe in distal thecae (PI. XXIII, Figs. B), C lI D)
strongly resembles, in its outline, the apertural lobes in L. simplex but
is distinctly larger. The main part of the lobe consists of some 5 complete
and arched fuselli, gathered into a ventral and dorsal node. The remaining
part is formed by 1-2 fuselli dorsally successively tapering, which results
in the formation of an oblique dorsal .margin of the lobe. One OII" two further fuselli form short strips, disposed at the ventral border of the lobe
which following its sudden decrease, produce, more dorsally, a characteristic angular bending of the upper margin of the lobe (ang). A ventral
beaklike process is simultaneously produced by these Iuselli on the lobe.
The upper margin of the right lobe is incurved over the aperture and
the smaller left lobe is, therefore, slightly overlapped by the larger right
one. In unflattened specimens the free upper margins of both lobes do not
touch each other and are 's eparat ed by a marrow fissure. Most probably,
they never touched each other in the lifetime of the animal. Through the
ventral and dorsal apertural notch, bordered by both lobes, the aperture
is widely open ventrally and dorsally.
Some 7-8 fuselli are involved in the formation of the left apertural
lobe, 3 or 4 of them being complete and united into a ventral and dorsal
node. The remaining fuselli are shorter and freely terminate dorsally, forming a short oblique border of the lobe. Following their rather sudden
decrease the last one or two fuselli form an angularly protruding outgrowth on the margin of the lobe (PI. XXIII, Figs. B 2 , C 2 ; PI. XXII, Fig.
H 2) . These fuselli also form a more or less distinct beaklike ventral
process.
The outer surface of the right lobe is usually slightly convex, the
left one being almost flat or even depressed. In a few cases the presence
of some roughnesses was noted on the surface of the wall in the left lobe
(PI. XXIII, Figs. B 2 , C 2 ) . The nature of these structures is uncertain, some
morbid affection of the soft tdssues, caused e.g, by parasites seems, however, to be the most reliable explanation. The left lobe is linc urved over
the aperture and is overlapped by the right one.
Growth pattern of rhabdosome. - A fragment of a growing tip of
rhabdosome was found in the rich material of L. scanicus parascanicus,
etched from erratic boulder S. 181 (comp. Urbanek, 1960, p. 152, Fig. 8, b).
It represents a series of 4 nearly complete terminal thecae of a rhabdosome
with a growing tip damaged, beyondthe fourth theca whose apertural lobes are in an early growth stage. Successive terminal thecae are in different growth stages, the two most proximal ones having completely
developed and asymmetric apertural lobes, the third displaying an incom-
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plete development of lobes with a small degree of their asymmetry (PI.
XXIV, Figs. A, B 1-B3) . The most interesting is the fourth theca, having
apertural lobes in an incipient formation stage and being only small apertural elevation, separated ventrally by a shallow apertural notch. Each
lobe consists of only 3 fuselli, both being of the same size and, therefore,
symmetric (Fig. B 4) .
In the growing tip this theca was followed by the next one whose
apertural part is damaged. The observed picture may, however,
be combined with and completed by another specimen, etched from erratic
boulder S. 137. The laeter consists of an apertunal part of a theca, with
apertural lobes ina growth stage, comparable with that in theca B 4 of the
specimen, described above, and with a more distal theca which has only
subapertural part of metatheca developed. This specimen terminates in
a growing prothecal part of a still more distal theca of rhabdosome (PI.
XXIV, Figs. C, D 1-D2 ) . This specimen doubtlessly represents the termination of the growing tip of the rhabdosome. By combining both specimens,
a complete picture of the growth pattern in L. scanicus parascanicus may
be restored (Fig. E). The termination of a rhabdosome consists of a series
of thecae in different growth stages. An early stage in the formation of
apertural lobes of a given theca coincides with the growth of the next
theca which forms its subapertural part, simultaneously with the formation of some 3 basal fuselli in apertural lobes of the preceding theca (Figs.

e, D 1 ) .
The formation of supraapertural part of a particular theca seems, therefore, to be delayed when compared with the growth rate ot its subaper t u r al part. The formation of the subapertural part of a metatheca
takes place simultaneously wdth the formation of a basal part of the protheca in the next theca (comp, PI. XXIV, Fig. E).
The early development of apertural lobes is marked by the stage
when both lobes are symmetric (up to 3 fuselli) . The asymmetry starts to
develop through differences in growth rate, probably at the stage when
the left apertural lobe has 5 fuselli , and the right apertural lobe 6 fuselli
(comp. conditions pictured in PI. XXIV, Figs. B 3-B 4) . The condition described here for a higher zonal form in L. scanicus parascanicus, seems to indicate a relatively rapid decrease in the growth activity gradient towards
the distal end of the colony. This decrease is here, however, less rapid

PIate XXIV
Lobograptus scani cu s parascanicus (KUhne). Growth pattern of rhabdosome. A growing tip of a branch with damaged termination ; B 1-B4 details of fusellar structure
of metathecal parts in successive thecae on specimen figured A ; C another termination of a growing tip of rhabdosome; D 1 _ 2 details of fusellar structure of metathecal parts in successive thecae on specimen figured C; E restored complete
picture of growth relations on the tip of rhabdosome, based on specimens figured
A. C (A-B S. 181, Czarnoglowy; C S. 137, Ustka) ; A, C, E ca . X 15; B, D ca . X 48.
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as compared, for instance, with saetograptids (e.g. S. chimaera) and L.
exspectatus exspectatus, described below (camp. p. 344).
Regeneration of rhabdosome - see Urbanek, 1963, pp. 213-220, Textpl. 15, Figs. A-F.
Stratigraphic range. - The first asymmetric thecae of the parascanicus
type have been found in a sample from the Mielnik core at a depth of
1,016·9-1,016·6 m . This sample consists of scanty distal thecae with the
parascanicus type of lobes and a distinct asymmetry as well as of proximal
thecae with a slight asymmetry or almost complete symmetry. They are
associated with siculae devoid of the preserved first thecae which in their
size and proportions (total length 1·46 mm and diameter of aperture
0·22-0·28 mm) resemble rather the L. simplex, than L. scanicus parascanicus siculae. They have, however, a small apertural dorsal process,
reaching only 0·05-0·06 mm in length. The simplest explanation of these
conditions seems to be that the assemblage in question represents a mixed
population which consists of a few fragments of both L. simplex (siculae,
some proximal thecae) and L. scanicus parascanicus (distal thecae). The
stratigraphic range of both species mentioned above seems, therefore, to
display a small overlap.
Both proximal and distal thecae from the next sample (depth 1,015·9
m) are of the parascanicus type. Some of the distal thecae display, however,
a rather small degree of asymmetry as compared with higher zonal forms,
some other being "normally" asymmetrical. The associated siculae are in
their appearance similar to the parascanicus ones, are rather gracile and
shorter (total length 1·16-1.10 mm, length of metasicula 0·68-0·56 mm,
length of apertural process 0·04 mm), but still more expanded at the aperture where they reach 0·25-0·20 mm in diameter. The last appearance
of L. scanicus parascanicus with almost symmetric apertural lobes in distal thecae was noted at a depth of 1,005·9 m .
In order to comprise a number of populations mentioned above, the
present writer is inclined to introduce the term of a "lower zonal form"
of L. scanicus parascanicus. In the morphological aspect, the populations
of the lower zonal form are marked by the presence of specimens, displaying a small degree of asymmetry, but associated with "gracile" parascanicus siculae which, in the present writer's opinion, may probably
belong to the same rhabdosome as the thecae.
It is, however, very difficult to draw the morphological and stratigraphical boundary between the lower and higher zonal forms of L. scanicus parascanicus. According to available data, the last appearance of
the population which contains almost symmetric thecae of the parascanicus type is recorded at a depth of some 1,005·9-1,005· 6 m (comp.
PI. I). In the immediately overlying strata, at a depth of 1,005·6-1 ,002·9
m , the graptolite fauna becomes poor. Only few poorly preserved and
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uncert adn fragments of lobograptids were etched from the thickness mentioned above. After its reappearance, however, in samples from a depth of
1,002·9-1,002·7 m, the scanty L. scanicus parascanicus populations contain no more thecae with only slight asymmetry as in lower zonal type
and consist exclusively of distinctly asymmetrical thecae. A rather strongly
developed beaklike process on the left lobe makes up another noteworthy
feature of these forms. The depth 1,002·9 m is, therefore, suggested as a
probable lower limit in the vertical distribution of the higher zonal form.
The first abundant occurrence of higher zonal form of L. scanicus parascanicus is noted at a depth of 1,000 ·9-1,000·5 m. The associated siculae
are of the parascanicus type, the first thecae being rather short but with
distinctly asymmetric apertural lobes.
The upper limit of the distribution r ange in the higher zonal form may
be also determined only with some uncertainty. The sample from a depth
of 978·9-978·6 m shows the horizon of the last appearance of the forms
which doubtlessly are L. scanicus parascanicus. However, at a depth of
973·85-973·6 m some uncertain, strongly deformed thecae have been
found which may still belong to the subspecies in question. Moreover,
the upper limit of its occurrence is overshadowed by the presence of
L. imitator n.sp . Short fragments of the rhabdosome and isolated thecae
are, in both cases, similar to such an extent that they do not allow one to
recognize their true nature.
The total thickness of the L. scanicus parascanicus distribution range
may, therefore, be estimated at some 38·3 m and this range is contained
between 1,016·9.and 978·6 m of depth in the Mielnik core. The subspecies
under study displays, within this thickness, a discontinuous distribution
and are absent from some samples, reappearing in the next ones.
In the Mielnik core, this is associated with the following graptolite
assemblage: Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Tullberg)*, L. imitator n.sp.",
L. erspectatus exspectatus Urbanek, Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek",
Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barrande),
Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek, Monoclimacis micropoma
-d . micropoma (Jaekel)**, Holoretiolites erraticus Eisenack, H. mancki
(Munch), H. simplex Eisenack*, Plectograptus macilentus (Tornquist).
(Single asterisk denotes graptolites, associated only with the higher zonal
form ; double asterisk denotes those, associated only with the lower zonal
form).
L. scanicus parascanicus is a common species in the Baltic drift material and has been found in the following boulders: S. 16, Lebcz; S. 32,
Gdansk-Wrzeszcz; S. 36, Jaroslawiec ; S. 37, Island Wolin; S. 137, Ustka;
S. 174, Lubin; S. 181, Czarnoglowy; S. 185, Rewal ; S. 228, Jaroslawiec.
Especially noteworthy is erratic boulder S. 181 from Czarrioglowy (Western Pomerania) from which a very rich graptolite material has been
10 Act a P a la e on t ologica nr 3-4166
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etched out. L. scanicus parascanicus is predominating in a well-preserved
association (only slightly flattened) . A preserved psrt of this boulder is
shown in PI. XLVI, Fig. 1 (about half the size of the original erratic
prior to etching). The boulder in question seems to be part of a larger
erratic, probably being originally (in situ) a marly concretion in the Silurian shale or mudstone. Lithologically it is a strongly impure (marly),
ashy-bluish limestone of the "Graptolithengestein" type (comp. Urbanek,
1963 , p. 213).
In erratic boulders, the species in question is associated with a more
or less complete assemblage which may include the following graptolites:
Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek (frequent), Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek (frequent), S. chimaera d. salveyi (Hopk.) (rare), S. chimaera d. chimaera (Barr.), "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barr.), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Plectograptus macilentus (Tornquist) (S. 32), Holoretiolites d. simplex Eisenack
(S. 137), H . mancki (Munch) (S. 137, S. 181), H. erraticus Eisenack (S. 16,
S. 185, S. 228).
This assemblage coincides well with an association found in the Mielnik core material and indicates for a similar stratigraphic range.
Systematic position. - There is no doubt that the form, described above, is subspecifically identical with that, described by Kuhne (1955) as
Monograptus parascanicus. The size and structure of thecae are much the
same in both cases, there is , however, some uncertainty as to the dimensions of the sicula. Kuhne stated the length of sicula in his M. parascanicus to be very small (0·75 mm in his Table on p. 393 and 0·7 mm in
the diagnosis on p. 395). This considerable difference in length of siculae
in the specimens from the erratic boulders of the North German P13in
(the vicinity of Berlin) and from Polish Lowland (the drift and bore-core
materials) seems, however, to be only apparent. This opinion is based
on measurements, made, at the present writer's request, by Dr L. Teller
(Warsawjw on specimens, indentified by Dr. H. J aeger (Berlin) as Monograptus scanicus parascanicus and etched from boulders, collected at Hidensee and Spandau. They indicate the sicula 0·95-1· 05 mm long in the
former, an d ].1 mm in the latter case. This coincides well with the size
of siculae in the present writer's material, their length being 1.07-1.15
mm in the drift material and some 0·94 mm in the bore core. The data,
given by Kuhne (1955) for the length of the sicula in his M. parascanicus,
are probably misleading.
It seems to be quite saf'e to generalize that L. scanicus parascanicus
represents only a further development of L. simplex. An especially close
relationship of both species is suggested by the structure of thecae in
which only few simple changes were enough to transform the latter into
20

During his visit to Berlin in 1961.
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the former species (some enlargement of apertural lobesand elaboration
of their asymmetry, gracilization and elongation of proximal thecae). The
reduction of the dorsal curvature in its proximal part was the only necessary change in shape of the rhabdosome. Perhaps, some greater changes
were necessary to transform the simplex siculae into theparascanicus
siculae (a general "gracilization", i.e . a considerable . shortening of the sicula - mostly metasicula - and, moreover, narrowing of the formerly expanded apertural part, combined with a simultaneous reduction of the
dorsal process in the metasicula).
As far as the thecae are concerned, the morphological gap between L .

simplex and L. scanicus pnrasccnicus is filled, at least in part, by the -presence of progressive forms of the former(L . simplex from S. 225 with a robust sicula but with a somewhat asymmetric thecae) s n d primitive forms of
the latter species (lower zonal form with smaller asy m m et r y of thecae
than in higher zonal form but associated with already gracile siculae). tf
the siculae, mentioned above, actually belong to the a ssociat ed parascanicus thecae (which is, however, still uncertain), this may suggest that the
transformation of the sicula was a more rapid change in the evolutionary
line as compared with probably gradual changes in the thecal structure.
The presence of L. simplex with a rather primitive, robust sicula but with
an incipient asymmetry of thecae may suggest that the evolutionary changes started with the elaboration of the incipient asymmetry but hereafter
were followed by a rather r apid reconstruction of the sicula, connected
with a rather gradual enlargement of lobes and elaboration of its asymmetry. Such speculations are, however, based on still Inadequate-rnaterial, and should be approached with necessary caution.
On the other hand, L . scanicus parascanicus seems to be closely related to L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. which is probably a descendant
of the former subspecies in a chain of closely linked scanicus subspecies.
L. scanicus amphirostris appears in a lower part of the stratigraphic
range of L. scanicus parascanicus (the first appearance at a depth of
1,009.6-1,009.9 m) and is often associated with the latter (comp. p. 442).
In size and proportions of sicula, both species are closely alike, but
distinctly differing ,i n structure and degree of asymmetry of apertural lobes
in thecae. In L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp, they are enlarged and
provided on both sides with strongly developed, beaklike, ventral processes. The larger right lobe is strongly incurved over the aperture,
displaying a greater overlap than that in L. scanicus parascanicus.
L. scanicus amphirostris n .subsp, forms at least morphologically and
stratigraphically, an intermediate link between L. scanicus parascanicus
and L. scanicus scanicus. This enables one to place L. scanicus parascanicus, as the most primitive member of scanicus lineage, in the family
tree of the Cucullograptinae (comp. also p. 370) .
10'
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Lobograptus scanicus amphiro stris n . subsp.
(Fig. 10; PI s. XXV-XXVI )
Ty pe specimen ( h o ~ ot ype): F ig. 10, A, -A 2 (di stal theca).
Parat ype : PI. XXV, Fig . D (proxim a l theca).
T ype stratum: Greeni sh-blue mudstones and marls in t he core of t he Mie lnik
deep-boring between 1,009 .9-959.6 m of depth (parascanicus and invertus zones,

upper part of Mielnik
D er i vat io n of the
and Lat. r ost r u m = a
a beakli ke process of

Beds).
Gr . latinized amphi = on both sides,
beak, a prow of a shi p; this refers to th e presence of
both lobes in aU t heca e of the rhabdosome.

nam e: amph irost r i s -

Diagnosis. Lobograptid with a gracile sicula (a ppr ox. 1.10 mm
long) and without a distinct dorsal process. The asymmetric apertural
apparatus of thecae consists of a larger right lobe, provided with
a beaklike ventral termination, and an oblique dorsal margin ; a smaller,
left lobe also displays the presence of an incurved b e aklike, ventral
termination and a deep apertural incision at its base.
Ma terial. - Numerous thecae an d fragments of rhabdosome, including a few siculae with attached first theca were etched f r om the Mielnik boring samples, from a d epths of 1,009.9-959.6 m . The richest population w er e obtained in the samples from depths of 959.9-959.7 m
and 965.9-965.6 m. All specimens w ere strongly flattened and partly
deformed' with fusellar st1iuc't ure not always easily distinguishable.
In the drift material, known so far , they wer e fou n d only in erratic
boulder S. 58, J aroslawiec.
Descript ion.- Sicula (P L XXV, F igs. A, B) strai ght and rather sh ort,
measuring a pprox, 1.10 mm in length. The widt h IQf the s icu la is almost
uniform t h r ou gho ut its m etasicular part.
Prosicula ranging from 0.60 mm to 0.51 mm in lenght (in 2 measured
specimens). In most specimens, the periderm is strongly wrink led and
partly damaged, so that the presence of some number (3-4) of longitudinal threads (ribs) is the only detectable detaiL The prosicular
parts of adult siculae are provided with a prosicular black ring (rI,
PL XXV, Fig. A) which is placed at a cer t a in dist ance from the aperture
of the prosicula (0.13-0.10 mm on measured sp ecimens). The width of

P la te XXV
L obo grap t u s scanicus am ph irostri s n.subsp. Structure of sic ul a a nd pr ox imal thecae.

A sic ula a nd f irst theca in r everse view; B metasicular part of a sic ula in r ev erse
aspect to show de tails of -its f useUar str ucture ; C ,-C2 str u ct ure of upper part of
f ir st t heca fro m reve rse a nd obverse si de ; D, ",D 2 str uct ure of upper part of a pr ox imal t heca (Mielnik, A" B, D dept h 965.6-965.9 m ; C de pth 1,009.7-1 ,009 .9 m):
A ca. X 50, B -D ca . X 67.
a p apex prosiculae , b beaklike process of a per t u r a l lobe , i b in itial bud , n n od e , p silmsi boundary
between pr o- and metasicul a, T! right a per t u r a l lobe, T,-T" Tn + Tn ~ , s u cc e s iv e sicular black
ring s, v i v irgella .
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the prosicula at the aperture amounts to 0.30 mm. This rather great
dimension may be in part due to very strong flattening of specimens.
Metasicula is 0.59-0.50 mm long (in 2 measured specimens) and is
ne arly identical in diameter over the entire length up to the aperture.
It reaches some 0.30 mm at the level of the initial bud and the s ame width
in the cpertural part. In the examined specimens, the metasicula is
provided with 2 bl ack r ings, the first of them being situated at a varying dist anc e from the prosicula. In the specimen, figured in PI. XXV,
Fig. A , it is disposed nearly on the boundary with the prosicula, in
the sp ecim en, figured in Fig: B~ at a greater distance from it. The
last bl ack ring is , sometimes Inc'omplete (Fig. A, r3)' The formation of
the initial bud took pl ace according to the normal monograptid pattern as indicated by the fusell ar structure of the reverse side of metasicula (Fig . B). This shows the presence of a normal primary notch,
clo sed by a series of fuselli, making up the adapertural part of metasicula. The apertural m argin in adult siculae is nearly completely
straight, displaying the presence of a very small dorsal elevation
(a v estigial dorsal process) which does not exceed 0.02 mm in length.
In the specimen, figured in Fig. B, the apertural margin ,is framed by
a number of microfuselli, forming a kind of a slightly marked selvage.
The first theca lis slender, tubular and, beyond the apex of the prosicula, has a nearly stable diameter of some 0.23-0.24 mm. It is about
1.80 mm long, its width ranges from 0.06 mm at the base of the protheca (initial bud) to 0.23 mm at the apex of prosicula and to some
0.30 mm at the aperture. The basal part of the initial bud has, in all
examined specimens, a strongly wrinkled and damaged periderm with
no fusellar structure discernible. The remaining part of the protheca
consists of obliquely disposed fuselli. The prothecal part of the first
theca re r ches some 1.57 mm in length, with the free part (stretching
abo ve the apex of the prosicula) some 0.80 mm long. The metathecal
p art of the first theca is, in its dist al half, isolated, being some 0.23 mm
long. The aperture is provided with two lateral and distinctly asymmetric lob es , the right (reverse) being l arger than the left !one. Both lobes
are, however, larger as compared with apertural lobes of the first theca
in L. scanicus parascanicus (comp. PI. XXV, Figs. A, C 1-C2) .
The ventr-al terminations of both lobes form a strong, beaklike prolongation or a , kind of a rostral process (b). The right lobe, almost semicircular . in outline some 0.25 mm in length (tr.) and 0.10 mm in
height (l ong .) ' is formed by the addition of some 8-9 fuselli to the
aper t u ral m argin. The latter are gathered dorsally into a dorsal node.
Owing to the unsatisfactory state of preservation, the fusellar structure
of the ventral termination of the lobe is less known. It seems, however,
that, in general appearance, it should r esemble the structure of this
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part in other proximal thecae (PI. XXV, Fig. D 1) . The free upper margin of the right lobe stretches distinctly beyond the margin of the left
lobe and, being somewhat incurved over the aperture, it displays some
overlap (Fig. C 2 ) .
The left cp er tu r al lobe in the first theca is distinctly smaller but,
following the unsatisfactory state of preservation, the number of its
fuselli cannot be accurately established. Ventrally, the lobe terminates
in a strongly developed be aklike prolongation which forms a rostral
process similar to that on the right lobe. In some specimens, this rostral
outgrowth is slightly twisted (PI. XXV, Figs. C 2 , b). This rostral process is larger than a corresponding structure in L. sc znicus parascanicus.
Proximal thecae form long, slender and straight tubes, with a small
degree of overlap (PI. XXV, Figs. D 1":D 2) . The total length of proximal
thecae is 1.97 to 1.70 mm (in measured specimens). The prothecal part
is very long (1.45-1.35 mm) and rather narrow, measuring ,0.130.25 mm at the base, and 0.13-0.20 mm below the base of the metatheca.
The metathecal part is some 0.25-0.62 mm long and 0.13-0.20 mm
wide at the aperture. The prothecal part occupies in proximal thecae
85-68% of their total length. The metathecal part is inclined towards
the longitudinal axis of the theca at an angle of some 20-30° and is
adnate to the adjacent protheca.
Lateral apertural borders of thecae terminate on both sides with
apertural lobes. The right lobe is distinctly larger than the left one,
i.e . about 0.15-0.19 mm longer (tr.) and some 0.03-0.05 mm - higher.
The outline of the lobe is transversely elliptical. It consists of some
12 fuselli, the first 8 of them being complete and gathered into a ventral and a dorsal node, the remaining 4 form a shovellike ventral termination of the lobe, i.e, the rostral process. These fuselli terminate
in a free margin of the lobe. The upper margin of the lobe is distinctly
incurved over the aperture, strongly overlapping the left lobe (PI. XXV,
Fig. D 2 ) . The left apertural lobe is distinctly smaller but provided 'w ith
a strong beaklike ventral termination. The number of fuselli making
up the left lobe is unknown since the specimens are poorly preserved.
The outer aperture, more or less closed in the middle, is widely open
dorsally a nd ventrally owing to the presence of a dorsal and ventral
apertural notch (Fig. DlJ n). On the obverse side, the ventral apertural
notch forms a narrow ap ertural incision, surrounded by the incurved
ventral termination of the left lobe.
More distal thecae' a r e shown in Fig. 10 and PI. XXVI, Figs. A, B.
They a r e wider (0.25-0.54 mm at the base of protheca and 0.250.30 mm at the b ose of metatheca), straight tubes with a greater overlap. The length of the prothecal part amounts to 1.46-1.10 mm and of
the m etathecal part - 1.00-0.56 mm; the prothecal part occupies "the-
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refore about 66-56010 of total length of thecae. The metatheca is inclined at an angle of some 10° to the longitudinal axis of thecae and
reaches some 0.25-0.30 mm in width at the aperture. The aperture
of the theca is provided with two lateral apertural lobes with a great
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Fig. 10. - Lobograptus scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. Structure of apertural apparatus in a true distal theca: Al in reverse, A 2 in obverse aspects (Mielnik, depth
959.7-959.9 m), ca. X 67.
b beaklike process of apertural lobe, In c apertural incision in the left lobe, m extroverted
margin of the left apertural lobe , r[ right apertural lobe.

degree of asymmetry, the right one being larger. It is some 0.050.10 mm longer (tr.) and some 0.05-0.08 mm higher than the left lobe.
In the most distal thecae, the outline of the right lobe is nearly subrectangular (Fig. 10, AI; Pi. XXVI, Fig. B I), in less distal ones it is
roughly transversely elliptical (Pi. XXVI, Fig. AI). The right lobe consists of some 10-13 fuselli, the first 7-8 being complete and gathered
in a ventral and dorsal node. The remaining fuselli make up a ventral
and distal termination of the lobe, forming a shovellike prolongation.
The free upper margin of the right lobe is strongly incurved over the
aperture and overlaps the left lobe (Fig. 10, A 2 ; Pi. XXVI, Fig. B 2 ) . The
Plate XXVI
Lobograptus scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. Structure of more distal thecae. A 1-A 2
structure of metathecal part in a medial theca in reverse and obverse view; B 1-B2
structure of metathecal part in a distal theca in reverse and obverse view (Mielnik,
A depth 965.6-965.9, B depth 959.7-959.9 m): ca. X 67.
ang angular bending of free margin of apertural lobe, b beaklike process of apertural lobe,
In c apertural incisi on in the left lobe. n node , r[ r ight apertural lobe.
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fuselli making up the antero-ventral termination of the lobe end dorsally
at a free margin which, tapering, forms an angular bending (ang,
PI. XXVI). The dorsal margin of the lobe is obliquely inclined towards
the longitudinal axis of the theca (PI. XXVI, Fig. A) with a tendency
to a more parallel inclination in most distal thecae (Fig. 10, AI; PI. XXVI,
Fig. B).
The left apertural lobe has an outline which generally is similar to
.t hat of the right lobe with the ventral termination proportionally more
elongated and characteristically incurved or twisted (PI. XXVI, Figs. A 2 ,
B 2 ) . While in the right lobe all fuselli are gathered ventrally into a node,
here they converge rather to the free margin, framing the narrow
incision of the ventral apertural notch (Fig. 10, A 2 , inc; PI. XXVI, Figs,
A 2 , B 2 , inc.). The margin surrounding this incision seems to be extroverted in flattened specimens but, in the less compressed ones, it simply
m akes up a laterally protruding edge (Fig. 10, A 2 , m).
Owing to the presence of the apertural incision mentioned above,
on the obverse side of the aperture, the ventral termination of the
left lobe is always free and never attached to the ventral wall. This
is the chief difference in structure of thecae in L. scanicus amphirostris
n.subsp. as compared with L. scanicus scanicus in which the termination of the left lobe is fused with the ventral wall of the theca (comp.
PI. XXVII, Figs. C-D). This incision occurs in the free ventral part of
the left lobe and is a feature of all thecae of rhabdosome in L . scanicus amphirostris n.subsp., the most proximal excepted. In contrast, it
is present even in the most distal of the examined thecae (comp.
Fig. 10, A 2 ) .
The left lobe consists of 8-11 fuselli, some 6-7 being complete,
the remaining shorter and constituting only a ventral, beaklike prolongation of the lobe. The left lobe has an angular bending and .an obliquely inclined dorsal margin, similar to those on the right lobe.
Stratigraphic range. - As compared with other members of the
scanicus group, L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. appears rather early.
Its first occurrence in the Mielnik boring has been recorded at a depth
of . 1,009.9- 1,0009.55 m . In the samples from this depth it is represented by few distal and more medial fragments of the rhabdosome. From
its first appearance upwards, the subspecies in question displays a discontinuous distribution, the next larger population being recognized in
the samples from a depth of 963.9-962.5 m. After a successive disappearance, L. seanieus amphirostris reappears at a depth of 959.9959.6 m , represented there once more by a rather rich population. The
d epth of 959.6 m may, however, be accepted as a horizon of its last
appearance because no other surely stated representatives of L. scanieu s amphirostris were found abov e it. The total thickness of strata,
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occupied by the distribution range of L. scanicus amphirostris amounts,
therefore, to about 50.3 m , contained between 1,009.9-959.6 m of depth.
In the Mielnik core, L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. is commonly
associated with the following graptolite assemblage: Pristiograptus
dub ius (Suess), "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (Barr.), Saetograptus
chimaera (Barr.) Holoretiolites mancki (Munch), H . erraticus Eisenack,
Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Lobograptus imitator n.sp.,
L. e.rspectnrus Urbanek, Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek, and, in the
upper part of its distribution range, with Cue . hemiaversus Urbanek
(see also distribution on PI. I). The ' vertical r i nge of L . scanicus
amphirostris n.subsp. ov erlaps the range of L. scanicus parascanicus
(partly) and L. scanicus scanicus (totally). The subspecies, mentioned
above, are not, however, directly associated with L. scanicus amphirostris, except, may be, for the samples in which only proximal thecae
were found and in which a true scanicus cannot be satisfactorily distinguished from an amphirostris.
In the Baltic drift material, L . scanicus amphirostris n. subsp. has
been found only in erratic boulder S. 58, Jaroslawiec, where it is
accompanied by the following graptolite association: L. exspectatus exspectctus Urbanek, Monocl imacis haupti (Kuhne), Pr istiograptus dub ius
(Suess) and Saetograptus chimaera d. cervicornis Urbanek.

Systematic position. - As it has already been stated ,(p. 370), L. seanicus amphirostris n. subsp. may be considered as a stratigraphically
and morphologically intermediate .form between L. scanicus parascanicus and L. scan icus scanicus. Stratigraphically, it ap p ear s later than the
former subspecies (some 7.0 m . above its first 'a pp ear a n ce) but precedes
the appearance of the latter (some ,2 8.0 m below its first appearance), It
is , however, more persistent than two other members of the scanicus
group, surviving some 23.0 m above last occurrence of true scanicus.
Morphologically it also fills the gap existing between two other mem.bers of the scanicus group, being truly intermediate in structure of
thecae, especially so in size, outline and degree of asymmetry of apertural lobes. As compared with L. scanicus parascanicus, the latter are
.en lar ged , showing also a greater overlap but are correspondingly smaller
.t h an those in L. scanicus scanicus. The most distal thecae of L. sccnicus
amphirostris n.subsp. (Fig. 10), very closely app r oach the distal thecae of
L. scanicus scan icus, indicating that the distal introduction, subsequent de,v elopm ent an d spreading of only few new characters (changes in expressivity and penetrance of given morphogenetic factors), constituted the
main: evolutionary event resulting in the form ation of the latter. The
sicula of L. scan icus amphirostris n.subsp. strongly resembling that in the
true scanicus, suggests th at this sicula, be ing v ery stable in the entire secn icus gr oup, was in practice not involved in the evolut ion ary changes,
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Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Tullberg, 1883) sensu Bulman, 1953
(Fig. 11-12; Pi. XXVII ; Pi. XLVII. Fig. 2)
1883. Monograptus scanicus Tullberg; S. A. 'I'ullberg, Skanes graptoliter.........• pp.

26---27, Pi. 2, F.ig. 44?

non Figs. 40. 42?

1953. Monograptus scanicus Tullberg ; O. M. B. Bulman. On the thecae of M . scanicus.....• pp. 131-136, Figs. 1-2.
1955. Monograptus scanicus Tullberg ; W. G. Kuhne. Unterludlow-Graptolithen
,

pp. 391-392, Fig. 14.
1958. Lobograptus scanicus (Tullberg); A. Urbanek. Monograptidae.......• pp. 72-74

(partirn), Pi. 2, Flig. 6, non Pi. 2. Fig. 5.
1960. Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Tullberg); A. Urbanek, An attempt

, p . 177

(mentioned), Fig... 13, D.

Material. - Rather scanty fragments of rhabdosomes and isolated
thecae were etched from the Mielnik core (at a depth of 988·9-982·6 m)
but only one sicula associated with the true scanicus thecae has been
found. All specimens are more or less flattened.
In the Baltic drift material, L. scanicus has been found so far only in
boulders S. 128 - Wladyslawowo, S. 145 - Jaroslawiec and S. 122 - Lubin. The best material was obtained from S. 128 (numerous fragments of
rhabdosomes and thecae, almost unflattened, but lacking the siculae).
Observations on minute details of structure are mostly based on specimens from Baltic erratic boulders.
Description. - Siculas! (Fig. 11) straight and rather short, measuring
1· 07 mm in length, very similar in appearance to the sicula of L. scanicus
amphirostris n.subsp. It keeps an almost uniform width throughout its
metasicular part.
Prosicula measures about 0·55 mm in length. Like in other lobograptids, prosicula has a strongly wrinkled and damaged periderm. The
presence of longitudinal threads whose exact number cannot be established (two or more?), is the only visible detail. In adult siculae, their
prosicular part is provided with prosicular black ring (r}, Fig. 11), which
is situated approximately 0·13 mm above the aperture of prosicula. The
width of prosicula at the aperture amounts to 0.15 mm.
Metasicula is 0·52 mm long and has an almost constant width, being
some .0 · 15 mm wide at the level of the initial bud and some 0·16 mm
in the apertural part. In examined specimen, it is only one sicular ring
that is placed on metasicula some 0.06 mm from the boundary with prosicula (r2' Fig. 11).
The structure of the primary notch region shows that the budding
of the initial bud followed the normal monograptid pattern, i.e. through
21

The sicula attributed here to L. scanicus scanicus was found at a depth of

992.9-992.6 m, where it was associated with typical distal thecae. But it remains
somewhat uncertain whether or not it belongs to the same species as the associa-

ted thecae.
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the formation of open ("sinus" stage) and closed ("lacuna" stage) primary
notch. The apertural border in the adult sicula is almost completely
straight, with very slight, hardly visible dorsal prominence. There is no
distinct thickening of the margin. Virgella is comparatively strong (vi,
Fig. 11).

rig. 11. - Lobograptus scanicus scan icus
(Tullberg) sensu Bulman. structure of
sicula and the first theca (Mielnik, depth
992 .9-992.6 m), ca . X 50.
b b eaklike t ermination of the left lobe, ib Initial bud, p silms! boundary between pro- and
m etasicula, r 1-r 2 succes s ive slcular rings, rl
right apertural lobe , 1'i virgella

The first theca (Fig. 11) is a long (1,60 mm), slender tubule in which
the prothecal part is 1· 50 mm and the metathecal subapertural partonly 0 ·10 mm long. Protheca occupies, therefore, about 94% of subapertural part of the first theca. At the level of the apex of the prosicula the
protheca reaches a width of 0.12 mm, being also 0.12 mm wide r t the base of
the metatheca. The entire protheca consists of obliquely disposed fuselli,
the metatheca has, in its subapertural part, fuselli placed perpendicularly to its longitudinal axis. In the examined specimen, the entire metathecal part of the first theca is isolated which is in contrast with its
adnate position in L. scanicus parascanicus and only a slightly isolated
one in L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. The aperture of the theca is
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provided with lateral apertural lobes, displaying a distinct asymmetry.
The larger right lobe [0·25 mm long (tr.) and 0·15 mm high (long.)] is
almost semicircular in outline with ventral and dorsal shovellike terminations. Following the unsatisfactory state of preservation, the exact
number of fuselli m aking up the right lobe cannot be estimated. Prob ably it consists of about 10 fuselli, some 7-8 being complete and
gathered into nodes, the rest of them are shorter and form a ventral
termination of the lobe. Unfortunately, the left lobe is strongly damaged
(compressed) and its structure cannot be described. It is, however, provided with a distinct beaklike ventral prolongation.
Complete proximal thecae are rare in the material investigated. They
form slender tubes with a total length of some 2·00-2·07 mm (as measured on specimens from sample S. 128) and 2·10-2·23 mm respectively
(as measured on specimens from the Mielnik core). Their width amounts
to 0 '13-0·20 mm at the base of the protheca and to 0 ·16-0·20 mm
at the base of the metatheca. The prothecal part is some 1·60-1,81 mm
long, the metatheca being very short and measuring only some 0·300·40 mm. The prothecal part occupies therefore about 84-80% of their
0
total length. The metatheca is inclined at an angle of some 30 to the
long axis of rhabdosome. A certain degree of isolation of their subapertural parts (PI. XXVII, Figs. A-B) is a remarkable feature of the proximal
thecae. In this respect, there exists s<?me difference between L. scanicus
parascanicus an d L. scanicus amphirostris n .subsp. whose metathecal
parts are, in proximal thecae, almost adnate or only very slightly isolated.
A certain degree of isolation of apertural parts in proximal thecae seems,
therefore, to be a phylogenetically newly acquired character of L. scanicus scanicus.
The apertural margins terminate in proximal thecae with two lateral
apertural lobes, the right one being distinctly larger, strongly elongated
(tr.), angular-elliptical in outline, as well as some 0·30-0·43 mm long
(tr.) and 0·18-0'20 mm high (long .). The long axis of the lobe is inclined at an angle of about 20 0 to the long axis of the theca. It is some
0·01-0·09 mm longer and O' 05-0·08 mm higher than the left lobe.
The right lobe consists, in proximal thecae, of 10-12 fuselli, some 7-8
of them being complete,bent and gathered ventrally and dorsally into
corresponding nodes. The rest of them are shorter, the latest 3-4 being
limited to a shovellike, ventral termination and a rooflike dorsal pro-

Plate XXVII
Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Ttrllberg) sensu Bulman. Structure of thecae.
A 1-A2 , B 1-B2 upper parts of proximal thecae in reverse and obverse view; C 1-C2
upper part of a more distal theca in reverse and obverse view ; D t-D 2 apertural part
of a distal theca in reverse and obverse view (S. 128, Wladyslawowo); ca. X 63.
ad a da pertural olate, b beaklike t ermination o f the apertural lobe s, r! right apertural lobe.
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longation of the lobe (b, PI. XXVII, Figs. A, B). The free, upper margin
of the lobe is strongly incurved over the aperture, overlapping the smaller left lobe. In the top view, the left lobe is partly hidden beyond the
overlapping upper margin of the right lobe,especially so in its more dorsal part. The degree of overlap seems to be greater than in any other
subspecies of L. scanicus.
The left lobe is much smaller and contained inside the outline of
the right lobe, the incurved beaklike ventral process excepted (PI. XXVII,
Figs. A 2 , B 2) . It consists of some 10 fuselli, 5-6 being complete and
gathered into dorsal and ventral node. The rest of them ar e shorter
and make up a dorsal and ventral termination of the left lobe. In the

Fig. 12. - Lobograptus scanicus scanicus (Tullberg) s ens u Bulman. Structure of
the apertural part in a distal theca, in reverse (A I) and obverse (A 2 ) aspects (Mielnik,
depth 986.7-986.85 m) , ca. X 63.
ad adapertural plate , b b eaklike t ermination of the right apertural lobe, n ventral node, rt
right apertural l ob e .

most proximal thecae, this ventral termination has the shape of a free
beaklike process which is distinctly curved in and slightly protrudes
beyond the limits of the right lobe (Fig. A 2 ) . More distally situated
proximal thecae show a tendency to the fusion of the process mentioned
above with the ventral wall of metatheca (Fig. B 2) . The ventral termination of the left lobe, attached by its inner margin to the thecal wall,
is transformed into a structure for which the term "adapertural plate"
was introduced to the present work. The presence, on the left lobe, of an
ad apertural plate, instead IOf a free beaklike termination, is a remarkable
feature of thecae, the most proximal one excepted, in L. scanicus seanicus.
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The outer surface of the right lobe in proximal thecae is convex,
being in the left one flat or in the middle part even slightly concave.
The more distal thecae are shown in Fig. 12 and PI. XXVII, Figs. C,
D. Their total length ranges between 2·02-2·60 mm. The prothecal part
occupies some 1·22-1·83 mm and the metathecal one some 0·45-0·90
mm, the prothecal part occupies therefore 79-70% of their total length.
The width at the base of the protheca is 0·30-0·36 mm and 0·24-0·25
mm at the base of metatheca. The ventral wall of theca is almost
straight and at the level of the beginning of interthecal septum (comp.
L. scanicus parascanicus) without any distinct geniculation. The metathecal part reaches some 0·22-0·27 mm in width at the aperture. In
less distal but more medial (central) thecae, the subapertural part of
metatheca is somewhat isolated PI. XXVII, Fig. C). In more distal thecae, their metathecal part is adnate up to the base of the prothecal part
of an adjacent theca (Fig. 12; PI. XXVII, Fig. D).
The aperture is provided with lateral apertural lobes. The right one
is larger, angularly elliptical and transversally elongated to the axis of
the theca. It terminates ventrally in a free shovellike process, displaying
the presence of an angularly bent and obliquely placed dorsal margin. In
less distal thecae, this dorsal line is almost parallel to the long axis of
the theca (PI. XXVII, Fig. C) , in more distal ones it is oblique to it
(Fig. 12; PI. XXVII, Fig. D). The free upper margin of the lobe is incurved over the aperture, strongly overlapping the left lobe which, in the
top view, is almost entirely roofed, except for the most ventral .part .
The right lobe consists of some 12-13 fuselli, all of them gathered
into a ventral node, in most specimens freely terminating in the dorsal
border (PI. XXVII, Figs. C 1 , D 1 ) . Some 4-5 last fuselli are short and
constitute only a beaklike outgrowth on the lobe. In this case, the arrangement of fuselli is, therefore, different than that in more proximal
thecae and resembling that in the most distal thecae of L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. (Figs. 10, AI)'
The left lobe is much smaller, being on the average 0·06 mm shorter
(tr.) and some 0·05 mm narrower (long .) than the right one. It terminates angularly at the dorsal border, being provided at the ventral end
with an adapertural plate. The latter is produced by the fusion of a number of fuselli (6-7) with the ventral wall of theca.
The lower part of the adapertural plate characteristically protrudes
beyond the limits of the right lobe (PI. XXVII, Figs. C h D 1) . The fuselli
that make up this plate t erminat e freely at the upper margin of the left
lobe (Figs. C 2 , D 2 , a~) . The lI"est of them (about 6) terminate, in part, freely
at the dorsal margin in more distal thecae (comp. Fig. D 2 ) , or are gathered
into a dorsal node in less distal (central) thecae (comp. Fig. C 2 ) . The
11 Acta P a laeontol ogica nr 3-4166
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r rrangement of fuselli in the right and left lobe differs, therefore, considersbly.
When describing the structure of distal thecae in L. scanicus scanicus,
Bulman (1953) mentions that the left lobe "sometimes shows a tendency.... to fuse on the ventral side with the wall of theca" (p. 134). In the
present writer's material, all distal thecae from the drift material, Cl S
well as from the boring are invariably provided with the adapertural
plate mentioned above which has been formed by the fusion of the
ventral termination of the left lobe with the thecal wall. Judging from
Kuhne's drawings (1955, Figs. 14, A-C, E), probably the s ame is in force
f.or the population from boulders found in North German Plain.
The outer surface of the right lobe is , in the distal thecae, slightly
convex, in the left one being flat or even slightly concave and with the
dorsal border characteristically turned outwards to form a small elevation. The aperture, being roofed by the incurved margins of the
right and, to a cert sin extent, also left lobe, is widely open ventrally,
and dorsally through corresponding apertural notches.
Stratigraphic range . - In the Mielnik boring, L. scanicus scanicus
occupies a rather narrow band about 6·30 m thick, between depths of
988·9 m and 982·6 m 22 • In its first appearance, in a sample from a depth
of 988·2-988·6 m the remains of the subspecies in question are very
scanty (sicula with first theca, fragment of distal thecae). It is rather
uncommon throughout the entire range of its distribution and never
occurs so abundantly as L . scanicus parascanicus. The most numerous
specimens were found in a sample from a depth of 986.9-986.6 m.
In the Mielnik bor.ng, L . scanicus scrrn .cus is r ssociated with : L. imitator n.sp., L. scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne) (scanty and r ather uncertain fragments), L. exspectatus e:rspectatus Urbanek, Cucullograptus
pazdroi Urbanek, Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Saetoqraptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek, Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), "Pristiogrcptus" bohemicus (Barrande), Holoretiolites erraticus Eisenack, H .
trumcki (Munch) and Plectograptus macilentus (Tornquist) .
L . sccnicus scanicus, being rather rare, has been met with the following erratic boulders: S. 128 - Wladyslawowo (predominating), S.
222 - Lubin and S. 145 - Jaroslawiec. It occurs in these boulders together with the following association: Cucullograptus pazd1'oi Urbanek, Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek, Pristiograptus dub ius (Suess),
Holoretiolites mancki (Munch) (very frequent) and Holoretiolites sp.
According to Kuhne (1955) , L. scanicus scanicus is frequent in the
Berlin erratic boulders, even abundantly occurring in some of them.
22 Few uncertain fragments which may still belong to L. scan icus scanicus
have been found in the sample from a depth of 981·75-981 ·9 m .
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However, it seems safe to generalize that, as compared with other members of the scanicus group, the true scanicus is less frequent.

Systematic position. - When comparing L. scanicus parascanicus
(Kuhne) and L. scanicus scanicus (Tullberg) sensu Bulman, Kuhne (1955)
mentions: " Ich glaube anfangs, dass beide Arlen durch morphologische
Ubergange miteinander verbunden und tatsachlich zu einer Art geh6rten.
Der Vergleichadulter Theken erbrachte aber deutliche morphologische
Verschiedenheiten und keine interrnediaren Formen" (p. 395). After the
discovery of L. scanicus amphirostris n .subsp., the morphological gap
between two forms, mentioned by Kuhne, was, however, at le ast in
part, filled. Recently the scanicus line seems to constitute an almost
continuous chain of closely related varieties, ranked here as different
subspecies of L. scanicus (Tullberg). Their subspecific rank is due to generally minor morphological differences, distinguishing particular members of this group and due to the fact that the extreme forms (Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus, L. scanicus scanicus) are connected by an lintermediate one (L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp.). L. scanicus scanicus as
understood here seems to represent morphologically a most advanced
representative of the scanicus line of evolution. Most propably it constitutes a further development of L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. as a result of a progressive enlargement of apertural lobes, transformation of
the free beaklike termination of the left lobe in more distal theca into
an apertural plate and ielaboration of some degree of isolation in proximal thecae.
The structure of the sicula which is very similar to that in other
members of the scanicu.s line and the presence of a free beaklike termination of the left lobe in the most proximal thecae approaching that
in the thecae of L. scanicus cmphirostris n . subsp., are the most indicative features for the ancestry of L. sccnicus scanicus. The latter feature
may indicate that the most characteristic traits in the thecal structure of
the true scanicus, ' were involved through the distal introduction of
a phylogenetically new character (comp. Urbanek, 1960). This complex
of characters, introduced distally, compnise an enlargement of lobes and
changes in their shape. The elaboration of a certain degree of isolation
in proximal thecae with its gradual decrease towards the distal part
of the rhabdosome seems to indicate, however, another trend, operating
in this evolutionary line and displaying a proximal introduction of this
new character in the course of phylogenetic changes of astogeny (comp.
p. 347).
When compared with other members of the gI"OUp, a rather small
stratigraphic range of L. scanicus scanicus and its relative rarity, may
indicate that it was adaptively a specialized form . This-may also supply
the explanation for its earlier extinction as compared with L. scanicus
11U'
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cmphirostris n.subsp. and indicated by the succession, met with dn the
Mielnik boring. The latter subspecies precedes L. scanicus scanicus in
its first appearance by some 28 m, continuing upwards from its last
appearance for some 23,0 m. L. scanicus scanicus, although morphologically more advanced, seems to represent - in comparison with more
primitive members of the group - a rather short-lived taxon.
Lobograptus imitator n .sp.
(PI. XXVIII)
Typ e sp ecim en (holotyp e) : PI. XXVIII , Fig. D (sicula damaged after drawing) .
Paratype: PI. XXVIII, Fig. H (m od ia l theca).
Type stratum : Greenish-blue mudstones and marls in the core of the Mielnik
deep-boring between 986.9-963.6 m of depth (upper part of paraseani eus zone
and inv ertu s zone, upper part of Mielnik Beds).
D erivation of the name : Lat : imit at or - as imitative of L. seanicu s paraseanieus in degree of development of the apertural lobes but representing a different

trend in specialization.

Diagnosis. - Lobograptus with a gracile and rather short sicula
(length, 1.08-1.18 mm) but provided with a distinct dorsal apertural
process. Thecae provided with asymmetric apertural apparatus, the right
lobe being distinctly larger. Degree of asymmetry of apertural lobes
similar to that in L. scanicus parascanicus, the lobes being less transversely elongated and more rounded (ovate) in outline.
Remarks. - The concept of L. imitator n .sp. is , to some extent, uncertain. Morphologically, this concept is based above all on characters of
siculae, preserved with the first thecae attached to them. These siculae
are slender and short, like those in the scanicus group but invariably provided with a strong dorsal process. The first thecae are, in their general
appearance, similar to those in L.. scanicus parascanicus and showing
a comparable degree of asymmetry of apertural lobes but, on the other
hand, displaying certain small differences (longer free part of thecae
which stretches beyond the sicula, apertural lobes without transversely
elliptical outline but semicircular). Some proximal and more distal thecae associated with the siculae and first thecae, mentioned above, show
similar morphological features and may, in the present writer's opinion,
be attributed to the same species. They are more slender than thecae
in scnnicus group, but provided with apertural lobes showing a degree
of asymmetry similar to that in L. scanicus parascanicus. In spite of
the fact that the evidence for common assignment of siculae and associated thecae is not completely satisfactory, these thecae are described
here as the thecae of L. imitator n .sp.
Material. - Numerous siculae with the first theca attached, proximal
thecae or Iragments of the proximal part of rhabdosome, etched from
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the Mielnik core at a depth of 986.9-963.6m. Truedistal thecae unknown.
Specimens strongly flatte~ed but bleachable, From Baltic drift material
unknown.
Description. - Sicula (PI. XXVIII, Figs. A-D) of the gracile type, slender but provided, in the adult growth stage, with a distinct dorsal apertural process. The total length of sicula amounts to 1.08-1.18 mm.
Prosicula ranges from 0.48 mm to 0.51 mm in length (in 3 measured
specimens). The periderm of prosicula, like those in other lobograptids
described here, is partly damaged and wrinkled, so that the presence
of a number (up to 5) of longitudinal threads, which converge at the
apex of prosicula into a nema, is the only detectable structural detail.
Prosicular parts of adult siculae are provided with a prosicular black
ring (TI), situated at a certain distance from the aperture of the prosicula (0.05-0.11 mm). In no observed case, this first black ring is
situated just on the boundary with the metasiculav, At its aperture, the
prosicula reaches a width of some 0.12-0.15 mm.
The metasicula me asures some 0.60-0.67 mm in length, being almost
uniformly wide, except for the apertural part proper which, due to the
presence of a dorsal apertural process, is distinctly expanded. The metasicula reaches a width of Some 0.16-0.17 mm at the level of the
primary notch and some 0.18-0.20 mm at the aperture. Usually, it is
provided with 1-2 metasicular black rings (T2-r3), the last (r3) one being
often incomplete (PI. XXVIII, Figs. B , D) .
The formation of the initial bud took place in the normal course of
events, following the open primary notch stage (sinus stage) and the
closed primary notch stage (lacuna stage), as shown by the structure
of the initial bud region (PI. XXVIII, Figs. A-D, ib) . The aperture of
an adult metasicula displays, besides the virgella, the presence of a distinct dorsal process which reaches a length of some 0.07-0.11 mm.
In young siculae (Fig. A), this process is somewhat smaller than in the
completely grown up siculae (Fig. B-D). The dorsal process is rounded ,
roughly obtriangular in outline and displays the presence of a slightly
thickened margin formed by a number of very narrow fuselli (microfuselli) as shown in Figs. B, D. Lateral borders of the aperture are
situated some 0.19-0.29 mm. from the anterior margin of the initial
bud.
In its general appearance the sicula of L. imitator n.sp. combines
the features of those of L. simplex and of the scanicus group of lobograptids. It is gracile (short and narrow) like the siculae of the latter
23 Except for a specimen, found in a sample at a depth of 982.4 m with a
indistinct black ring, situated just on the boundary of the prosicula and
tasicula and provided moreover with .incipient traces of another ring on
tasicula. This somewhat aberrant sicula is associated with siculae "normally
ged".

very
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group but provided with a distinct dorsal apertural process as in the
former species. Moreover, it shows a remarkable resemblance to siculae
of L. invertus n.sp. and L. cirrifer n.sp. (comp. p. 316).
The first theca is a rather long and narrow tubule whose aperture
, is disposed about 1.00 mm above the apex of the prosicula. The total
length of the first theca ranges between 1.87 and 1.97 mm, its width is
contained between about 0.10-0.13 mm at the apex of the prosicula
and some 0.14 mm at the aperture. The metathecal part, some 0.100.14 mm in length, ds inclined at an angle of 30° towards the longitudinal
axis of the protheca. The length of the prothecal part amounts to 1.771.83 mm, the protheca occupying therefore about 93-95% of length of
this theca.
The aperture of metatheca terminates in two lateral apertural lobes,
the right being larger th an the left (PI. XXVIII, Figs. E 1-E2) . The right
lobe, some 0.09-0.13 mm high, and 0.20 mm long, is rounded, almost
semicircular in outline. The exact number of fuselli making up this lobe
cannot be exactly stated, but probably it amounts to 7. They are gathered into two nodes without any distinct ventral process like those in the
representatives of the scanicus group. The left lobe is 0.05-0.09 mm
high (long.) and 0.19-0.20 mm long (tr.) showing a flat or concave
external surface . The number of its fuselli may be estimated at 6-7.
They are gathered into ventral and dorsal nodes. There is no trace
of any elongated process on the ventral margin of the lobes. Both lobes
are separated ventrally by a rather deep apertural notch.
Proximal thecae (PI. XXVIII, Figs. F-H) are r ather infrequent in the
material described. They form very slender, rather long en d narrow
tubules with apertures, provided with small lateral apertural lobes.
Their total length ranges from 1.78 mm to 1.85 mm in 2 measured
specimens, whose prothecal part is 1.47-1.55 mm and the metathecal
one some 0.31- 0.30 mm long. The prothecal part oc cupies therefore
about 82-84% of thecal length. The width of the proximal theca is ,
at the b ase of the protheca, about 0.13-0.16 mm, being the same to
the metathecal part inclusively. Metathecal parts are inclined towards

Plate XXVIII
Lobograp tus imitator n .sp . Structure of sicula and thecae. A sicula w:t':1 initial bud

in advanced growth stage (reverse aspect) ; B siculaand first theca in more advanced
growth sta ge; C-D siculae with complete fkst theca ; E j-E? details of structure
of metatheca in specimen fi gur ed D, s een from reverse and obverse sides ; F-G
upper parts of proximal thecae in reverse view ; H,-H. upper part of a medial
(central) theca in reverse and obverse aspects (Mielnik, A-C, F-H depth 974.9-974.5
m ; D-E depth 980.9-980.75 m) : A - E ca. X 50, F-H ca . X 63.
ang ang ular b ending of u p pe r m argin in the right lobe , d p dorsal proc ess of m eta st cula ,
!b in itial bud , II left apertural lobe, mth m etatheca , psilms! b oundary between pro- and
m etasicula, pt h protheca, T,-T. su ccessive sicu la r r ings, T! right apertural lobe , s ed g r a in s of
se d im en t a tt a ched t o periderm , v vi rg u la , v ! virgella.
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the axis of the protheca at an angle of 20-30°. The entire subapertural
part of the metatheca is adnate to the adjacent protheca.
The metathecal aperture is provided with two lateral apertural lobes,
the right lobe being distinctly larger. It is slightly ovate, almost semicircular in outline, with the dorsal line nearly straight, and the ventral termination rounded. The number of fuselli may be estimated at
some 6-8. They are gathered ventrally into a corresponding node,
ending partly free at the dorsal border (PI. XXVIII, Figs. F-H). The
ventral termination of the lobe is not well-developed but forms a short,
broadly rounded process. The height (long.) of the right apertural lobe
comes to 0.13-0.19 mm, its length (tr.) being .0.14-0.26 mm.
.
.
The left aperturallobe is distinctly smaller, and measuring respectively
0.07-0.10 : mm in height (long.) and 0.12-0.22 mm in length (tr.). It
has an outline very similar to that of the right lobe. Owing to a rather
poor state of preservation of the majority of specimens, the number of
fuselli may be only roughly estimated at, probably, some 6-7. The
ventral termin ation of the left lobe is somewhat more elaborated than that
in the right, protruding somewhat outside the opposite lobe but it never
forms a distincly incurved beaklike process (PI. XXVIII, Figs. F, H 2 ) .
All specimens are strongly flattened and the degree of their primary
overlap -cannot be accurately established. In many specimens the right
lobe has, however, a slightly incurved upper margin, the left being flat
or even concave and slightly bent over the aperture. This suggests the
presence of a .certain degree of overlap probably comparable with that
in the proximal thecae of L. scanicus parascanicus.
Perhaps, there is no true dist al theca present in the material. The
most distal theca which was found is, however, figured in PI. XXVIII,
Figs. H 1-H2 • The more distally placed thecae are straight tubes without
a distinct geniculation at the base of the metatheca. The total length
of distal thecae is 1.90-2.11 mm in 4 measured specimens, the prothecal
part being 1.66-1.72 mm long, the metathecal respectively 0.450.58 mm. The prothecal part in distal thecae occupies therefore about
74-79l1/o of their length. The width of the protheca amounts, at the
base, to 0.16-0.26 mm, the width of the metatheca being some 0.170.26 mm. The aperture is provided with lateral apertural lobes, the
right one being larger than the left. These lobes, showing a degree of
asymmetry, comparable with that in L. scanicus parascanicus, are distinctly smaller than those in the latter species.
The right lobe is very characteristic in outline, broadly ovate, with
dorsal line almost straight and ventrally rounded. It consists of some
7 fuselli, gathered into ventral and dorsal nodes. The lobe reaches some
0.20 mm in height (long.) and about 0.30-0.35 mm in length (tr.).
The left lobe has an outline generally similar to that in the right
-'
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lobe, being, however, angularly cut at the dorsal margin (PI. XXVIII,
Fig. H 2 ) . The number of fuselli, making up the lobe, may be estimated
at about 7. The ventral termination of the lobe forms a beaklike process, protruding beyond the right lobe. This process consists of 2-3
short fuselli which end freely on upper margin of the lobe. The dorsal
border of this lobe is, in its upper part, characteristically undulated,
forming a kind of an incision (Fig. H 2) . The left lobe is 0.17-0.15 mm
in height (long .) and some 0.30-0.34 mm in length (tr.), On preserved
but strongly flattened specimens, the degree of primary overlap of the
apertural lobes cannot be reliably established. It seems, however, that
the degree of overlap of lobes was probably somewhat smaller than
in the distal thecae of L. scanicus parascanicus.
Stratigraphic range..- L. imitator n.sp. is known only from the Mielnik bore-hole where it makes its first appearance at a depth of 986.9986.5 m . In samples from that depth, the remains of L . imitator n.sp.
are very scanty and consist of few fragments of siculae and single thecae.
More abundant populations, including numerous siculae and thecae,
have been found in samples from depths of 982.4-980.9 m and 967.9-:967.5 m. These zones of a more common occurrence of the species in
question are separated by a rather thick series of strata, showing only
an occasional presence of L. imitator n.sp. (982.4-967.9 m).
The last appearance has been noted in a sample from a depth of
963.9-963.6 m. The total thickness of strata, occupied by the vertical
distribution of L. imitator n .sp., may be estimated at about 23.3 m.
The species in question is never very common, being - throughout
the range of its distribution - always overshadowed by the remaining
graptolite assemblage. The latter consists mainly of the following species:
Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), "Pristiograptus" bohemicus (B arrande),
Saetoqr xpt u s chimaera cervicornis Urbanek, Cucullograptus pazdroi
Urbanek, Lobograptus exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek, L. scanicus
amphirostris n .subsp. (mainly in the upper part of the zone of occurrence), Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Holoretiolites erraticus (Eisenack), H . simplex (Eisensck) , H . mancki (Munch), Plectograptus
macilentus (Tornquist). Since the distribution range overlaps that in
L. scanicus parascanicus, L. imitator n .sp. may be also associated with
the former. However, in the Mielnik bore-hole, they were never found
together in one sample.

Systematic position. - The ancestry of L. im it at or n.sp. is somewhat
uncertain. In the presence of a gracile sicula, it is similar to specialized
lobograptids of the scanicus line and, in the structure of thecae, it
resembles to a great extent L. scanicus parascimicus. On the other h snd ,
the sicula of L. imitator n .sp. is , however, provided with a distinct dorsal apertural process, similar to that in primitive "stem" lobograptids
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such, as L. progenitor n .sp. and L. simplex. This rather unusual combination of some primitive and progressive features in structure of sicula is also common to two other lobograptids, described beneath as
L. invertus n .sp. and L. cirrifer n.sp. They appear later and may be
considered probable descendants of L. imit~tor n.sp. Lobograptus imitator n.sp. is, therefore, understood here as a forerunner of the invertuscirrifer lines of evolution. It is rather unspecialized in structure of
apertural apparatus, representing their stage of development comparable
with that in L . scanicus parascanicus in the scanicus line, but sirnultaneously foreshadowing in structure of sicula an independent trend
(the invertus-cirrifer evolution trend). For morphological and stratigraphic reasons (comp. p. 371), the derivation of L. invertus n.sp. and
L . cirrifer n.sp. from L. imitator n.sp. present~ no difficulty. These
close relationships show that L. im itator n.sp. cannot be included into
the scanicus line but it represents a primitive stage in the evolution .of
a separate lineage. This stage paralleled, as far as the thecal characters
are concerned, the paroscanicus stage in the phylogeny of the scanicus
group (comp. also p. 334).
The theoretical alternatives of the derivation of L. imitator n.sp.
from other lobogrs ptids are discussed in the chapter on phylogeny
(p. 368).

Lobograptus inv ertu s n.sp.
(PIs. XXIX-XXXI)
Type specimen (hototype) : PI. XXX, Fig. D (distal theca).
Partypes: PI. XXIX, Fig. F (sicula with 1st theca) : PI. XXX, Fig. B (proximal

theca).
T ype stratum : Greenish-blue mudstones and marls in the cere of the Mielnik
deep-boring between 966.85-9 .9 m of depth (inver~us zone, upper part of Mielnik Beds).
D erivat ;on of the name: Lat.invertus - inverted, as representing inversion in
the position of the adapertural plate, formed on the right lobe and not on the
left a s in L. scan i cus scan i cus .
164

Diagnosis. - Lobograptid with gracile sicula (1.08-1.44 mm long) but
provided with a distinct dorsal process. Asymmetric apertural apparatus
of thecae consists of a larger right lobe, forming the dors al and ventral
adap er t u r a l plate by the fusion with thecal walls and a smaller left lobe,
h aving a strongly incurved or twisted ventr al termination. Metatheca
in proximal part of rhabdosome completely, in distal partly isolated.
Material. - Numerous young and adult siculae with the first theca
at t ach ed, proximal and distal thecae etched from the Mielnik core
samples, mainly from depth of 966.85-965 .9 m. Specimens are flattened or partly flattened , but e asily bleachable and allow one to examine
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the development and fusellar structure. From Baltic drift material unrecorded.
Description. - Sicula (Pl. XXIX, Figs. D-F) straight, slender and rather short, provided with a distinct dorsal apertural process. Its total
length ranges in 5 measured specimens between 1.08 and 1.14 mm.
Prosicula (Pl. XXIX, Figs. A-B) varies in 5 measured specimens, from
0.48 mm to 0.50 mm in length. In young developmental stages, prosicula
is provided only with numerous (up to some 5~6) longitudinal threads
(ribs) which are, however, devoid of a black ring (Fig. A). In more advanced growth stages of the sicula, it0 prosicular part is invariably provided with a prosicular black ring ('71) , situated 0.09-0.13 mm from the
prosicular aperture. In no observed case this first sicular black ring is
placed just on the boundary of both parts of sicula. The width of prosiculaat the aperture measures approx. 0.12-0.14 mm.
Metasicula is 0.58-0.65 mm long in 4 measured a dult siculae end
has an al~ost completely uniform width throughout, except for the
most adapertural part, where it is somewhat more e*panded. It reaches
a width of some 0.13-0.15 mm at the level of the initial bud and 0.18:0.22 mm in the apertural part. The youngest growth stage of metasicula
with incipient virgella is shown in Pl. XXIX, Fig. A. Adult metasicula
is provided with 1-2 black rings which probably appear gradually
from the most apical (r2) to the most apertural one (r 3) , r s suggested
by a specimen, figured in, Fig. B, whose metasicular black r ing (r 2 ) is
still only slightly m erked, which lis in contrast with a heavy black prosicular ring (rl)' This seems to indicate that the formation of the second
black ring (r2) was started later than the formation of the first one (rl), the
former being, therefore, less advanced than the latter. In a specimen ' in
Fig. C, showing a more advanced growth stage of the metasicula, r2 is
pquall y strongly marked as rl. The series of specimens, figured as A , B,
C, seem therefore to indicate an actual sequence of events.
The formation of virgella, as indicated by specimens in Pl. XXIX,
Figs. A, C, seems t o start rather early. The formation of the initial bud
took place according to a normal monograptid pattern as indicated by
the course of fuselli in the primary notch region. A specimen in Fig. B
shows an advanced "lacuna" stage with a closed primary notch, and
Fig. C - an advanced growth stage of the initial bud (ib). Further growth
stages of the first theca and sicula are shown in Figs. D-F.
The aperture of the adult metasicula is provided with a distinct dorsalapertural process which comes to 0.05-0.09 mm in length (Pl. XXIX,
Figs. D-F). This process is less distinctly marked in young (Fig. C) and
entirely absent from still younger siculae (Fig. B). An adult shape of
aperture is re ached when the first growing theca reaches the level of
the a p ex of prcs.cula (Fig. D), the aperture is also provided with a rather
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strong and long virgella . At the aperture, metasicula is slightly expanded , transversely.
The first theca (PI. XXIX, Figs. E-F) is tubular and slender with
a total length ranging between 1.80-1.60 mm. The prothecal part occupies some 1.70-1.47 mm in length, the metathecal one 0.13-0.10 mm,
the prothecal ratio being, therefore, 94-92%. Width of these thecae
is about 0.10 mm at the apex of prosicula and 0.14-0.12 mm at the
aperture of metatheca . The initial bud starts , at a distance of 0.250.17 mm from the lateral margins of the aperture of metasicula. Owing
to the rather poor state of preservation of specimens, t~e fusellar structure of periderm in the basal part of the first theca cannot be satisfactorily recognized. The metathecal part of the first theca is almost
completely isolated, being inclined at an angle of 40° towards the longitudinal axis of the prothecal part. It terminates in two asymmetric
lateral apertural lobes the right being distinctly larger than the left
one (Figs. E-F 1-F2) . The right Lobe has an almost circular outline and
consists of 7-9 fuselli, some 5 of them being gathered into nodes, the
rest being also complete but attached to the ventral and dorsal wall of
metatheca. The right lobe forms , therefore, a ventral prolongation which
consists of overhanging fuselli , fused with the ventral wall of metatheca and a similar dorsal prolongation (Fig. F 1) . The right lobe reaches
a length (tr.) of some 0.23-0.21 mm, and a height (long.) of some 0.130.12 mm.
The left lobe is distinctly smaller and it does not exceed a length
(tr.) 0.21-0.20 mm, being 0.10-0.08 mm high (long.). It differs in shape
being more transversely elongated than the right lobe and is provided
with a free ventral termination. The latter forms a strong shovellike
process, characteristically twisted dorsally (PI. XXIX, Figs. F 2 , tp) .
Following the unsatisfactory state of preservation, the fusellar structure of the left lobe cannot be examined.
Proximal thecae form long, slender tubes, provided with a characteristically elaborated apertural apparatus. Their total length varies
from 2.35 rrm to 2.05 mm, the prothecal part measuring 2.14-1.84 mm
Plate XXIX
Lobograptus invertus n .sp . Development of sicula and the first theca. A you ng
metasicula with prosicular segment preserved ; B sicula with advanced growth

stage of metasicula ; C sicula with initial bud ; D adult sicula with advanced growth
stage of the first theca ; E reverse a spect of an adult sicula with complete first
theca showing rather short upper (free) part of theca; F 1 reverse aspect of another
adult sicula with rather long upper (free) part ; ;F 2 free part of the first theca of
the same specimen in obverse aspect (Mdalnik, A-C, E depth 965 .9-965.45 m,
Db F , 966 .85-966.5 m) ; ca . X 50.
a p apex o f prosicula, d p d orsal process o f m si , ib initial bud, II left lobe" with m eta theca,
mth meta th eca , pn primary notch , p si, ms i boundary o f prosicula a n d metastcuta , p t h prot h eca,

r1-r 3 s ucces siv e black rings o f s ic u la , rl right lobe, tp t erminal process of the left lobe,
v v i rg u la , v i v lrg el la.
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and the metathecal one - 0.35-0.17 mm. The prothecal part occupies
therefore about 91-93% of their length. The width of proximal thec ae
is , at their base, about 0.15-0.08 mm and, at the aperture of metatheca,
0.16-0.13 mm. .
The metathecal part in most proximal thecae is isolated throughout,
while in slightly more distally situated thecae, it is isolated over 2/ 3 of
its entire length. Metatheca is inclined at an angle of 20-30° towards
the longitudinal axis of the theca.
The right lateral apertural lobe is larger than the left one and, in
most proximal thecae, very closely resembles its structure, described
above, for the first theca (PI. XXX, Fig. A) . It is almost circular in
outline and the lobe forms two overhanging terminations, a ventral
and a dorsal one. Each termination consists of some 3-4 fuselli, fused
with the adjacent wall of theca and forms an adapertural plate. In
proximal thecae, placed slightly more medially in the rhabdosome, the
right lobe becomes still larger, having correspondingly larger ventral
and dorsal adape.rtural plates (Fig. B, ap). All rdapertural plates, almost
identical in size, are formed by some 4-5 fuselli fused with the adjacent
wall of metatheca. The rest of them (some 4-5) are gathered into two nodes, so that the number of fuselli making up the right lobe amounts,
in proximal thecae, to 8-10. The right lobe in proximal thecae is about
0·39-0·23 mm long (tlr) . and about 0·25-0·14 mm high (long) ..
The left apertural lobe in most proximal thecae (PI. XXX, Fig. A 2 )
is similar to that described for the first theca. The lobe is provided with
a ventral termination in the form of a beaklike process which is strongly
incurved dorsalwards. In proximal thecae, situated more medially (Fig.
B 2 ) , the general outline of the lobe remains nearly the ssmev the ventral
termination being, however, transformed into a broad, shovellike process, strongly incurved dorsally. Moreover, the margin of the ventral
notch in the aperture of metatheca is provided with a distinctly extrov erted apertural lip. The presence of this structure was established
through the needle preparation after the removal of a part of the incurved ventral process (PI. XXXI, Figs. B, C). The extroverted apertural lip
sends, on its left side, an ascending ramus, running upwards along the apertural incision to the upper margin of the incurved ventral termination of
the left lobe. This prolongation, becoming gradually n arrower, forms

Plate XXX
Lob ograptus inver,tus n.sp . structure cf thecae. A 1-A2 most proximal theca in

reverse and obverse aspect: B 1-B2 proximal theca in reverse and obverse aspect ;
C 1-C2 medial (central) theca dn reverse and obverse aspect; D 1-D2 distal theca in
reverse and obverse aspect (Mielnik, A, B, D depth 966.85-966.5 m, C depth 965.90965.45 m); ca. X 63.

op adapertural plate, b beaklike proc ess of the left lobe , d ap dorsal adap ertural plate, rt rig h t
l ob e, t! in cu rve d t ermination of the left lobe, vap ventral adapertural plate
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a thickened rim on the upper margin of the free ventral termination
of the lobe (Fig. C, Cln.
The terminal part of the ventral process on the left lobe is characteristically curved in and its lateral margin (1m) is also slightly thickened.
This incurved part of the process mentioned above produces a laterally
protruding semitubular outgrowth on the lobe. The isolated termination
is shown in PI. XXXI, Figs. D 1-D3 in a ventral, dorsal, and ventrolateral
view. Its relation to extroverted apertural lip (a1) is shown by the trace
of broken lines, indicating the apertural margin. Especially noteworthy
is Fig. D 2 which shows that the outgrowth opens dorsally through
a slitlike opening (so).
Probably as a result of their great fragility, specimens having complete distal thec ae are not preserved in the material studied. Due to the
combination of some specimens with preserved complementary parts of
the theca, the estimation of its length was possible. It reaches about
2.60 mm with the metathecal part being 0.75 mm long. The prothecal
part occupies about 70o/ (} of their complete length. The protheca is abou1
0·23 mm wide at the, base and the metatheca reaches a width of abou1
0·25 mm at the aperture.
The metathecal part is inclined at an angle of 25-30 0 towards the
long axis of protheca and is isolated only over about 1/2_1/ 3 of its length
The isolated part of the metatheca forms a kind of a neck, provided a
the free end with lateral apertural lobes.
The larger, right, apertural lobe is more transversely elongated
being ovate in outline owing to the asymmetry in size of the ventral
and dorsal adapertural plates. Both plates are produced through the
fusion of a number of fuselli with the wall of metatheca but the ventral
adapertural plate is distinctly larger (PI. XXX, Figs. C b Db dap, vap) .

Plate XXXI
Lobograptus invertus n .sp . structural details of apertural apparatus. Asemitransparent specimen showing relation of the in curved termination of the left lobe to the
extroverted ventral apertural lip (indicated by broken lines); ;B specimen with
the in curved termination of the left lobe, partly removed by the needle preparation,
to show the extroverted ventral aperturallip lying inside; C similar specimen showing
the prolongation of the ventral apertural lip on the upper margin of the incurved
termination of the left lobe; D,~D3 isolated termination of the left apertural lobe
with attached fragment of apertural border seen from ventral (D ,) . dorsal (D 2 ) and
ventro-lateral side (D ,); E,-E 2 diagrarnmatical restoration of the structural relations
around the in curved termination of the left apertural lobe as seen from the ventral
si de (Ell, and from" the ventral and the top (E 2 ) ; F ,-;F 4 details of the structure of
the incurved termination of the left lobe in ventral view- (F ,), in the top view and
som ew h at dorsally (F2), in lateral (obverse) view (F 3 ) . and in the true top view (F 4 )
(Mielnik, A-D, F depth 968.85-966.5 m); A, D ca. X 107; B, C, F ca. X 64.
a1 v entral apertural lip, ap aperture of theca , dw dorsal wall of the metath eca, ic incurved
part of the t ermination of the left lobe , U left lobe , 1m lateral margin of the in cu r ved t ermination of the l eft lob e , r1 right lobe, so slit-like o pe n in g at the end of ventral p rocess,

H t ermination of the left apertural l obe, u m upper margin of incurved termination of the
left lobe, vw ventral wall of the metatheca.
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Some 5 fuselli form the central part of the lobe gathered into nodes. The
remaining fuselli are complete or shorter, and produce both terminations of the lobe in the form of adapertural plates. The larger ventral
adapertural plate is m ade up by some 6-7 Iuselli, attached to the ventral
wall of the metatheca. This structure strikingly resembles the adapertural plate, formed by a similar fusion of the terminal part of the opposite, left lobe in L. scanicus scanicus (comp. p. 449). The smaller, dors al
adapertural plate consists of some 3-4 fuselli which, on the dorsal side ,
fuse with the wall of metatheca. The right apertural lobe is some 0·46
mm in length (tr .) and 0·30 mm in height (long.).
The left ap er t u r al lobe is less circular, transversely more elongated
and angularly bent at the dorsal margin (PI. XXX, Figs. C 2 , D 2 ) . From
the ventral side, the lobe is deeply incised through an embayment
of the ventral apertural notch and terminates in a strongly incurved
(Fig. C 2 ) or even slightly coiled (Fig. D 2 ) ventral terminal process (tl) .
The left lobe ventrally ends, therefore, freely in contrast with the
conditions stated for L . scanicus scanicus in which it forms an adapertural plate, attached to the ventral wall of metatheca. Owing to this
inversion in the structural modifications of the ventral termination of
the lobe, the specific name "invertus" was introduced for the species
in question.
The ventral apertural notch is bordered by an extroverted apertural
lip (al) which, as in more proximal thecae; sends an ascending ramus,
running around the ap er t u r al incision in the left lobe (ai) to the upper
margin of the incurved ventral process of the left lobe (um) . These
rather complex relations are shown diagrammatically in PI. XXXI, Figs.
E 1-E2 • The incurved part of the ventral process forms a laterally protruding, semitubular outgrowth on the left lobe which is shown in different positions in Figs. F 1-F4 • It is open dorsally through a slit, visible
in Figs. F 2 , F 4 • Internally, this slit communicates with the ventral apertural notch and its derivative - the apertural incision. The lateral margin
of the incurved part of the lobe is slightly thickened and forms a
rim (lm).
In connection with rather strong flattening of the specimens, the estimation of a true degree of overlap in apertural lobes is difficult. This is
especially true with regard to more proximal thecae which never show
the presence of the incurved upper margin of the lobe, overhanging the
aperture. In more distal thecae, as those, shown in PI. XXX, Figs. C, D,
the upper margin of the right lobe is distinctly curved in - which indic ates a rather considerable overlap of the left lobe. Most probably, the
lack of overlap in proximal thecae is a preservational feature, depending
on the flattening of the specimens. It seems likely, therefore, that primarily they displayed some degree of overlapping.
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The outer wall of the right lobe is always more convex than that in
the left lobe. In the latter, the outer wall is nearly flat or even slightly
concave. The aperture, covered in distal thecae by the incurved upper
margin of the right lobe, opens through a ventral and dorsal arpertural
notch. The former is provided with a characteristic embayment - the
apertural incision entering the left lobe. In the presence of apertural
in cis ion L. imitator n.sp. resembles L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. (comp.
p. 442).
Stratigraphic range. - In the Mielnik bore-hole, L. invertus n .sp. has
been found in a narrow band between the depth of 966·85 m and 964·9
m , thus occupying a bed some 2 m in thickness only.
In the graptolite sequence, L. invertus n .sp. makes its first appear sn ce
about 20 m above that of L. imitator n.sp., but 25·85 m below the lower
limit of the occurrence of L. cirrifer n.sp. It occupies, therefore, an intermediate stratigraphic position. The richest populations were etched
from samples from depths between 966·85-965·9 m. They contain
siculae, numerous thecae la n d fragments of rhabdosome. In the Mielnik
core, L. inv ertus n.sp. is associated with the following graptolite assembl age: Lobograptus exspectatus exspect~tus Urb - nek , Neotl iverscqraptus
beklemishevi Urbanek, Saetograptus chimaera cervicornis Urbanek, S.
ch im aera d . chimaera (Barrande), Prstioqraptus dub ius (Suess), P. dubius
tumescens (Wood), "P ." bohemicus (Barrande) and Holoretiolites mancki
(MUnch). Moreover, some hydrozoans and scolecodonts are contained
in the etched assemblages. L . invertus n.sp. from the B r ltic drift material
is unknown till now.
Systematic position. - In the structure of the apertural apparatus of
thecae, L. invertus n.sp. displays certain resemblances to L. scanicus amphirostris n.subsp. (structure of the left lobes) and to L. scanicus scanicus
(the right lobe of L. invertus n.sp. being similar to the left lobe of the latter). The structure of sicula is, however, quite different in the species
under study and a direct derivation of L. invertus n .sp. from the scanicus
line seems to be rather hardly likely.
In contrast, it is easy to derive L. invertus n.sp. directly from L. imitator n .sp. The structure of sicula in L . invertus n.sp. is foreshadowed by
the sicula of L . imitator n .sp. and the specialized thecae of the former species m :-y be derived from the thecae of the latter on the basis of a few
changes in their structure. The necessary changes are above all: the enlargement of the right lobe, connected with the formation of dts adapertural
plates and the enlargement of the ventral process of the left lobe, connected with its incurvation and the form ation of apertural incision, provided with an extroverted apertural lip. Both morphological and stratigraphical data suggest the relationship of the two species mentioned
above in the following sequence: 1) L. imitator n .sp., 2) L. invertus n.sp.
120·
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The morphological similarites to the representatives of the scanicus
line discussed above seem, therefore, to result only from the parallelism
in the evolution of thecal characters in cucullograptids. For more details- see also the chapter on phylogeny (p. 371).

Lobograptus cirrifer n . sp .
(F.ig. 12; PIs. XXXII-XXXIV ; PI. XLVII, Fig. 3)
Typ e sp ecimen (h oloty pe) : PI. XXXIV, Fig. C (dis ta l theca).
Paratypes: PI. XXXIII , Fi g. B (m ed ial theca) , Fig. D (distal theca).
Typ e stratum: Greenish-blue mudstones and marls in the core of the Mielnik
deep-boring between 941.0-939.25 m of dept (upper part of h emiaversus zone,

upper part of Mielnik Beds).
D erivation of the name: cirrifer, Lat. cirri = tendrils, curls, fero, [erre = to
bear; as bearing long tendrillike rostral processes on apertural lobes.

Diagnosis. - A lobograptid with a gracile and rather short sicula
(1.18-1.34 mm long), provided with a strong and somewhat incurved
dorsal apertural process. Thecae with asymmetric apertural apparatus,
the right lobe being pronouncedly larger. Both lobes virtually provided
with a rostral process which may vary in form from a small outgrowth
(protuberance) to a long tendrillike and curved process. In rhabdosome,
this process also displays a distalward increase in size.
MateriaL - Numerous proximal and medial fragments of rhabdosome and single thecae, including sicula, etched from the Mielnik core
from a depth of 941.0-939.25 m. Specimens are partly flattened , but are
bleachable. True distal thecae unknown. In the Baltic drift material
not recorded.
Description. - Sicula rather short and slender, almost uniform in
width, except for a somewhat expanded apertural part, provided with
a distinct and slightly incurved dorsal apertural process. A total length
of sicula ranges between 1.18-1.34 mm (PI. XXXII, Fig. AI) '
Prosicula is rather long, reaching 0.55-0.58 mm. The periderm is ,
in the majority of specimens, strongly damaged, so that the presence of
longitudinal threads was hardly discernible. The prosicular part in adult
Plate XXXII
L obograptu s ci r rif er . n .sp . Structure of sicula a nd details of structure in proximal
thecae. A sicula and first theca in r ev erse aspect (AI ) and free part of same theca

in obverse aspect (A 2) ; B upper part ofa proximal theca in reverse (B I ) and obverse (B 2) aspects ; C another proximal theca probably from more central (m edial)
part of rhabdosome in reverse (C I ) and ob verse (C2) aspects ; D I general appearance
of a proximal theca (reverse aspect) with well developed rostral processes on apertural lobes ; D 2 details of fu selLar structure of rostral processes of same specimen
(Mielnik , depth 940.0-940.25 m ); A ca . X 50, B-C ca . X 63, D I ca . X 27, D 2 ca . X 100.
'd p do rsal process of metasicula , to in itial bud , trpr initial r ostral proc ess of rig ht lobe ,
l! left lob e , ps i p r os ic ul a , ps ilmsi b ound ary b etween p ro - a nd m eta sicula , rl r ight lobe , r p l
r ost r al process o n left lob e, rp r r ost r al p r ocess o n r ig h t lobe, r l- r 2 successive sicu la r r in gs.
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siculae may be provided with 1 or even 2 sicular blaok rings (!), situated
at a variable distance from the boundary with metasicula. In the case
when only one prosicular black ring was present, it was situated rather
close (0.04 mm) to that boundary; in the case when two of them were
present, the first (rl) was situated 0.10 mm and the second (r2) 0.05 mm
from the aperture of the prosicula. In one observed case, the prosicula
was devoid of any black ring, despite the fact that it doubtlessly belonged to an adult sicula, provided with a metasicular black ring.
Metasicula is rather long, measuring from 0.63 to 0.76 mm. It hss
a nearly uniform width throughout, except for the apertural p art where
it is somewhat expanded, being 0.14 mm wide at the level of the initial
bud and 0.18-0.25 mm at the aperture. In all examined specimens the metasicular part is invariably provided with a black ring. The structure
of the primary notch region indicates that the development of the
initial bud took place according to the normal monograptid pattern
(PI. XXXII, Fig. AI)' The aperture of metasicula is elaborated and provided with a strong and usually somewhat incurved, shovellike dorsal
process, which reaches 0.12-0.20 mm in length. The preserved fragment
of virgella may be also rather long up to some 0.50 mm.
The structure of thecae in L. cirrifer n.sp., in particular that of apertural apparatus, displays, in the m aterial under study, a distinct variability.
.These conditions are shown in PI. XXXIII for a "less advanced form"
(morphotype A), occupying a somewhat lower horizon (depths of 941.0940.25 m) and in PI. XXXIV for a "more s dvanced form" (morphotype
B) , occupying a somewhat higher horizon (a depth of 939.25 m). They
differ in a more or less extreme expression of morphological characters
concerning the ap er t u r al part of theca. These differences may depend
on growth st r ges of the thecae investigated, the less advanced forms being
in this esse simply y ou nge r , and the more advanced forms correspondingly older. Certain facts may indicate, however, that this is not the
c2se, c;nd most probably these differences exhibit rather a process of
zonal evolution in L. cirrifer n .sp., in the esse of Mielnik boring condensed in reduced thickness of strata.
The latter suggestion is corroborated by the fact that the less advanced forms from the lower horizon are never associated with more ex-

Plate XXXIII
L cbosyniptus cirrifer n.sp. structure of thecae in a less advanced form . A free

part cf the first theca in re verse (A l ) and obverse (A 2 ) a spect s; B upper part of
a proximal theca in reverse (B1 ) and obv er se (B 2 ) aspects ; C-D upper parts of
more di stal thecae in reverse (Cl> D1 ) and obverse (C " D 2) aspects (Mielnik, depth
approx. 941.2-940 .5 m): ca. X 66.
u p a p e x o f prosicula , i n c a per t u r a l incisio n in th e l eft l obe, irp [ incipie n t r os tr al proc ess
o n l eft lob e, irpr incipient r ostral proc e ss on right lobe, l[ left lobe, r[ right l obe , rp[ r os tral
pro ce ss on le ft l obe.
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treme thecal types. However, the fact of rather small differences in
depths between the less advanced "lower zonal" form and more advanced "high er zonal" form does not enable one formally to distinguish
these forms as true zonal fossils and they are described below simply as
"less" and "more advanced" forms of L . cirrifer n .sp. The stratigraphic
sequence of both morphological forms mentioned above agrees with the
supposed trend in phylogeny, however, both show certain overlap at
depth 940.25-940.0 m.
The first theca, being a slender tube of a total length of 1.741.87 mm, starts, in an adult sicula, some 0.29-0.30 mm from the lateral
margin of the aperture. The metathecal part of the first theca reaches
a length of some 0.27-0.35 mm (including apertural lobes), the mere
subapertural segment of it being 0.15-0.20 mm long. The prothecal
part of th., measures 1.60-1.39 mm, the protheca occupies therefore
about 90-8811 / 0 of their length. Metatheca is inclined towards the main
axis of theca at an angle of 20-30°. The aperture of metatheca is provided with two lateral asymmetric apertural lobes, the right lobe being
larger than the left. In less advanced forms (PI. XXXIII, Fig. AI), the
right apertural lobe has an only slightly transversely elongated outline,
consists of some 6 complete fuselli gathered into nodes and some 2 additjonal fuselli, forming an incipient ventral termination of the lobe.
The left lobe is smaller and provided with a distinct apertural incision on its ventral margin . This margin, surrounding the incision
(PI. XXXIII, Fig A 2 ) , forms a slightly extroverted lip. The left lobe
consists of some 7 fuselli, only 4 being complete. The remaining fuselli
make up the beaklike ventral process of the lobe. The incurved upper
margin of the right lobe displays a certain degree of overlap of apertural lobes.
In more advanced forms (PI. XXXIV, Fig. A) the right lobe is somewhat more transversely elongated and consists of some 10 fuselli,
some 6 being complete and gathered into nodes and some 4 making the
ventral and dorsal terminations of the lobe. The dorsal termination
forms an adapertural plate, fused with the dorsal wall of metatheca
and the ventral one forms a free, beaklike process. This latter is provided, at its base on the ventral wall, with a thin outgrowth passing
into a rostral spine. The specimen, figured in Fig. A, probably represents
PLate XXXIV
Lobograptus cirrifer n.sp . Structure of thecae in a more advanced form . A free

part of the first theca in reverse (AI) ' obverse (A 2 ) "aspects and in the top view (A 3 ) ;

B upper part of a proximal theca in reverse (B I ) and obverse (B 2 ) aspects ; C upper

part of a more distal theca in reverse (CI ) and obverse (C 2 ) aspects ; D upper part
of a proximal theca in ventral view (DI ) and rostral process on left lobe from
obverse side (same specimen) (Mielnik, depth approx. 939.25 m); ca . X 67, rl
rostral loop formed owing to the fusion of both rostral processes . Further explanations - as in PIs . XXXII and XXXIII.
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an extreme case of the development of rostral spines on the right and
left lobe, these being, on their free ends, fused with a rather broad
lamella, thus forming a rostral loop (Fig. A 3 ) . The central lamella on
the rostral loop shows traces of fusellar structure, visible in the form
of growth lines. The fusion of both lobes may be considered as a rather
teratological phenomenon, connected, in this case, with a generally high
degree of elaboration of the rostral processes.
The left apertural lobe is rather unsatisfactorily preserved and the
number of fuselli it consists of cannot be determined. The lobe is provided with a ventral termination in the form of a ventral beaklike process and with a distinct ventral apertural incision. The l ateral and upper
margin of this incision are framed by an extroverted lip which stretches
ventrally and passes into a long rostral process (PI. XXXIV, Fig. A 2) .
The length (tr.) of the right lobe varies between 0.24-0.30 mm, its
height (long.) - 0.12-0.14 mm, the length of the left lobe being 0.220.23 mm, their height respectively about 0.10 mm.
The first theca, figured in PI. XXXII, Figs. A 1-A2 , represents a morphological stage intermediate between the less and the more advanced
forms described above. The transversely elongated outline of the right
lobe provided with a dorsal adapertural plate and a rather high horizon
of its occurrence (at depth of 940.0 m) suggest rather its oonspecificity with a more . advanced form of L. cirrifer n.sp. In comparison
with young growth stages of other proximal thecae it seems probable
that this is a preadult growth stage of the first theca of a more advanced type. The right lobe, strikingly similar to that in a more advanced
form, is provided with a distinct dorsal adapertural plate and shovellike
ventral process. It lacks, however, any trace of rostral process. The
lob e consists of some 5 complete fuselli , 5-6 other ones forming the
ventral process of the lobe, and some 3 fuselli making up the dorsal
adapertural plate, fused with the dorsal wall of metatheca. The upper
margin of the lobe is distinctly incurved over the aperture of theca.
The left lobe is provided with a long and slightly bent ventral process
and a distinctly outlined ventral apertural incision (Fig. A 2 ) . The margin of the incision forms a narrow extroverted lip, extended ventrally
and p cssing into a short, probably incipient (growing) rostral spine (rpl).
This suggests that the formation of a rostral spine on the right lobe
is del ayed as compared with its formation on the left lobe.
Proximal thecae form rather long (about 1.70 mm) and slender tubes,
0.07-0.16 rom wide at the base of protheca and 0.13-0.16 mm at the
aperture of metatheca. The length of metatheca is 0.22-0.44 mm, the
prothecal part occupies, therefore, about 70-86% of their length. The
length (tr.) of apertural lobes amounts to 0.35-0.45 mm in the right
lobe, and 0.20-0.32 mm in the left one. Th eir height ' (l on g.) is 0.12-
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0.14 mm for the former and 0.10 mm for the latter. The metatheca is
inclined at an angle of 30°.
In the proximal thecae of the less advanced form (PI. XXXIII, Figs.
B 1-B2 ) , the metatheca is only slightly isolated (over some 1/4 of its
length) and provided with lateral apertural lobes, displaying distinct
asymmetry,
The right, larger lobe is ovate in outline and consists of some 8-9
fuselli, forming a distinct ventral beaklike process, characteristically
pointed at the end. This pointed ventral termination of the right lobe
may suggest only a certain tendency to form a rostral outgrowth.
The left lobe resembles a much the same lobe, described above for
the first theca in a less extreme form. The apertural incision is framed
by an extroverted lip whose upper margin extends, however, and passes
into a triangular outgrowth. This outgrowth is doubtlessly the onset of
a corresponding rostral process (PI. XXXIII, Fig. B 2 , irpl.).
The metathecal part of proximal thecae in a more advanced form
shows a more pronounced isolation, involving about 1/2 of its length
(PI. XXXIV, Figs. B 1-B2) . The right lobe is transversely elliptical in
outline and provided with a beaklike ventral process and a dorsal
adapertural plate (Fig. B 1 ) . The Lobe consists of about 9 fuselli, some
5 of them complete and some 4 producing the ventral and dorsal prolongations of the lobe. The ventroproximal termination passes into
a long and narrow, arched rostral process (rpr) ; In some cases, this
rostral process is slightly spirally incurved as seen in ventral view in
Fig. D 1. The observation of specimens shows that the inner surface of
the rostral process is somewhat concave, thus forming a groovelike
structure. The uper margin of the right lobe is incurved over the
aperture, overlapping the left lobe.
The left lobe is provided with a distinct shovellike ventral process
and a deep ap er t ur al incision, framed by an extroverted apertural lip.
This lip is extended into a rostral spine, showing a strong curvature
and some tendency to spiral coiling along its axis (Pl. XXXIV, Figs. B 2 ,
D 1-D2) . The preserved parts of the rostral process may suggest that
the left rostral process was somewhat shorter than the right one.
The specimens, shown in PI. XXXII, Figs. B-D, are interpreted here
as younger growth stages of proximal thecae in advanced form . Theca
in Figs. B 1-B2 was, in all likelihood, the most proximally situated one.
TheYight lobe is provided with a dorsal adapertural plate and the
ventral process - with a small outgrowth, forming a pointed termination which is most probably an early stage in the formation of the
rostral process (PI. XXXII, Fig. B 1, irpr). The left apertural lobe is provided with a shovellike ventral process and an aper t ural incision, framed by an extroverted apertural lip, having a pointed triangular out-
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growth which, when compared with the same structure on the opposite
lobe, also represents an early, but somewhat more advanced stage. . The
theca figured C l-C 2 in same Plate, was probably slightly more centrally placed in the rhabdosome. Its right lobe terminates ventrally
in a short, .blun t and somewhat incurved rostral process in the early
growth stage (Fig. C ll rpr). The left lobe shows the presence of a bluntly
triangular outgrowth similar in size, also an early growth stage of
a corresponding rostral process (Fig. C 2 , rpl). The specimen, shown on
the ssrne Plate as Figs. Dr-D2' displays details of structure of a proximal
theca in an advanced growth stage of the rostral processes. That on
the right lobe forms a short blunt outgrowth on the ventral process,
consists of three short (long.) but rather wide (tr.) and arched fuselli
which are an incipient rostral spine (Fig. D 2 , rpr). The left rostral spine
is distinctly longer, slightly incurved and rests on the extroverted margin of an apertural lip. It consists of some 7 easily discernible arched
fuselli which are so thickened at the end that the growth lines on it
can no longer be noted (Fig. D 2 , rpl) .
An analysis of a series of thecae, described above, may indicate
that the growth relations between rostral spines . on the right and left
lobe in proximal thecae still show a delayed formation of the right
rostral spine (comp. PI. XXXII, Figs. B, D). This closely resembles the
conditions, stated before for the growth relations of rostral spines in the
first theca of more extreme forms (comp. Fig. A). Moreover, the comparison of the theca in Fig. B, probably more proximally situated in the
rhabdosome, with the theca in Fig. C, probably more centrally situated,
suggests a certain decrease in differences, expressed in time of the onset
of both rostral spines. The size of rostral processes is, in this case, almost
the same, both of them being in an early growth stage. This may indicate
a certain shifting in the growth relations of both rostral spines, distalwards
in the rhabdosome, towards a nearly simultaneous beginning of their formation in more distal thecae. The material is, however, not complete
enough for a safe elucidation of the growth relations and to prove that
we actually have to do with a change in astogeny from a heterochronous
to isochronous onset of structure mentioned above.
The specimen in PI. XXXIV, Fig. D, represents a ventral view of proximal thecae in a more advanced form of L. cirrifer n.sp. Both rostral processes, characteristically incurved and stretching out and down, resemble
"mammoth tusks". A single left rostral process of the same specimen, seen
from the left (obverse) side, is figured in the same Plate, Fig. D 2 • At the
base of this rostral process, its fusellar structure is still discernible, the
spine proper (rpl) being mounted on the extroverted apertural lip, bordering the apertural incision (inc.)
Judging from the comparison with other lobograptids, none of the
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isolated fragments include true distal thecae. However, the most distal of
the etched thecae are shown in PI. XXXIII, Figs. C, D - for a less advanced form , and in PI. XXXIV, Fig. C - for a more advanced form.
More distally situated thecae in less advanced forms are nearly completely adnate to the adjacent protheca, or have very short isolated parts.
The length of thecae amounts to 1.76-1.90 mm, the metathecal part being
0.55-0.77 mm long and the prothecal part respectively 1.35-0.99 mm.
The prothecal part occupies in these thecae about 70-560/0 of their length.
The width of protheca a m oun t s, at its base, to 0.14-0.28 mm and, at the
aperture of metatheca, it reaches 0.22-0.23 mm. The length (tr.) of the
right apertural lobe is 0.36-0.39 mm, of the left - 0.32-0.34 mm, the
height (long) being respectively 0.19-0.20 mm and 0.15-0.16 mm. The
metatheca is inclined towards the main axis of theca at an angle of 20°.
The right aperturallobe is transversely elongated with the upper margin distinctly incurved over the aperture. The ventral terminations of the lobe are extended into a strong and slightly incurved beaklike
process. The latter t erminates in a short, triangular outgrowth (PI. XXXIII,
Fig. C I ) , or with a short, blunt process (Fig. D I ) . Both structures represent
an incipient form of a rostral process. The right lobe consists of about
8- 11 fuselli, some 5-7 of them being gathered into nodes and the remaining ones constituting the ventral and dorsal terminations of the lobe.
The left apertural lobe is provided with a broad, shovellike ventral
process whose lower margin frames a deep apertural incision (PI. XXXIII,
Figs. C 2 , D 2 , inc). The margin of the apertural incision forms an extroverted
lip which in turn is prolonged into a strong and relatively broad rostral
spine (rpl) . Figure C 2 shows the fusellar structure of this rostral process
which consists of some 3 obtriangular fuselli disposed each over another.
The microstructure of these rostral processes resemble, therefore, that
observed on proximal thecae in a more extreme form of L. cirrifer n .sp.
A strong difference in size of rostral processes, the right one being much
shorter than the left one, is therefore a remarkable feature of the distal
thecae in less extreme forms.
The distally placed thecae in a more advanced form still display a certain degree of isolation of the most distal parts of their metathecal segments, involving however only about 1/4 of a total length of the metatheca
(PI. XXXIV, Fig. C). The right apertural lobe is roughly transverse-elliptical in outline and has a distinct and broad, free ventral process, as well
as a short dorsal adapertural plate. Some 9 long and arched fuselli make
up the central part of the lobe and its dorsal prolongation, while 3-4
shorter fuselli constitute its ventral prolongation. The lower margin of
this ventral process is slightly incised, provided with a thickened apertural rim and in turn prolonged into a long and characteristically incurved
rostral process Wig. C I , inc, rpr).
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The left lobe is much smaller and has a distinct ventral process, laterally prolonged into a strong and incurved rostral process. The latter
seems to be primarily shorter than the right one.
The minute details in structure of rostral processes are obscured by
its thickening. The semitransparent terminal parts of the processes, as
seen in PI. XXXIV, Fig. C, suggest that the rostral processes consist
throughout of short, wedge-shaped fuselli, disposed along the sp ine.
The primary shape of the rostral processes cannot be easily established.

rpr

Eig . 13. - L obograptus cirrif er n.sp. Ventral view of apertural apparatus in a proximal (A), medial (central) (B) and more distally placed thecae (C , D) (Mielnik, depth
940.0 m), ca . X 67.
ap apertural opening, irpr incipient rostral process of the right lobe, H left apertural lobe,
r! right apertural lobe , rp! ro stral process of the left apertural lobe, rpr r ostral process of

the right apertural lobe.

They have the appearance of thickened (dark) and flat rods. Most probably, this is however only a preservational feature, related to a certain
degree of flattening of the rostral spine margin, primarily slightly protruding. Certain facts indicate that primarily rostral processes are grooved in shape like those in more proximal thecae.
The ventral apertural notch is provided with an extroverted apertural lip , connected with the bases of both rostral apertural processes.
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In the right rostral process, the prolongation of this apertural lip forms
a somewhat projected margin, framing the central, slightly concave surface of the process, rimmed from the other side by a similarly projecting margin, made up by the prolongation of the margin of the free
ventral process. In the left rostral process, this extroverted apertural
lip continues into the spine itself, forming there, like on the right side,
a protruding margin.
Ventral views of apertural apparatus in proximal and distal thec -e
are shown on Fig. 13, A-D.

Stratigraphic range. - L. cirrifer n.sp. is geologically the youngest representative of Lobograptus known so faor. At present it is known only
from the Mielnik bore-core where itt occupies a very narrow band between depths of 941.0-939.25 m. It appears 25.85 m above the level of
the first appearance of L. invertus n.sp. and 45.9 m above the level of
the first appearance of L. imitator n .sp . and is separated from the level
of their l ast occurrence by 23.9 m and 22.6 m of thickness respectively.
Populations consisting of morphologically less advanced forms (comp.
p. 470) have been etched out from a sample, limited to a depth of 941.0940.25 m. Their graptolite association consists of L. exspectatus d. exspectatus Urbanek, Saetograptus fritschi cf. fritschi (Perrier), Linograptinae sp. indet. , Pristiograptus dubius (Suess) and "P ." bohemicus (Barrande).
A population with more advanced morphological features was obtained from a sample, collected at a depth of 939.25 m . The association
consists of Saetograptus fritschi cf. fritschi (Perner), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), P . dubius tumescens (Wood) and a few uncertain fragments
of Lobograptus exspectatus d. exspectatus Urbanek.
The stratigraphic distribution of both morphological forms of L. cir
. rifer n.sp. may suggest that they reflect a certain zonal evolution of this
species. The occurrence of more advanced form is , however, separated
only by 1 m of thickness from the last representatives of a less advanced form. This produces a difficulty in considering these forms as independent zonal indicators,

Systematic position. - The shape of sicula (gracile but with a strong
dorsal process) may be considered a "token" which marks L. cirrifer n.sp.
as a member of a common group, also comprising L. imitator n.sp. and
L. invertus n.sp. As compared with L. imitator n.sp., the species in
question displays a great degree of specialization in structure of apertural apparatus of thecae, which moreover is different from the trend
represented by L. invertus n.sp. Both L. invertus n.sp. which appears
somewhat earlier and L. cirrifer n.sp. which appears later may, therefore, be considered a derivative of L. imitator n.sp. which precedes
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them stratigraphically and, at the same time, is morphologically less
specialized.
On the other hand, proximal thecae of L. cirrifer n.sp., which are
less affected by secondary phylogenetic novelties than the distal ones,
are only slightly different from the same thecae in L. invertus n .sp.
This is especially true for the first theca in a less advanced form of
the former species (PI. XXXIII, Figs. A 1-A2) which, in many respects,
resembles the same theca in L. invertus n .sp. (PI. XXX, Figs. A 1-A2 )
(outline of apertural lobes, incipient adapertural plates in the
right lobe and a strongly developed ventral beaklike termination on
the left lobe, in both cases provided with a deep ventral incision). This
resemblance in structure of most proximal thecae may suggest that,
for a certain time, both species mentioned above constituted a common phylogenetic line which later on (above the structural stage, represented by L. imitator n.sp.) split into two, independent lineages.
This suggestion remains, however, purely hypothetical because such
a form, more advanced than L. imitator n .sp . (a greater degree of isolation of the metathecal part, a stronger elaboration of the ventral process) but, in distal thecae, less specialized than L. invenus n.sp. (intermediate between L. imitator n.sp. and L. cirrifer n.sp.), has not been
recorded. Nevertheless, the presence of a number of intermediate populations between L. imitator n .sp . and a true L. invertus n.sp . seems
quite likely and a divergence in directions of evolution, represented
by L. invertus n.sp. and L. cirrifer n.sp. may be considered as starting
to operate at this stage of phylogeny. For the sake of simplicity, however, both lineages are shown in phylogenetic tables as separated
immediately above the L. imitator n.sp. (comp. PIs. VIII and IX).
Genus Cucullograptus Urbanek, 1954
Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek, 1960
(Figs. 14-16 ;; PIs. XXXV-XXXVI ; PI. XLVII , Fig. 4)
Ig,60. Cucullograptus h emia'l:ersus Urbanek ; A . Urbanek An attempt....., pp. 2],5216, PI. 2, Figs. 2' a-b ; Text-figs . 2A, 6, 13E, 14C.
Holotype: Refigured partly in PI. XXXVI, Figs. B i-B2, to sh ow details of structure.

Material. - Numerous fragments of rhabdosome, proximal (without
siculae) and distal thecae etched from the Mielnik core at a depth of
959.9-938.0 m. They are strongly flattened and, in part, deformed but
bleachable. A score or so of single thecae or short rhabdosome fragments and two siculae without the first theca have also been obtained
from erratic boulder S. 200, Rewal (comp. Urbanek, 1960, p. 215).
Specimens from the drift m aterial are well-preserved and only slightly
compressed. They have been used for the study of minute structures.
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Description. - In the material available, no siculae of Cue. hemiaversus attached to rhabdosome fragments have been recorded. However, the siculae associated with thecae and rhabdosome fragments
of Cuc. hemiaversus in the boulder S.200, Rewal, are almost certainly
conspecific (Fig. 14, A-B). The description of siculae is, therefore, based
on these two . specimens. Sicula is rather short, about 1.00-1.08 mm
in length, and slender with a maximum width reaching about 0.16 mm.
Owing to its uniform width the sicula is almost cylindrical. The aperture
of an adult sicula is almost straight with only very slightly marked
dorsal apertural elevation.

-¥;

-vi

A

B

Fig. 14. - Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek. structure of sicula: A almost complete sicula with prothecal part of the first theca, B sicula with damaged apex and
first theca broken off (S. 200, Rewal), ca. X 50.
ms! metasicula, lb regenerative longitudinal bands of proslcula , psUmsi boundary between
pro- and metastcula, pth 1 prothecal part of the first theca , T1-T3 su ccessive black rings of
slcula, thm thickened margin of the apical opening of proslcula, v i virgella .

Judging from two preserved specimens, the adult prosicula is provided with a black ring (rl) situated approximately in its centre (Fig. 14,
A-B, rl)' TheTength of the prosicula, estimated on the basis of these
specimens, slightly damaged at the apex, amounts to about 0.550.58 mm. The specimen, figured on Fig. 14, B, displays some traces of
a probably primary damage at the apex of the prosicula similar to
that observed in other monograptids (comp. Urbanek, 1953 , p . 102 of
the French summary).
The primary nature of the destruction of periderm in the apical part
of prosicula is marked by the presence of thickened margins , of the
peridermal membrane (thm), rimming the opening which was formed
13 Acta Palaeontologlca nr 3-4166
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as a result of destruction. This seems to indicate certain "healing" or
reconstruction processes which took place during the animal's lifetime.
The presence of broad longitudinal bands (Fig. 14, B, lb), much broader
than the primary longitudinal threads of prosicula, may also indicate
a regenerative nature of these apical structures. They resemble the
secondary longitudinal bands, probably formed owing to the regeneration in other monograptids (camp. Urbanek, 1958, pp. 38-39).
Conditions in specimen, shown in Fig. 14, B; may be most probably
described as a result of the formation of two regenerative bands, the
ventral one serving as a true "Ersatznema", the dorsal one being an
independent, additional rod ("double nema"),
The second black ring (r2) is placed just on the boundary of proand m etasicula (Fig. 14, A) or slightly below and situated on the metasicula proper (B).
Metasicula is about 0.50-0.45 mm long, with a uniform width of
some 0.11-0.16 mm and without an adapertural expansion. The metasicula is therefore almost cylindrical in shape, provided with a simple
aperture and showing only a slight dorsal elevation instead of a dorsal
process. It is provided w ith a black ring (r2)' situated close to the boundary with prosicula, or with one ring (r2) disposed just on this boundary
plus a slightly marked additional ring (r3) approximately in the middle
of the m etasicula.
The presence of a primary notch indicates that the development of
the initial bud followed the normal monograptid pattern. The first th eca
starts some 0.12-0.15 mm from the lateral border of the aperture of
m et asicula. No complete first th eca is known and preserved fragments
comprise only initial p arts of its prothecal segment (Fig. 14, A , B, pthd.
Proximal thecae (PI. XXXV, Figs. A-D; PI. XXXVI, Fig. A) are slender tubes provided with el aborated apertural apparatuses. Their total
length ranges within limits of 2.37-2.20 mm, the prothecal part being
some 2.13-1.96 mm long, the metathecal some 0.24-0.10 mm respectively. The prothecal part occupies about 66-69% of total length of
these thecae. The width of proximal thecae is 0.13-0.09 mm at the
base of protheca and 0.17-0.12 rom at the base of metatheca. Metatheca
in proximal thecae is inclined towards the ma'in 'a x is ' at an angle of

Plate XXXiV
Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek. structure of proximal thecae. A-C upper

parts of proximal thecae arranged successively from most to less proximal anc
seen in reverse (1) and obverse (2) aspects ; D metathecal part of a proximal theca
in lateroventral (DI ) , lateral (obverse) (Dz) ventral (D 3) and ventrolateral (reverse:
(D 4) aspects (S. 200, Rewal); ca. X 63.
ad adapertural plate of the right lobe, inc incision seen in right through transparent lef
apertural lobe, II left apertural lobe, rt ri ght apertural lobe, vp ventral process of the lef
lobe.
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2tl-30°. The ventral wall in proximal thecae is completely straight,
without any traces of geniculation.
The metathecal part in most proximal thecae (PI. XXXV, Figs. A 1-A2)
is provided with two lateral apertural lobes almost identical in size.
The right lobe is almost semicircular in outline and consists of some
6 fuselli dorsally gathered into a dorsal node and ventrally forming
an adapertural plate (A h ad), formed by the last two fuselli which are
attached to the ventral wall of metatheca instead of being gathered into
a ventral node.
The outer surface of the right lobe is nearly flat.- The left lobe is,
ill contrast, distinctly convex and terminates ventrally in a short ventral
process (PI. XXXV, Fig. A 1-A2 , vp). The lobe consists of some 6-7 fuselli. The details of the structure of this lobe in another proximal theca
is shown in Figs. D 1-D4 • As compared with the right, the base of the
left lobe forms a distinct lateral geniculation resulting in a convex
shape of the left lobe (Figs. D h D 3-D4) . The ventral process is formed
by one or two very short wedge-shaped fuselli.
Fuselli of the left lobe are gathered dorsally into a dorsal node and
ventrally they converge towards the anteroventral margin except for
an incomplete fusellus of the ventral process which is superimposed
on the lobe (Pl. XXXV, Figs. D 1-D2) . It may be found, by the examination of specimens iJn ventral view, that the ventral process hangs downwards without overlapping the opposite lobe (Fig. D 3-D4) .
Judging from the specimens observed, the size of both apertural
lobes is nearly the same, the left lobe is, however, slightly ventrally
shifted in relation to the right lobe (comp. especially PI. XXXV, Figs.
A 2 , D 2) ·
In proximal thecae, disposed somewhat more centrally in the rhabdosome (PI. XXXV, Figs. B h B 2) , the degree of asymmetry of apertural lobes slightly increases. The upper margin of the left lobe distinctly
extends above the right lobe and its shovellike ventral process is stronger and more incurved. The right lobe is devoid of the ventral adapertural plate and ends freely (Fig . B 1) . The outline of this lobe which
consists of some 5-6 fuselli is semicircular with still complete ventral
and upper margins. The left lobe is distinctly incurved over the aperture and consists of 7-8 fuselli. The ventral process of the latter shows
the tendency to a slight overlap of the ventral margin of the right lobe
Plate XXXVI
Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek. Structure of more distal thecae. A upper
part ofa medial (central) theca in reverse (l) and obverse (2) aspects; B upper

part of a distal theca in reverse (I) and obverse (2) aspects (So 200, Rewal) ; ca . X 63.
i n c incision seen in

right through transparent l eft apertural lobe, !! left apertural lobe.
rt right apertural lobe , vp ve n t r a l proces s of the left lobe, thm thickened margin of the
left apertural lobe.
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(Fig. Bj). Metatheea in medial thecae is inclined towards the main axis at
an angle of 15-20°.
Thecae, shown in PI. XXXV, Figs. C 1-C2 and PI. XXXVI, Figs. A 1-A2 ,
are placed still more distally. They preserve the general appearance
of proximal thecae, expressed by their slenderness and by the presence
of a straight ventral wall but display a distinct asymmetry of the
aper t u ral apparatuses. The latter feature is manifested by the hypertrophy of the left lobe which is incurved over the right one and overlaps it ventrally over some 2/3 of its length (tr.). The overlapping portion of the left theca is formed mostly by a strongly incurved ventral
process (vp) and, in part, by an incurved upper margin of the lobe. The
hypertrophied left lobe consists of some 9-10 fuselli which are dorsally partly gathered into a node and partly terminate freely at the
border of the left lobe. On the ventral margin, the majority of fuselli
converge towards the anteroventral border of the lobe. Only the fuselli,
making up the ventral process, end freely.
The outline of the right lobe in these thecae distinctly differs from
that in thecae placed more proximally, i.e. in the overlapped ventral
part of the lobe (covered by the opposite apertural lobe), the free margin is provided with a shallow imcision (camp. PI. XXXV, Figs. C 1-C2 ;
PI. XXXVI, Figs.A 1-A 2 , inc, where the trace of the boundary of the
right lobe is indicated by zigzag lines). The formation of this incision
seems to be connected with a certain degree of the development of
asy m m et r y of apertural apparatus and most probably is closely correlated with a degree of overlap of apertural lobes. The greater the
degree of overlap' in the hypertrophied left lobe, the more notched is
the margin of the right lobe.
In Fig. 15, the structure of apertural apparatus in most proximal
thecae with a smaller degree of asymmetry and without the overlap
of lobes (A 1-A2 ) are compared with those in proximal thecae which
a r e more centrally placed in the rhabdosome and display a relatively
gr ea t er asy m met r y, as w ell as a certain degree of overlap of the lobes
(C1-C4) . In the former case, the margin of the right lobe is still ent ir e, the outline of the lobe b ein g alm ost semicircular (Fig. 15, A 1) . In
the latter case in which the degree of overlap is gr eat er (reaches approximately the stage, represented by a similar theca in PI. XXXVI, Fig. B),
the right lobe has a distinct apertural incision (ai), situated ventrally
on the lobe. It [is especially well seen on the specimen in Fig. 15, C 1 in
which the overlapping left lobe has been removed with a needle (C3 , C 4 ) .
The incised m argin of the right lobe shows the presence of a slightly
extr over te d apertural lip (al), formed by an attenuated periderm, incu rved upon the wall of the lobe. A certain light. may be shed on the
significance of this peculiar structure by the comparison with similar
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structures, found in apertural apparatuses of other monograptids (comp.
Urbanek, 1960, pp. 187-193).
The notched appearance of the right lobe is most probably connected with the overlapping position of the opposite lobe. In some
sense, the apertural incision in the right apertural lobe produces more

B
rl

Fig. 15. - CucuHograptus hemiaver sus Urbanek . structural details of apertural apparatus : A t-A 2 upper parr of a proximal theca seen in reverse and obverse aspects
and showing complete r.ight apertural lobe with only small overlap by the left one,
B ventral view of proximal theca with greater degree of overlap of the right apertural lobe by the left one, C upper part of theca with left apertural lobe removed
by the needle preparation to show the internal str uct ur e of apertural apparatus,
C, in reverse aspect, C 2 in obverse aspect, C 3-C4 isolated left apertural lobe in reverse
and obverse aspects (S. 200, Rewal), ca. X 63.
at apertural incision in the left lobe , a[ ex t rover ted apertural lip in the right apertural l ob e ,
tt hs in te r n a l thecal septum, n left apertural lobe, r[ right apertural lobe , vp ventral process

of the left apertu r al lobe.

space for the left lobe which is hypertrophied and strongly incurved
over the ventral part of the aperture (overlapping). This apertural incision may be compared with " n ot ch ed " apertural processes, described
in Saetograptus chimt;.era cervicornis Urbanek in which the posterior
margin is usually serrated by a number of small incisions (Urbanek,
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1960, pp. 188-190, Fig. 17). The formation of these incisions were ascribed by Urbanek to a partial reduction of the peridermal membrane, due
to an inhibition of the peridermal growth. It seems also doubtless that
the formation of an apertural incision in the right apertural lobe in
Cue. hemiaversus is an expression of an early stage of reduction of this
lobe. This conclusion is supported by such facts as more advanced reduction stages of this lobe, manifested by more distal thecae of Cue.
hemiaversus and a yet more vestigial nature of this lobe in the representatives of Cue. aversus group described below (comp. p. 492 and p . 506).
The presence of a slightly extrovertedapertural lip on the margin of
a partly reduced right lobe is most probably also a vestigial structure
which may be compared with the tubular folding of the anterior margin
of apertural processes in the Saetograptus chimaera group, formed in
its representatives by an attenuated peridermal membrane (Urbanek, 1960,
p. 189).
For a probable origin of such incurved or slightly rolled apertural
lip - see discussion on p. 506 , in which a similar but much more
extreme structure in Cue . aversus rostratus is dealt with.
The most distal thecae of Cue. hemiaversus are shown ,i n Fig. 16,
A 1-A z and in PI. XXXVI, Figs. B 1-B z. The total length of these thecae
reaches some 2.36-2.11 mm, the prothecal part being some 1.58-1.40 mm
long and the metathecal 0.95-0.70 mm long. The prothecal part
occupies in these thecae about 59-60% of their total length.
A steady increase in the length of the metathecal portion is a remarkable feature of astogeny in Cue, hemiaversus, illustrated by a series
of thecae, shown in PIs. XXXV and XXXVI. Metatheca is inclined towards the main axis at an angle of 8-10°.
The width at the base of protheca is 0.36-0.23 mm and at the
base of metatheca some 0.28-0.20 mm. The presence of a distinct geniculation of the ventral wall, situated at the boundary of protheca and
metatheca is a feature of the distal thecae, the more proximal thecae
being completely straight.
The spertural apparatus displays a distinct asymmetry, expressed
by the hypertrophy of the left lobe which is strongly incurved over the
aperture and overlaps the right lobe over 2/ 3 of its length (tr.). The left
lobe is made up of some 8 fuselli which dorsally and ventrally converge
into the lower margin 'of the lobe (Fig. 16, A z and PI. XXXVI , B 2) . The
anteroventral margin towards which fuselli converge is slightly thickened (PI. XXXVI , Fig. B 2 ) .
The right apertural lobe which consists of some 4 fuselli is deeply
incised ventrally, being flat or ev en slightly incurved over the aperture
a n d rather narrow as compared with a relative size of the same lobe
in more proximal thecae. The ventral part of the right lobe is covered
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by the left lobe, and only dorsal 1/ 3 of its length (tr.) is exposed in a lateral view. In a ventral view, however, the entire right lobe is covered
by the left one. In this connection, it is difficult to establish safely the
presence of apertural lip on the former, but this is indicated by a dark
marginal band, observable on transparent specimens.

vt

Fig. 16. - Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek. Metathecal part of a most distal
theca from reverse (AI) and obverse (A 1 ) sides (Mielnik, depth 952.9-952.6 mi.
.
ca . X 63.
eat eaves of the left apertural lobe.

tt left apertural lobe. vt ventral termination of the left
apertural lobe.

The most distal theca is shown ;in Fig. 16, A 1-A2• In spite of a steady
tendency to the reduction of the right lobe, in the course of astogeny of
Cue. hemiaversus, this lobe is still present in most distal thecae. This
may indicate that the stage of a full reduction of the lobe, or its transformation into an apertural lip, i.e. a vestigial form of the right apertural
lobe in Cue. aversus group, has not, in Cue . hemiaversus, been reached
so far. However, in most distal thecae, this lobe was transformed into
a narrow (long.) list, almost entirely covered by the left lobe (a specimen,
shown in Fig. 16, A 1-A2 , seems to be secondarily deformed and the primary overlap of apertural lobes was probably greater). This narrow list,
provided with a shallow ventral incision, represents the reduced stage
of the right apertural lobe of distal thecae.
Stratigraphic range . - In the Mielnik core, the first appearance of
Cueullograptus hemiaversus has been recorded at a depth of 959·9-959·5
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m where its scanty remains were associated with a rather rich population of Lobograptus seanieus amphirostris n. subsp. Above this level Cue.
hemi(lversus becomes more common and continues up to a depth of some
950· 0 m, although displaying any mass occurrence. Through this interval, it is associated with L. exspeetatus exspeetatus Urbanek, L. exspeetatus bieornis n.sp., Neodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Pleetograptus sp., Holoretiolites maneki (Munch), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess) and
with uncertain fragments of Monoclimaeis haupti (Kuhne). Between the
levels of 950.0 and 938.5 m, the graptolite fauna becomes poor, and Cue.
hemiaversus temporarily disappears. After the reappearance it occurs
once more in samples,. from depths of 938·5-938·0 m, associated with
Saetograptus fritschi d. fritsehi (Perner), Pristiograptus tumeseens (Wood)
and Cue. aversus d. aversus (Eisenack), Moreover, Pristiograptus dubius
(Suess) and "Pristiograptus" bohemieus (Barrande) continue almost
throughout the range of its distribution and are commonly associated
with Cue. hemiaversus. A depth of 938·0 m is accepted here as the upper
limit of distribution of Cue. hemiaversus in the Mielnik core.
In the Baltic drift material, the species in question has been found only
in erratic boulder S. 200 (Rewal) in which it is associated with Pristiograptus dubius (Suess) and Saetograptus chimaera (Barrande), probably
with its subspecies, cervicornis Urbanek and salveyi Hopkinson (comp.
Urbanek, 1960, p. 215). This assemblage may indicate its derivation
rather from the lower part of the distribution range of Cue. hemiaversus
as found in the Mielnik sequence.
Systematic position. - The e arlier opinion "that this species belongs
to the same evolutionary trend as Cueullograptus aversus (Eisenack),
but that it represents a lower morphological stage expressed only in
partial reduction of the right lobe and smaller hypertrophy and overlap
of the left lobe" (Urbanek, 1960, p 216) seems to be now supported by
a more complete knowledge of the species in question.
It seems certain that Cue. hemiaversus is the most primitive of all
known members of a lineage which, according to our present knowledge,
consists of the following links: Cue. hemiaversus Urbanek - Cue. aversus aversus (Eisenack) - Cue. aversus rostratus Urbanek. It is also a species which combines certain characters of the aversus lineage with more
primitive features inherited from the "stem", symmetric cucullograptids.
Morphologically, these transient features are seen in astogeny of the
thecal characters of Cue. hemiaversus. The occurrence of proximal
thecae with a very small degree of asymmetry and a complete right
apertural lobe and of distal thecae with a distinct asymmetry of the
apertural apparatus and a "notched" right lobe, prove that the species
under study is biform in character. This biformism results probably
from a distal introduction of a n ew character, responsible for the deve-
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lopment of asymmetry of apertural apparatuses in thecae. This newly
introduced character shows an incomplete expressivity and penetrance,
resulting in a regular proximal decrease in asymmetry.
The distal introduotion of this novelty is suggested by the fact that
the greatest degree of expressivity of this new character is noted a t the
distal end of rhabdosome and from this it decreases towards the proximal
end. The low degree of expressivity of this phylogenetic novelty is observed when compared with thart in more advanced. members of the same lineage (Cue. aversus aversus (Eisenack), Cue. aversus rostratus Urbanek)
displaying a greater asymmetry and overlap of apertural lobes, connected with an almost complete reduction of the right lobe.
The incomplete penetrance of the introduced character is seen by the
comparison ' with Cue . ('versus aversus (Eisenack) in which all thecae
throughout therhabdosomes are completely 'a symm et r ic. The biformism
of thecae In Cue. hemiaversus is, ' therefore,most probably connected
with a low degree of expressivity of a phylogenetically new character,
introduced distally and simultaneously displaying an incomplete penetrance (Urbanek, 1960, ,p . 194).
In connection with the interpretation, suggested above, a probable ancestor of Cue . hemiaversus may be looked for in uniform cucullograptids
with thecae showing 'Completely symmetric aperturalIobes, This indicates
a common ancestry with the "st em lobograptid", i.e. Lobograptus simple x Urbanek. The latter meets a majority of requirements that are necessary for such an ancestral form, but "morphological differences between Lobograptus simplex and Cucullograptus hemiaversus are stronger
than those occurring in the other members of that lineage. It is not out
of question that new forms will be discovered in future which will fill
up a certain discontinuity between these two species" (Urbanek, 1960,
p. 180). This opinion is now supported by certain new stratigraphic and
morphological data. A rather wide gap in their stratigraphic distribution
in the Mielnik core (some 56 m of strata, separating the last appearance
of L. simplex from the first appearance of Cue. hemiaversus!) speaks
for the presence of at least one still unknown intermediate form between
L. simplex and Cue. hemiaversus. The morphological data also speak in
favour of such a hypothesis.
Particularly noteworthy is the structure of apertural lobes in the
most proximal thecae of Cue. hemiaversus which are the least modified
thecae in the rhabdosome and, to a certain extent, indicate the degree
of their development in a supposed ancestral form. Judging from the
structure of the right lobe which was probably little affected by secondary modifications (Pi. XXXV, Figs. All B l , D 3 , D 4) , this immediate ancestor of the hemiaversus-aversus lineage reached a slightly higher degree
of elaboration (the presence and enlargement of the adapertural plate)
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of lobes than that, represented by L. simplex (comp. PI. XV, Fig. 1; PI.
XVI, Figs. A-B). In addition, this form most probably has already lost
the traces of the primary dorsal curvature in the proximal part of rhabdosome and, to a certain degree, gracilized its sicula. Through such a hypothetical intermediate form the aversus lineage was probably linked
with the "stem lobograptids", forming the following succession: Lobograptus simplex - unknown transient form - Cueullograptus hemiaversus. On the other hand, the latter species seems to be directly related to
Cue. aversus aversus (Eisenack) which probably emerged from hemiaversus populations by a further development of asymmetry in apertural
apparatus, manifested by its greater expressivity and a complete penetranee (comp. p. 351). In its stratigraphic appearance and distribution in
the Mielnik core, Cue. hemiaversus precedes the representatives of a somewhat uncertain and more primitive Cue. aversus cf. auersus (Eisenack)
and a more progressive Cue. aversus rostratus Urbanek (eomp. also discussion on p. 517).

Cueullograptus aversus cf . aversus (Eisenack, 1942)
(F.ig. 17)

Material. - Scanty fragments of proximal and medial thecae from
the Mielnik deep-boring, found at a depth 'of 940.5-924.6 m, with
their periderm well-preserved. Specimens unflattened or only slightly
flattened. Siculae and distal thecae unknown.
Description. - The specimens preserved are fragmentary and, therefore, the length of thecae cannot be estimated, although at the base of
protheca they are 0.06-0.08 mm wide and reach 0.10-0.16 mm in
the metathecal part. The length of metatheca amounts to about 0 ·100·20 mm.
The metathecal part is inclined towards the main axis of theca at
an angle of 10-20°, being completely adnate up to the base of the prothec31 part in an adjacent theca and provided with an apertural apparatus.
The latter consists of a hypertrophied left apertural lobe (0.23-0.35 mm
long) , strongly incurved over the aperture of theca. In more proximal
thecae (Fig. 17, A-B) the left apertural lobe covers the aperture from
the top only, the lateral side of the apertural margin being exposed and
the apertural lip visible beneath the lobe (al). The presence of a complete
apertural lip on the reverse apertural margin indicates that the form in
question reached the aversus stage of the degree of elaboration of the
apertural apparatus. In other proximal thecae, the apertural lip is hidden beneath a slightly more overlapping left apertural lobe and visible
through it on transparent, bleached specimens (Fig. 17, C-F, marked
by broken lines).
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The left apertural lobe is disposed almost right on the apertural
opening, never distinctly domed as in Cue. aversus rostratus. In this
respect, the shape of the lobe resembles rather the left apertural lobes
in Cue . aversus aversus, as figured by Eisenack (1942, PI. 3, Figs. 1, 2, 8).

B

c

n

E
Fig. 17. - Cucullograptus aversus d. aversus (Eisenack). structure of proximal
thecae: A-F1 in reverse view, F 2 in obverse view (Mielnik, depth 925.1 m), ca . X 63.
at apertural lip, tt left apertural lobe, vt ventral termination of the left lobe.

The dorsal line of the lobe is almost straight, the ventral forms a blunt
and wide, rounded outgrowth. This is simply the ventral part of the
lobe itself and not an -incipient rostral process. The lower margin of
this ventral termination is only slightly turned up (Fig. 17, F 2)' thus forming a gular process at its very incipient stage of development. The
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latter character occurs only in thecae more medially placed and this
.incurved margin is absent at all from the most proximal ones (A-B).
Stratigraphic range. - The distribution range of Cue. aversus cf.
aversus in the Mielnik core (940.5-924.6 m) overlaps with an upper
limit of the vertical distribution of Cue . hemiaversus and with a lower
limit of the distribution of Cue. aversus rostratus. In a sample found
at a depth of 938·5-938·2 m, the form in question is associated with the
former species, and in a sample from a depth of 925.1-924.6 m - with
the latter subspecies. It suggests a largely intermediate stratigraphic
position between the zone of occurrence of Cue. hemiaversus and that
of Cue. aversus rostratus. Cue. aversus cf. aversus appears just below
the base of the leintwardinensis zone _{some 4 m below) and continues
through it or reaches somewhat higher. Other associated graptolites
are: Saetograptus leintwardinensis (Hopkinson), S . fritsehi (Perner) , Lobograptus eirrifer n .sp ., Pristiograptus dub ius tumeseens (Wood), P . dub ius
(Suess) and "P." bohemicus (Barrande).
Systematic position. - The elucidation of the systematic position of
incomplete remains, described above, may be attained first of all by
comparing them with Cue . aversus aversus (Eisenack, 1942). They r esemble Eisenack's form in the following two respects: 1) a transformation
of the right apertural lobe into an apertural lip, 2) an absence of the
rostral process.
In the latter character they differ from Cue. aversus rostratus, in
which thecae of a comparable size are alr eady provided with incipient
rostral process (comp. Fig. 17, E-F, and PI. XXXVIII, Fig. D-F). Despite
the lack of more distal thecae in Cue . aversus cf. aversus, it seems rather
safe to generalize that this form, as a true Cue . aversus aversus, was
devoid of rostral processes on the left apertural lobe. On the other hand,
some minor details distinguish our Cue. aversus cf. aversus from Eisen ack's type-form. These are : 1) a lack of some isolation of the terminal
p art of metathecae, observable in proximal and distal thecae of Cue.
aversus aversus (comp. Eisenack, 1942, PI. 2, Figs. 1, 2, 8, and Eisenack's
note on p. 34), and in a contrasting adnate position of metatheca,
2) a slight degree of overlap of the left apertural lobe which, in most
proximal thecae, does not entirely cover the aperture. The latter character
resembles rather the conditions, described by Kuhne for proximal thecae
in his Monograptus aversus cf . aversus Eisenack (1955, p. 391, Fig.13,
B, D) than the conditions, existing in a true aversus in which the incurvature of the lobe seems to be stronger.
Following the scarcity of the material obtained, it is very difficult
to evaluate these differences. It seems, however, most important that
our Cue . aversus cf. aversus is earlier and more primitive subspecies than
Cue . aversus rostratus and has its apertural apparatus in about the same
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stage of elaboration as in the typical Cue. aversus aversus of Eisenack.
Some minor differences in shape of lobes may probably be ranked as
infrasubspecific and possibly depending on some zonal or geographic
differences,

Cueullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek, 1960
(Figs. 18-24 ; PIs. XXXVII-XLII ; PI. XLVII, Figs. 5-10)
1954. Monograptu.s aver sus

Eisenack ; A.

Urbanek, Observations..., pp. 297-300,

Figs. 9-12.
1958. Cucuiiourcptus aversus (Eisenack); A. Urbanek, Mon ograptidae..., pp. 70-72,

Figs. 36-39.
1960. Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek ; A. Urbanek, An a ttempt..., pp.216-

218, PI. 3, Figs. 1-5; Text-figs. 13G, 14D, 21 A-C.

Material. - Numerous fragments of rhabdosome, including siculae,
proximal and distal parts have been etched fromsam.ples, taken from
the Mielnik boring ( a depth of 934.7-920.8 m). Best-preserved, unflattened specimens were obtained from a sample taken at a depth of 924.4924.1 m . Known also from erratic boulders S. 121, Jaroslawiec and S. 205,
Ustka. Material obtained from both sources enable one to analyse a minute structure of thecae and their development.
Description. - Sicula almost straight,. short (0.80-1.08 mm in length),
slender and, following its st able width (PI. XXXVII, Figs. G-H, K-N) ,
n ea rly tubular.
Prosicula is some, 0.49-0.60 mm long and at the aperture some
0.10-0.12 mm wide. Young prosicula (PI. XXXVII, Figs. A-C) is devoid of
any black ring an d provided only with longitudinal threads (up to 6 in
number) which converge apically into a nema (Fig. I). Helical line (spiral thread), probably due to the poor preservation stage, indistinguishable. Moreover, adult prosicula is provided with a black ring (rl), situated approximately in the middle of a prosicular segment, 0.15-0.20 mm
from ' the boundary with metasicula (Figs. D-N). The black ring is,
however, still lacking in the early metasicular stage (Figs. B-C), appearing only during its later growth stages (comp. Figs. D). Its formation
seems to be, therefore, somewhat delayed.
/
Metasicula is rather short, about 0.30-0.48 mm in length and with
an almost uniform width of some 0.13-0.14 mm throughout its length.
Usually, it is provided with a black ring (r2) which is often situated
right on the boundary of pro- and metasicula (PI. XXXVII, Figs. D-L),
sometimes being, however, separated from it by a number of fuselli
(Figs. M-N). In some cases, metasicula is provided with two such rings
(r2' r3; PI. XXXVII, Fig. N), or is completely devoid of the black ring
(rl being only present on prosicula). Figure 18 shows successive stages
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in the development of metasicula. Virgella may be formed rather early
as indicated by Fig. 18, A, C, or delayed in formation as indicated by
a specimen in Fig. 18, B.
Young metasicula is still devoid of black rings whose formation took
place during later growth stages. Advanced metasicula in the "lacuna

-v,

-vi

G
Fig. 18. - CucuHograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Details of fusellar structure
of metasicula: A-B early stages in formation of virgella showing lower or higher
position of its onsets, C stage of open primary notch (sinus stage), D-E stage of closed
primary notch (lacuna stage) in ventr olater a l (D) and lateral views (E) , F an early
stage in formation of initial bud, G adult metasicula and basal part of the first
theca (the same specimen as Fig. N on PI. XXXVII) (Mielnik, A, B, D-G depth
925.1-924.8 m ; C depth 921.5-921.0 m), ca. X 85.
ap aperture of metasicula, b fusellar bar closing the primary notch, ib Initial bud, pn primary
notch, vi vlrgella,

Plate XXXVII
CucuHograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Development and structure of sicula

and first theca. A-G successive growth stages of sicu1a from early to adult metasicula stage (B-G seen from reverse side); H. adult sicula with advanced growth
stage of the first theca; I~J prosicular segments showing arrangement and position
of longitudinal threads 8II1d black rdngs ; K~L structure of siculae with early (K) and
more advanced (L) growth stage of the first theca ; M-N siculae with complete
first thecae showing short (M) and longer (N) free part of the first theca (Mielnik,
A-C, E, I , K-N depth 925.1-924.8 in ; D, F-H, J depth 921.5-921.0 m); A-H, K-N
ca. X 50;; I -t J ca. X 63.
apsi apex of proslcula , bm se con da r ily broken margin of prosi cula , !th longitudinal threads.
of pr osi cu la , pstlm si bo undar y between pro- a n d metasicula , pn primary notch , pc pectoral
crest of theca, T I-T 3 s u ccess ive black rings of sicula, v v lrgula , vi virgella.
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stage" (open primary notch) may, however, have both the first (prosicular) and second black rings (rl +r2 ) (comp. F1ig. 18, C, and PI. XXXVII,
Fig. D).
The formation of the initial bud proceeds according to the usual
monograptid pattern, following the "open notch stage" (Fig. 18, C, and
PI. XXXVII, Fig. D), and "closed notch stage" (sinus stage), visible in
Fig. 18, D-E and PI. XXXVII, Fig.E. The lower border of the initial bud
is situated some 0.07-0.17 mm from the lateral margin of the aperture in the adult metasicula. There is no adapertural expansion 'of the
width of theca, the metasicula being of same width throughout. The
aperture of the adult metasicula is almost straight, with only a small
dorsal elevation or a slight dorsal lip which does not exceed 0.030.06 mm in length (long .). Virgella is usually thin and long, extending
well beyond the aperture of metasicula. The ratio of length in the
prosicular and metasicular parts is a remarkable feature o~ sicula in
Cue. aversus rostratus. It ranges from 1.83 to 1.25 mm and, as compared
with the prosicular one, indicates a distinct shortening of the metasicular segment of sicula. The part of the metasieular portion in a total
length of sieula decreases to some 44.4-35.4 per cent. These conditions
markedly differ from those, described previously for primitive cucullograptids (e.g. L. simplex; comp. Table 3, p . 316). A probable comparative-anatomical significance of this reduction in the size of metasicula
is discussed in the general part (pp. 316-320) of this monograph.
The first theca starts some 0.06-0.28 mm from the prosicular aperture. The origin of the initial bud is typically monograptid and the first
fusellar strips of this theca are disposed in the outer corner of the primary notch (Fig. 18, F-G and PI. XXXVII, F). Further growth stages
of the first theca are shown in PI. XXXVII, Figs. G, L , M, and those of
the fully grown thecae - in Figs. M-N. The length of the first theca
varies considerably from some 1.54 to 1.29 mm (comp. Figs. M, N). The
first theca may be less (Fig. M) or more (Fig. N) elongated. This is
especially true for a free part of the theca, stretching above the apex
of sicula. In the former case, this free part is only 0.50 mm long, in

Plate J{J{JC"III
Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Structure of thecae in specimens from
erratic boulders S. 205 representing lower stage in morphological differentation, A I-A 2
fragment of a proximal theca in reverse (AI) and obversetAj) views ; B metatheca1
part of another proximal theca in lateroventra1 view; C-F series of proximal thecae
arranged successively and seen dn reverse aspect ; G metatheca1 part of a more
distal theca in reverse aspect ; H 1-H 4 metatheca1 part of a distal theca with rostral
process showing slight spiral coiling, in reverse (HI), obverse (H 3, H 4) aspects and
in the top vdew ( H? ). S. 205, Ustka): ca . X 66.
da! dorsal prolongation of the apertural lip, ea t dorsal eaves of th e apertural lobe, gp gular

plate, n left ape rtural lobe, n n otch separating the eaves from the main lobe, pc p ectoral
crest , pth prothecal part of an adjacent theca , rp r ostral process of the left lobe , tp shovellike
termination of t h e proc es s, va! ventral prolongation of the apertural lip.
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the latter - it reaches some 0.80 mm in length. The metathecal part
is very short (0.10-0.15 mm), slightly isolated, inclined at an angle of
some 60° and provided with a strongly elaborated and asymmetric apertural apparatus. This is formed by a strongly hypertrophied left apertural lobe, incurved over the aperture and covering it completely
(PI. XXXVIII, Fig. A; PI. XXXIX, Fig. A). The number of fuselli, making up the left apertural lobe, may be estimated at 8-9, the 2 most
marginal ones being only very narrow strips. The ventral termination
of the lobe (vt) forms an incurved (to the left and downwards) process,
while its dorsal termination is a slightly marked extension, an incipient
eaves of the left lobe. The latter is about 0.20-0.28 mm long (tr.) and
0.08-0.14 mm high.
The internal apertural opening is situated inside the lobe and provided, over its entire right margin, with an extroverted apertural lip.
This is visible through a bleached and, therefore, transparent left apertural lobe (indicated by broken lines) and may be exposed after the
removal, by a needle, of the left apertural lobe (PI. XLII, B ll al) . This
extroverted apertural lip, ventrally and dorsally connected with and
covered by the left apertural lobe, seems to represent a vestigial right
apertural lobe, reduced and transformed into a narrow extroverted
margin (comp. p. 506).
A pectoral crest, found in some populations of Cue . aversus rostratus is a remarkable structural feature of the v-entral wall of metatheca
in the first and in a number of successive proximal thecae. It is a peculiar spindlelike, peridermal plate, fused with the ventral wall of metatheca (PI. XXXVII, Fig. N ; PI. XXXVIII, Figs. A 1-A2 ; PI. XXXIX, Fi.gs.
A I-A2, pc), but shifted asymmetrically to the obverse side (PI. XXXIX,
Fig. A 3 , pc). This pectoral crest extends from the apertural lip throughout the metathecal portion of the ventral wall and consists of a few,
very fine peridermal strips which resemble the microfuselli (PI. XXXIX,
Figs. A, C).

Plate XXXIX
Cucullograptus av ersus ro stra tus Urbanek. Structure of thecae in specimens from
a lower zonal population from deep-bering Mielnik. A I-A 3 upper part of a first
theca in reverse (A I), obverse (A 2 ) , and ventral (A 3 ) aspects; B I-B 4 upper part of
a proximal theca in reverse (B I ) , obverse (B 2 ) , lateroventral (ventrally and somewhat from reverse side) (B 3 ) and in full ventr-al (B 4) views ; CdC 2 upper part
of proximal theca slightly m ore distally placed, in reverse (C I ) and obverse (C 2 )
a spects ; D another theca similar to C dn obverse aspect ; EdE 2 more distal theca
in reverse (E I ) and obverse (E 2 ) aspects (sam e specimen as Figure 21,C i n Urbanek, 1960). Mielnik, depth 925.1-924.8 m) ; ca . X 63.
cot columella r junction o f t he a pe r t u ra l lip with the l eft apertural lo be, dt do rsa l t erm ination o f t h e lo be, eat d orsal e aves of t h e left a per t u r a l lob e , 9 g org et , gp g u lar process,
ig in cipien t gorge t , n left aper t u ra l lobe, pat ventral prol ongation o f the apertural lip,
pc pecto r al cre st , r p r ostral p r ocess of the left lobe, vt v entral t ermination of the left
a pe r tural lobe.
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When present, the pectoral crest is developed most completely in
proximal thecae and it decreases in size in more distal ones, being there
merely a narrow, vestigial strip (comp. PI. XXXIX, Fig. E and PI. XLI,
Fig. D), or even absent at all- as in a specimen shown in PI. XLI, Fig. C.
This astogenetic behaviour of the pectoral crest is suggestive of a character, being, in the course of phylogenetic changes of astogeny, introduced proximally to the aversus lineage. The pectoral crest seems
to be (among cucullograptids) an almost unique example of a thecal
character which was, as a phylogenetic novelty, introduced proximally
to the rhabdosome (comp. also p. 347).
The presence of the pectoral crest on ventral walls in more proximal
thecae is, however, by no means a stable character of Cue. aversus rostratus. It shows a remarkable expressivity and penetrance variation,
most probably connected with a certain zonal influence. In the population from erratic boulder S.121 (Jaroslawiec), there are no indication
of the presence of the pectoral crest which seems to be entirely absent
(it was not mentioned, therefore, in earlier papers by Urbanek, 1954,
1958). In the population from erratic boulder S. 205 (Ustka), the pectoral crest is only slightly 'e xp ressed in most proximal thecae (PI. XXXVIII,
Figs. A 1-A2) but seems to be entirely absent from more distal thecae
of the same population (Figs. C-H). It is only in exceptional cases that
the pectoral crest is more completely developed (comp. Fig. 19, pc) and
such higher elaboration of it seems to be associated with a somewhat
teratologically formed ventral termination of the left lobe. The latter
is transformed on the specimen in question into a strongly incurved
and closed tubular structure (vt).
In contrast, the pectoral crest is well-developed in populations from
the Mielnik deep-boring where the prevailing majority of specimens
show a well-expressed pectoral crest in proximal thecae and an incipient, narrow pectoral strip in distal ones. The absence of pectoral
crest from the Mielnik populations is rare and probably accidental
(PI. XXXVII, Fig. M). These conditions speak for a higher expressivity
and penetrance of the character in question. This may indicate a phylogenetically more advanced stage of the Mielnik populations as compared with that from erratic boulder S. 121 (Jaroslawiec) and S. 205
(Ustka). Moreover, with regard to expressivity and penetrance of peePlate XL
Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Details of structures of apertural apparatus in distal theca. A i-A 6 upper part of same theca in reverse (Ai)' obverse
(A z), ventral (A 3) , from below (At), in lateroventral (As) and in the top (A 6) views;
B diagrammatical cross section through line x-x' on Fig. Ai (Mielnik, depth 925.1924.8 m); ca . X70.
at apertural lip, eat eaves of the left apertural lobe, g gorget, gp gular process, ta internal a pe r t u r e , n notch separating the dorsal eaves , pc pectoral crest, pth prothecal part of

adjacent theca, rp rostral process of the left lobe, v virgula.
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toral crest, the latter is intermediate between S. 121 and the Mielnik
populations.
Proximal thecae are rather long (1.45-1.51 mm) and slender tubes,
gradually widening distally (0.06-0.11 mm in width at the base of
protheca and 0.09-0.19 mm at the base of metatheca), with a straight

Fig. 19. - Cucullograptus aversus ro stratus (Eisenack). Upper part of a proximal
theca from drift material showing an excessive form of the ventral termination
(vt) of the left lobe (lL) and the presence of a pectoral crest (pc) (S. 205, Ustka),
ca. X 126; sed grains of sediment attached to the periderm.

ventral wall. The prothecal part is 1.22-1.33 mm long, the meta thecal- 0.15-0.23 mm and the prothecal part occupies therefore about
73-90 0/ 0 of thecal length.
The metathecal part is somewhat isolated and inclined at an angle
of some 40° in adnate part and . 55-70° in isolated part towards the
main axis of theca. The isolated part of the metatheca involves 1/21/3 of its length. Metatheca terminates in the apertural apparatus which
consists of hypertrophied left apertural lobe, strongly incurved over
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and overlapping the aperture. This lobe consists of some 8-10 fuselli
which are archedly bent, the last 2 being rather short and forming
a free ventral termination of the apertural lobe. In most proximal thecae, the latter forms a blunt and slightly incurved process as in specimens from erratic boulder S. 205 PI. XXXVIII, Fig. C) or strongly incurved and folded outgrowth whose inner margin is fused with the
ventral border of the left lobe proper as in specimens from the Mielnik core (PI. XXXIX, Figs. B 1-B2 , C 1-C2 ; PI. XLI, Figs. B 1-B2 , vt). The
left lobe in proximal thecae attains a length (tr.) of some 0.28-0.30 mm
with the rostral process 0.05-0.06 mm long.
In proximal thecae more medially (centrally) placed in the rhabdosome, this ventral termination of the left apertural lobe is prolonged
into a short rostral process (PI. XXXVIII, Figs. E-F) or may occasionally
form even a spinelike outgrowth (Fig. D). This rostral process in proximal thecae is in incipient stage of elaboration but shows a steady distalward increase in size (comp. PI. VII, Fig. 11). Its structure, more completely developed in distal thecae, will be described in this connection
later on .
The dorsal termination of the left apertural lobe forms free, flat or
slightly domed eaves, extending beyond the aperture (PI. XXXVIII,
Figs. C-F; PI. XXXIX, Figs. B 3-B 4 , C 2 ; PI. XLI, Figs. B 1-B2 ,. dt, eal) . The
obverse margin of the apertural eaves is joined with the apertural lip
and the fuselli converge in this point, serving therefore as a kind of
a node (PI. XXXIX, Figs. B 3-B 4 , D).
The main part of the left apertural lobe forms a distinctly domed,
globular structure, covering the apertural opening of the theca. The
lower margin of the lobe along the 'r ev er se side may be as simple as
in specimens from erratic boulders S . 121 and S. 205, or may form a narrow band, a kind of a collar made up of very fine fusellar strips, resembling the microfusellar tissue (PI. XXXIX, Figs. C 1-C2 ; PI. XLI,
Figs. B 1-B2 , ig). This structural addition, 'p r esen t in specimens from the
Mielnik core,is doubtlessly an incipient stage of another peculiar structure, i.e. the gorget which is more fully developed in distal thecae and
will be described in this connection later on.
Inside the domed left apertural lobe, there is an apertural lip whose
structure is shown in PI. XLII, Figs. B 1-B2 and in Fig. 20 A, C, where the
overlapping left lobe has been removed by the needle or was destroyed
naturally.
The apertural lip extends throughout the reverse side of the apertural border and represents a distinctly extroverted margin, hanging
down and forming a tubular structure. The apertural lip is also ' easily
seen through the bleached (transparent) left apertural lobe, as a rather
wide and dark band, framing the margin of the apertural opening (mar-
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ked by broken lines in PI. XXXVIII and XXXIX). The dark colour of
this structure may be, in part, a result of the condensation of narrow,
fusellar strips (comp. p. 511) and, in part, of the deposition of the same
secondary peridermal substance on the attenuated periderm of the apertural lip.
The apertural lip ventrally forms a prolongation, fused with the
upper margin of the ventral termination of the left apertural lobe
(Fig. 20, A-B, pal) and dorsally, after surrounding the apertural opening, it sends an ascending ramus (B, aal) which, through short columellar
junction, is fused with the dorsal part of the left apertural lobe (B, A 2,
col). Both terminations of the apertural lip serve also as the points (nodi)
in which the fuselli of the left apertural lobe converge. This is clearly
visible in ventral view of these lobes (PI. XXXIX, Figs. A 3 , B 4 ) .
The strongly extroverted apertural lip in Cue. aversus rostratus is
doubtlessly a vestigial form of the right apertural lobe, being a more
advanced stage of its rudimentation as compared with that in Cue.
hemiaversus (comp. p. 488). The entire right lobe is transformed here
into the apertural lip, doubtlessly in connection with a more advanced
hypertrophy and overlap of the opposite lobe. Such an apertural lip
may be compared with an incipient apertural lip in Cue. hemiaversus
and with a folded anterior margin of apertural processes in Saetograptus chimaera (comp. Urbanek, 1960, p. 189). In all these cases, the formation of folded margins of periderm seems to be closely linked with
a certain degree of its reduction.
The transformation of the internal right lobe into the extroverted
margin in Cue. aversus rostratus results in extending the space inside
the apertural apparatus. Folding and hanging down of the margin may,
at least in part, be ascribed to the attenuation of the periderm, the
peridermal wall being too thin "to stay upwards".
Distal thecae reach a total length of some 1.88-1.95 mm, with the
prothecal portion 1.40-1.33 mm and metathecal 0.60-0 .50 mm long.
The protheca occupies, therefore, about 69-71% of thecal length. The
width of distal thecae is at the base 0.30-0.25 mm, reaching the same
figures in metathecal parts. The ventral wall of distal thecae is gently
genicular and, at the boundary of pro- and metathecal part, slightly
swollen (PI. VII, Fig. 11).

Plate XLI

Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Structure of thecae in specimens from
a higher zonal population from deep-boring Mielnik. A I-A 2 upper part of a first

theca in reverse (AI) and obverse (A 2) aspects; B I-B 2 upper part of a proximal
theca in reverse (B l ) and obverse (B 2 ) aspects; C I "c2 upper part of a distal theca
in reverse (B l ) and obverse (B 2 ) aspects ; D I-D2 still more distally placed theca
in reverse (Dl ) and obverse (D2 ) aspects (Mielnik, depth 921.5-921.0 m); ca. X 63.
pst prosicula ; for remaining explanations-see Pl. XXXIX.
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Metatheca is isolated over about 1/2 of its length and inclined at an
angle of 40° in adnate, to 70-80° in isolated part to the main axis of
theca. It is provided with a complex apertural apparatus which consists of a hypertrophied and strongly overlapping left apertural lobe and
of different structural superadditions, connected with it (Pi. XXXVIII,
Figs. G-H; Pi. XXXIX, Fig. E).

col

:--=---th --~~

Fig. 20. - Cucu!lograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Internal st r u ct ur e of apertural
apparatus: A I-A 2 apertural part of a theca with left apertural lobe almost completely removed to expose the internal aperture, seen in reverse (AI) and in obverse
(A 2 ) aspects, B apertural lip exposed through the natural destruction of domed
part of per.iderm in the left apertural lobe, C internal aperture visible through
secondary (accidental) opening formed on the reverse side of the left apertural
lobe (S. 205, Ustka), ca. X WOo
aa ! a sc ending ramus of apertural lip, a! apertural lip, co!

columellar junction of the left
apertural lobe with the apertural lip, n left a per t u r a l lobe , pat ventral prolongation of the
apertural lip, s gra in s of se d imen t , thecal walls.

In the most advanced stage of morphological development, reached
by populations from the Mielnik core (Pi. XL) , this apparatus consists
of: 1) a strongly convex, globular, main part of the left apertural lobe,
producing, through a strong incurvation over the aperture, a helmetlike structure; 2) a dorsal termination of the lobe, forming the apertural eaves; 3) a ventral termination of the lobe and its derivatives;
4) a gorget.
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The main part of the left apertural lobe consists of some 9-11
fuselli, slightly arched and converging to the ventral and dorsal nodes.
These are also the points of junction of the lobe itself and the apertural lip (comp. p . 506). The dorsal termination of the left lobe forms
apertural eaves, i.e. a subtriangular outgrowth of the lobe, formed by
the addition of some 3.,.-4 short, wedge-shaped fuselli to the border
of the lobe proper (PI. XL, Figs. A 1-A3 , Aij, eal). The apertural eaves may
be flat or slightly convex and rooflike (PI. XXXIX, Fig. E; PI. XXXVIII,
Figs. H 3-H4 ) . It is separated from the globular body of the main lobe
by a more or less incised notch (PI. XXXVIII, Figs. H 3-H 4 ; PI. XL, Figs.
All A 3 , n).
The ventral prolongation of the lobe forms a semitubular outgrowth
which is convex on the reverse and open on the obverse side, terminating in a rostral process (rp). The initial part of this structure is produced
by arched fuselli , gathered into a ventral node, or fused with the ventral margin of the main portion of the lobe. The lower margin of this
part forms, on the obverse side, a distinct shovellike lip, incurved
upwards and surrounding the ventral termination ventrally and laterally. It is called here a gular process (Fig. 21, AI; PI. XXXVIII, Figs. H 3 H 4 ; PI. XXXIX, Figs. E 1-E2 ; PI. XL, Fd.gs. A 2-A4 ; PI. XLI, Figs. C, D, gp).
The gular process is formed by a ventral incurvation of some portion of the main lobe itself, forming beneath a shovellike lip and by an
additional marginal part which is a prolongation of the gorget (PI. XL,
Fig. A 4 , gp). As the gorget proper, this marginal part consists of narrow
fusellar strips, while the main part of the gular process is produced
by normal fuselli.

Fig. 21. - Cucu!lograptus aversus ro stratus Urbanek. Fusellar structure of the
rostral process, seen in obverse (A l ) and reverse (A 2 ) aspects (Mielnik, depth 921.5921.0 rn) , ca . X 150.
gp gular p r ocess, n fu s cllar n ode, p al v entral prol ongation of apertural lip.
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The initial part of the ventral prolongation of the lobe terminates
in a free rostral process which forms a rough spoonlike structure,
slightly convex on the reverse, but concave and open on the obverse
side (Fig. 21, A 1-A2 ) . This free portion consists of 4-9 .shor t fuselli ,
strongly arched and superimposed on each other. The outline of this
rostral process is strongly variable (Fig . 22). In addition to almost
straight rostral processes (A, F) there are also rostral processes with
a different degree of curvature (C1-C2 , D, E 1-E2) which are rather broad
and blunt (B, C1-C2 , D) or, in some cases, rather spined (E b F). These
shape differences seem to be random in nature, but it is a distinct general trend to a distalward elongation of the rostral processes (comp.
PI. VII, Fig. 11). The left lobe in distal thecae, some 0.50-0.45 mm in
length (tr.), is provided with a 0.35-0.25 mm long rostral spine.
A t endency to some spiral coiling along the long axis is a remarkable
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F ig. 22. - Cucullograptus aversus rostratus Urbanek. Selected morphotypes of ro stral processes in attempt to show their variation range: A a morphologically average
(central) straight type, B shovellike t ype found in proximal thecae, C 1-C2 downwards
in curved broad type, D, E1-E z upwards in curved spinose and broad (D ) t ype, F almost
stra ight and spinose type (A , C-F - Mielnik, depth 925.1-924.8 m ; B - S. 121. Jaro slawiec) ; A , C-F ca . X 110, B ca . X 150.
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feature of the free portion of the rostral process. This may be marked
only slightly (PI. XL, Fig. A 4) , or more distinctly (PI. XLI, Fig. D 1 ;
PI.. XXXVIII, Figs. H 2-H4) . In certain cases, this free portion is, however,
straight in practice (PI. XLII, Fig. C).
The gorget, a collarlike prolongation of the lower margin of its main
portion is a peculiar addition to the left lobe (PI. XXXIX, Figs. E 1-E2 ;
PI. XL, Figs. A 1-A2 , As, f/). In adult distal thecae, the gorget represents
a rather broad belt, situated close to the thecal wall on the reverse side. It
is separated from the thecal wall only by a narrow fissure (comp. PI. XL,
Fig. B, g). Ventrally, the gorget is characteristically twisted and continues as a marginal member of the gular process (PI. XL, Figs. A 1-A3 ;
comp. also p. 509). The gorget consists of numerous narrow fusellar
strips which resemble the microfusellar tissue, being however intermediate in their width between the normal thecal fuselli and the true
microfusellar periderm. In certain cases, there is a rather gradual
passage from normal fuselli of the main part of the apertural lobe to
narrow strips of the gorget proper (PI. XLII, Figs. A 1-A3) or even the
gorget may consist of almost normal fuselli (PI. XLI, Fig. D). The
usually observed decrease of width of fuselli may indicate a gradual
decrease in secretionary effectiveness of the zooid itself, related with
its aging.
This rather complex picture of the structure of the left apertural
lobe and its derivatives presents the peculiarity of morphologically most
advanced populations from the Mielnik core. . Specimens, etched from
erratic boulders S. 121 and S. 205 present much simpler picture, showing
apertural lobes which consist only of: 1) a malin domed part, 2) a dorsal
eaveslike prolongation, 3) a ventral prolongation and its derivatives (gular
process 'an d rostral process). There is no gorget (PI. XXXVIII, Figs. G-H)
and, consequently, the gular process, although well-developed, also consists only of the normal fusellar part, without the marginal addition. It
seems probable that, like in other respects (comp. p. 518), also with regard
to the development of apertural apparatus, the populations from the Mielnik core represent a phylogenetically more advanced stage than those
in specimens, etched from erratic boulders S. 121 and S. 205. It is
especially the gorget that seems to represent a phylogenetic novelty,
acquired later than other structural elements of this apparatus.
Inside the domed, main part of the left apertural lobe, there is the
apertural lip, forming an extroverted margin on the reverse side of the
thecal wall (PI. XL, Fig. B al). It is visible through the bleached periderm
and marked by broken lines in PI. XXXVIII, Figs. G-H; PI. XXXIX,
Fig. E; PI. XL, Fig. A. The apertural lip, isolated by the needle prepsration and strongly bleached, is shown in PI. XLII, Figs. C 1-C2 • It shows
the microstructure of the lip which consists of narrow fusellar strips,
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resembling the microfuselli and considerably narrower than the normal fuselli from the left apertural Iobe and from the thecal wall (Fig. D).
The width (long.) of the apertural lip in distal thecae comes to 0.050.06 mm.
This apertural lip forms a ventral prolongation, extending beyond
the ventral apertural margin proper and attached to the inner surface
of the left apertural lobe (PI. XXXVIII, Figs. H 3-H4 , val; PI. XXXIX,
F ig. E z ; PI. XLII, Fig. C z, val) . This place of fusion between the left
apertural lobe and the apertural lip plays the role of a ventral node
towards which the fuselli converge.
Dorsally, the apertural lip ends with an angular border, provided
with more or less well-marked columellar outgrowth, fused to the inner surface of the left lobe just beneath the inner incision of the apertural eaves (PI. XL, Fig. A z ; PI. XLI, Figs. C z, D z, col). As seen from
the reverse side, the left apertural lobe seems to be supported by this
columellar outgrowth (PI. XL, Fig. AI; PI. XLI, Figs. CI-D I; indicated
by the trace of broken lines). This point of junction of the apertural
lip and the left apertural lobe also plays the role of a dorsal node towards which fuselli converge dorsally.
The space relations inside the apertural apparatus in Cue. aversus
rostratus are shown in PI. XL, Fig. B which is an optical cross section
along the x-x' line on specimen, figured in the same Plate, Figs. A I-A 6 •
The internal apertural opening (ia) in distal thecae is completely covered with a hypertrophied left apertural lobe, with the gorget (g)
moved near - to the reverse side of thecal wall. The internal cavity
of the aperture communicate with the outer space only through ventral
and dorsal apertural notches (PI. XL, Figs. A z-A 3 ) and through a narrow slit between the gorget and the thecal wall( Fig. B).
Growth pattern of rhabdosome. Specimens shown in Fig. 23, A-C,
show thecae growing from the proximal part of rhabdosome, Especially
interesting is a fragment of the proximal part of rhabdosome, shown in
Fig. 23, A I-A 3 . It consists of an adult theca n, with a fully developed
Plate XLII
Cucullograptus aver sus ro stratus Urbanek. Fusellar str uct ur e of apertural lobes.

A I- A 3 isolated left apertural lobe of a distal theca seen from below and ventrally
(AI) , from below dn order to show the gorget (A 2 ) and in lateral (reverse) view

(A 3 ) ; B I -B 2 apertural part of a proximal theca with the Left lobe removed by
a needle, in lateral (reverse) (B 1) and in reverse and from below (B 2 ) views ; C I-C 2

strongly bleached and isolated apertural lip of a medial theca, in reverse (CI ) and
ob verse (C 2 ) aspects; D lines indicating the relation of width of fuseUi in left
apertural lobe, subapertural part of metatheca and in apertural lip in s a m e (medial)
theca (in downwards order) (Mielnik, depth 925.1-924.8 m) ; A ~C ca . X 100, Dca. X 63.
at ext rove r ted apertural lip, db do rsa l b ord er o f the l eft apertural lobe, dt d orsal t ermina-

t io n o f the a pert ural lip, g g orget , g p gula r proc ess , lb lower border o f apertural lip . 11 left
lobe . pc pectoral c rest , p t h pr oth ec al part of a n a djacent t heca, rp r ostral proc ess, th thecal
wall, ub upper b order of ape rtural lip, v t v entr al t ermination of t h e a p ertural lip.
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apertural apparatus, a younger, still growing theca n+ 1 and a growing,
incipient prothecal part of theca n + 2. The specimen shows that the
development of the left apertural lobe of a given theca occurs simultaneously with the formation of the basal part of the next theca. From

Fig. 23. - Cucullograptu s aver sus rostratus Urbanek . Growth pattern of rhabdosome:
A I growing tip of a branch showing an adult theca (n ) and a premature terminal
(n +l) with a growing prothecal part of the next theca (n +2), A z-A 3 enlarged apertural part of theca n + 1 from reverse (A z) and obverse (A ,) sides, B I-B 1 growing
apertural apparatus of the first theca in reverse (B I ) and obverse (B~) aspects,
CI-C z upper part of a young proximal theca with incomplete left apertural , lobe
in reverse (C I) and obverse (C z) aspects (Mielnik, depth 925.1-924.8 m), AI ca . x 42;
A z",A3 B, C ca . X 120 ;

at apertural lip.

in

incipient left a per t u r a l lob e . n left apertural lob e. n-n+ 2 succe ssiv e
thecae . pc p ectoral crest , v v irg ula,
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the very beginning, the apertural apparatus is asymmetric, the apertural lip being, however, initially extroverted only in the more ventral
part of the margin (A2-A3 , al).
A slightly more advanced stage in the development of a proximal
theca is represented 'by Fig. 23, C 1-C2 • While on theca n+ 1 (A) the apertural lip is incomplete and forms only a kind of a ventral incision , it
is completely extroverted over the margin of theca in a specimen shown
in Fig. 23, C 1-C2 • Folding of the apertural margin develops, therefore,
gradually progressing from the ventral to the dorsal end. In the latter
theca, the left lobe is correspondingly enlar ged and the pectoral crest
(pc) is already present. The last mentioned structure is developed simultaneously with later growth stages of the left apertural lobe. The
same is indicated by specimen in Fig. 23, AI, where adult theca n is
provided w ith a well-marked pectoral crest (pc), while the younger
theca n+ 1 still lacks it.
Sp ecimens in Fig. 23 A, C show that the formation of the left apertural lobe occurs simultaneously with the growth of the initial part
of the next protheca and is probably completed much before the next
theca reaches its metathecal stage. This may indicate that in Cue. aversus
rostratus only two or even one preadult theca w as present at the growing
tip of rhabdosome. Th ese conditions resemble rather those, known in
Lobograptus exspectatus than in L . scanicu s p~rascanicus (comp. p. 344).
Fig. 23, B 1-B2 show the first theca with a growing apertural apparatus
which consists of an incipient left lobe (ill) and an incipient apertural
lip (al) forming a shallow ventral incision as a result of an incomplete
extroversion of the ap er t ur al margin . This development stage precedes
the formation of the second theca which is still entirely lacking.

Structure of interthecal septa. The structure of the interthecal septum
in a proximal theca is shown on a septum, bleached and isolated by the
needle preparation (Fig. 24, A). The lower margin is, as usually, strongly
thickened (thm) and connected with an annular thickening which frames
the prothecal opening of the preceding theca (ath). The fusellar structure
shows no intercalary fuselli which, however, occur in interthecal septa of
more distal thecae. The dorsal zigzag suture is, however, somewhat
irregular as compared with the ventral one.
The structure of interthecal septa in distal thecae is shown on specimens in Fig. 24, B-C, strongly bleached and isolated by the use of
the needle. The lower, thickened margin (thm) is connected with lower
thickenings to form an annular thickening, framing the prothecal opening of an earlier theca (ath) . The fusellar structure displays the presence
of a dorsal suture with a number of intercalated, fine or wedge-shaped
fuselli (if). The appearance of intercalated fuselli distinguish the strucIS"
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ture of interthecal septa in more distal thecae from that in more proximalones.

Stratigraphic range. - In the Mielnik core, Cue. aversus rostratus has
been recorded at a depth between 934.7-920.8 m. In the lowermost
place of appearance, the subspecies in question is represented by proximal
and medial thecae, displaying already a slightly marked rostral pro-
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Fig . 24. - Cucul!ograptus aver su s rostratus Urbanek. Fusellar str u ct u r e of interthecal septa : A in proximal theca, B-C in distal thecae (Mielnik, depth : A 925 .0-924.8 m, B-C - 921.1-924.8 m), ca . X 100;
u ti , annular thickening s u r ro u nding th e prothecal o pen in g , if in t ercalar y fus e!!i, 1m late ral margin of inter thec al septum, t hm t hicken ed lower m argin o f interth ecal sep t u m , thw lat e ral t h ecal wall.

minence and a pectoral crest (a depth of 934.7-934.4 m). It seems, therefore, that it appears at Mielnik as a morphologically already advanced
form , without being preceded by one of more primitive forms, known
from the Baltic drift m aterial (comp. p. 502). Somewhat higher, Cue.
av ersus rostratus still occurs in a mixed population, accompanied by a less
advanced form, described previously as Cue . aversus d. aversus (a depth
of 925.1-924.6 m). This common occurrence of both forms in a single
ass emblage indicates a certain overlap in their stratigraphic range (see
also PI. I). It is, however, only sligh tly higher (a depth of 924.4-924.1
m) that Cue. cv ersu s rostratus occurs in abundance, from that level upwards being the only surviving cucullograptid. The last appearance of
the subspecies und er study is m arked by a scanty assem blage from
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a sample, taken at a depth of 921.1-920.8 m .In the lower part of its distribution in the Mielnik core, Cuculograptus aversus rostratus is associated with Saetograptus leintwardinensis (Hopkinson) (but curiously enough,
never found directly in the same s ample), Monoclimacis haupti (Kuhne),
Pr istiograptus dubius (Suess), P. dub ius d. tumescens (Wood) and "P."
bohemicus (Barrande) . Because of the disappearance of S. leintwardinensis , from a depth of some 934.0 m, the association becomes poorer. This
seems to indicate that, 'in its vertical distribution, rostratus surpasses
the top of leintwardinensis zone by some 13 m , be ing geologically the
youngest member of the Cucullograptinae. According to the succession,
met with at Mielnik, Cue. aversus rostratus is confined to the leintwardinensis zone and to the strata, immediately overlying it.
The stratigraphic position of erratic boulders, yielding this subspecies, is less certain. Kuhne's Monograptus cf. aversus 24 from his boulder
No. 13, Sp andau, has been found "mit M. dubius, M. scanicus (nur eine
Th.) und M. haupti" (1955, p . 398).
Judging from the absence of more complete association of the scanicus
zone and the presence of M. haupt i, Kuhne arrived at the conclusion
that his boulder w as derived from a horizon younger than the scanicus
zone, m ight be even the Middle Ludlovian of age. This opinion was, in
part, correct En d a probable horizon of that and similar forms may be
situated in the leintwardinensis zone, or at the top of the underlying beds.
This conclusion seems to be valid also for Cue. aversus rostratus from
our erratic boulders S. 121, Jarosl awiec (without any graptolite association) and S. 205, Ustka (associated with Pristiograptus dub ius (Suess)
and Monoclimacis cf. haupti (Kuhne). More primitive morphological ch aracters of specimens from those erratic boulders suggest rather their somewhat lower stratigraphic position than that, occupied by the more
advanced Mielnik population of Cue . aversus rostratus (se e also p. 518).
. Systematic position. - Cue. aversus rostratus m ay be considered
a further development of Cue . aversus aversus and it r epresents the terminal, most advanced link in the Cue. hemiaversus - Cue . aversus lineage . The presence of some morphologically interm ediate forms, filling
the gap between Cue. aversus aversus, as described by Eisenack (1942),
and the most advanced Cue. aversus rostratus populations from the Mielnik deep-boring, suggests a r ather gradual passage from the former to
the latter subspecies.
All morphological differences observed between these populations
may be most probably ranked as being the infrasubspecific. Nevertheless,
they indicate directional changes from a probably more primitive to more
advanced phylogenetic stage.
The lower, structural stage in the evolution of the rostratus line is
24

Most probably, belo ng s to Cu e. av er su s rostratus ; camp. p . 518.
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represented primarily by populations from the Baltic erratic boulders.
The populations from boulder S. 121 (Jaroslawiec) seems to be the most
primitive, being, in thecal structure, the only difference from true aversus the presence of a distinct rostral process in medial and more distal
thecae (comp. also Urbanek, 1954, pp. 82-83; 1958, pp. 70-71). About
the same stage is probably represented by a specimen, described by
Kuhne from his boulder No. 13, Spandau, which also displays the presence of a rostral process in more distal thecae and other minor differences from true Cue . aversus of Eisenack (Kuhne, 1955, p. 391).
The presence of a broad and rather short, shovellike rostral process
is a remarkable feature of both forms mentioned above (comp. Kuhne,
1955, Figs. 13-A, C, G-H; Urbanek, 1958, Figs. 36-39). This type of
rostral process, shown also diagrammatically in F ig. 22, B, may probably
be considered a primitive form of the rostral process of the left lobe.
Its longer, narrower, or even pointed forms most probably evolved somewhat later. The initial evolution st age of the rostratus line was connected
with the formation of a rostral process alone, but already provided with
a gular process (the latter being inherited from the true aversus, comp.
p. 336), and the rostral process be in g probably blunt.
A somewhat more advanced stage in the evolution of the rostratus
line is represented by a population from erratic boulder S. 205, Ustka
(comp. PI. XXXVIII) . This is indicated by some modifications in the
rostral process, which m ay be more elongated or even sharply pointed,
and by the presence of a pectoral crest in the most proximal thecae.
The latter w as entirely ab sent from the lower structural stage of evolution and represents here a phylogenetic novelty, acquired by most
proximal thecae.
The third structural stage is represented by populations from the
Mielnik core. Besides elaborations, present in the previous stage, it shows
a n ew addition - the gorget. The pectoral crest is also better developed
and spread over the medial and, in part, even distal thecae. There is,
however, no distinct morphological difference between the Cue . aversus
rostratus populations from the lower and the higher part of its distribution
zone in the core (comp. PIs. XXXIX, XLI) and the forms from Mielnik
seem to represent about the same structural stage . Nevertheless, the presence immediately benearth Cue. aversus d. aversus suggests that the course of evolutionary events had to approach the picture, described above, and
that the Cue . aversus rostratus from Mielnik is more advanced than the
forms, known from the Baltic drift material. Despite some uncertainty
in the determination of the stratigraphic position of these boulders, this
may also suggest that they were derived from a horizon slightly lower
than the zone, occupied by the advanced populations of Cue . aversus
rostratus in the Mielnik core.
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Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek, 1954
(Figs. 25-27 ; PI. XLIII-XLV)
1938. Mcnograptus sp. ; O. M. B. Bulman, Graptol.ithiria...., p . 31, Fig. 20, c.
1954. CueuLZograptus pazdroi Urbanek; A. Urbanek, Some observations

, pp.

292-297, Figs. 1-8.
1955. Monograptus eunebeni KUhne; W. G . KUhne, Unterludlow-Graptolithen
,
pp. 386-389, Figs. 11-12.
1958. Cucullooraptus pa zdroi Urbanek; A. Urbanek, Monograptidae
, pp. 62-70,
Figs. 32-35 ; PI. 4, Eig. 4; Text-pIs. 4-6.
1960. Cuculloqraptus pazdroi Urbanek; A. Urbanek, An attempt
, p. 177 (mentioned), Fig. 13, H.
Remark to sy nc n y m y : Pcmatograptus b eeki Jaekel is probably conspecific
with Cue. pazdroi; O. Jaekel, tiber das Alter
, 1889, pp. 683-684, PI. 29, Figs.
7-9 (comp. KUhne, 1955; Urbanek, 1958). See also a nomcnclatorial r emark
in the present work, p. 532.

Material. - Numerous specimens from the Baltic drift material (especially boulders: S. 32 - Gdansk-Wrzeszcz, S. 181 - Czarnoglowy) and
from the Mielnik core. Drift material well-preserved, mostly unflattened,
while that from the core mostly strongly flattened and badly deformed.
From both sources, there are no complete specimens with proximal and
distal parts of rhabdosome, joined together. Siculae very rare.
Description. - Sicula short, reaching a total length of 0.95-0.85 mm 25,
with very slight ventral curvature in the metasicular part an d a simple,
straight apertural border. In all examined specimens, no black rings of
sicula are discernible (Fig. 25, A-B) . Prosicula is about 0.43-0.45 mm
long and provided with very thin longitudinal threads. At the aperture it
reaches some 0.12 mm in width (A-B, psi) . The apex of prosicula reaches
about half-way the length of the first theca.
Metasicula is 0.46-0.52 mm long and ventrally slightly incurved.
It reaches a width of 0.12-0.13 mm at the level of the primary notch
and 0.12-0.14 mm at the aperture, being almost tubular throughout.
In all examined specimens, there are no black rings on metasicula.
The formation of the initial bud was normally monograptid in character, as indicated by the structure of the primary notch region (Fig .
25, A-B). The anterior margin of the initial bud is situated some 0.160.21 mm from the aperture of metasicula. The later h as almost straight
margins, without any distinct dorsal elevation (dorsal elevation is 0.03
mm long). Virgella stretches beyond the aperture of metasicula which
is normal in size and shape (A-B, vi).
The first theca is a slender tube which reaches some 1.33-1.15 mm
in length, 1.23-1.05 mm being occupied by the prothecal and only 0.10
mm by the metathecal part. The metathecal part is almost completely
25 Sicula, described by Urbanek (1955) measured 1.05 mm; KUhne noted : "Sicula ist weniger als 1 mm lang" (1955, p . 388).
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adnate, only the s p er tu r al lobes are freely stretching above the aperture
of theca-". The upper part of metatheca is, however, strongly transversely
expanded. Metatheca terminates in an apertural apparatus which in most
cases is badly damaged. Only the specimens, figured by Urbanek, 1958,
p. 65, Fig. 34, and, to a certain extent, also the specimen shown here
in Fig. 25, A, m3Y supply some evidence for its structure. It consists

II
rl

Fig. 25. - Cucutlograptus pazdroi Urbanek.
Structure of sicula and the first theca,
visible on strongly flattened specimens .,
A specimen seen from reverse side, B specimen seen :in reverse aspect and somewhat ventrally (Mielnik, depth 977 .9-977.5
m) , ca. X 50.
ib initial bud, lL left apertural lobe, msi metasicula, psi prosicula, psilmsi boundary b etween
pro- and metasicula, r! right apertural lobe ,
v virg ula, vi virgella.

vi

B

26 Kuhne described and figured a specimen of the first theca with a strongly
isolated distal part, up to 40 per cent of its length (1955, p. 388, Figs. 11, A). This
character seems to be accidental and was not repeated in the material described
here. It also strongly differs from a degree of isolation, found in other proximal
thecae (comp. p. 522).

Plate XLIII
Urbanek. Structure of thecae. A]-A 2 upper part of
a proximal theca in reverse (AI) and obverse (A ?) views ; B j - B3 upper part of
a proximal theca in reverse (B I ) , ventral view (B?) and in dorsal and reverse
aspects (B 3 ) ; C]-C 3 upper part of a medial theca in reverse (CI ) , obverse (C 2 ) and
ventral (C 3 ) aspects; D1-D? apertural apparatus of a distal theca in reverse (D])
and obverse (D2) aspects (S. 181, Czarnoglowy); ca. X 63.

Cucutlograptus

pazdroi

dan dorsal apertural notch , dlL

domed part of the left lobe , dr! domed part of th e right
lobe, 11 left apertural lobe, m11 marginal part of the left ap ertural lobe, mr] marginal
part of the right apertural lobe, r! right apertural lobe, vap ventral apertural notch ,
vn! ventral node of the left apertural lobe , vtt ventral termination of the left apertural lobe.
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of two apertural lobes, the left being larger and provided with a distinct
ventral shovellike termination, the right smaller, rounded in outline and
lacking the elongated ventral termin ation. Both lobes are strongly convex
and composed of domed hoodlike parts, directed sidewards, and of a
m arginal part forming a kind of a brim over the free margin of the
lobe. The internal apertural opening forms a transversely elongated slit,
and the apexes of the domed parts of both apertural lobes are directed
laterally.
Proximal thecae are slender tubes some 2.2-2.0 mm long, with the
prothecal part 1.67-1.06 mm and metathecal 0.94-0.53 mm long. The
prothecal part occupies, therefore, about 71-76 % of total thecal length.
They are 0.13-0.23 mm wide at the base and 0.22-0.17 mm (dorsoventrally) in the metathecal part. Some part (1 /4 to 1/3) of subapertural
metatheca is isolated and forms a kind of a short neck which terminates
in a supraapertural part. Metatheca is inclined to the main axis at an
angle of 10-20° in adnate part and 15-30° in isolated part. The upper
part of the neck is transversely strongly expanded (in the right-left
di:ection), reaching some 0.32-0.30 mm. It consists of two apertural
lobes , forming a complex apertural apparatus of theca (PI. XLIII, Figs.
A-B). The right aper t u ral lobe (rl) is smaller and in its outline resembles
a hood. It consists of a strongly convex, hoodlike, domed part and a flat
marginal part, forming a kind of a brim on the free margin of the right
lobe. This marginal part is placed almost perpendicularly to the domed
part of the right lobe, forming ventrally a small, rounded termination.
Prolonged dorsally, it forms there a deep incision, i.e. the dorsal r pertural notch (PI. XLIII, Figs. B 1-B3 , dan). The right apertural lobe is made
up by some 8-9 fuselli, showing a peculiar arrangement, found also
in distal thecae and , in this connection, described later on (comp. p. 524) .
The left apertural lobe is distinctly larger and forms a domed, hoodlike p art, stretched transversely and provided, on its free m argin, with
a marginal part in the form of a brim. The ventral free termination of
the lobe forms a broad, rounded outgrowth, fastened, through a node
(n) , to the ventral wall of metatheca. On the dorsal side, the left lobe
is fused with the dorsal wall of metatheca. The lobe consists of some
10 fuselli, showing a peculiar arrangement, described in detail in connection with distal thecae (comp. p. 526).
Plate XLIV
Cucullograptus pazdroi Urbanek. Details of fusellar structure of apertural lobes .
AI- ll s isolated apertural part of theca, in ventral (At), reverse (A 2 ) , obverse
(A~), dorsal (A 4 ) and top (A s) views; B 1-B 2 isolated right apertural lobe, seen from
dorsal side and somewhat laterally (B I ) and from ventral side (B 2 ) (S. 181, Czarnoglowy): A t-A 5 ca. X 100; B 1-B2 ca. X 75.

dw dorsal wall of

apertura1 slit and d orsal wall of theca, vnr ventral node of the right
apertura1 lobe; furth er explanations as in Pl. XLIII.
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The apertural slit is stretched transversely and almost entirely covered by apertural lobes, thus producing the internal aperture. Its ventral margin is formed by the ventral wall of the right lobe itself and
by its prolongation which produces an obliquely lowering septum, situated inside the left apertural lobe. The dorsal margin of the internal
apertural slit is made up by the dorsal wall of metatheca and by the
left lobe with its prolongation which, in the form of an internal septum,
penetrates inside the right apertural lobe. These, rather complex structures are presented in Pi. XLIII, Figs. B 1-B3 where the course of internal apertural margins, visible in transparent specimens, are shown
by broken lines. The details of the internal structure of the apertural
apparatus are described further in connection with distal thecae (comp.
p . 528).
The distal thecae are 2.54-2.34 mm in length, with the prothecal
about 1.54-1.44 mm and the metathecal part about 1.10-0.86 mm long.
The prothecal part occupies about 56-57% of their length. Thecae are
0.40-0.27 mm wide at the base and some 0.20 mm in the metathecal
part, Ventral margin in most distal thecae is provided with a gently
geniculate curvature.
The upper 1/3 of the subapertural part of metatheca is isolated in
the form of a neck, inclined to the main axis of theca at an angle of
50°. In its upper part where it measures 0.55-0.60 mm in the rightleft direction, this isolated neck is strongly expanded transversely. The
apertural part is provided with a complex apertural apparatus which
consists of two apertural lobes (Pi. XLIII, Figs. C, D).
The right apertural lobe is distinctly smaller than the left and has
the form of a hood , provided with a globular, helmetlike and strongly
convex part and a marginal part, forming a kind of brim (Pi. XLIII,
Figs. C h Dj, drl, mrl). The globular part is composed of a number of
fuselli (about 7) which, on the ventral side, extend in continuation of
the fusellar system of the subapertural part of metatheca, being however slightly obliquely inclined as compared with lower fuselli of
met atheca (Pi. XLIV, Fig. B 2 , drl). The fusellar system of the metatheca proper is passing gradually into the fuselli of the right apertural
lobe, showing one or two intermediate fuselli which make up the basal
part of th e lobe. Each fusellus of the lobe proper starts from the
ventral node and, framing the apertural slit, terminates dorsally in the
lateral margin of the dorsal wall of theca (Pi. XLIV, Fig. B 1) . Lower fuselli terminate in the ventral margin of the dorsal wall of an isolated
p art of metatheca (neck), while . higher fuselli overlap this wall and
terminate in its dorsal margin (Fig. A 2 , drl). The latter are slightly
arched as compared with almost straight lower fuselli of the right lobe.
The marginal part of the lobe consists of two additional fuselli which
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Fig. 26. - Cucullograpfus pazdroi Urbanek. Diagram of the fusellar structure in apertural lobes . Arrows indicate directions
in folding of the periderm. A fusellar diagram of the right lobe, B fusellar diagram of the left lobe and adjacent subapertural
part of metatheca:
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terminate freely on ventral and dorsal sides at a certain distance from
the base of the lobe itself (Fig. BIt mrl). The margin of the dorsal wall
of the lobe frames a deep incision which communicates with a narrow
sp ac e between the right lobe and the internal part of the dorsal wall
(Fig. A 4 , inc). A slightly simplified picture of the fusellar structure of
the right lobe is shown in Fig. 26, A, in projection on a flat surface to
visualize the arrangement of fuselli and the r el ation of fusellar systems
of domed and marginal parts. This diagram is based on a combination
of pictures shown on PI. XLIV, Figs. A 2 , B I-B 2 • It differs largely from an
earlier r econstruction of fusellar structure of this lobe (suggested by
Urban ek , 1958, Fig. 35, A, pp. 64 and 68) which, in many respects, was
still incorrect, as indicated by recent investigations of rich and especially
well-preserved thecae from erratic boulder S. 181, Czarnoglowy.
The ventral wall of the isolated part of metatheca (neck), underlying
the apertural apparatus, consists normally of two series of fuselli, the
right being prolonged to the right apertural lobe and the left gradually
passing to the left apertural lobe . An additional structure is superimposed on this normal ventral thecal wall, forming an internal ventral
wall inside the left lobe. It forms a kind of septum with oblique upper
margin, leftwards gradually d ecreasing in height (Fig. 26, A , ivw ; PI.
XLIII, Fig. C 3 ; PI. XLIV, Figs. AI , A 4-A s).
The left apertural lobe is much larger than the right, being composed of a strongly convex, hoodlike part, and a well developed marginal
part, forming a wide brim on the free margin of the lobe (PI. XLIII,
Figs . C 2-C3 , D I-D 2 ) . The globular, domed part of the lobe consists of
some 6-7 fuselli which are disposed successively on the lateral m argin
of the subapertural part of metatheca. They constitute a genicularly
convex part of the lobe, each fusellus being fused , on the ventral and
dorsal sides, with the margin of the thecal w all, or just below it
Plate XLV
Cucullograptus pa zdroi Urbanek . Internal str uc t ur e of apertural apparatus. A aper-

tural slit (broken lines), visible th rough apertural lobes in the top view of a transpar ent specimen; B internal prolongation of the ventral wall inside the left lobe,
visible after removing of th e ventral part of the left lobe by the needle; C internal cavity of the left apertural lobe, visible in longitudinally sectioned specimen ; D interior of the right apertural lobe, visible through opening in domed
part of the right apertural lobe ; E transversal microtome section through the
apertural apparatus ; F lon gitudinal microtome section through left apertural lobe
and thecal tube ; G longitudinal microtome section through the right apertural
lob e and thecal tube. (A-D S. 181, Czarnoglowy ; E-G S. 32 Gdansk-Wrzeszcz) :
ca . X I 00.
al le vel o f inte rnal aperture , a n intern al apertu ra l o pe ning, d ll , d r l d om ed part o f lef t and
r ig ht lob e , idw internal pa r t of t h e do rsa l w all , i ths in terthe ca l se pt u m , i vw internal part
o f t he vent r a l w all, II left apert ural lobe, m il ma rginal part of th e l eft lobe , mrl marginal
pa rt of t h e ri gh t lob e, r l r ig h t a pe r t ural lob e , st spon ge like p e r id ermal tissue fillin g th e
spa ce b e tween left lobe and inte rnal do rs a l w all, t hmd t hick ened margin o f t he d orsal
w all , tllmv t hicke ne d margin of the ven t r a l wall, tilt t h ecal t ube, v v irgula , vn i ven t r a l
n od e o f th e left aper tura l lob e , v t l ven t r a l termination o f the left lobe .
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(PI. XLIV, Figs. A l , A 4 , dll). The first fusellus has a wedge-shaped form,
is short and situated horizontally. The rest of them are arched and cover
the apertural slit. The last ones converge ventrally forming a ventral
node (PI. XLIV, Figs. A l , vnl, A 3) .
The marginal part of the left lobe is formed by a number (usually
3-4) of additional fuselli disposed along the free margin of the lobe
and forming there a kind of a brim. It is placed almost perpendicularly
to the surface of the left apertural lobe, except for the ventral termination of the lobe where the marginal fuselli constitute a direct
prolongation of the domed part (PI. XLIII, Fig. C 3 ; PI. XLIV, Figs. A cA 5 ,
mll). This ventral termination in the form of a broad shovellike
outgrowth of the lobe proper stretches far beyond the ventral border
of the right apertural lobe (PI. XLIII, Figs. C l-C 3 , D l-D2 ; PI. XLIV,
Figs. A 2 , A 5 , vtl).
The diagrammatical picture of fusellar structure of the left apertural lobe is shown in Fig. 26, B. This is in complete conformity with
an earlier reconstruction of its structure (shown by Urbanek, 1958,
Fig. 35, B, pp. 64 and 68).
The internal structure of apertural apparatus is shown in PI. XLV.
The transversely elongated sp er t u r al slit is situated inside the apertural lobes. Their mutual relations are visible in the top view in Fig. A.
The margins of the internal apertural slit are formed by the margins
of thecal walls, but the relation of thecal walls to apertural lobes requires certain additional comments. The ventral margin of the thecal
wall gradually passes on the right side into the right apertural lobe,
forming on the left side an internal septum obliquely inclined to the
left side (PI. XLV, Figs. B, C, ivw).
Since the fuselli of the left lobe are connected with the dorsal thecal
wall somewhat below it s free margin (PI. XLV, Fig. C, idw) , the margin
of the dorsal thecal wall also produces a lower internal wall inside the
left ap er t u r al lobe. This wall also prolongs inside the right apertural
lob e as an internal septum because the fuselli of the lobe are fused to
both sides of the l ateral margin of the wall. The internal part of the
dorsal thecal w all serves, inside the right lobe, as a columella, supporting the entire fusellar structure (Fig. D, idw). The margins of internal
thecal walls a r e more or less thickened.
This picture of the internal structure of the apertural appar atus,
based on transparent specimens and needle preparations, was confirmed
also by microtome sections (PI. XLV, Figs. E-G) . The transverse section of the apertural apparatus (Fig. E) reveals the presence of the int ernal dorsal wall inside both lobes a nd of the ventral wall inside the
left ap er tu r al lob e. The right apertural lobe passes ventrally into the
thec al wall. Th e ventral node of the left apertural lobe forms a distinct
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peridermal thickening (vnl) and between the dorsal thecal wall and the
left lob e there is a membranaceous, or spongelike filling of unknown
nature (probably, secondary internal deposit, st). The longitudinal cross
section through the left lobe (Fig . F) shows the presence of an internal
ventral wall inside the lobe, provided with a strongly thickened margin
(thmv) . A similar section through the right apertural lobe reveals the
presence of an internal dorsal wall with a thickened margin (thmd)
and a continuous ventral surface, p assing gradually into the thecal wall.
A transversely elongated apertural slit, a peculiar feature of the
ape r t u r al app ar atus in Cue. pazdroi, is clearly revealed by the microtome
section (PI. XLV, F,ig. E, ap).
Growth pattern of rhabdosome. - Curiously enough, no growing
point of rhabdosome has be en found in the rich material of Cue. pazdroi.
A certain information on growth relations on the tip of rhabdosome
may, however, be gained from the late Gerhard Holm's unpublished
plates (which are housed in Riksmuseum, P aleozoologiska Avd., Stockholm), kindly set at my disposal by Dr. Harry Mutvei and Dr. V. Ja-

Fig. 27 - Cucullogrup tus pu zdro i Urbanek. Growing end of rhabdosome showing
th e in complete aperture of th eca n , and lowermost part of the next theca: 'A t from
re ve r se (ri ght) sid e, A 2 in ventr al vi ew, A 3 from the top (fr om unpublished plates
of Gerhard Holm, Naturhist oriska Riksmuseet, Paleozool. Avd., Stockholm, after
p ermis sion of Prof. E. Stensio a n d Prof. E. Jarvik, origin : Baltic drift, locality
unknown) ;
a s aper t ura l sli t,

il!

in cipient left a pe r t u ral lobe, iT! in cipient r ight
pr ot h e cal part o f the n e xt th eca, v v trg u la.

a pe r t u r a l lobe, pth

anusson, the keepers of the collection. In one of these plates, Holm
figured doubtlessly a growing theca of Cue. pazdroi (Nos. 28-30), showing a slitlike aperture provided , at lateral sides, with two ea rl ike elevations being an incipient stage in the development of apertural lobes.
These elevations, judging f rom Holm's figures, reproduced here (Fig. 27,
A 1-A3 ) , were initially identical in size and the elaboration of their asymmetry has been achieved in later growth stages. In addition to the
growing apertural apparatus of theca n, the growing end consists also
of a short, initial prothecsl part of the next theca (n + 1), provided with
a short virgula. The or iginal sp ecimen has not been found by the pre16 Acta P ala e ont ologica n r 3-4/66
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sent writer in Holm's collection and, therefore, the structure of apertural apparatus in lower theca (n-l) is unknown, although it has been
stated in Holm's handnote, put below this figure that "specimen has
two apertures and belongs to lowermost part" (translated kindly by
Dr. V. Jaanusson, 1960). The formation rate of the apertural apparatus,
as compared with that of the next thecal tube , cannot be, therefore,
established merely on the basis of Holm's figure. However, it seems
most probable that the formation of the apertural apparatus in a given
theca of Cue. pazdroi has been completed before the growth of the
next theca reached the metathecal stage, resembling, therefore, the conditions described in this respect for L. exspectatus and Cue. aversus.
Stratigraphic range. - In the Mielnik boring, Cue. pazdroi has been
found at a depth between 1,002.5-974.9 m. Above this higher limit, the
occurrence of short, poorly preserved remains which perhaps may belong to the species in question, have been stated in a sample from
a d epth of 970.9-971.0 m. The total thickness of the strata , occupied
by Cue. pazdroi, does not exceed 31.5 m . In the lower part of its distribution range, this species is commonly associated with Lobograptus
scanicus parascanicus (a higher zonal form) , L. scanicus amphirostris
n.subsp., L. exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek, Pristiograptus dubius
(Suess) , Neodioersoqraptu» beklemishevi Urbanek, Saetograptus chimaera
cervicornis Urbanek, Holoretiolites
erraticus Eisenack, H. mancki
(Munch), H . simplex Eisenack and Plectograptus macilentus (Tornquist).
In the upper part of its occurrence, it is associated with Saetograptus
chimaera d. chimaera (Barrande), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), P. dubius tumescens (Wood), N eodiversograptus beklemishevi Urbanek, Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus (Kuhne), L. scanicus scanicus (Tullberg),
L. imitator n.sp., Holoretiolites erraticus Eisenack, H. mancki (Munch)
and Plectograptus macilentus (Tornquist).
Cue. pazdroi is also common in erratic boulders (comp. p. 519) being
in the present a u thor 's collection, most frequent in boulders: S. 32,
Gdansk-Wrzeszcz and S. 181, Czarnoglowy. In all boulders it is associated with nearly the same graptolite assemblage which may include the
following species: Saetograptus chimaera (Barrande) and S. chimaera
cervicornis Urbanek (very frequent), Lobograptus scanicus parascanicus
(Kuhne) or, less frequently, L. scanicus scan icus (Tullberg), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess) , Plectograptus macilentus (Tornquist) (only in S. 32),
Holoretiolites mancki (Munch) and Neodiversograptus beklemishevi
Urbanek.
This assemblage leaves no doubt that, also in the fauna from erratic
boulders, the occurrence of Cue . pazdroi is restricted to the scanicus
zone as currently defined. This conclusion well coincides with data,
supplied by Kuhne (1955, p. 386). The earlier data of Urbanek (1954,
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1958), indicating the occurrence of Colonograptus colonus ccmpactus
Wood, are misleading (in fact, these are senile rhabdosomes of Saetograptus chimaera) and the species in question surely does not occur in
the nilssoni zone.
Cue. pazdroi have been recorded in situ. from Thuringia (Jaeger,
1955, ] 959) and from the Holy Cross Mountains (Gory Swietokrzyskie),
Poland (Urbanek, 1958; Tomczyk, 1962), in all cases from the scanicus
zone es currently defined.
System atic position. - Although being nominally the type species of
Cucullograptus, Cue. pazdroi occupies a separate position among the
entire assem blage of the Cucullograptinae. OWing to the complete lack
of Intermediate forms, its rel ation to other members of the subfamily
remains, to a considerable extent, unknown.
The most reliable conclusion is that Cue. pazdroi constitutes a separ ate lineage of cucullograptids, characterized by a different- principle
of construction of its apertural apparatus. The latter is ex pr essed by
the presence of a transversely expanded aper t u r e and by strongly conv ex ap ertural lobes. The new interpretation of the fusellar structure
in the right apertural lobe slightly diminishes its differences from apertural lobes in other cucullograptids (comp. p. 336). Its globular shape
m ay be considered a new character (right lobes in other cu cullograptids
are flat). The Iusellar structure of the right lobe is d et ermined by the
presence of the ventral node a nd by overhanging of the fuselli along
the dorsal wall of met atheca. Such overhanging of fuselli is known in
other cucullograptids but its combination with the globular (convex)
shape of the lobe is entirely new. In the left apertural lobe, its globular
shape may be considered a feature common with the aversus lineage.
The fusellar structure of the left apertural lobe may be ch sracterrzed
by the presence of a ventral node and a dorsal attachment of fuselli
along the dorsal margin of aperture instead of a fusion with a node.
Cue. pazdroi may be theoretically derived from the "stem lobograptids" as its early offshoot, but its relationship to early representatives
of the hemiaoersus-auersus lineage also cannot be denied. In spite of
the growing material available, no transient form , uniting the pazdroi
lineage with the remaining cucullograptids, has been known so far and,
therefore, its real relationship with other groups cannot be established.
A comparison of Cue. pazdroi from the lower with that from the higher
horizon does not supply any evidence as to its descent.
Two theoretical possibilities h ave been indicated by Kuhne (1955,
p. 391) and Urbanek (1958, pp. 68, 72). Kuhne, taking into account
a possible stratigraphic order of appearance, was of the opinion that:
"so Hesse sich an eine Deszendenz des M. aversus von M. eunebeni
(= Cue. pazdroi) denken; von einer unbekannten Form mit symme16'
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trischen Thekenlappen kame man zu M. eunebeni wiirde M. aversus
folgen , bei dem der rechte Thekenlappen vollstandig versehwunden ist".
Despite Kuhne's opinion, Urbanek (1958) expressed the view that
" ...structure of the apertural lobes in C. pazdroi is specialized rather
than primitive as compared with C. aversus" and that " ...Cueullograptus
pazdroi does not seem to be the true ancestral species in this evolutionary line" (p. 72). Urbanek derived Cueullograptus from ancestral forms
with symmetrical apertural lobes, suggesting that the Cue. pazdroi line
originated by the lobograptid type structural modification of the right
lobe (p. 68), or through the atrophy of this lobe and a secondary formation of a new lobe according to different structural pattern (pp . 68,
7'2). In the latter case, Cue. pazdroi may be said to have passed through
a .one-lobed "aversus stage" in phylogeny (p. 72).
Both Kuhne's (1955) and Urbanek's (1958) conclusions are now
strongly denied by new data, indicating a rather separate descent of
the hemiaversus-aversus lineage from the "stem lobograptids" (comp.
p . 369) without any evidence of its relationship to the Cue. ptizdroi
lineage. The descent of Cue. aversus from Cue. pazdroi is equally improbable (what is indicated by Cue . hemiaversus, linking it with the "stem
lobograptids") as passing of Cue. pazdroi through a one-lobed "aversus
stage" in phylogeny. The latter conclusion is indicated by an early
appearance of Cue . pazdroi, preceding the first signs of atrophy of the
right lobe in the Cue. aversus lineage, as shown by Cue. hemiaversus.
It seems, however, premature to speculate any more on the ancestry
of Cue. pazdroi. The conclusion that it represents a side branch which,
for a long time, evolved simultaneously with the aversus lineage, seems
to be very likely (comp. also considerations on pp. 369-370).
In spite of the separate position, occupied by Cue . pazdroi among
the Cucullograptinae, the structure of subapertural part of thecae and
the shape of the "gracilized" cucullograptid sicula testify to its membership in this subfamily.
Nomenclatorial remark. This form , recently described from the Baltic erratic boulders (Urbanek, 1955, 1958 ; Kuhne, 1955) is doubtlessly
conspecific with one of the forms, figured in Holm's unpublished plates,
housed at Riksmuseum in Stockholm. This form was briefly mentioned
and figured by Bulman (1938, p. 31, Fig. 20, c), being subsequently considered by Urbanek (1954, p. 79, Engl. summ.) and Kuhne (1955, p . 386)
to be conspecific with Cue . pazdroi. On the other hand, Bulman suggested
(1953, p. 153) that "i t seems not unlikely, however, that the Monograptus
sp. from the Holm Collection figured dn Bulman, 1938, Fig. 20 c, is referable to M. crinitus". Bulman stated, however, that "no really well-preserved examples of this species seem to be extant; even the figured specimens (Lapworth, Elles & Wood, 1913, PI. 44, Fig. 3), preserved at
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Birmingham University, are abraded and difficult to interpret". The
same has been found by the present writer during his study on Birmingham Collection, in which he was unable to recognize the shape of
thecae, especially the aperture. Studying the graptolites, identified by
different authors as Monograptus crinitus Wood, the present author
could ascertain that the latter species, in its current concept, produces
a portmanteau for different "thin" forms of the Upper Silurian monograptids. The writer believes that the present knowledge of M. crinitus Wood provides unsufficient evidence for identifying it with Cue.
pazdroi an d , moreover, he is inclined to think that the former represents
a "nomen dubium" (a similar opinion was expressed by Dr. W. G. Kuhne;
1958, personal communication).
Palaeozoological Laboratory
of the Warsaw University
Warszawa, April 1966
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MORFOLOGIA I EWOLUCJA CUCULLOGRAPTINAE
(MONOGRAPTIDAE, GRAPTOLITHINA)

Streszczenie
W pracy przedstawiono rezultaty badan nad budowa i r ozwojem astogenetycznym przedstawicleli podrodziny Cucullograptinae Urbanek, 1958, wyjasniono prze-

bieg i mechanizm ichewolucji, jak rowniez ustalono znaczenie stratygraficzne
po szczeg6lnych gatunk6w.
Opisano 14 gatunk6w i podgatunkow Cucullograptinae, z czego 4 gatunki i 2
podgatunki sa nowe, Material opracowany pochodzi : l)z pr6bek rdzenia wiertniczego otworu Mielnik n/Bugiem, 1. G . 1, wykonanego przez Zaklad Rud Zelaza
Instytutu Geologicznego w Warszawie ; pr6by te przekazane zostaly autorowi niniejszej pracy w celu zbadan ia wystepujacej w nich fauny graptolitowej; 2) z baltyckich glaz6w narzutowych wieku g6rnosylurskiego, pochodzacych z moren Polski
P6lnocnej, zwlaszcza Pomorza.
Przy preparowaniu graptolit6w stosow a no zar6wno chemiczne, jak i standartowe metody badania, uzywane przy opracowywaniu graptolit6w w tyrn stanie
zachowania.
W czesci ogolnej omawia sie dokladnie po chodzenie materialu, okreslajac blize]
stosunki stratygrafdczne utwor6w sylurskich w wierceniu Mielnik n /Bugiern oraz
p och odzenie i stanowisko st ratygraficzne zbadanych glaz6w narzutowych .
Na podstawie wystepowania Cucullograptinae w sylurze Mielnika n/Bugiem
mozna za propon owac podzial stratygraficzny g6rnej czesci tzw. warstw mielnickich ,
wydziel on ych przez H . Tomczyka (1962) dla sylu r u platformowego Polsk i. W pracy
przeprowadza sie por6wnanie proponowanego podzialu stratygrafdczn ego z powszechnie dotychczas przy jetyrn podzialem bryt yjskim dla r6wnowiekowych serii
dolriego ludlowu oraz z alternatywn ym podzialem, opartym na wystepowaniu
Saetograptinae.
Dokladne poznanie budow y i rozwoju kolonii roznych przedstawiciell Cucullog raptinae pozwoldlo przeprowadzic an alize anatomiczno-por6wnawczq ich morfologii oraz ustalic pewne prawidlowosci ewolucji zbadanej grupy graptolit6w.
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Analiza zmian ewolucyjnych sikuli Cucullograptinae pozwolila po raz pierwszy
przesledzic proces mikroewolucji tej czesci kolonii w obrebie okreslonej grupy
graptolit6w. Ustalono, ze u Cucullograptinae polegala ona na progresy,wnej gracylizacj i, tj . na stopniowym skracaniu sie i upraszczaniu budowy sikuli. Analiza
zachodzacych zmian pozwala na wysuruiecie przypuszczenia, ze sprowadzaly sie one
do procesu fetalizacji osobnika znajdujacego sie w sikuli (sikulozooida). Por6wnan ie obrazu ewolucji sikuli u CuculLograptinae ze zmianami jej w innych grupach
Graptoloidea pozwala na wstepna klasyfikacie zaleznosci miedzy ewolucja sikuli
i pozostalych tek rabdozomu. Rozwaza sie takze przypuszczalne znaczenie fetalizacji sikulozooida, jako czynnika morfogenetycznego w ewolucji pozostalych tek
kolonii u Cucullograptinae.
W przeciwienstwie do sikuli, pozostale teki rabdozomu Cucullograptinae cechowala wyrazna tendencja do progresywnego roznicowania budowy . Zmiany ewolucyjne wyrazaly sie gl6wnie w powstaniu i rozwoju zlozonego aparatu aperturalnego, przy czym zbadany material pozwala okreslic gl6wne etapy tego procesu, kt6ry
zachodzil niezaleznie w poszczeg6lnych liniach ewolucyjnych Cucullograptinae.
Prymitywne gatunki Lobograptus (L. progenitor n.sp., L. simplex, L. exspeetatus)
maia aparat aperturalny bilateraLnie symetryczny d stanowia pod wzgledem rnorfologicznym

tzw. S-kukullograptidy. Pozostale gatunki Lobograptus cechowala,

wraz z rozwojem aparatuaperturalnego, tendencja do powstania jego asymetrii
przez przerost prawego plata aperturalnego. Stanowia one grupe tzw. R-kukullograptid6w (L. seanicus z trzema podgatunkami, L. imitator n .sp., L. in v ertus n.sp. i L.

cirrifer n .sp . ). Odrebna grupe morfclogiczna reprezentujq przedstawiciele rodzaju
Cueullograptus, u kt6rych wystepuie tendencja do przerostu lewego plata aperturalnego. Stanowia one tzw. L-kukull ograptidy, reprezentowane przez Cue. hemiaversus, Cue. av er sus z dwoma podgatunkami <i Cue. pazdroi.
Ewolueja tek u Cucullcgraptinae eechowala sie znamiennymi rysami, do kt6rych nalcza : 1) konccntracja zmian ewolucyjnych na czesci aperturalnej teki,
przy wzglednie duze] stalosci budowy pozostalych czesci teki; 2) tendencja do
rozwoju rozbieznych kierunk6w wt6rnej asymetrii aparatu aperturalnego.
Pierwsza cecha charakteryzujaca ewolucje tek u Cucullograptinae daje sie
dobrze porownac z obrazem zroznicowania u wsp6lczesnych Pogonophora, u kt6rych Iwanow (1960) stwierdzil, ze zmiany ewolucyjne poLegaly gl6w.nie na modyfikacjach budowy aparatu czulkowego, przy wzglednie duzej stalosci w budowie
reszty ciala. Omawia sie przypuszczalne :zmaczenie przystcsowawcze tego zjawiska
w ewolucji Cucullograptinae, podkreslajac, ze swiadczy ono, ,i z podstawowe kierunki ewolucji okreslone byly powstaniem odrebnych mechanizm6w pobierania
pokarmu.
Powstanie asymetrii aparatu aperturalnego zdaje sie swiadczyc

0

rozwoju

wt6rnej asymetriiczt::sci miekkich ciala, zwlaszcza aparatu czulkowego. Asymetria tego aparatu zdaje sie stanowlc ceche skor elowana z okreslonyrn stopniem
jego rozwoju morfologicznego. Podkresla sit:: rownoczesnie roznice, jakie zachodza
miedzy stabilnym, nie podlegajqcym wiekszym zmianorn ewolucyjnym, charakte-
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rem asymetrii R-kukullograptidow oraz progresywn ym charakterem a symetrii
w ie k szosci L-kukullograptidow. W pierwszym przypadku marn y przypuszczaln ie
do czynienia z p cwnym przer ostem aparatu czulkowego z prawej strony ciala, bez
ro wnoczesnej jeg o r ed uk cji na st ro ni e pr zeciwnej . Natomiast u t ych L-kukullograpt idow, u ktorych as ymetria rna charakter progresy wn y , h ypertrofia aparatu czul-

k ow ego z le wej str ony la czyla sic p rz ypuszczal n ie z [e go redukcja po przeci wnej
stronie ciala. P r oces ten uruchomil prawdopodob ni e mechanizm kom p en sa cji m or f ofizjolog.icznej, st an ow ia cy zapewne j ed en z czynnikow przerostu apar atu czulk owego z lewej strony ciala zooidcw .
Zbadanie zmian astogenezy,

jakie za chodzily w ew olucji Cucullograptinae,

doprowad za do wn.iosku, ze glo w nyrn sp osobem pojawiania sie nowych ce ch filogenetyczn ych b yl a u nich tzw. introduk cja dystalna. W .r ezult a cie teg o procesu,
no w e ce ch y pojawialy sie wpierw tylko w tekach dystalnej .czesci rabdozomu. aby
nast epnie sto p n iow o, w po szczeg olnych ogniwach danej linii ewolucyjnej , obejm ow a c bardziej proksymalne czesci k olonii. Omawia si e takze p ewne przypadki
od stepstwa od reguly introdukcji dystalnej nowych cech filogenetycznych. Odnosza
sie one do nielicznych i mniej istotn ych cech morfologicznych, ktore pojawiaj a sie
w t ej gr up ie graptol.itow dro ga intr odukcji proksymalnej . Poniewaz wiekszosc
ce ch , w tyrn w szystkie cec hy 0 w iekszy rn zn aczeniu mo r folo gi czn yrn, wykazuja
introdukcj e dystalna , ewolucja Cucullograptinae do starcza niezwykle przek on ywu[acy ch dowodow na znaczenie tego spo sobu p owstawania now ych cech w filog ene zi e tek . Pewi en w yj qtek od reguly introdukcji dystalnej st a now i t ez a symetr.ia
R-kuku ll ograptidow , ktora - zgo dn ie z wczes n ie] w ysu ni et yrni przypuszczen iami
(Ur ban ek, 1960) - pojawia sie apo la rnie, tj . przejawia sie mnie j w ie ce j jednakowo
u ws zys t k ich oso bnikow ko lonii.
An ali za r ozprzestrzen iania sie no wyc h cech w r ezul t a cie filogenetycznych
mo dyfika cji a st ogenezy p otwie rdza wczesn ie] w yp owiedziane p oglad y (Ur b a n ek,
1960), ze spr ow a dza si e one do zmian ekspr es ywnosci i penetracji okreslon ych
czy n riik ow genetyczn ych.

W pracy dyskutu je si e t akze zagadn ien ie org a niza cj i kolonii gr a pt olitow. Starano si~ w ykazac, ze kolonie Graptoloidea reprezentuja takie st a dium integracji,
p rz y ktorym procesy oso b n ic ze, ok re sla ja ce charakter morfofizjologiczny poszczegolnych woid6w kolonii , riie zosta ja jeszcze calkowicie zniwelowane. Uwazajac
takie kolonie za szczeg6lny przypadek integracji grupy osobnikow (popula cj i),
uzasadnia sie slusznosc st osowania p oj ec "penetracja" i " eksp r esyw n osC' dla op is u
zjawisk, zachcdzacych przy fil ogenety czn ych modyfikacjach astogenezy . Przy rozwazaniach tych przytacza sie poglady krytyczne, przekazane autorow.i niniejszej
pracy w li stach Dra. L . Van Valena (Am enica n Museum of Natural Hi stor y , New
Yor k ).
Przez ze stawienie danych mo rfol ogiczn ych

i st r a ty gr afi cznych

u zasad niono

pewne wn ioski, odn osza ce sie do f il ogenezy i taksonomii Cucullograptinae . P odkresla sie odmienne znaczenie morfologii tek dystalnych i proksymaln ych dla
ust a lan ia stos u nk 6w r odowych . U zbadanej grupy graptolit6w, pierwsze ma ja znaczen ie przyszlosciowe, "p r of etyczne", z uwag i na zasade introdukcji dystalnej
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nowych cech filogenetyczn ych. Pozwalaja one w pewnym stopniu okreslic dalsz y
kierunek ewolucji. Drugie, przeciwrrie, sa najmniej zmodyfikowane, zachowuja
najdluzcj malo zmienione cechy ancestralne i pozwalaja w ten sposob okr esl.ic bu-

dowe cech wlasciwa przodkom. Takie znaczenie tek dystalnych i proksymalnych
nie jest jedna k absolutne, lecz zalezne od sposobow fil ogenetycznych modyfikacji

astogenezy, wlasciwych dane] grupie graptolitow.
Uwzgledniajac powyz sze kryteria,

staranosi ~

u stalic stosunki filogenetyczne

w obrebie Cucullograptinae. Najstarszym i najbardziej pryrnitywnym przedstawicielern tej grupy jest Lobograptus progeni tor n .sp ., ktory zapoczatkowuje zarazem
rozwo] pierwszej Iinii ewolucyjnej Cucullograptinae, stanowiace] .ich pierwotny
pien rozwojowy ("stem lobograptids"), zas L . simplex zajmuje stanowisko centralne
wsrod wszystkich Cucullograptinae, reprezentuje bowiem stadium strukturalne,
od ktorego dokonala sie przypuszczalnie radiacja tej grupy, dajaca w rezultacie
4 lub 5 oddzielnych Iinii rozwojowych, W rozwoju kazdej z tych Iinii przewazaly

procesy ewolucji kierunkowej nad procesami dywergencji (Pl. VIII i IX). Odrebne
stanowisko zajmuje [edyn.ie Cucullograptus pazdroi, ktory nie Iaczy sie wyraznie
z glownym pniem rozwojowym Cucullograptinae. Stanowi on albo Iinie boczna,

ktora wyodrebnila sie wczesnie d allopatrycznie, lub tez ma inne pochodzenie, niz
pozostald przedstawiciele tej grupy, Z tego wzgledu Cucullcgraptinae sa raczej
koncepcia morfologiczno-taksonomicznq, niz filogenetyczna.
Pochodzenie Cucullograptinae nie moze bye obecnie wyjasnione. Jednak podobienstwo proksymalnej czesci kolonii prymitywnych przedstawieieli Lobograptus
, (L . progenitor n .sp ., L . simplex) do proksymalnej czesci rabdozomu wczesnych

linograptidow (Neodiver sograptus nilssoni) w ydaje sie swiadczyc

0

pokrewieilstwie

tych dwoch szczepow. N. nils soni jest jed n ak zbyt wyspecjalizowany, aby mozna go
bylo uwazac za przodka L . progenitor n.sp. - najstarszego ze znanych przedstawicteli
Cucullograptinae. Dlatego wysunieto przypuszczenie, ze przodkiem wspolnym dla
Cu cullograptinae i Linograptinae mogl bye linograptid, reprezentujqcy preneodiwersogr aptidowe stadium ewolucji.

W czesci systematycznej podaje sie opis nastepujacych przedstawicieli Cucul-

Iograptdnae :
Lobograptus Urbanek, 1958

L . progenitor n .sp.

L. simplex Urbanek, 1960
L. exspectatus exspectatus Urbanek, 1960
L . exspectatus bicornis n .subsp.

L. scanicus parascanicus (KUhne, 1955)
L . scanicus amph irostris n .subsp.
L. scanicus scanicus (Tullberg, 1883) sensu Bulman, 1953
L. imitator n.sp .

L. invertus n.sp.
L. cirri fer n.sp.
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Cueullograptus Urbanek, 1954
Cu e. h emiaversus Urbanek, 1960
Cu e. avcrsus d. avcrsu s (E i sen a ek, 1942)
Cue. avcrsus ro stratus Urbanek, 1960
Cue . pazdroi Urbanek , 1954 .

AAAM YPBAH3K

MOP<I>O.JIOrJ1H J1 3BOJIIOUJ1H CUCULLOGRAPTINAE
(MONOGRAPTIDAE, GRAPTOLITHINA)
Pe31O.lte

B

patiore nprraonarca pe3YJIbTaTbI 113y'IeHl1fl crpoeana 11 aCTOreHeTI1'IeCKOrO

pa3Bl1Tl1fl npeACTaBI1TeJIeH noncexeacraa Cucullograptinae Urbanek, 1958 , BbIflCHeHbI
XOA 11 MeXaHl13M I1X 3BOJIIOQI1I1, a TaK:lKe yCTaHOBJIeHO crparnrpacpaaecxoe 3Ha'IeHl1e
I1CCJIeAOBaHHbI X BI1AOB.
,IJ;aHo raxace ormcanae ] 4 BI1AOB 11 nOABI1AoB Cucullograptinae, 113 KOTOpblX

4 BI1Aa 11 2 nOABI1Aa flBJIflIOTCfl HOBbIMI1.

:Y!3y'IeHHblJ1 MaTepl1aJI npoI1CXOAI1T : 1) 113

x epna CKBa:lKI1HbI MeJIbHI1K HaA Byrosr, 1. G . 1, npofiypennon JIa6opaTOpl1eH 2KeJIe3Hbl X PYA reoJIOrl1'IeCKOrO J1HCTI1TyTa B Bapuraae.

06pa3QbI 113 3TOH CKBa:lKI1HbI

rt ep enaasr anropy nacromnea pa60TbI C QeJIbIO 113Y'IeHI1R npacyrcrnyrourea B HI1X
rpanTOJII1TOB ; 2) 113 6aJITl1flCK UX 3ppaTI1'IeCKI1X BaJIyHoB BepXHeCI1JIYPI1H-

¢ aYHbI

cxoro B03paCTa, npOI1CoXOAflll\I1X 113 MopeH C eBepHO H IIOJIbIIlI1, rJIaBHbIM 06pa30M

Iloxropaa.
IIpl1 npenapnpoaxe rpanTOJII1TOB

6blJIl1

npl1MeHeHbI KaK XI1MI1'IeCKl1e, TaK

11

06bI'IHble MeTOAbI I1CCJIeAOBaHl1fl, KOTOPbIMI1 nOJIb3YIOTCfl I1CCJIeAOBaTeJII1 npx 113YLWHl1I1

B

rpanTOJII1TOB TaKOJ1 co xpaHHOCTI1.
06ll\eH 'IaCTI1 nOAPo6HO oficyacnaerca npOI1CXO:lKAeHl1e MaTepl1aJIa, onpene-

narorca

TO'IHble

crparnrpadiaxecxa e

B3al1MOOTHOIIleHHfl

CI1JIYPI1HCKI1X

ocaAKOB

B CKBa:lKI1He MeJIbHI1Ka HaA Byrow, a TaK:lKe npOI1CXO:lKAeHl1e 11 crpa'mrpacpa-recxoe
nOJIO:lKeHl1e 113Y'IeHHbIX 3ppaTI1'IeCKI1X BaJIyHoB.
Ha OCHOSaHl111 pacnpocrpanenaa Cucullograptinae B CI1JIYPI1HCKI1X OTJIO:lKeHl1flX
M eJIbHI1Ka HaA Byross npezmaraerca CTpaTl1rpacPl1'IeCKOC AeJIeHl1e BepXHeH 'IaCTI1
TaK Ha3bIBaeMbIX MeJIbHI1I.\KI1X CJIOeB, BbIA eJIeHHbIX r . TOM'II1KOM (H. Tomczyk,1962)
n JIfl rinarcpopaeaaoro cxnypa IIOJIbIIlI1.

B

aacroamen pafiore npOBoAI1TCfl cpaa-

UCHI1C npennaraexoro CTpaTl1rpacPl1'IeCKOrO AeJICHl1fl C o5ll\enpl1HflTbIM aHrJII1HCKI1M
ACJIeUl1eM AJIfl onaoaoapacrnsrx Cepl1H HIDKHero JIYAJIOBa, a raioae C a JIbTepHaTI1BHhIM AeJIeHI1CM, OCHOBaHHbIM aa pacnpocrpaneaxa Saetograptinae,
TO'IHOe

n03HaHl1e

crpoeana

11

pa3Bl1Tl1fl

KOJIOHI1H paansrx

npe,l:\CTaBI1TCJIeH
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Cucullograptinae n03BOJII1JIO aaropy np0l13BeCTI1 aHaTOMI1'-1eCKO-CpaBHI1TeJIbHbIM anaJII13 I1X MOPcPOJIOrl1l1, a TaKJRe

rpynnsr

l13y'-leHHoM
AHaJIl13

orrpenemrrs nexoropsre

3aKOHOMepHOCTI1

3BOJIIOI.J;l111

rpanTOJIl1TOB.

Cucu'llograptinae

3BOJIIOI.J;110HHbIX 113MCHeHl1M CI1KYJIbl

n03BOJIl1JI

artep-

asre npOCJIeAI1Tb nponecc MI1KP03BOJIIOI.J;l1l1 3TOH '-IaCTI1 KOJIOHI1I1 B npenerrax onpeAeJIeHHOM

rpyrmsr

-ranacs

nporpeCCI1BHOM

H

B

ynpouieaaa

rpanTOJIl1TOB.

crpoeaaa

YCTaHOBJIeHO, '-ITO

"rpaI.J;l1JII13aql1l1",
CI1KyJIbl.

AHaJII13

npeAnOJIOJRI1Tb, '-ITO OHI1 CBOAl1JIUCb K

Cucullograptinae

y

ecra

B

nOCTeneHHOM

npOI1CXOAflll.\l1X

OHa 3aKJIIO-

yKopa'-ll1BaHl111

113MeHeHI1M

n03BOJIHeT

nponeccy cPeTaJIl13aI.J;1111 OC06l1, HaXOAHll.\eMCH

Cpaaaeaae

H cnxyne (CI1KYJI0300l1A).

r,! e H e H I1H M I1 ee B I1HblX rpyrmax

TO

Cucullograptinae

3BOJIIOI.J;UI1 CI1KYJIbl Y

Graptoloidea

C l13-

naer B03MOJRHOCTb npeAJIOJRl1Tb npen-

Bapl1TeJIbHYIO KJIaCCl1cPI1KaI.J;l1IO 3aBI1Cl1MOCTI1 MeJRAY 3BOJIIOI.J;l1eM Cl1KYJIbl 11 OCTaJIbHblX TeK pa6AOCOMbl .

PaCCMaTpl1BaeTCH TaKJRe npermonaraestoe aaa-renne cPeTaJII1-

:>a I.J;1111 CI1KYJI0300l1Aa
TeK KOJIOHI1I1 y

B

KaK

MOPcPoreHeTll'-1eCKOrO

npOTl1BOnOJIOJRHOCTb

CI1KyJIe,

OCTaJIbHble

OTMe'-laJII1Cb OT'-IeTJIl1BOM TeHAeHI.J;l1eM K
e n l1 H .
II

B

3BOJIIOI.J;l1l1

TeKI1

pa3BI1Tl1l1

CJIOJRHOrO aneprypaoro

annapara,

onpeztena'rs rnaaasre sransr

BI1Cl1MO

B

OTAeJIbHblX

paJIbHO-CI1MMeTpl1'-1HbIM

aroro

Al1cPcPepenI.J;l1pOBaHl1IO CTPO-

npl1'-1eM

npouecca,

3BOJIIOI.J;~lOHnbIX BeTBflX

Lobograptus (L. progenitor

naasmaesrsre

OCTaJIbHblX

Cucullograptinae

pa6AOCOMbI

rrporpeccannosry

3BOJIIOI.J;l10HHble 113MeHeHI1H BbIpaJKaJII1Cb, rJIaSHblM 06pa30M, B

3BOJIHeT

BI1Abl

cPaKTopa

Cucullograptinae.

n. sp.,

arreprypnsrk

S-KYKYJIJIOrpanTl1AbI.

xrarepxan

113Y'leHHblil:

KOTOpblM npOI1CXOAl1JI

Cucullograptinae,

11 MOPcPoJIorl1'-1eCKI1

OCTaJIbHble BI1AbI

I1MeIOT 6UJIaTe-

COCTaBJIHIOT

Lobograptus

no-

neaa-

IIpl1Ml1Tl1BHble

L. sim plex , L. exspectatus)

armapar

06pa30BaHI1l1

TaK

OTMe'-laJII1Cb COB-

MeCTHO C pa3BI1TI1eM aneprypaoro anrrapara TeH'IeHI.J;l1eM K B03HI1KIIOBeHI1IO ero aCI1MM e T p 1111 xepea rnrreprpodnoo

npasoit

aneprypaon JIOnaCTI1.

OHU COCTaBJIHIOT rpyrtrry

naasraaesrsrx R-KyKyJIJIOrpanTl1AOB (L.scanicus C TpeMfl nOABI1AaMU, L.imitator n .sp., L. invertus n. sp. 11 L . cirriier n. sp.), OC060M MOPcPOJIOrl1'-1eCKOM rpyrmorr
HBJIflIOTCfl npeACTaBl1TeJII1 pona Cucullograptus, y
KOTOpblX I1MeeTCH TeHAeHI.J;aH
TaK

Ii rl1nepTpocPl111 JIeBOM aneprypnoz

MblX

L-KyKyJIJIOrpanTI1AOB ,

C AByMH nOABI1AaMI1 11
3r;OJIIOI.J;I1H TeK y

'IaCTI1 TeKI1,

sacrea

TeKu;

Omr

COCTaBJIHIOT rpyrm y

BI1AaMI1

TaK

hemiaversu s,

C.

naasraae-

C.

auereus

C . pazdroi.
Cucullograptina e OTMe'-laJIaCb

TOPblM npl1HaAJIeJRaJII1 :
HOM

JIonaCT>I.

npeACTaBJIeHHblX

xapaxrepasrsor

'-IepTaMI1, K KO-

1) IWHI.J;eHTpaI.J;uH 3BOJIIOI.J;110HHbIX 113MeneHl1M na anepryp-

nprr OTHOCUTeJIbHO 60JIbillOM YCTOM'-II1BOCTI1 CTpOeHI1H OCTaJIbHblX

2) TeHAeHI.J;I1H K pa3Bl1TI1IO paCxoAHll.\I1XCH aanpaaneana (AI1BepreH-

I.J;I1H) BTOpl1'-1HOM aCI1MMeTpUI1 aneprypnoro armapara.

xapaxrepaaapyrouiyro

IIepByIO xepry,

3BOJIIOI.J;I1IO TeK y

XOpOIllO CpaBHI1Tb co cnocofiosr Al1cPcPep eHI.J;l1pOBaHI1H y

y

KOTOpbIX

HBaHoB

(1960)

KOHCTaTl1pOBaJI

OTHOCI1TeJIbHO

n a er c a

nepoaraoe

cullogr ap t in ae,

60JIbillOM YCTOH'-II1BOCTI1
npl1cnOCOOI1TeJIbnOe

nOA'-IepKI1Bafl, '-ITO

B

CTpOeHl111

3Ha'IeHl1e

ororo

CBI1AeTeJIbCTByeT

OHO

MOJRHO

coapevennsrx Pogonophora,

3BOJIIOI.J;110HHble

l I.J;I1eCH , rJIaBHblM o6pa30M, B AI1<PtPepenI.J;l1pOBKe CTpOeHI1H
I1pl1

Cucullograptinae
113MeneIlI1H,

3aKJIIO'-IaIO-

ur ynansuesoro

,

armapara

OCTaJIbHOrO TeJIa.
aanenaa
0

B

TOM, '-ITO

06cYJR-

3BOJIIOI.J;1111

Cu-

OCHOBHble aa-
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onpezte.nerrsr

npaarreana 3BOJIIOI..\HlI 6bIJIU

B03HUKHOBeHUeM OC06bIX MeXaHU3MOB ~JIfl

cotinpanna rnnun.
B03IIUKHOBeHUe a CI1MMeTpI1I1 aneprypnoro
o

armapara MOLKeT CBI1AeTeJIbCTB03aTb

pa3BI1TI1U BTOPI1qHOM aCUMMeTpI1I1 MJ'lrKI1X xacren TeJIa, OC06eHHO urynansueaoro

annapara .
nyro

ACUMMeTpUfl 3'1'01'0 annapara COCTaBJIfleT xepry, KOppeJIflTUBHO CBfl3aH-

C onpeneaeaaoa

creneusro

ero MOPcPOJIOrUqeCKOrO pa3BUTMfl.

xoropsre

nonxepxaaaro'rca pa3JIMqMfl,

O~HOBpeMeHHO

MMCIOT MeCTO MeLK~y CTaOMJIbHbIM , He rtozraep-

ralOII..\MMCfl 3aMeTHbIM 3BOJIIOI..\IIOHHbIM M3MeHeHYJHM, TMnOM aCMl\IMeTpHH R-KYKyJI JIOrparrmnoa

M

rparrrrrnoa ,

rrporpeCCUBHbIM
B

nepBOM

xapaxr eposr

aCUMMeTpMM

cny-rae BepOflTHO MMeeM

60JIbWMHCTBa

L-KyKyJIJIO-

~eJIO C HeKOTopOM rnneprpodiaea

utynam-ueaoro armapara C npaaojr CTOpOHbI TCJIa, 6e3 O~HOBpeMeHHOM ero peztyxumr
na rrpOTMBOIJOJIO:>KHOM CTopOHe.
MeTpMfl
C JI eBOM
CTopOHe

MMeeT

CTOpOHbI, B03MOLKHO,
TeJIa.

3aTO y

nporpeccnansra

3'1'0'1'

npouecc,

Tex L-KYKYJIJIOrpanTM~OB, y

xapaicrep ,

rMnepTpOcPMfl

C ero pe~YKI..\I1eM na

COqeTaJIaCb
BepOHTH O,

BKJIIO' ;aJI

KOTOpbIX aCMM-

mynansueaoro

armapara

npOTMBOrrOJIOLKIlOI"l

l\ICXaH11 31\1 1\I0PcP0cPM3MOJIOrUqc-

CKOM KOMneHCal..\.lM, flBJIflIOII..\eMCfl, no nceri aepoarnocrn, O~HMM M3 diaxropoa rnnepTPOcPMI1 II..\YIIaJIbl..\CBOrO armapara C JIeBoti CTOpOHbI TeJIa 300M~OB.
M3yqeHI1e M3McHeHMM acroreneaa, npOMCXO~flIl..\MX B 3BOJIIOI..\MM ·
npMBo~MT K

BbIBO~y 0

B

cnocofiom

TOM, qTO rJIaBHbIM

reHeTMqeCKMX npM3HaKoB 6bIJIa y

Cucullograpttnae,

B03HMKHOBeHMfl HOBbIX cPMJIO-

HMX TaK aaasraaesraa ~MCTaJIbHafl MHTPO~YKI..\MH.

pe3YJIbTaTe 3'1'01'0 npouecca HOBbIe npM3HaKM nOflBJIflJIMCb cnepsa TOJIbKO B rexax

;,\I1CTaJIbHOM
l\aHOIl

pa6~OCOMbI, qT06bl

qaCTM

nOTOM

3BOJIIOI..\UOHHOM JIMHI1M, OXBaTbIBaTb

Paccaarpnaarorca
nYKl..\ll11

HOBbIX

nOCTeneHHO,

60JIee

B

OT~eJIbHbIX

npOKCMMaJIbHbIe

3BCHbflX

qaCTM

KOJIOHMM.

TaKLKe nexoropsre OTKJIOHeHMH 0'1' npanunrra ~MCTaJIbHOM 11HTPO-

cPl1JIOreHeTMqeCKUX

npM3HaKOB.

OHI1

xacarorca

TOJIbKO

HeMHorHX

H xreaee CYII..\eCTBeHHbIX MOPcPOJIOrMqCCKMX npH3HaKOB, KOTOpbIe nOHBJIfllOTCH B 3'1'0>'1:
rpyrrrre rpanTOJIHTOB nYTeM npOKCHMaJIbHoti MHTPO~YKI..\HH.

BOJIbWMHCTBO

npasna-

KOB, B TOM qMCJIe ace npM3HaKH 60JIbWOrO MOPcPOJIOrMqeCKOrO 3HaqeHMfl, B03HI1KaIOT
nyrexr ~MCTaJIbHOM MHTPO~YKI\HH, a

3BOJIIOI\I1H Cucullograptinae naer xpeaasr-raruro

y6e~I1TeJIbHbIe ,l\OKa3aTeJIbCTBa aaaxeana 3'1'01'0 cnocofia B03HHKHOBeHHfl HOBbIX npn-

3HaKOB B cPI1JIOreHe3Hce TeK.

Hexoropsnr

MCKJIlOqeHMeM 0'1' npnauarra ,l\MCTaJIbHOM

11HTPO~YKI..\HI1 aanaerca TOLKe aCHMMeTpHJI R-KyKyJIJIOrpanTM,l\OB,

C panee

BbI~BHHYTbIMH npe~nOJImKeIH1JIMH (Yp6aH3K,

'1'0 eCTb npOITBJIfllOTCfl 60JIee HJIl1 MCBee O,l\IIHaKOEO y
Ha OCHOBaHHM
HBJIfllOll\MXCli

aHaJII13a ,l\aHHbIX

pe3YJIbTaTOM

0

nOHBJIeHHH

cPI1JIOr e H CTl1qCCKI1X

H

K

neperaeaan

3KcnpeCCMBHOCTH

H

xoropste,

B03HMKalOT

ocotien

ncex

pa3BMTHM

COrJIaCHO

anonapno,

KOJIOHI1M.

HOBbIX npH3HaKOB,

MO~HcPHKaI..\HM acroreaesnca,

TBCP:>K,l\aIOTCfl paaee BbICKa3aHHbIe B3rJIll~bI (Yp6aH3K,
CBO,l\HTCfl

1960),

1960)

rrexerpauntt

non-

0 TOM, qTO 3'1'0 pa3BMTMe

onpC~eJIeHHbIX

rCHeTI1qe-

CKHX cPaKTOpOB .
B

HaCTOHII..\ei1: pafio're paccssarpueae rca TaK:-KC

sonpoc opraanaauun rpanTOJIM-

TOBbIX KOJIOHMM. ABTOp CTpeMI1TCli ,l\OKa3aTb, qTO KOJIOHI1M Graptoloidea npezicraaJIfllOT raxyro CTa~I11O IIHTerpaI..\HM, npn KOTOpOM nponeccsr HH,l\MBI1~yaJIbHbIe, onpel\eJIHIOII..\Me MOPcP0cPH3HOJIOrHqeCKI1M xapaxrep OT,l\eJIbHbIX 300M~OB KOJIOHMM, euie He
I1CQe3aIOT l..\eJIHKOM.

IIpI1HI1Mafl TaKI1e KOJIOHMM KaK oc06eHHbIM CJIyQaM MHTerpal..\I1M

MORPHOLOGY AND EVOLUTION OF CUCULLOGRAPTINAE

rpyrmsr

oc06ei1:

" n e H e T p a I..\l1 H "

(nonyJIHI..\l1H),

norenertraecxnx
JI.

B

npUBl1JIbHOCTb

nOHHTl111

MO,l\l1cPl1KaI..\l1HX

acroreaeaa .

nepenannsre

B3rJIH,l\bl,

B

3Tl1X

aaropy

Arner.

BaH BaJICHa (Dr. L. Van V alen ;

paCCY:lK,l\eHl1HX

HUCTOHII..\ei1:

npl1B0,l\HTCH

pa60TbI

B

nl1CbMaX

Mus. Nat. History, New York).

PC3YJIbTaTe conOCTUBJICHl1H MopqJOJIOrl1'IeCKl1X l1 CTpaTl1rpacPl1'IeCKl1X

nexoroprsie

OOOCHO EUHbl
gr ap t in ae.

TO JI J1T OB

lIO,l\'ICpKl1BUeTCH

l1HOe

3Ha'ICHl1C MOPcP0JIOrl1l1
B

,l\l1CTaJIbHhIX

cPl1JIOreHeTl1'ICCKHX

onpenemrn,

crenemr

060POT,

HBJIHlOTCH

~laJIO l13MeHeHHble

Hal1Menee

,l\aJIbHei1:Ille e

npl13HUKOB .

aanpaanenxe

MO,l\l1cPHI..\JI[pOBaHl-IbIMl1,

anuecrpam.nsre

npM3HaKH M

npezncasr,

l1e.TJ J1T b crpoemre, CBOI1CTBeHUoe

l1

npOKCl1-

H3y'IeHHoi1: rpynne rpan-

n eparsre I1MelOT "npocPe T H' I CCK Oe" 3I-!U'ICH I1C, Y 'II1T b I BU H

J1HTP0,l\YKI..\HH HOBbIX

KOTOpOi1:

nannsrx

BbIBO,l\bI, K UCaIOII..\MCCH cPl1JIOreHe3a M TUKCOHOMl1l1 Cucullo-

M a JI h H b l X TeK ,l\JIH yCTaHOBJIeHHH P0,l\OBbIX oTHOIlleHl1i1: .

H0J,1

npl1MeHeHl1H

l1 ,,3KCnpeCCl1BHOCTb" B Onl1CaHl1l1 HBJIeHl1i1:, npOl1CXO,l\HII..\HX rrpn q:ll1-

KpHTl1'IC CKl1C
)l;-pa

,l\0KU3bIBueTCH
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n p mnmrr

OHH

,l\MCT a .'1b -

nb3BOJIHlOT

3BOJIJOI..\l1l1.

coxpanrnor

B

He-

Bropsre,

aa-

Hal160JIee

no.nro

n03BOJIHlOT TUKHM cnocofiore onpe-

'I'axoe 3Ha'IeHHe ,l\HcTaJIbHbIX l1 npOKCl1-

~m JI bHbl X TeK, O,l\HaKO , He U6COJIlOTHOe, U 3 a B H Cl1 M OC 01' cnocoooa cPMJIOreUCTl1'I e CKJ1X

" IOl1HcPl1KaI..\l1ii acrorenene aa,

xapaxrepn srx

,l\JI H ,l\UHHOi'1 rpynrn.r rpanTOJIHToB.

lIpHHl1MaH BO BHHMaHHe BbIIlleH3JIO:lKeHHble Kpl1TepHJ1 , aBTOp CTpeMl1JICH ye-raH OB I1T b

cPl1JIOreHeTl1'ICCKl1C

COOTUOIlIeHl1H

B

Cuculjograptinac,

npezte.nax

l1P CB H H M 11 uaH60JIee npl1MHTl1BHbIM npC,l\CTaBHTeJIeM 31'011

{Jrap t u s progenitor

rpynnst

C aMblM

HBJIHeTCH Lobo-

n. sp., KOTOpbl11 OTKpbIBU CT O,l\HOBpCMCHHO pa3BJITI1e nepnon 3 BO-

: 11OI..\110 H H 0 I1 JlI1HHl1 Cucullo gr aptin ae, npe,l\ CTaBJI HlOII..\el1 HX n epnoaa-ram.ny ro cPl1J10-

r enerrrsecxyro

BCTBb ( "st em

Iobograptids"), Lobograptus r i m p l ex

TpU.TJbHylO n03J1I..\HlO CPC,l\l1 acex
H y lO

craznno, 01'

B p e3YJIbTaTe

4

Cucull ogr a ptinae

KOTOpOI1, aeponrno, np0l130IllJIU paztnatura

5

l1JIH xce

JIl IH H I1 .n;OMl1HJ1pOBaJIl1

OT,l\eJIbHbIX JIl1HHii PU3Bl1Tl1H .

npoueccsr

xce 3 UH l1 M Ue T I..\eH-

l1 npe,l\CTaBJIHeT Jll160 crpyxryp-

B

31'011

rpyrmsr,

ztarouraa

pa3 BHTI1l1 KaJK.n;o t'r H3 3Tl1X

nanpaancaaoa 3BOJIlOI..\Hl1 Hap; np0I..\eCCaMl1 zmaep-

r CHI..\l1l1 (lIJI. VIII, IX). Oc060e nOJlOJKeHl1e 3aHl1MaeT TOJIbKO

Cucullograptus pazdroi,

I ~OTOPbli1: He coe.n;HHHeTCH OT'ICTJIHBO C rnaanon cPl1JIOreHeTH'IeCKOI1 BCTBblO Cucullogr ap t i n ae.

OH

npencraanaer

l1JIl1

60KOBylO

JIHHHlO,

KOTOpUH

050c06JIJIaCb

panee

I I UJIJIOnaTpl1'IeCKl1, l1JIl1 ero npo:l1CXOJK.n;eHI1e l1HOe, 'IeM OCTaJIbHbIX npe,LICTaBHTeJIei1:

rpynrrsr,

3 1'0 11

KOHI..\enI..\HJl

B

nOM

OTHOIlieHl1H

Cucullograptinae

MOPcP0JIOrl1'IeCKH-TaKCOHOMH'IeCKoi'l,

Flponcxoacneaae Cucullograptinae
HO.

O.n;HaKO

TeJIei1:

CX0,l\CTBO

gOCOMbI paHHl1X JIHHOrpanTl1.n;oB

n. sp.,

'IaCTH

KOJIOHl1l1

L.simplex)

N.nilssoni

'-lT06bI MO:lKHO 6bIJIO C'IJ1TaTb ero rrpenxosr L.

B

'ITO 06II..\l1M npemcosr

npe.n;CTaBJIHlOII..\l1i1:

acero

na

npHMI1Tl1BHbIX npencraan-

MoryT CBl1.n;eTeJIbCTBO-

ozmaxo CJIl1IllKOM cneI..\l1aJIl13HpOBaH,

progenitor

r-I3 l13BeCTHblX npencraarrrenea Cucullograptinae.

JIl1HOrpanTl1.n;,

cxopee

C npoKCIIMaJIbHoi1: 'IUCTblO pa6-

(Neodiversograptus nilssoni)

aarr, 0 poncrne 3THX zrayx BeTBei1:.

60TbI npennonaraer,

OCHOBaHbI

cPHJIOreHeTH'IeCKoi1:.

He MO:lKeT 6bITb B HaCTOHII..\ee BpeMH BbIHCHe-

npOKCJ1MUJIbHoi1:

Lobograptus (L.progenitor

'IeM

n. sp. -

Iloarosry

Cucullograptinae

Hal160JIee ztpeaaero

aarop

HaCTOHII..\ei1: pa-

l1 Linograptinae MOl' 6bITb

npeaeozraaepcorparrmzrayro

CTa;'\l1lO

3BOJIlOI..\l1l1.

Cl1CTeMaTW-IeCKoi1: 'IaCTl1 P;UHO Onl1CUHl1e CJIe.n;YIOII..\l1X npencraaauenen Cucullo-

gr a pt in ae :
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ADAM URBANEK

Loboortiptu.s Urbanek, 1958
L. progenitor n.sp.

L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

L.
L.
L.
L.

simplex Urbanek, 1960
exspeetatus exspeetatus Urbanek, 1960
exspeetatus bieornis n.subsp.
seanieus paraseanieus (KUhne, 1955)
scnnicus amphirostris n.subsp.
seanieus seanieus (Tullberg, 1883) sensu Bulman, 1953
imitator n.sp.
invertus n.sp,
cirrifer n.sp.

Cueullograptus Urbanek, 1954
Cue. hemiaversus Urbanek, 1960
Cue. aversus cf . aversus (Eisenack, 1942)
Cue . aversus rostratus Urbanek, 1960
Cue . pazdroi Urbanek, 1954.

Plate XLVI

Graptolite assemblage preserved on the surface of erratic boulder S. 181, Czarnoglowy (Western Pomerania). 1 Fragment of boulder with great accumulation of
rhabdosome fragments, showing predominance of Lobograptus seanieus paraseanieus (KUhne) and Cueullograptus pazdroi Urbanek ; rhabdosomes are mostly randomly oriented, only .in some parts showing parallel arrangement; slightly reduced (ca . 0.86). 2 Enlarged detail of the surface; ca. X 1.1.
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Plate XLVII

Some examples of states of preservation of the Cucullograptinae on the rock surface.
1 - Lobograptus scanicus parasepnicus (KUhne), a distal fragment of rhabdosome
in reverse aspect; 2 - L. scanicus scan icus (Tullberg) sensu Bulman, three fragments of rhabdosome in both aspects; 3 - L. cirrifer n.sp., a di stal fragment of
rhabdosome in reverse aspect; 4 - Cucullograptus hemiaversus Urbanek, a distal
fragment of rhabdosome in reverse aspect ; 5-10 - Cue. aversus rostraius Urbanek, different parts of rhabdosome in reverse (7,9) and obverse (5, 6, 8, 10) aspects
(Mielnik deep-boring, approximate depth: 1-993.6, 2-982.9, 3-940.25, 4-952.9,
5, 8, 9, 10-922.1 , 6, 7-923.1 m) ; 1-2 ca . X 4 ; 3-6, 8-9 ca. X 6; 7, 10 ca. X 7.

